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A SYRIAC VALENTINIAN HYMN

WILLIAM ROMAINE NEWBOLD

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

EPIPHANIUS prefixes to the account of the Yalentinians which

he copied from Irenaeus a brief account of his own composition,

presumably based upon a document then in his hands, and sub-

joins a copy of a portion of this document. It is of peculiar

interest as being one of the very few scraps of Valentinian liter-

ature that have survived and the only one that deals at any

length with the essential features of the system. Yet it has

been strangely ignored by modern students of Gnosticism;

indeed the only recent study of it known to me is that of Otto

Dibelius (Studien zur Gcschichte der Valentinianer : II. Der
Valentinianische Sendbrief, in ZNTW 9 (1908), p. 329-340), in

which he provides a translation of the very difficult text with a

brief discussion of the doctrine and of its place in the history

of Valentinianism.

The anonymous author gives a list of the Greek names of the

thirty Aeons differing somewhat from those preserved by Ire-

naeus (1. 1. 2-3; p. 8-11) and Hippolytus (6. 29-30).
* The

document concludes with a series of words, written in Greek let-

ters but not Greek in form, which Epiphanius supposed to be

the original names of the Aeons, the Greek names being trans-

lations of these. His statement seems not to have been ques-
tioned by any one until the appearance of Holl's edition of the

Panarion. In a footnote (p. 385) Holl says:
The language of the fragment is Aramaic with Jewish coloring, but the

forms of the several words are so corrupted that a complete reconstruction

seems impossible. J. Marquart and H. Gressmann think, however, that

they are able to recognize with approximate certainty that 'Arap (1. 'Ayap)

References to /Irenaeus,' 'Hippolytus,' 'Epiphanius' signify the

adversus Haereses, the Befutatio, and the Panarion. Quotations from the

Greek text of Irenaeus and Epiphanius follow the text of Karl Holl's new
edition (1915), Die Griechischen christlichen Scliriftsteller der ersten drei

JanrJiunderte, vol. 25, pt. 1: Epiphanius, vol. 1, but references to the adv.

Haer., unless otherwise indicated, are to Massuet's paragraphs and the

pages of Harvey's first volume. Quotations from Hippolytus follow the

text of Duncker and Schneidewin.
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2 William Romaine Newbold

Bappa should be taken as equivalent to K3iri3 "UH (he girded on his

sword), 'Eo-XV (1. 'Ecrdrjv') Ovavavlv to pjm fion (favor and compassion),

Aava&K OvdivQtic to
p)J"tt p2jS (for him who is going out and him who

has gone out). This makes it at once evident that the formula contains

at all events not names of Aeons, but a continuous sentence or sentences.

The 'translation' of Epiphanius is therefore quite as worthless as that

propounded Haer. 19. 4. 3; p. 221, 13 ff.

Epiphanius gives two copies of this list in his introductory

account and a third in his copy of the original document. The

MS tradition is therefore derived from three distinct sources and

the variants which it presents show that the three lists were in

large measure copied independently and not corrected one by

another, a circumstance which makes much easier the reconstruc-

tion of the underlying text.

According to Holl (TU, no. 36, pt. 2, 1910) the text of the

Panarion rests upon two MSS, the Vaticanus (V) and the

Marcianus (M), all others being derived from them. V is of

the beginning of the ninth century, M was written A.D. 1057.

V has been corrected by a nearly contemporary scholar, who
introduced readings, sometimes valuable, from one or more MSS
which he had at his disposal.

There are then six more or less independent witnesses to the

text, V, VI, M, Ml being Epiphanius 's first two copies in V and

M respectively, and V2, M2 his copy in the text of the document.

I give Holl's text (H), the word-divisions recognized by him

being indicated by periods, and place beneath it the variant

readings of the six witnesses so arranged as to bring each letter

under the corresponding letter of Holl's text. Letters to which

nothing there corresponds are additions; omission of letters

accepted by Holl is indicated by a minus sign. In the upper-
most line I have placed my own emendations (N).

Epiphanius, Panarion haer. 31. 2 : vol. 1, p. 385, 2.

N



A Syriac Valentinian Hymn
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William Romaine Newbold

The text proves to be a fragment of a Syriac poem consisting

of stanzas composed of eight verses, each of five or six syllables.

One complete stanza and seven verses of a second still remain.

The poem was a Valentinian hymn, and, of the two stanzas, the

first celebrates the deeds of the 'Celestial Light' and the second

those of the 'Celestial Firmament.'

aXXcito vovpa au

povKoi>\6ap aov6 ov 031 |001

5 ovdovova

J.V^M^ I
V ^V

ovavdvtv \a/JL^pra

aXXwto apovKia.

10 BdafA \adptav

Xa(X/iw (b

Savd<pK ova

15 5edpi t TflVT" n .. A. <

That Celestial Light

Came to be in every Place,

And in every Place in which

he was diffused,

From the Head he pro-

claimed tidings about the

Father,

And he showed kindness

To the Aeons, contending,

And mercies to the Lady

Who came from Rejected
Ones.

The Celestial Firmament

Restrained strife

Among the Ages, quarreling ;

That which was going out he

expelled ;

The Sprays bringing forth

first fruits

He healed, and [any?] cor-

rupted ones

Which were beginning to

wither ....

NOTES2

The MS tradition is surprisingly accurate. The original text

was written with great care, the author endeavoring to express
the exact sounds as he heard them without reference to any
customary system of phonetic equivalents, and the greater num-
ber of the corruptions can be explained as due to resemblances
between the letters of the uncial script. I have therefore in

'My friend the Editor, Prof. J. A. Montgomery, has been so kind as
to read these notes, making a few corrections and adding a number of
valuable suggestions.



A Syriac Valentinian Hymn 5

several cases retained the spelling of the MSS even when it is

difficult to explain and interpret and when simple emendations

would remove the difficulties.

v. 1, 9 : aAAoxo : the corrupt forms AM^IO and AAAOP corre-

spond almost stroke for stroke, although the identification of

^ and O is questionable. For the doubled -A- see Noldeke, Syr.

Gram. 2d ed., p. 13 :

' Als verdoppelt hat so ziemlich jeder Con-

sonant zu gelten, dem ein kurzer Vocal vorhergeht und irgend

ein Vocal folgt.
' The a-sound is expressed by o in this word

and in v. 2 aovo but not elsewhere
; by w in v. 6 AaSwi^, v. 11 vprjv

and perhaps v. 11 AaaA^w. The -t- is consonantal here and in

v. 10 Xaapiav ;
elsewhere it is a vowel.

v. 1-2 : vovpa av : this represents the readings of the majority
of the texts and gives the better sense; the demonstrative

implies that the author expects his readers to understand what
is meant by the 'Celestial Light.' But the meter requires that

in reading the final -a of vovpa be elided. The pronunciation,

therefore, would be the same as that of the alternative reading

vovpav which would represent IN**, in which the 0<n is the

enclitic pronoun, emphasizing the preceding word. But in v. 2

the ov repeats the subject.

v. 2, 3 : -fiov- : v. 8, -aov- : v. 9, -pov- : in the Palestinian dia-

lects of Aramaic the Syriac swa is not infrequently represented

by t, e. g. army, DTIp> tfnn (Duval, Gr. p. 90, n. 3; Noldeke,
ZDMG22 (1868), p. 458-9).

v. 2: aovo ov: all texts save one have Sovov, which should

represent OC1 1051 . But for this construction there seems to be

no authority; moreover it would offend against both the meter

and the thought of the verse, for ' v ' v is not a permissible
form and the sense requires a past tense. M2 has ooov and I

have ventured to take this as evidence of the loss of an -o-.

v. 3 : ov- : in view of the care with which vocalic swa is

throughout represented by some Greek vowel, this ov- must be

regarded as a vowel, analogous to the Hebrew idiom (Dalman,
Gram. p. 191: 'According to Socin's Codex 84 of Targum
Onkelos, 1 is always pronounced 1 before D, ), and before

non-gutturals except
* if they have s'wa, which then disappears/

i. e. is silent) . So also v. 5 : ovdovova 1-^ . But v. 7, ovavdmv

may represent either ^ii"0 or
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v. 3: 8c88ep>?: Taw assimilated to Dalath according to rule

(Duval, 111). The penult represents swa, for of this root

only Pe. and Ethpe. are used in Syriac (PS Lex.).

v. 4 : the transliteration of this verse is uncertain. The text

without emendation makes tolerable Syriac, U>r~ >4 ^^j.^
*

(any) one committing impiety he caused to fall into the Void/

Against the most serious objection to this reading, namely the

use of the case absolute "^-^r^ without ^, one might -allege

that the case is determined by the indefinite idea contributed by
the ^ of the preceding line. Moreover, this is good Valen-

tinian doctrine. For the sin of the Pleroma was impiety the

desire to know the Father without regard to his wish to be

known; the 'Void' or 'Waste' is the vaguely conceived infinite

space beneath the Pleroma (Iren. 1. 3. 5 : p. 31
;
2.2.6: p. 257) ,

and, according to Hippolytus (p. 276), the first duty of Christ-

Holy Spirit here represented by the Celestial Light was to

expel Sophia's e/cr/ow/xa from the Pleroma. Nevertheless, the

difficulties involved in the acceptance of this reading are to me
insuperable. (1) The introduction of a new idea at the opening
of the phrase by the case absolute is intolerably harsh. (2) It

is not probable that /xepe|a represents ^-^r10
, for in no other

case is the silent swa given a vowel, e. g. ^ecrS^, ^e/ora, aA/xw, av^e/c

(for the three apparent exceptions see the note on eo-o-ov/xej/, v. 6) .

(3) The meaning of the verse would be inappropriate to the con-

text. It would ascribe to the Celestial Light the function of

removing the results of sin from the Pleroma, while in the second

stanza that function is expressly ascribed to the Celestial Firma-
ment. It is true that the Firmament is but an aspect of the

Light (see p. 26), but the very aim of these two stanzas is the

discrimination of the Light and the Firmament by means of
their functions, how then could the same function be ascribed
to both?

The emendations required by the reading above adopted are

justifiable from the palaeographical point of view, and the func-
tion which the verse then ascribes to the Celestial Light, that
of enlightening the Aeons about the nature of the Father, is one
which is ascribed to Christ-Holy Spirit in all Valentinian sys-
tems. The assimilation of the final Nun of ^ to the initial

consonant of the next word, both here and in v. 8 /xeoo-ovAaiV,
is in accordance with Barhebraeus's rule (Duval, p. 106) that
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the assimilation takes place except when the consonant is Alaf ,

He, Heth, Yodh, Nun, 'E, Pe. The failure to double the

p is also according to rule (Noeld., 21). But ara(3 for arre/3

requires explanation. The use of a for e probably merely indi-

cates that the vowel-sound was obscure; still more surprising

is the appearance of a in place of an t or y in v. 6, aovova for ^o-.

The same inference may be drawn from the spellings of some

words in the Jewish Palestinian dialect e. g. Pa. D^C^J Aph.

pflDN. DTpN*. "IBTrN. of which Dalman remarks (p. 206,

n. 2) : 'Whether one may infer pronunciation with a from spell-

ing without Yodh remains uncertain. The supralinear vocalisa-

tion recognizes this pronunciation only in case of gutturals.'

The failure to double the T is a much more serious matter.

In every other case where Syriac requires that a letter be doub-

led in pronunciation the doubling is scrupulously indicated, e. g.

aAAwio, Se8Sep?7, (3a/3/3a, aovova, /xeo-o-ovAatV, ao-o~i, not to Speak of its

being indicated where not called for in Syriac, eo-o-ov/xev, xc/*/*a
'

'-

Its omission here is probably due to the structure of the verse,

which permits only two accents and requires the elision of either

the final syllable of /xepea or the first of ara/2. Thus the tw^o

words were pronounced as one with but one accent, ^pe^ara^.
Since the doubling of the r is not organic but is due to the

presence of the accent upon the 'weak' prefix (Duval, 113,

157) the loss of the accent should entail the omission of the

doubling.

v. 4: (3a/3/3a: Duval, 224a: 'Dans le sens figure de "pere

spirituel" tl avait le beth redouble.' For the construction,

cf. PS (Thes. col. 432) :
'^ iL^Aai UUi j.^? de eo BO III,

t> v e 7

2, 208; rogavit eum [quid sentiret] f~*^? |$-*joa*o ^Q religione

Arabum, ib. II, 423.'

v. 5 : Holl, at Marquart 's suggestion, recognizes the duplica-
tion of this line (see p. 3) as due to a marginal gloss. The

dittograph which he brackets contains, however, the purer text.

v. 5 : xc(7<fyv : Heth occurs seven times. Twice, in this word
and v. 14, x6/^1/*? it is represented by X ;

four times, v. 4,

ovaovova, V. 7, ovavanv, V. 10, Oaa^ and Aaaptai/, by hiatus
; 011C6,

v. 6, when initial, it has no representative, co-om^ei/. The m. pi.

abs. occurs seven times; in six cases the ending is obviously

^--, although spelled in four ways (v. 5, 11, -^v; v. 6, -ev; v. 7,
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8, -iv
;

v. 15, -r) ;
the sole exception, v. 14, -i/*, is probably due

to textual corruption and is not recognized in the transliteration.

v. 6: Holl and Marquart bracket the words AM$AIN

E22OYMEN as a gloss upon A0A MES2OYMEN.
v. 6 : XaBotvr) : 'E occurs five times. Twice, v. 1, 9, aAAouo, v.

13, '<, as initial it is unrepresented ; twice, v. 9, apovKia, v. 11

AaaA/uo, it is represented by hiatus. In AaSwn? it disappears

altogether, allowing the vowels between which it stood to con-

tract. This indicates that it had here its softer sound, approxi-

mating that of Alaf, and this, again, is confirmed by the

Palestinian Aramaic words JOTNn pHN> which contain the

same root (Dalman, p. 70).

v. 6 : <7<rov/*ev : there are three occurrences of the Pe. act. part,

m. pi. abs., the others being v. 11, wpyv and v. 15 x^P- -^^- The

f. pi. emph. occurs once, v. 13, ftox^paOa. In the three which

come from triliteral roots the swa, which would be silent in

Syriac (Duval, Gr. 100), is expressed by -on-,
-a-, -e-. This is

not a case of negligence but represents an earlier pronuncia-

tion, still found in the Aramaic of the Onkelos MS, Cod. Socin

84, the pointing of which indicates that in such inflected forms

of the participle the second radical was pronounced with a semi-

vowel (Dalman, Gram. p. 55-56). For the doubling of the

second radical in these participial forms there seems to be no
direct parallel. Since the short, closed syllables followed by
vocalic swa CO--O-OV/ACV, x^-pa-* are equivalent in value to the

corresponding long open syllables d-o-ov/xo/, x^-pa*, it may be

that the former spellings represent merely peculiarities in

pronunciation on the part of the transcriber.

v. 7-8 : Aa/nepra Sea0a : these words present several difficulties.

If, -fjiepra be a feminine noun -aOa should be -aOaO. But the only

masculine noun corresponding to -/zepro, Pt^ yields no sense

(PS Lex. 'the plucking out, pulling off' of hair or feathers;

'baldness; plumes, fine apparel'). If a feminine it corresponds

most closely to Ur^ (op. cit.: 'bitterness, gall, bile'). This also

yields no sense. The preceding words, 'showed mercies to,'

indicate that the complementary idea must be that of a person,

and l^o 'Lady,' gives just the meaning required, for this

'Lady' is of course the fallen Sophia of the Valentinians. To
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this identification several objections present themselves. (1)

The first vowel of the word Ur^ is Zqafa, which was pronounced

by the Nestorians as a, by the Jacobites as 6. It may be alleged

that, while a short a (Pthakha) often passes into e in Syriac, a

long a (Zqafa} never does. Moreover, the word occurs in Greek

letters elsewhere, e. g. in the NT, as the proper name, MapOa,

which shows that the first vowel was an a, although it leaves

its quantity undetermined. (2) The usual equivalent of Taw
is 0, as in Ma/o<9a; r ought to represent Teth. As

regards the first objection: the history of vowel-change, both

in quantity and quality, in Syriac, is involved in such obscurity

that the rules of the grammarians can seldom be regarded as

authoritative. Even the grammarians themselves often cannot

agree upon fundamental issues. Thus Duval teaches that dis-

tinctions of quantity have been virtually so merged into those

of quality as to have lost all significance (p. 44). Noldeke is

more cautious
;
he does not deny the existence of vowel-quantity

in Syriac, but he does deny that the utterances of the Syrian

grammarians on the subject are entitled to any weight (Syr.

Gram. p. 9). David lays strong emphasis on the quantity of

vowels (p. 185 f), and intimates in a footnote (p. 192) that the

blunders of Duval, Noldeke, and other European Orientalists are

due to their ignorance of the proper pronunciation of the Orien-

tal languages. His own treatment of the subject is neither clear

nor consistent, but apparently he recognizes in the Nestorian

pronunciation no difference in quality between Pthakha and

Zqafa but only in quantity, while among the Jacobites they
differ in quality, as a from o, and each may be either long or

short. Similar differences of opinion are found with

reference to the question now at issue, namely the quantity of

the 'long' vowel in a closed syllable. David says (p. 209) that

at the present time both Jacobites and Nestorians make such a

vowel short (mdrta, mdrta) ;
Noldeke (p. 29) attributes this

tendency to the Nestorians, and Barhebraeus bears witness that

in the 13th century the same confusion was prevalent among
them. Duval cannot admit Barhebraeus 's evidence, which is

fatal to his own theory, and is driven to the desperate expedient

of assuming that, with the exception of a few cases, (p. 77)

'c'est son oreille qui est en defaut et son raisonnement qui est

mauvais, car les nuances de d et a etaient parfaitement sensibles,
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en dehors meme du redoublement.
' In general, (p. 92) <ce

serait une erreur de croire . . . que les Syriens abregeaient

la voyelle dans une syllabe fermee . . . II y avait . . .

plutot la une oscillation entre les sons clairs et les sons

obscurs.' These differences of opinion are due in part

to the fact that the vowel-points introduced in the 8th century

do not adequately represent the sounds of the language and in

part to the fact that the sounds which they do represent cannot

be reduced to a coherent system. Yet they are themselves

intended to simplify and standardize current pronunciation.

They cannot therefore afford conclusive evidence as to the pro-

nunciation of a period long anterior to that in which they were

adopted. The evidence of the new fragment confirms this infer-

ence. Setting aside the question as to the precise phonetic

values of the Greek letters at the time when and the place where

the transcription was made, it manifestly does not bear witness

to the simple and rigid scheme of the 8th century grammarians.
The w-sounds are represented by ov, the i- and e-sounds by e, i,

, rj, seemingly without distinction
;
even the long, accented i of

the pass. part, has e (xe/Se'AifO . Twice e appears as a (a/otai/,

aAAano). Pthakha is generally a but once e (cv^et). Zqafa
seems to possess the least stability. Usually it is a, but twice w

(aAAano, uprjv) [thrice ? aA/xw], twice o (aAAwio, poxepaOa) [thrice
? aovo], twice e followed by a doubled consonant (eo-o-ov/xev,

Xwi*afftLv) . Vocalic swa is ov, a, e. The bearing of these facts

upon the problems of Syriac phonetics I must leave to those

more competent to judge, for the subject lies far outside my
proper field. But this, at least, one may infer the fact that
the grammarians of the 8th century pointed Ur^ with Zqafa
does not prove that the tendency to pronounce it marta, which
has been present from the 13th century to the present day
among the Nestorians, originated after the pointing was
adopted. It may well, indeed, have been found in some dialects

many centuries earlier. The change of a to e in a closed syllable
is very common in Syriac. Duval asserts (p. 79) that it never
takes place when the syllable is closed by a guttural or an r.

That it sometimes does is shown by the first word of the phrase
lioo-i ]r^o mdrde yawma, which is so pronounced by the Nestorians
while to the Jacobites it is merde. One should also note that in
the two occurrences of vocalic swa before r in the poem it is
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expressed by c (SeSSe/a?/, /?<>xe/oa0a) which shows that the author

is not conscious of any especial preference for an o-sound before

r. The use of r for Taw may be explained on similar

principles. The author, as his practice elsewhere shows, is not

following any accepted system of transliteration, and it may
well be that r rather than 6 expressed to his ear the sound of

the hard, non-aspirated Taw in Up*. If -^pra means

'lady,' -aOa should probably be emended into -a/9a<6l>. But
forms without the final Taw occur in Babylonian Aramaic

;

those, for example, of KHK are given by Levias (A Grammar

of the Aramaic Idiom contained in the Babylonian Talmud,

Cincinnati, 1900, 601) as NTfc*, H^ng, WN< nn^>
N/VrW' n_T)K> and -aOa, therefore, is not absolutely impossible.

v. 8 : /x-ecro-ovAatV : one is tempted to emend - o-ovAaiV into the

classical Syriac word \VCSO oWAav, which is derived from the

Lamadh-Alaf root U^, or into o-ovXiav, which would be derived

from the same root treated as Lamadh-Yodh. The meaning of

both would be the same, 'dross, dirt, refuse' a singularly apt

designation, from the Valentinian point of view, of the results

of sin in the Pleroma. Yet, as I try to show in the commentary
(p. 26) /xeo-o-ovAaiV gives the passage a meaning for which

indirect support can be found in extant sources. In classical

Syriac the Peal pass. part. m. pi. abs. would be ^^ M
, but

forms analogous to that of the text occur in Babylonian Aramaic

(Levias, 560, f^, [Jp ,

f'Ht?>)
and also in Biblical Aramaic

(Kautzsch, p. 80E).
v. 11: AaaAjiwo: the -w is probably due to corruption of -e or

-et but possibly represents a transition form between the primi-

tive I

*yiS^ and the classical i^^
L

, such as -a or -ai, assimilated

in quality to the following w. Compare the Babylonian spelling

H50. 'NBO which Levias ( 989a) points "0 > WO Instead

of AaaAjua>, SaaA/xw might be read.

v. 11 : uprjv ;
v. 15 : -&pi : for the failure to double -p- see

Noldeke, Gram. 21.

v. 12 : Savacj>K ova : the imperfect tense compounded of the

present participle and the enclitic I051 sometimes expresses an

act or event regarded from a point of view in the past as immi-

nent (Noldeke, Gram. p. 208). It is in this sense that the form
must here be taken (see the commentary, p. 26).
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v. 12: av<f>cKi in Babylonian Aramaic, .according to Levias

( 374), the J frequently remains unassimilated before gutturals,

emphatic consonants, sibilants, j|, 1 and fl. The -0- probably

represents the unaspirated Syriac p, which was much less

emphatic than the Greek IT.

v. 13 : ev<f>ei : the word may also be transliterated 1^1 Trpo'o-wTra,

t

Personalities,
' and this also makes fairly satisfactory sense.

But in view of the participle /?oxepa0a the proposed reading is

preferable, for 'bearing first fruits' is an attribute appropriate

to sprays but not to personalities.

v. 13 : J3oxepa0a : both MSS have Y for in the first list (VM) ,

P in the second (V1M1), and PP in the third (V2M2).
This shows that both are descended from a common archetype

in which the same name was written in three different ways,

which, again, proves that the scribe of that archetype copied

faithfully what he thought he saw before him without trying

to correct one list by another. The error perhaps arose in the

first copy, probably made by a professional scribe, from Epi-

phanius 's presumably cursive autograph.

v. 14 : xtP&W '
is quite certainly the passive participle. The

active, ^NrL would mean 'in travail' which is not appro-

priate to sprays; moreover, judging from the analogy of

eaaovpcv and xe/x/Acumi', it would be spelled x^^eAi/x.
v. 15 : Se^a/cn : The representation of Sin by ,

here and v. 4

-pta, is, so far as I can learn, not found elsewhere. The 3. m.

pi. ending a is not represented. This may indicate that it was
not pronounced at all or that it was a consonantal w which
could not be represented in Greek letters. The latter is the

view of Duval (p. 55: 'a defaut de preuves contraires, on devra
s'en tenir a la prononciation regue ew, iw') and of David, whose

opinion, as being orientalis homo (p. 189), is of especial inter-

est (p. 189: 'Veras diphthongos non habent Syri, sed cum jo'dh
et waw apud eos sunt verae consonantes, lingua Syriaca syllabas
habet quarum consonans finalis est jodh vel waw ... in qui-
bus secunda littera non est vocalis sed consonans').
Noldeke takes the former view (Gram. Syr. p. 26 :

'o und <*

sind beide viel zu vocalisch, als dass sie im Auslaut einer Silbe
wahre Consonanten sein konnten

;
sie bilden dann stets einfache

Vocale oder Diphthonge, also ... ... galllu [nicht
galliw], etc.').
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v. 15 : xc/A/Acumv : /*/*
w^h V2M2, after the analogy of v. 6,

eavovfjiev. The -EIN of M explains the -EM of V2 and is

probably the true reading. The final syllable -wv which Holl

takes from V1M1 is obviously a dittograph, for Epiphanius

proceeds : o>v ovo/mTwv ep/x^veiat ewnv aiSe.

The syntax of the poem presents nothing worthy of note

except the rather free use of the case absolute, which is such

as to suggest that it has not as yet lost its proper meaning. The

conceptions which are unquestionably clearly defined to the

reader are all in the emphatic 1'<*J, U*> Ul Pr^ ]<*&*, 1^^
Three which ought to be indefinite are in the absolute

Two which might be conceived as defined

are in the absolute ^-U^ and ix
'
Vs"^* both of which designate

the same things. Whether the use of the absolute here has any

significance, throwing the concepts in question out of the focus

of consciousness into the margin, so to speak, it is not possible to

determine. So also of the active participles. Two of the three,

^>vm?i Pr^ and ^-'
r' U>o^ should, according to rule, be taken

as predicates, equivalent to ^^m*.? r^'01? which I have indicated

in translation by placing a comma between them and the nouns

they modify, but the third, Ur=^ teJ^ which seems to be a

parallel construction, tends to discredit this inference and to

indicate that there is no real difference of meaning between the

two cases. The choice between them may be determined by
other factors, possibly metric or euphonic, the value of which

we cannot appreciate.

Each verse contains two accented and three or four unac-

cented syllables. Vocalic swa belonging to the word proper is

not counted as a syllable : following the prefixes ^r^ it may
or may not be, seemingly at pleasure. The metre corresponds
to that termed by Grimme 'Grundform 2' (Collectanea

Friburgensia, Fasc. II, Der Strophenbau in den Gedictiten

Ephraems des Syrers, 1893, p. 5), but differs from it in that the

rhythmic scheme which Grimme regards as fundamental, that

is, as most frequent, 'w'v, occurs five times only (v. 2, 8, 10,

13, 14) ;
that which he makes an infrequent substitute u'uu'u

occurs twice (v. 4, 12), while the eight remaining verses (1, 3,

5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 15) fall under the second of his other two sub-

stitutes u'u'v/. Of the fourth scheme, 'uuu'u, no example
occurs.
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Each verse contains five or six syllables. If the final syllable

Of | f
vv

in v . 9 be elided, the numerical scheme for the first

stanza would be 55565556, and for the second, 5556555, from

which one may infer that the missing last verse of the stanza

also contained six syllables and that the scheme for the first

is that for all the stanzas of the poem. While this scheme is

not found among Ephraem's poems (see Lamy's revised list in

his Ephraemi Syri Hymni et Sermones, vol. 4, Mechlin, 1902, p.

486-495), it is of the type used by him and other Syrian poets.
3

COMMENTARY

Both stanzas deal with the same theme, the reconstitution of

the Pleroma after its harmony had been destroyed by the appear-

ance of sin within its borders. The first recounts the deeds of

the Celestial Light, the second those of the Celestial Firmament,

in this work of restoration.

Of this scene three more or less complete versions are extant.

Irenaeus gives two (1. 2, 1-2, p. 13-16; 3-6, p. 16-23), inti-

mating that the second is derived from a different source than

the first (p. 16 : mot Sc cdrrwv ovrws TO Traces Tr)s 22o<tas KCU TT)V

tTTwrrpo^v/AvfloAoyovo-iv), and Hippolytus the third (6. 31, p. 274-

278). A few incidents, some of which belong to other versions

than the above, may be gleaned from other passages in Irenaeus

and from Clement of Alexandria's Excerpta ex Theodoto etc.

Nearly all the incidents to which the Syriac text alludes can

be identified in one or another of the extant sources, but as a

whole the system presupposed by the poem does not correspond
to any Valentinian system hitherto recognized.

3 1 classify the poem's structure in accordance with both of the rival

theories as to the nature of Syriac verse because, in my opinion, no issue is

raised between them. The fact that Syrian grammarians, and Syrian poets

also, recognized in poetry only one formal principle that of the number
of syllables in a line does not prove that no others were in use any more
than the theories of those English prosodists who see in English verse no
other rhythms than those formed by the sequence of accented and unaccented

syllables prove that English poets are deaf to the subtle harmonies of

quantities, consonantal qualities, assonances, pauses, and cadences. An
English or German ear, accustomed to stress-rhythms, cannot doubt that

they are present in Syriac poetry, even though the grammarians have not
formulated the laws which govern them.
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The '

Celestial Light/ or, more literally, the 'Light on High,'

is that stream of revivifying spiritual consciousness which was

emanated by the Father, the Abyss, in order to repair the rav-

ages wrought by sin in the Pleroma. It is not mentioned in

Irenaeus 's first source
;

in his second and in that used by Hip-

polytus, its first manifestation is termed 'Christ-Holy Spirit.'

It or, more properly, he is of course light, as are all spiritual

beings, but at least some Valentinians called him 'Light' in a

peculiar sense. Epiphanius, in his preliminary account, says

(31. 4. 4; p. 388, 8 Holl; vol. 2, p. 140, Dindorf) : ov 877 [sc.

Attova] 2a>T?7pa KaAetv . . . etvat 8' avrov <ois OLTTO TOV avo> Xptcrrov

Kai 8ta TOVTO TraTpwvD/xiKco? KaAeto~0at ^(Jos 8 t a TO avco < ai s ,

and Irenaeus 's language seems to be based upon similar termin-

ology (1. 4. 1; p. 33) : TrapavTLKa Se [sc. ryv 2o<tav] K/a>0etorav TOV

.... XpUTToi), CTTt
^TfJTYjO'LV OpfM^aai TOV KaTttAlTTOVTOS tt V T

7)
V

<j)
to T 6 ? . Epiphanius 's TO oVw <<J5s is the precise equivalent of

the term which I render 'The Celestial Light.'

The Celestial Light 'came to be in every Place.' 'Place'

among the later Gnostics meant 'region' or 'Plane' of the

spiritual world and every such 'region' is itself a spiritual

being or angel (Iren. 1. 5. 2; p. 44: Toi>s8e kirTo. ovpavovs emu voepovs

[vorjTovs Holl] <j>aaLV
'

ayye'Aovs Se avrovs VTroTtOtvTaL) . But, since at the

period to which the poem refers the Light had not as yet reached

every region of the lower universe, the term here probably signi-

fies the
'

regions
'

of the Pleroma, that is, the Aeons. It is in this

sense that it is used by Marcus (Iren. 1. 14. 1; p. 128) : avrty

TTJV 7ravv7rpTa.Tr)V O.TTO TCUV aopdrw KCU a.Ka.TOvofj.d(TT<tiv T 6 TT <o v Ttrpdoa

KaTeA^Awevcu o^ry/xaTi ywaiKeia) Trpos avrov
(<^>7yo"t).

v. 3-4. The 'Head' is the first emanation of the Abyss,

usually called Now or Moi/oyenjs, but often ttarrjp or 'A/ox^ (of

which latter word the Syriac I-** is an appropriate translation),

because from him all the other Aeons are derived : (Iren. 1. 1. 1
;

p. 9) TOV Se Now TOVTOV KOL Moi/oyevr} KaXovau KOL Harepa Kat
*A P X *l

v T <*> v TT dvr uv
; (1. 8. 5

; p. 75, transcribed from a

Valentinian Commentary upon the prologue to St. John's Gos-

pel) 'Iwavvrys, 6 /ua^Tr/s TOV Kv/atov, /3ouAo//,evos etTretv TTJV TWV oAtuv

yeVeo-iv, /ca^' r)V T'O. TravTa Trpoe'/JaAev 6 IlaT^p, d/o^^v T iv a

TO TT/OWTOV yevvY)Oev VTTO TOV 6eov, o 877 Kat viov Kat /novoyevfj Oeov

ev a) Ta TravTa 6 IlaT^p Trpoe'^aAe o"7re/o/x,aTtK(Jos.
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It was 'from the Head' that the Light proclaimed tidings, for,

being himself an emanation of NoiJs, who alone knew the Father,

he derived from him all that he proclaimed to the Aeons. But

even this was not knowledge of the Father but only knowledge

about him, namely, that he is unknowable : (Iren. 1. 2. 5
; p. 21)

.... TOV Movoyevj) iraXw eVe'pav 7rpo/3aAeo-0ai (rv^vyuiv Kara Trpoa-tjOeiav

rov IlaTpos, tva py o/xouos ravrr) TrdOy TIS TWV Atwvwv, Xptarov Kai Ilvev/m

aytov, i5 TTTJ^LV Kat o-TT/piy/Aov
rov TLXr/putfjaros, <' a>v KarapnaOyvai

<<ao-tv> TOVS Atwvas. TOV ju,ev yap XpurTov StSd^at avrovs crv^vyi'as

<ixriv,f dyewr/TOV KaraXy^w yivwovcovTas tKavovs etvat dvayopevcrat
TC ev avrois T^V TOT) IlaT/oos eTriyvwcriv, ort re d^wpr/-
TOS <7Ti Kat aKardXT/TTTOS Kat OVK lartv ovre iSav OTJTC aKOvcrat

avrov r)
8ta /xovov rov Movoyevovs ytvwo-Kerat

.... TO [ev] Ilvev/xa TO aytov e^tcrw^evTas avTors TrdvTas ev^apLcrrelv

eStoa^ev Kat T^V dA^tvryv avaTravcriv < cto-> yy-rjaaro.

v. 5-8. The 'kindness' which the Celestial Light showed the

Aeons consisted in bringing them these tidings about the Father.

The significance of the word 'contending' will be discussed

later. The 'Lady who came from Eejected Ones' corresponds

to the second Sophia or Achamoth of Irenaeus, called by Hip-

polytus (p. 282, 44) ^ e|w 2o<i'a, who was composed of the

KTpo)/ia or 'abortive offspring' of the first Sophia, or, as the

Valentinians also called it, the first Sophia's voTe/^a or 'short-

coming' that by which she fell short of attaining to the knowl-

edge of the Father. While ^-U^ does not reproduce the idea

of either eKTpw/xa or vo-rtprjjML, it is an appropriate designation for

the dark mass of Ignorance which had been rejected and

expelled from the Pleroma, as I shall presently endeavor to

show. To Achamoth, Christ-Holy Spirit
' showed mercies,

'

for

he took pity upon her wretched state and came to her from the

Pleroma in order to give her some glimmering of an idea of the

glory from which she had been cast out and to inspire in her

a desire to return: (Iren. 1. 4. 1; p. 31) T^

2o<i5, yv Kai 'A^a/xw^ KaXoi)o-tv, a<j>opio-@i(Tav rov <ava>>
crw Tul Trd^tt A^'yovo-tv ev o"Ktas Kai Kevw/xaTOs TOTTOIS K/36/3pd<T0ai Kara

avayKrjv e<o yap <OOTOS eyeveTO Kat IIA^pw/xaTos, d/xop^>os Kat dvei'Seos

wo-7rep eKTpw/Aa, Sia TO /XT/Sev KaTetAiy^eVat. otKTetpavTa 8e avrrjv
TOV <ava>> Xpia-Tov KatSta TOV ^Tavpov lirf.Kra6e.vra rfj iSia

Swd/xet /xop^aia-at /Mop^xoo-tv, TT)V KaT J

ova-Lav povov dAA' ov T^V KaTa yvwo-tv
Kai 7rpaavra TOVTO dvaSpa/xetv, O-VO-TCIAavTa avrov rrjv Svva/Atv, Kai KaTaAt-
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TTf.lv < avTT)v> , oTTtos alo~0ofjivrj TOV Trept avTrjv TrdOovs 8ia Trjv

a.<J>Oap(TLa<;

yKaTaXei<0eurav avrrj <i>7ro> roi) Xptcrrov /cat rot) dyi'ov IIj/eij/xaTos.

Compare also Hippolytus, 6. 31; p. 276, 50278, 61.

The 'Celestial Firmament' or 'Firmament on High' is the

"Opos, 'Boundary,' or ^ravpo's, 'Stake' or 'Cross' of the Valen-

tinians. To the Firmament four functions are ascribed in the

poem :

(1) He restrained strife among the Aeons.

(2) He expelled that which was going out, or about to go out.

(3) He healed the Sprays bearing their firstfruits.

(4) The corrupted ones, which were beginning to wither, he-
(the verb is lacking).

Of the Valentinian conceptions of Horus four chief versions

are extant, that of Valentinus himself, those of Irenaeus's two

sources, and that given by Hippolytus.
Valentinus recognized two "Opot, one between the Pleroma and

the Abyss and the other that which separates the fallen Sophia
from the Pleroma (Iren. 1. 11. 1; p. 100) : "Opovs re 8vo vTri6f.ro,

va fjikv /jieTav TOV I$v6ov KGLL TOV XOLTTOV nX^pw/xaros, Siopt^ovra TOV$

ytv< v> rjTOvs Aaoras aTro TOV dyev < v> -TJTOV Ilarpos, erepov Se TOV a<o/n-

ovra avTwv Trjv Miyrepa OLTTO TOV nXrypw/xaros.

In Ireneaus's first source Horus is the boundary of the

Pleroma. Sophia's sin consisted in seeking to know more of the

Father than he had willed to have known; this is symbolized

by describing her, that is to say her Thought or Intention

({rfvptyow), as striving to go out beyond the limits of the

Pleroma and to penetrate into the very depths of the Abyss.
Her presumptuous attempt was frustrated by Horus whose
function it is to assure the stability of the universe by keeping
it 'outside of the Ineffable Vastness.

Iren. 1.2. 2; p. 13-15) Trpo^Xaro 8e7ToXi> 6 [6 7roXv Holl]
reXevratos Kat vewTaro? rrys S(oSe/<a8os TYJS VTTO TOV 'Av$pw7rov /au Trjs 'E/cKXr/-

o-ta? Trpo/^e/^X^/aenys Aiwv rovreVriv 17 2o<^)ta /cat eTraOf. Tra^os avev Trjs 7Tt7rXo-

K7)S TOV <<7V> vyOV TOV fiX^TOV, O Vr)paTO /XV !/ TOt? TTC.pl TOV NoVV

/cai Tr)v 'AX^etav aTreo-K^e Se eis TOVTOV TOV TraparpaTreVra, Trpo<f>do~ei /xev dya.

TTT/S roX/XTys [I. roX/xr; rioll, ToXpr) 1ST.] Se, 8ia TO fJ^ KtKoivayvfjcrOaL TO)

TOJ TcXctw, /caflai? /cat 6 Not)s. TO <$ TTCX^OS elvcu t^T^cnv TOV HaTpos

yap, ws Xeyouo-t, TO /xeye^os avToi; KaTaXa^ctv. 7rctTa
/xr) SvvrjOtvTa 8ia TO

2 JAOS 38
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dSvvdYa* eVi/foAeii/ TrpdypuzTi
Kai tv TroAAw TTO.W dyaivi yevo>evov .....

( K T i v o /M e v o v act 7n TO 7Tpo0-0ev Wo r^s yAfKVTTjTos reAevratov

av KOTaTTtTroVftu Kai dvaAeAuV0ai 19 r^v oAiyv ovaiav, d ^ r
fj

a- T
rj p i -

ov<r y Kai e K T o s T o v a p p ifj
T ov /*eye'0ovs (f>

v X.a or -

<rovy T a o A a o-weVvxe 8 u v a ft e t . ravrryv Se T^V $vra/uv /cat

"O p o v KaAot)o-iv, vfi 5s 7r7"X>? '^at Ka ^ ^T"^P^aL Ka ^ /^oy15 e7TtCTTpei//avTa

ei9 cavrov Kai TrciO-^evTa, 6Vi aKaraAT/Trro's eo-rtv 6 Ilarrjp, a7ro0eo-0ai rr;v

Trporcpav vOvprj(TLV <rvv TW eTrtyevo/xeVw Trd^et CK roi) eK7rA?yKTov eKetvou ^av-

Irenaeus's second source does not describe Sophia's effort to

penetrate into the Abyss as being frustrated by Horns
;

it fails

because she has attempted an impossible task, and results in the

production of a shapeless embryo; filled with distress, fear,

agitation, and perplexity she turns to the Father for relief and

the other Aeons join in her prayer. In reply the Father ema-

nates Horus to remove the cause of the disorder in the Pleroma

and thus to settle, re-establish and 'heal' not only Sophia but

all the other Aeons, for they too are moved by the spectacle of

her distress: (1. 2. 4; p. 19-20) Sia Se rov "Opov TOVTOV <j>aai

Kf.KaOdpOai Kai ea-Trjpt^Oai TYJV Social/ Kat aTroKaracrTa^rai ry crrvyia.

X<o p i o- e i or
r)

s jo-p r^s ev0v/x,^<7ea>s d,7r' aiir^s
<rvv T<o 7rtyvo/xv<o Travel, avryv /xev ei/ros IIA^/aw/xaTOS /aeivat, T^V

8 IvBvfJLTfJCTLV aVTT)S (TVV TO) TrdOcL V TT O T O V "O p O V OL
<f>

O p L CT -

6 r) v a i K a L a.TTOO'Ta.vptovrfva.i Kat CKTOS CLVTOV yevOjUeVryv

etvai />ttv TrvcvfJuaTiKrjv ovcrLav, <a>s> ^vcrtK^v Ttva Atwvos opfM]v rvy-

, a/j.op<j)ov Be. Kat dvetSeov Sta TO ja^Sev KaTa\aj3elv. Kat 8ta TOVTO

do-0ei/7} Kat 0^Aw avT^/v Aeyovcrt. (1.3.3; p. 28) (The
healing of the woman with an issue of blood symbolized the

healing of Sophia.) 17 yap eeA0ovo-a Swa^us TOV vtov (etvat 8e TavTr;v

TOV "OpOV ^AoVO*tv) 6 p d 7T V <T V aVTVJV KOL TO TrdOos ^ (O p t O* C V

CTT' avr^s- (1. 3. 4; p. 29) ^ETretTa Trept TOV "Opov awaiv, ov 8r) Kai

o/xao"tv KaAovort, 8vo ei/epyetas ^etv avrov aTro^atvovTat, T>;I/ TC

Kat Trjv /u,epto-TtK7;v Kai Ka^o /uei/ eSpd^ct Kai <rrr)pici, ^ravpov
etvai, Ka0o 8 /icpi^et Kai Siopt'ei, "Opov.

Hippolytus's account is very like Irenaeus's second source but
restricts the functions of Horus within narrower limits, ascrib-

ing the removal of the eWpco/m to Christ-Holy Spirit, while
Horus merely fences it off from the sight of the Aeons and
prevents it from again entering the Pleroma : (6. 31

; p. 276, 35)
eis ovv o Xpio-Tos Kai TO ayioi/ Ilvev/xa viro rov Nov Kai TT}S
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tas, et>0eo>s TO cKTpoo/xa . . . TOVTO . . . aTro^wpt^et TCOV oAwv Atwvoov, iva

ftr) /?A7rovT? avro Tapdwro-oavTCH Sea TT/V d/zop^iav ot TeAaoi Aiaivc?. iv' ovv

/xr/8' oA<os rots Aiaicrt rots TeAetois Kara(f>avfj TOV eKTpw/xaTos 17 d//,op<ta TraAtv

7ri7rpo/3aAAei Ataiva Iva TOV STavpov, os . . . . eis <j>povpav KOL

TUJV Aicoveov 7rpo/?/3A?7/zevos, o p o s ytVCTCU TOV IIA^/aWjuaTOS,

^a>v VTO<J eavTov TravTa? o/xov TOV? rpi6.K.ovra. Atwvas .... KaXetTat Se "Opos

/X,V OVTOS, OTt a<f)OpL^L OLTTO TOV UA^pW/ZaTOS ^W TO V(TTpr)fJM ....

The phrase 'that which was going out,' or, 'that which was

about to go out,' may refer either to the offending Aeon or to

her Thought or Intention only. The immediate context is in

favor of the former interpretation :

' He restrained strife among
the Aeons, quarreling; the one which was about to go out he

expelled.' But this is incompatible with v. 8. The 'Lady' is

quite certainly the Being called in other systems the second

Sophia or Achamoth, and, whatever the meaning of -
o-ovAaiV, aOa

fjica- can scarcely have any other meaning than 'came from'

in the sense of 'is composed of.' The 'Lady' then cannot be

identical with the Aeon Sophia, as was taught by Valentinus

and Theodotus, but must be derived from the results of sin in

the Pleroma, which is the doctrine of Irenaeus's two sources

and of that used by Hippolytus.

Thus the second of the four functions ascribed by the poem
to the Firmament possesses features in common with both the

first and the second of Irenaeus's two sources. "With the first,

it conceives the offending Aeon, or her Thought, as on the point

of going out of the Pleroma in search of the Father; with the

second, it describes the Firmament as expelling her Thought
from the Pleroma.

The significance of the third and fourth functions will not

be obscure to any one familiar with Valentinian ideas. The

word te1^ properly denotes the twigs or tips of the branches

from which immediately spring the leaves and fruit. Here the

Aeons themselves are conceived as shoots or offshoots of the

pia TWV TravTwv ( Iren. 1. 1. 1; p. 9), the avapxos pi a (ib. 1. 2. 1
;

p. 13) ;
the 'sprays' are those portions of them, so to speak, in

which growth and the other life-functions are taking place, that

is to say their Trpo^oAat
'

emanations,
'

which, again, means their

thoughts and in particular their thoughts about the Father.

These Sprays or Thoughts the Firmament examines and
divides into two classes, those which are bearing their firstfruits

and those which are corrupted and beginning to wither away.
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The first contains those emanations or thoughts which are

already developing into approximately true conceptions of the

Father; these he 'healed' he relieved them of whatever error

was present in them and brought them into a healthy condition.

A similar function was ascribed by Valentinus himself to the

Holy Spirit (Iren. 1. 11. 1; p. 101) *at Hvcr/xa & aytov

VTTO -n/s 'AA.770exs <t>rj<ri 7rpope(3\r)(rO<u
e i 9 a v a ic p L a- L v K a i K a p

-

iro^opioiv TWV Aiaivcov, doparcos ets avrovs dcriov oV ov TOVS Aiw-

vas Ka/oTTo^opcti/
ra <vAAa

4

T^S dA^cias. The 'corrupted ones'

are the emanations or thoughts which were so erroneous as to

be incapable of emendation and here the fragment ends, with

no indication of their fate. But the imagery is obviously sug-

gested by the Parable of the Vine in John 15 : -n-av K\j}/ua cv e/xol

fir] <epov Kapirov, at/oet
avro.

5
/cat TT a v TO K a p TT o v

<f>
t p o v

,

K a a i p c (. avro iva KapTrov TrXciova ^>/o>; .... eav /XT; rts /xev^ ev

c'/xot, f(3\rj6r) ^o> a)s TO /cX^/xa Kat e
Y} p dv rj

KOL crwayovo-iv atTa

Kal eis TO Trfy /8aXAovo-iv Kat /catWat, and the inference is not unwar-

ranted that the corrupted ones met with some such fate as the

unfruitful branches.

Verse 8 supplies a clue for the more precise determination of

their fate. For what can the 'Rejected Ones' be if not the

imperfect Fruits of the corrupted and withering Sprays? The

system represented by the poem differs, then, from those of

Irenaeus and Hippolytus in that the 'Lady' Achamoth is com-

posed, not of Sophia's thoughts and passions alone, but of those

of all the Aeons who had sinned as she had. This, again, is a

new feature. In all the systems known to us Sophia alone is

responsible for the introduction of sin into the Pleroma; the

other Aeons are guiltless. Here they share the guilt.

The first of the four functions ascribed to the Firmament
he restrained strife among the Aeons must be viewed in the

4

Epiphanius has ^vrd, which is accepted by both Harvey and Holl; the

Latin has folia, i. e. 0tfXXa. That this is the true reading the poem makes

extremely probable. 0i>T< implies that the Aeons are conceived as 'good

ground' which bears good
'

plants,' but in the poem they are conceived

as 'sprays' or 'twigs' of the Abyss, and therefore can bear 'leaves,'

'blossoms,' or 'fruits,' but not 'plants.'
8 It is probable that the title Kapiriffr^s, attributed to Horus by Irenaeus

(1. 2. 4; p. 18), refers to this function and should be translated 'Plucker.'

But there are good reasons for accepting Grabe's translation 'Emanci-

pator' (Harvey, note ad loc.) and therefore the point cannot be pressed.
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light of these other ideas the significance of which I have been

endeavoring to make clear. Strife among the Aeons is an

entirely new idea; it is not mentioned in any of our sources for

Valentinianism. Yet its presence in this system is exceptionally

well attested. No less than three words,
*

contending' (v. 6),

'strife' (v. 10), and 'quarreling' (v. 11) imply it, and it is not

likely that all three are due to erroneous transliterations from

Greek into Syriac.

Irenaeus's first source admits that Sophia's -ratios was shared

to a certain extent by the other Aeons: (1. 2. 1; p. 13) /cat ol

fMV XotTTOi 6/XOUDS AtWVCS r)(TV)(rj 7TO)9 7TtTr60oVV TOV 7r/OO/?oAe'a TOV (TTTep/WXTO?

avTwv iSetV /cat Tyv avap^ov ptfcav tcrrop^crat. In fact the 7rd@o<s origi-

nated, not with Sophia, but with Logos and Life and from them

'infected' the entire Pleroma, all the way down to Sophia, the

last of the Aeons (see the text, quoted p. 17). That this impli-

cation of the other Aeons in Sophia's Wtfos was a matter of

moment Irenaeus sees clearly : (2. 17. 5
; p. 309) Si autem omnes

(sc. Aeones) dicunt participasse passionis hujus (i. e. Sophiae)

quemadmodum quidam audent dicere, quid a Logo quidem

coepit, derivatio autem in Sophiam, in Logum hujus (i. e.

Sophiae) [Nun Propatoris] passionem revocantes arguentur, et

Nun Propatoris et ipsum Patrem in passione fuisse confitentes.

Yet the mere W^o? or desire to know the Father was not itself

sinful; sin entered in when the desire led to the formation of

conceptions about the Father without the assistance of eA^ros,

'Approved.' Such conceptions were necessarily erroneous and

hence sinful.

In the system reported by Hippolytus the Aeons not merely
desire to know the Father but actually form conceptions about

him, yet without committing sin, for they conceive these thoughts
Kara crv^vyiav: (6, 30; p. 274, 99) evo^crev (sc. 17 3o<ta) on ol /ACV

aAAoi 7ravT5 Atuives ye.vvr)Toi virap^ovT^ Kara (rvvytav yevvoi<rt,v,
6 & Tiarrjp

/xovos a^vyos eyeVvr/o-ev. Sophia's sin consisted in the fact that she

(274, 2) rjOtXycre /Ai/xr;cra<r$ai TOV Hare/aa Kat ycvv^crat KaO' eavr^v St^a

TOV crv^vyov, tva /xrySev >J Ipyov VTro8e(rTe/oov TOV Ilarpos ctpyatr/xcV^.

Marcus also teaches that each Aeon has a conception of the

Father and adds the further details that each conceives the

Father after his own likeness and has no knowledge of the con-

ceptions formed by any other, but imagines his own to be an

adequate representation of the Whole. (It should be remem-
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bered that in Marcus's system each Aeon is represented as a

Letter, the thirty Letters constituting a Aoyos which was rov

AopaTov fwp<j>r).) (Iren. 1. 14, 1; p. 130) c/cao-rov Sc rtuv o-TocXetW

i&a ypdfJifJMTa
KOL iStov xaPaKT^Pa KaL âv ^^O-LV KOL (r^ara KCU

tiKoms Xav'
KC" M&v -VTUV etvai o Tr)v KetVov KaOopa /Aop</>r)v oWep

avro <rroixov eVrtv dAA' ovSe yivwcrKeiv
6

avrov ouSe /xr/v r^v rov

Tr\rj<riov
avrov KacTTOV K(f><avi)(nv y/voxr/cetv, aAAa o auro? eK^wvet, d>s TO

?rav K<^aJVOWTa, TO oAov ^yeio-^ai oi/o/^a^etv.

These three closely related theories are probably later and

emended forms of an earlier doctrine, no doubt that of Valen-

tinus himself, which was retained with little change in the

system represented by the poem. This earlier doctrine may be

reconstructed somewhat as follows.

All the Aeons not only desired to know the Father but also

actually formed conceptions of him, each after his own likeness.

All of these conceptions were, in a sense, true, for each Aeon is

an aspect or attribute or manifestation of the Father, indeed

Valentinus seems to have taught that they were constituents of

the Divine Consciousness: (Tert. adv. Vol. c. 4, p. 181 Kroy-
mann C8EL vol. 47, pt. 3) earn (viam) postmodum Ptolomaeus

intrauit, nominibus et numeris Aeonum distinctis in personates

substantias, sed extra deum determinatas, quas Valentinus in

ipsa summa diuinitatis ut sensus et affectus motus incluserat. 7

But no one of them was an adequate expression of the Divine

Being as a Whole; such an expression could be found only in

all, collectively, which totality constituted the 'Pleroma' or

'Fulness' of God. But they were not content thus to possess
each only a partial knowledge of the Father; each claimed to

possess a complete and adequate knowledge of him and denied

The reading yiv&aKeiv is that of Hippolytus and is supported by the
Latin (sed ne quidem proximi ejus unumquodque enuntiationem scire}.
Epiphanius, according to Dindorf (HolPs second volume in which this

passage would be found is not yet published), reads iroXiop/e", for which
Dindorf substitutes the irXeoveKrel of the parallel passage, Epitome, p.

365, 12, rejecting (vol. 3, p. 666) the evidence of Hippolytus and the
Latin for reasons which seem to me inadequate. Harvey reads yivuvKeiv.

T K reads affectus <etf> motus, which yields no clear idea. How can
the Aeons be conceived as 'motions' distinct from conscious states?
Tert. is using a Greek idiom, perhaps following a Greek source ws at<re-/i<rews

KO.I ird0<w /ci^o-cts, 'as being excitations of perception and of emotion'
within the Godhead.
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the validity of all conceptions except his own. Hence arose

among them rivalry, strife, and even unseemly bickering and

quarreling. Moreover, not content with the conceptions of the

Father afforded by the constitution of their own natures, they

sought to overstep these divinely appointed limits and to

conceive of the Father as at once transcending all possible con-

ceptions and yet capable of being comprised within such concep-

tions. From such attempts nothing could result except error

and confusion of mind. And Sophia, the youngest and lowest

of all, was the worst offender among them, for Sophia repre-

sents at once the Wisdom of God as expressed in the organiza-

tion of the material universe and the 'wisdom' of man, what

the Greeks called ao^ia or </>iAoo-o<ia, which consists chiefly in

thorough knowledge of the material universe, and of all concep-

tions of God none are so inadequate and erroneous as those which

are derived from material things.

One can readily see that such a theory as this, which repre-

sented the very Godhead as torn asunder by jealousy and strife,

would give no little offence and would speedily be modified.

The three extant theories are most easily explained as attempts
to meet the difficulties raised by the original doctrine. Ptolemy,
for the theories contained in Irenaeus's first and second sources

are quite certainly different forms of the teachings current

among his followers, held that no Aeon save Sophia formed any

conception of the Father at all until instructed by Christ-Holy

Spirit.
8

The source used by Hippolytus taught that, although all the

Aeons conceived thoughts of the Father, all except Sophia did

so in the divinely appointed way, through conjugal union, and

therefore none of their 'offspring' was 'shapeless,' that is,

erroneous.

Marcus declares that no Aeon had any knowledge whatever

of the thought of God entertained by any other, from which it

8

Tertullian, indeed, does charge Sophia with jealousy of Nous (adv.
Vol. e. 9, p. 187, 15 Kr.: sed enim sub praetexto dilectionis in patrem
aemulatio superabat in Nun, solum de patre gaudentem). But there is

no reason to suppose that Tertullian had any better ground for it than

his own malicious fancy; the Latin version of Irenaeus, which Tertullian

probably had before him, has, like the Greek original, not 'jealousy' but
'

presumption,
' tcmeritatis.
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would follow that there could be no rivalry and strife between

them.

Yet these various revisions were not so thorough as to oblit-

erate all traces of the original theory. Hippolytus alone

describes at any length the
' tumult' of emotion which con-

vulsed the Aeons when they beheld Sophia's plight; according

to him it was composed of sympathy for Sophia and fear lest

a similar fate should befall them and their offspring: (6. 31;

p. 274, 18) ycvo/AtVTjs
ovv evTos IIA^pw/xaTos dyvotas Kara rrjv 2o<tav

Kai d/AOp<tas Kara TO yeVvrjjua T^S 2o</>tas, 6 p v (3 o 5 eyeVero ev

TW nXr/pw/xart ot Atwi/es ot yevo/>ievot [1. rots Ataicrt oiKTto/xeVot? ?] oVt

TrapaTrAT/o-tws a/AO/o<^a Kat areXrj yv?jo-Tai TWV Atwvwv ra yevvrj^ara Kai

<f>0opd TIS KaTaAijt/KTai OVK eis /wxK/oav TTOTC rovs Aicuvas. Yet in his

account of the reconstitution of the Pleroma Hippolytus lays

especial weight upon the restoration of 'peace,' 'concord,'

'unity,' and 'unanimity' among the Aeons : (6.32; p. 278, 62)

7Tci ovv fJiLa rts ty f. I p r)
v

7)
Kat crv/A<u>vta Travrwv rwv evros IIA7//oo)-

/Aaros Aioivwv, ISo^ev avrots /x^ /AOVOV Kara crv^vyt'av SeSo^aKeVat avrdv. 8oa-

o-ai < 8c> Kat Sia TTpoo-<J>opa<; KapTrwv Tr/oeTroi/rwi/ TW IlaT/oi
7

. TTOLVTCS ow rjvSoKTfj-

<rav ot T/otaKoi/Ta Ataives tva 7rpof3a\elv Atwva, KOIVOV TOT) IIA^/owjaaTO? KapTrov

tv'
ij T^S VOTT;TOS avTtoi/ Kat T^S ofjio^poa-vvr)^ Kat e i p if)

v
r) <s .

But these ideas surely imply preceding strife, discord, disunion,

and disagreement. Even more clearly do these tell-tale traits

betray their presence in Irenaeus's account, according to which

the process of reconstitution consisted chiefly in the obliteration

of all distinction between the several Aeons, by virtue of which

each became identical with all the others: (1. 2. 6; p. 22)

TO Se [ev] Ilvev/xa TO ayiov it<ra0cvras avTOvs TravTas ev\apL(TTlv

cSi'Sa^ev Kat TTJV aXtrjOLvrjv avd.Trav(Tiv < cio~> ryy^craTO. OUTWS TC
/x,

o p <f> rj

Kat y v <i> p rj to*ov? KaTao-TaOfjvai TOVS Atcuvas Xeyotwrt, TrdvTa? yevo/xeVovs

Noas Kat TravTas Aoyovs Kat TravTa? 'Av^/3W7rovs Kat TravTas Xpto-Tovs, Kai

Tas dT/Aet'a? 6/j,oto)9 TravTas 'AAry^ctas Kai ?rdo-as Zcoas Kat Ui/cv/AaTa Kai

'EKKA^o-tW. What can this mean except that the differences

between them were the chief causes of the disorder ?

The twelfth Ode of Solomon also bears marks of this revision :

7b For he (the Word) was Light and the dawning of Thought,
8 And the Ages through him talked one with another,

To speech came those that were silent;
9

*1. 8b: read 0001
^a^ZLA,? ^oJoi JA^iac^ OOOTO The first cocn is here

equivalent to lyfrorro, the second to %oa.v.
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9 And from him came Love and Equality,

and they told one another what they had,

And they were penetrated by the Word,
10 and they knew him that made them,

because they were in equality.

Whether the
'

Ages' or 'Worlds' here are Aeons or Star-

spirits is irrelevant; the picture is at all events suggested by
the Valentinian model and the author uses such elements of it

as suit his purpose. The Logos plays the part of the Celestial

Light of the poem, and he also is Light. The Ages correspond

to the Aeons; they receive 'equality' as in Irenaeus and 'love'

as in Hippolytus. But there is no intimation of strife; rather

does it seem that before the advent of the Logos the Ages were

dumb, incapable of communicating or of receiving an idea,

which is analogous to the conception of Marcus that no Aeon

knows anything of the thought of any other. But when the

Logos gave them the gift of speech each communicated to the

others his conception of God; thus all were brought into love

and equality, 'and they knew him that made them because they

were in equality' for each now possesses all the conceptions

of the Father entertained in the Pleroma and the sum of them

all constitutes all that can be known of him. And this also is

Marcus's doctrine.

Disconnected as the ideas of the poem are, it is possible to

reconstruct out of them the author's theory of the origin of sin

and his conception of the early stages of the process which is

to end in sin's annihilation. Each Aeon was an individual

expression or attribute of the Transcendent Reality. Each con-

ceived his Source in his own likeness, each asserted that his own

conception and no other was at once true and adequate, whence

arose jealousy, bickering, and strife. Sophia went far beyond
all the others, so far that her Thought was on the point of

going out of the Pleroma and losing itself in the Abyss. Then

it was that the Celestial Light was emanated. He diffused him-

self throughout every Region or Aeon, bringing with him infor-

mation about the Father which he had received from the Head
or Source, that is Nous. In this way, and no doubt in others,

such as are described by Irenaeus, he showed kindness to the

Aeons. The Celestial Firmament is not an Aeon absolutely

independent of all others. As Christ is a cloud of dazzling
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Light invading the Pleroma and spreading throughout it, so

is the Firmament the advancing Boundary (o/oo?) of this Light,

which, when the Light has filled the entire Pleroma, becomes

identical with the boundary of the Pleroma itself. Thus its, or

rather his, functions are merely aspects of the functions of the

Light, In general it was to restrain strife among the Aeons

not necessarily to put a stop to all rivalry, but to bring it

within proper limits. This he did in three steps. First he

expelled from the Pleroma that Thought or Intention of

Sophia's which had presumed to try to break its bounds.

Second, every Spray or Shoot or Thought about the Father

which was producing its firstfruits, that is, issuing in an

approximately true conception, he healed brought to a state of

health and perfection. For such a Thought is itself light and

the advent of the Light will still further illumine and strengthen

it. Third, every Spray which is not bearing such fruit but is

incurably corrupted and on the point of withering away he no

doubt cut off and cast out of the Pleroma. In the outer Dark-

ness and Void Sophia's Thought and all the other erroneous

and rejected Thoughts coalesced into a murky and seething

mass, composed almost wholly of Ignorance and frenzied Pas-

sions. This is what some Valentinians called 'Achamoth,'
what this author calls 'the Lady who came from Rejected Ones.'

To her the Celestial Light showed mercy, no doubt as in Ire-

naeus's second source by permitting some measure of his radi-

ance to shine through Horus in order to penetrate into and
become part of her consciousness.

One at least of the new doctrines presented by the poem, that

which derives Achamoth from all the Aeons, can be identified

with considerable confidence as the teaching of Secundus, the

pupil of Valentinus.

Of Secundus nothing is known except the little told by Ire-

naeus and Hippolytus. These two accounts are almost identical

and it is obvious that Hippolytus is either copying Irenaeus or

drawing from the same source supposed to be the lost 2wray/*a
of Justin Martyr. Tertullian, Epiphanius, Pseudo-Tertullian,

Filaster, and Theodoretus give more or less distorted reproduc-
tions of this same account; no one of them possesses any
independent source of information.
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Iren. 1. 11. 1; p. 101: Hipp. 6. 38; p. 292, 94:

Secundus autem 2eKoOi'5os fj.^v ns Kara rb

avrb afjLa rip IlroXe/ia^ 7ev6/uei'o$,

primam ogdoadem sic tradidit, dicens: OVTWS \tyei

quaternalionem esse dextram et quater- rerpdda elvai de^idv Kal rerpdda apur-

nationem sinistram, et lumen et tenebras; repav, Kal 0ws Kal <rtiros

et discedentem autem <> destitutam Kal rrjv airoffTa.<rav 5t Kal vffTe

virtutem, non a triginta Aeonibus dtvafjuv OVK atrb T&V rpiaKovra

dicit fuisse, sed a fructibus eorum. X^yei yeyevrjo-dai, dXXa, airb TUV

The first statement, that Secundus divided the First Ogdoad
into two Tetrads, a Eight and a Left, Light and Darkness, has

no bearing upon any of the ideas of the poem and therefore

need not now be discussed.

The second statement is ambiguous. Its more obvious mean-

ing would be: 'The Power which deserted and failed was

derived not from the Thirty Aeons but from their Fruits.'

It is in this sense that Tertullian, whose sole source is Irenaeus,

understands it (adv. Val. c. 38, p. 211, 11 Kroymann) : . . .

tantum quod desultricem et defectricem illam uirtutem non unit

ab aliquo deducere Aeonum sed a fructibus de su'bstantia ueni-

entibus. This interpretation would distinguish the theory of

Secundus both from that of Valentinus and Theodotus, which

made Achamoth a fallen Aeon, and from that of Ptolemy and

others, which made her the fruit of an Aeon, in that it makes

her the offspring of the fruits of Aeons, which fruits in turn

came from the substance of the Aeons, thus placing her in the

third instead of the second generation from the Pleroma.

It is possible, however, to take airo TMV KT/V. in a less obvious

sense as nearly equivalent to a partitive genitive (Kiihner-

Gerth, Ausfuhrliche Gramm. d. gr. Spr. 3d ed. 3. p. 457), in which

case the meaning would be :

' The Power which revolted and

failed was not (any one) of the Thirty Aeons but was (one or

10
Kroymann adopts the MS reading ueniant, upon which he remarks :

ueniant PMF, uenientibus Pam(elius} ; non sequor quia nee ex Irenaeo hie

defidente nee ex interprete nee ex Epiphanio emendandi rationem accipio.

Pamelius's emendation is quite satisfactory; the fact that neither the

Latin nor Epiphanius throws any light upon the passage is not surprising,

for there is every reason for supposing that this is one of Tertullian 's

innumerable glosses upon Irenaeus 's text.
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more) of their Fruits.' If this be the meaning, the negative

assertion distinguishes Seeundus's theory from that of Valen-

tinus, but the positive does not clearly distinguish it from that

of Ptolemy, for he also held that Achamoth was the Fruit of

an Aeon. It is in this sense that Ps.-Tert. understands it (adv.

omn. haer. c. 4, p. 221, 12 Kroymann) : Post hunc extiterunt

Ptolomaeus et Secundus haeretici, qui cum Valentino per omnia

consentiunt, in illo solo differunt: nam cum Valentinus Aeonas

tantum triginta finxisset, isti addiderunt olios complures; quat-

11 or enim primum, deinde olios quatuor adgregauerunt . et quod

elicit Valentinus Aeonem tricesimum excessisse de Pleromate, ut

in defectionem, negant isti: non enim ex ilia triacontada fuisse

hunc, qui fuerit in defectione propter desiderium uidendi

propatoris.

Epiphanius's paraphrase is even more obscure than the orig-

inal, but it would seem that he also takes 0,71-0 rwv /crA. as equiva-

lent to a partitive genitive (haer. 32. 1. 6
; p. 439, 13 Holl) :

rrjv & a-rroo-Tacrav TC Kat va-reprja-aaav 8vvafju.v fJ.rj
etvat aTro ran/ rptaKOvra

Aiwi/wv, oAAa />tera TOVS rpiaKOvra Aiwi/as, u>s etvat OTTO TWI/ /xera rrjv 'Oy-

SoaSa TT/V aXXrjv Karwrepw yevo/xeVooi/,
11

'not of the Thirty Aeons but

after the Thirty Aeons, in the sense of being of the (emanations)
which came into existence on a lower (plane) after the Second

Ogdoad.' According to all sources save one the Second Ogdoad
is itself the offspring of Achamoth; this makes Achamoth the

offspring of the Second Ogdoad. The sole exception is the

Valentinian document which quotes this Syriac poem. In it

mention is made of a Second Ogdoad derived directly from the

First. It is composed (Epiph. haer. 31. 6. 2; p. 393, 5 Holl) of

the 'males' MoVos, TptVos, ne>7rro?, ^E^So/xo?, and the 'females'

as, 'Eas, 'OySoas, and seems to be identical with the

(ib. 31. 6. 9
; p. 395, 9). There is unfortunately nothing

in the document to determine the relations of these emanations
to Achamoth. It is possible that Epiphanius is here drawing
from that portion of the document which he has not copied, yet

11 Holl reads &irb rdv <^Kapirwv avruv TWJ>> /ierct T^V KT\. While this

emendation does not materially affect the sense, the MS reading is prefer-

able; dwb TWV .... yevo/jitvuv is Epiphanius's paraphrase of fab TWV KapirQiv

avrtav. For yevo/jievuv the MSS have yevoutvrjv, again without materially
affecting the sense.
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in his own sketch of the Valentinian doctrine, presumably based

upon that document, he derives the Second Ogdoad from the

vaTeprjjw in the usual way (31. 4. 2; p. 388, 2).

Returning to Irenaeus's text: while both these interpretations

are admissible, the context is distinctly in favor of the second.

For this paragraph follows immediately after a sketch of the

doctrine of Valentinus in the course of which Irenaeus says

(1. 11. 1; p. 100) : 0,770 & TOV 'Av0po)7rov KCU rrys 'EKKArjo-ias Sw-

SeKd (sc. Suva/Ad? At'yet Trpo(3tj3X.f]<T0a.L) wv /xtav a TT o <r r a a- a v K at

vcTTeprj<ra.(rav ryv XoLiryv Trpay/Aaret'av TreTrot^cr^at. The sketch

concludes : haec quidem ille; Secundus autem, etc., from which

it is manifest that when he proceeds to say of the same Swajus

in Secundus 's system that it was not OLTTO r&v rpiaKovra AtoWv, he

means to distinguish Secundus 's doctrine from that of Valen-

tinus; d-Tro root/ KT\. then is equivalent to a partitive genitive.

In like manner dAAo, 0,71-0 r&v Kap-n-uv avrwv must mean 'of or

'among their Fruits,' that is, 'is identical with some of their

Fruits.
' But this is the doctrine of the poem.

The interpretation which I have above given of the poem
rests entirely upon the reading jueo-o-ouAaiV. The emendations

which yield the alternatives ptcraovXav and jueo-o-ouAtav are simple,

defensible, and would bring the doctrine of the poem into line

with that of Ptolemy. Indeed, all my earlier attempts at inter-

pretation proceeded upon the assumption that some such emen-

dation was necessary; it was not until experience had proved
that the fewer the emendations the better the sense that I

reluctantly tried to make sense of /xeo-o-ovAaiV. The above inter-

pretation of the poem's doctrine had been reasoned out from

the text and written out substantially as it now stands before

I observed that Irenaeus 's statement of Secundus 's theory could

be taken as expressing the same thought, and when I did

observe it, it seemed to me, and still seems, a striking confirma-

tion of the reading.

The poein manifestly presupposes on the part of the reader

a knowledge of the system of thought which underlies it and

should be regarded as essentially a hymn of praise, designed
to stimulate devotional feeling. Since the first stanza glorifies

the saving work of the Celestial Light and the second that of

the Celestial Firmament, one may infer that a third sang the

praises of the Sw-njp who descended from the Pleroma to deliver
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Achanioth from despair and initiate the construction of the

material universe, and a fourth those of Jesus who descended

to earth to bring salvation to mankind. Whether the poem con-

tained more than four stanzas must remain undetermined.

To the author and precise date of the poem there is no clue.

The fact that it preserves one of the doctrines of Secundus

does not prove that Secundus wrote it; in fact, since nothing

is known of Secundus 's nationality, it is not known whether

he wrote in Syriac or not. One naturally thinks first of Bar-

daisan, the Syrian Valentinian, to whose authorship the hymns
used in the denomination which he founded were popularly

ascribed, or of his son Harmonius, who, according to Sozomen

(HE 3. 16), 'had, people say, a Greek education and was the

first to adapt his mother tongue to meters and rules of music'

(ov <j>a(ri Sia T>V Trap' "EAA^cri Xdycov dx^evra TT/OUJTOI/ /Acr/oots Kat vo/xots

/^oven/cols TYJV TrdrpLov <f>wvr)v vTra.ya.yelv)
. But the poem contains

nothing known to be characteristic of Bardaisan or of his

school, and in the hundred and fifty years or so which elapsed

between the death of Bardaisan and the appearance of the

poem in the pages of Epiphanius there is ample time for the

composition of many hymns by Syrian Valentinians. The only

other Syrian Valentinian known by name is Axionicus, a con-

temporary of Tertullian (adv. Val. c. 4; p. 181, 12 Kr. : solus

ad hodiernum Antiochiae Axionicus memoriam Valentini Integra
custodia regularum eius consolatur), but there is little ground
for attributing the poem to him. If, as seems probable, the

source used by Hippolytus was the work of Axionicus,
12 the

l -

Hippolytus 's main account of Valentinianism (6. 29-36) is a coherent

exposition of a single system, obviously based upon a written source to

which he makes frequent allusions, and with occasional digressions in which
he compares variant forms of these doctrines with those which he is

expounding. In the course of this exposition and as an integral part of

it occurs (c. 35) the doctrine that the body of Jesus was composed of

spiritual substance, emanated by Sophia and molded by the Demiurge.
This gives occasion for the remark that the Valentinians are divided upon
this issue, that the Italian school, to which belong Heracleon and Ptolemy,
hold that Jesus' body was psychic and that the spiritual element did not
enter it until his baptism, while the Eastern school, to which belong
Axionicus and 'Ardesianes' no doubt Bardaisan hold that it was
spiritual. The doctrine is then restated in almost the same words as have

already been used, although more briefly. It is somewhat more than a fair
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poem cannot possibly be his, for the system there expounded is

very different from that of the poem. One may, perhaps, infer

from the form and character of the poem the existence of an

audience instructed in the doctrines of the system which it

represents and capable of appreciating its allusions possibly a

congregation which used such hymns in its liturgy, as the Bar-

daisanian churches certainly did. This would indicate a later

rather than an earlier date for its composition. But the primi-

tive type of its doctrine forbids its assignment to the latest

developments of Valentinian speculation; it is probably not

later than the middle of the third century and may well be

earlier.

The relation of the poem to the document in which it is quoted

involves so many and such difficult problems that it cannot be

discussed here. One may, however, observe that the words with

which it is introduced /?ovAo/wit Se v/ms ymoo-Keu/ imply that the

author is in full agreement with the doctrine of the poem.
These same words suggest an explanation of Epiphanius 's

strange mistake and very strange it is that
* Father Epiphan-

ius of the five tongues,' as he is called by Jerome (c. Rufinum,
3. 6; Migne, 23, col. 462: Pater Epiphanius Trei/TayAcoo-o-os), who
credits him with a knowledge of Greek, Syriac, Hebrew, Egyp-

tian, and some Latin (op. cit. 2. 22; M. col. 446), a native of

Palestine and even alleged to be of Jewish birth and upbringing,
should have mistaken a Syriac poem for a list of names. "What

little Syriac Epiphanius knew he probably knew, as do most of

us, through the eye only, not through ear or tongue, and hence

the words in their Greek dress conveyed at first glance no mean-

ing to his mind and no hint of the language which they repre-

sented. On the other hand, the portentous introduction 'I

wish you to know' addressed as it is to the Perfect Ones, sug-

gested a Secret, and completely misled him. Among all prac-

titioners of Holy Magic (tepovpyta, (9eovpyia), such as many Gnos-

tics certainly were, the most highly prized secret was knowledge
of the hidden Names, for he that possessed it could make the

beings designated by those Names his servants and compel them

inference that the source which Hippolytus is using was the work of either

Axionicus or Bardaisan presumably of Axionicus,. since he is given the

precedence.
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to do his bidding. These Names were usually strange combina-

tions of vowels and consonants, of barbarous appearance to the

Greek eye, and the good Father saw before him a column or list

of just such words. What more natural than the inference,

what more pleasing than the thought, that he had detected and

could now make public the very Secret of secrets, the very

Secret which the detestable heretics would most dislike to have

exposed? Moreover, the Valentinians grouped their spiritual

beings in pairs ;
the lines of the column, or sub-divisions of the

list, nearly all contained just two words each then the first

fifteen lines must contain the names of the Thirty Aeons ! And
this is the reason why he transcribed just fifteen lines of the

poem and no more, thus preserving for us one complete stanza

and only seven of the eight verses of the second.

That Epiphanius did in fact derive his notions of Valentinian

doctrine from such a column or list he virtually tells us himself.

Panar. 31. 2. 6
; p. 384, 22 Holl : o/oa Sc ryv TOV ayvprov rerpa-

yvSrj/Jicvrjv pvOoTrouav Kai fJio^Orjpav Si8acr/<aA.iai>. TpLOiKovra yap ovros, a>s

<j>rjv, aiaii/as /SovXerai Traptcrrav, ous /cat Oeovs 6Vo/u,aei, Se/caTreVre apptvas

KO! 6r)\Las Tocrcurra? etvat Ae'yw. (.K.O.CTTOV 8e aiwva appevoOyXw Kai ^evyos

<f>ri<rtv avros KOL ot OLVTOV SeKaTreVre 8e SuaSas <f>aalv elvai, a? av^vytas

KoAovori. TOV apiOfJibv oe elvat rpcaiKOVTa aiwvas, k K dcr T
YJ
v 8e

r)
X. e i av

ycvvav ciTro TOV appevos TOVS K a. 6 e
fj <s aiaivas- KT\.

Where did Epiphanius get the idea that each female Aeon

'generates from the male the succeeding Aeons'? It is, of

course, not true in any Yalentinian system ;
that it was not true

in this system he would have perceived if he had taken the trou-

ble to read the document before his eyes in which the genealogy
of the Aeons is given as follows :

+ 21777

I

~T~
A6yos + Zw

I I

Aw5e/cds Ae/cds

I think the most probable explanation is that he mistook the
column of verses for a genealogical table, in which each pair
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was the progenitor of the next and so of all the subsequent

pairs.

This same hypothesis, that Epiphanius had before him what
he supposed to be a list arranged column-wise, explains his

hitherto inexplicable repetition of the list. The passage above

quoted proceeds : c'vai e TOVTOVS us VTroTeYa/cTat, Kara avTi7rapa.6e<Tiv

Ka.crTOv appevLKOv ovo/xaros Teray/xevov aWt/cpvs TOV 6r)\.VKOv oVo/Aa-ros

[i. e. he writes them in a double column] *at eoriv [here follows

the list] . /cat OVTOOS /xtv cnry/cetvTat ws Kara <rvvyt'av appevoOiijXcos [i. e.

the above arrangement exhibits the Aeons in connubial union as

fifteen bisexual beings] ,
eV Se rfj d/coAov0ta Kara SiaSoxqv OVTO>S [i. e.

to exhibit them in sequence and due succession as thirty indi-

vidual beings they should be arranged as follows; the list is

then repeated unchanged. No doubt Epiphanius in his original

MS arranged them either in a single column or simply in line

as We now have them] . wv ovo/xarcov ep/u^vetat eicrw cuSe Bv#os

/<at 2ty>y, Nos KOI 'AX?j0eia [and so on, the thirty Greek names

being given in fifteen pairs] . Kara Se dpifyxov StaSo^s /cat d/coAov^tas

[i.e. but to exhibit the number of the Aeons contained in this

Succession and Sequence] oVo TOV dVwTdVou d/caTovo/AaoTOV IlaT/oos /cat

Trap' avrots ovoynao/>uvou os TOUTOV roi) /ca^' ^/aas ovpavov 6 TWV

piOfjios ovrw? l^ct [the same list follows, but the names
are not linked in pairs by /cat's] . When the copyists disregarded
the differences of arrangement by which Epiphanius sought to

represent the distinction between fifteen bisexual beings and the

thirty individual Aeons, the first two lists became indistinguish-
able.

3 JAOS 38



ORIGIN OF TIBETAN WRITING

BEBTHOLD LAUFEB

FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, CHICAGO

THE CHINESE ANNALS of the T'ang Dynasty (A. D. 618-906)

report that the ancient Tibetans (T'u-fan) possessed no writing,

but that they availed themselves of notched tallies and knotted

strings (quippus) in concluding treaties.
1 This account evi-

dently refers to the people at large, but not to the government
of Lhasa; for continuing our reading of the annals we notice

sufficient evidence for the existence of some form of actual writ-

ing as a means of official communication. We are informed that

in A. D. 634 the king (btsan-p'o) K'i-tsun lun-tsan or K'i-su-nun

(corresponding to Tibetan Sron-btsan sgam-po) sent envoys
with tribute to the Chinese emperor, and subsequently

despatched to him a respectful letter petitioning for a matri-

monial alliance. In A. D. 641 he received in marriage the

Chinese princess (kung chu) Wen-ch'eng, and gradually

adopted Chinese customs and manners. He invited scholars

from China to compose his official reports to the emperor. After

his successful participation in Wang Hiian-ts'e's campaign in

central India (A. D. 648)
2 he applied to the emperor for work-

1 Kiu Tang shu, ch. 196 A, p. 1; Sin T'ang shu, ch. 216 A, p. Ib; Tang
hui yao, ch. 97, p. 2b. The correctness of this tradition was called into

doubt by Abel-Bemusat (Recherches sur les langues tartares, p. 67-68), who
gathered his information from the compiler Ma Tuan-lin of the thirteenth

century, and was led to the belief that this one referred the quippu tradi-

tion of the Yi king to a people little known to him. Ma Tuan-lin, of

course, excerpted the T'ang Annals, and the latter were based on con-

temporaneous state documents of the T'ang dynasty. Tallies and mnemo-
technic knots were universally known in ancient times, and still survive
to a great extent. There is no reason to doubt their occurrence in ancient
Tibet. Tallies and quippus are ascribed also to another Tibetan tribe, the

Ta-yang-t'ung (Tang hui yao, ch. 99, p. 13b). The Annals of the Sui

Dynasty (Sui shu, ch. 81, p. lOb) state in regard to the ancient Japanese
that 'they have no script, but only carve notches in wood and tie knots
in cords.'

"'Eegarding the missions of Wang Huan-ts'e see S. Levi, JA 1900, 1.

297-341, 401-468; Toung Pao, 1912. 307-309; Pelliot, T oung Pao, 1912.
351-380.
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men to manufacture paper and ink,
3 and the request was

granted a sure symptom of the fact that writing then existed

and was practised. Under the successors of Lun-tsan, who died

in A. D. 650, the official correspondence between Tibet and China

increased in volume, and a chancery for the transaction of such

business was established in the capital Lhasa. Several Sino-

Tibetan documents, notably the celebrated treaty solemnized in

A. D. 822, are still preserved on stone tablets in Lhasa.

While there is thus no doubt of the existence of writing under

the first powerful king, the Chinese annals are reticent as to the

character and origin of this writing. This is by no means strik-

ing, since the Chinese historians were chiefly interested in the

political relations of the country to their own, and not in its

inner cultural development; they do not tell us either of that

great religious movement which swept Tibet in those days the

introduction of Buddhism from India.4

According to the tradition of the Tibetans, King Sron-btsan

sgam-po in A. D. 632 5 sent T' on-mi or T' ou-mi, the son of ,A-nu,

subsequently honored by the cognomen Sambhota, to India to

study Sanskrit and Buddhist literature and to gather materials

for the formation of an alphabet adapted to the Tibetan lan-

guage. On his return to Lhasa he formed two Tibetan alpha-

bets, one 'with heads' (bdu-can) out of the Lanca script, and
another 'headless' (dbu-med) out of the Wartula characters.

The details of this tradition, to which there will be occasion to

revert, vary to some extent in different accounts, but the prin-

cipal elements of it are identical both in historical and gram-
matical works. It somewhat lacks in precision and detail, and
we must not forget that it comes down to us from a compara-

tively late period, and that the contemporaneous, original form
of the tradition is lost.

As regards the time of the introduction of writing, it follows

from the Chinese annals that it indeed existed under the reign

3
According to the T l

ang hui yao : paper and writing-brushes.
4
Only the New History of the T< ang Dynasty says that the Tibetans are

fond of the doctrine of Buddha, and that the Buddhist clergy was consulted

on all important state affairs.

6
According to the chronology adopted by the Mongol prince and annalist

Sanan Setsen. The History of the Tibetan Kings sets no exact date for

the event, except that it is recorded in the beginning of the king's reign.
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of King Sron-btsan sgam-po. It is clear from both the Chinese

and Tibetan annals (the latter stating the fact implicitly) that

prior to his era there was no writing. The Chinese annals do

not impart the date of his accession to the throne : they give us

the year 634 as that of his first mission sent to China and 650

as the year of his death. Sanan Setsen states that he was born

in 617 and assumed the reign in 629 in his thirteenth year
6

;

this would agree with the Chinese statement that he was a minor

at the time of his succession. The foundation of the national

system of writing, accordingly, must have taken place between

the years 630 and 648
;
for the latter date must be regarded as

the terminus ad quern, since in that year the request for paper
and ink manufacturers was submitted to China. As this event

followed immediately the punitive expedition of Wang Hiian-

ts' e against Magadha, who was then assisted by a Tibetan army,

suspicion is ripe that this enterprise may have had a causal con-

nection with the inauguration of writing in Tibet. At any rate,

the case illustrates the fact that the road from Lhasa to Magadha
was known to the Tibetans, and that there is nothing surprising
or incredible in regard to T'on-mi's mission.

The time spent by T'on-mi in India is variously given.

According to Chandra Das7 he should have resided in Magadha
from A. D. 630 to 650 doubtless an exaggeration and contra-

dictory to Chinese chronology, according to which King Sron-

btsan died in A. D. 650
;
and according to the Tibetan accounts

he profited from his emissary's instructions and himself com-

posed several books.

The substance of the Tibetan tradition was clearly known as

early as the eighteenth century : it was recorded by the Augus-
tinian Pater A. Georgi,

8 who gave the name of the founder of

writing in the corrupted form Samtan-Pontra, and who styles
his Indian instructor the Brahman Lecin (that is Le-cin, accord-

ing to the Tibetan pronunciation Li-j'in). P. S. Pallas already
set forth rather sensible views on the Tibetan alphabet, recog-

8
According to the chronological table published by Csoma (Grammar of

the Tibetan Language, p. 183) he should have been born in that year (the

European dates of Csoma are wrongly calculated and have to be increased

by two) ;
this is evidently an inadvertence of the Tibetan author.

7 'The Sacred and Ornamental Characters of Tibet,' JASB 57 (1888). 41.
8
Alphabetum Tibetanum, p. 290 (Borne, 1762).
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nizing its-similarity with the Devanagari, and opposing Georgi's

speculation that it should have sprung from the Syrian Nesto-

rians. 9 With respect to the Tibetan tradition, Abel-Remusat
remarked:10 'Cette tradition n'a rien d 'invraisemblable en elle-

meme.' He emphasized the connection of Tibetan script with

the Devanagari and other Indian alphabets in Farther India

and the Archipelago. Klaproth, an orientalist and historian

of great critical acumen, likewise accepted the Tibetan tradition,

and so did Koeppen and Lassen.11

In 1829 I. J. Schmidt devoted a thorough investigation to the

origin of Tibetan writing.
12 This was in the same year when

Schmidt published his edition and translation of the Mongol
chronicle of Sanan Setsen, which for the first time disclosed the

native tradition relative to the introduction of writing into

Tibet. 13 Schmidt compared the Tibetan alphabet with that

utilized in an Indian inscription found in a rock-cave of Gaya
and on a pillar of Allahabad.14 The combination of these

alphabets reproduced by him on a plate is in all ways convinc-

ing. Schmidt further held that Tibetan writing was not

modeled after the Lanca, but owed its origin to an older and
obsolete form of script.

The best summary of the problem is given by T. de Lacou-

perie.
15 He treats the Tibetan tradition with sound and sen-

sible criticism and arrives at this conclusion :

' As to the Tibetan

9
Samlungen historischer Nachrichten uber die mongolischen Volkerschaf-

ten, 2. 359 (St. Petersburg, 1801).
10 Becherches sur les langues tartares, p. 343 (Paris, 1820).
11 J. Klaproth, Tableaux historiques de I'Asie, p. 158 (Paris, 1826), cf.

also some observations on the Tibetan alphabet in JA 10 (1827). 132;
C. F. Koeppen, Lamaische Hierarchie und Kirche, p. 56 (Berlin, 1859) ;

C.

Lassen, Indische Alterthumslcunde, 4. 714. .

12 'tiber den Ursprung der tibetischen Schrift,
' Memoires de I'Acad. Imp.

de St.-Petersbourg, 6th series, 1 (1829). 41-52. This treatise has not been

consulted by the recent theorists on Tibetan writing, A. H. Francke and

A. F. E. Hoernle.
13 Geschichte der Ost-Mongolen und ihres Fiirstenhauses, p.* 29-31, 325-328

(St. Petersburg, 1829).
14 A similar observation is made by Csoma, Grammar of the Tibetan

Language, p. 204 (Calcutta, 1834).
15
Beginnings of Writing in Central and Western Asia, p. 56-67 (London,

1894).
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expedition, there is no apparent reason to doubt it, with the

exception of the additions and embellishments which have been

added by the historians. Let us remember that we have no

contemporary records nor annals of the time, and that all the

knowledge we have from the Tibetan history is derived from

native compilation, if not of a late date, at least made many
centuries after the events they purpose to record.'

The discoveries made in Turkistan have also enriched Tibetan

philology; and ancient Tibetan inscriptions, manuscripts, and

business documents will contribute a large quota to our knowl-

edge of Tibetan palaeography, language, and literature. Under
the influence of these finds the theory has been advanced by
A. H. Francke that the Tibetan tradition relative to the intro-

duction of writing from India is unfounded, and that writing
was introduced into Tibet from Turkistan, more particularly
from Khotan. A. H. Francke is somewhat handicapped by lack

of scientific training and unfortunately more endowed with

imagination than with sound and cautious scholarship. My
opinion on his theory I have briefly set forth in the T'oung Pao

(1914, p. 67), where I declared myself wholly in accord with

Lieut.-Colonel Waddell, who vigorously and successfully opposed
this alleged discovery.

16 Even now I would not deem it worth
while to submit Francke 's hypothesis to a detailed discussion,
were it not that recently it has been officially indorsed by a seri-

ous scholar of the type of A. F. R. Hoernle.17 In his last work18

Hoernle even elaborates a complex theory based on the fancies

and figments of A. H. Francke. It is deplorable that a scholar
to whom we all look with respect, and to whom we owe so many
great things could be led astray by such vague and unfounded
speculations, and that the pages of a work which is essentially
devoted to the presentation of new and important documentary
material are thus marred.

The notions of A. H. Francke center around two points, a
new etymology of the name Li-byin and real or alleged coin-

cidences between the Tibetan and Khotan alphabets. Accord-
ing to the Tibetan tradition the Brahmana consulted by T'on-mi

"JEAS 1909. 945-947.

"JRAS 1915. 493.
18
Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature found in Eastern Turkes-

tan, p. xvi-xxxn (Oxford, 1916).
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in India was styled Li-byin.
19 E. Schlagintweit

20 observed that

this name seems to allude to the art of writing and to be a

Tibetanized form of Sanskrit lipi 'writing/ W. W. Rockhill21

conceived the name as a corruption of lipikara 'scribe'; this

explanation was accepted by de Lacouperie, Waddell, and

Huth.22 I hold the same opinion save that I do not accept the

restitution Lipikara or Livikdra,
23 but take Tibetan Libyin

(properly Lib-yin) as the transcription of a Prakrit or ver-

nacular form Lipyin or Livyin. As shown in my forthcoming

study 'Loan-Words in Tibetan,' a large number of these is

derived, not from Sanskrit, but from the Prakrits, more par-

ticularly from the Apabhramsas.
Now A. H. Francke, without taking account of this reasonable

interpretation, dogmatically proclaims: 'This name (Li-byin)

has always been wrongly translated. It has to be translated

"Glory" (or blessing) of the land "Li." Li-byin had appar-

ently received his name, because the land Li had reason to be

proud of him. The land Li is either a country near Nepal or

Turkistan. I am convinced that it here signifies Turkistan ; for

there is some probability that it was in the Turkistan monas-

teries that Tibetan was first reduced to writing, and T'on-mi

simply reaped the fruit of such learning.'
24 All very simple

indeed: a magic word of Francke is sufficient to upset any
tradition and all history. Historical conclusions cannot be

based on any subjective etymologies, however ingenious they

19
According to I. J. Schmidt (Forschungen, p. 221) also the form Llia-

lyin occurs. This, if correct, would render Sanskrit Devadatta.
20
Konige von Tibet, p. 839, note 4.

21
Life of the Buddha, p. 212.

22 T. de Lacouperie, Beginnings of Writing, p. 63
;

L. A. Waddell, Bud-

dhism of Tibet, p. 22; G. Huth, Geschichte des Buddhismus in der Mongolei,
2. 8. Moreover, in the grammatical work Si-tui sum-rtags (p. 3, ed. of

Chandra Das) the name of the Brahman appears in Tibetan transcription

as Li-bi-lca-ra, i. e. Skt. Lipikara. Cf. also E. J. Thomas, JEAS 1916. 857.
23 Tibetan byin in Sanskrit words is always the perfect of the verb

sbyin-pa 'to give' and corresponds to Sanskrit datta, not, however, to Jcara

or Icdra. A restoration Lipidatta would, of course, be impossible. In

fact, the element byin does not represent a Tibetan word, but forms part
of the transcription.

2i JASB 6 (1910). 97; repeated in Epigraphia Indica, 11 (1912). 269,

and adopted by Hoernle.
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may be. Francke's explanation of Li-byin is solely invented to

suit his case and his own conveniences; it is not borne out or

upheld by any Tibetan tradition, it is even impossible in the

spirit of the Tibetan language. The word li, it is true, desig-

nates 'Khotan,' but it has other meanings also: it signifies

'bell-metal' and 'apple' ;
with the suffix -ka it denotes a certain

tree and with the suffix -ba it means 'squinting' ;
it appears in

a number of compounds, and further transcribes several Chinese

characters reading li. The word byin never has the meaning

'glory'; it means 'blessing' only in certain fixed combinations,

as byin-gyis rlob-pa, byin brlabs, etc. ('to bless'). It is never

used, however, in the absolute or purely abstract sense of 'bless-

ing,' as Francke would have us believe. As previously stated,

the element byin in proper names either represents a transla-

tion of Sanskrit datta, as, for instance, gSan-ba byin = Guhya-
datta (Taranatha, 147), Ye-ses byin = Jndnadatta (ibid. 212),
Ts'ans byin Brahmadatta, Mya-nan med-kyis byin-pa ~-

AQokadatta, gSer byin = Hemadatta, etc.; but it is never the

noun byin visualized by Francke. A name of such a type as

'Blessing of Khotan' has no analogy in Tibetan literature, and
is a plain absurdity on the very face of it. It is merely a per-
sonal fancy, but Francke and Hoernle are so enraptured with
it that they accept as a well substantiated fact what at the best

might be regarded as a bold hypothesis. Says Dr. Hoernle

literally: 'He (T'on-mi) had come into contact with a Brahman
from Khotan, whom the Tibetan tradition calls Li-byin or

'Blessing of Khotan,' and that Brahman taught him the

alphabet of his own country. This, in effect, means that the

alphabet, as introduced into Tibet, is the alphabet of Khotan,
Li being the well-known Tibetan name of Khotan. It is not
the alphabet of India ... To judge by the Tibetan tradition

he (T'on-mi) was saved the completion of his journey through
the lucky accident of meeting, on his way in Kashmir, with a
learned Brahman from Khotan, who could supply him with the
information he was in search of.' Again, he speaks of the
Khotanese Brahman Li-byin from whom the Tibetan scholar
T'on-mi is said to have learned his alphabet. Further he
hazards the assertion: 'It has been stated already that Tibetan
tradition distinctly refers to Li-yul, the land of Li, i. e. Khotan,
as the country of origin of its alphabet.' This statement is
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downright fiction: Tibetan tradition has nothing whatever

about Li-yul in the history of writing. This manner of argu-

mentation is baffling and beyond my comprehension: Dr.

Hoernle fearlessly advances as historical facts what is merely
inferred from the imaginary and arbitrary dissection of a

name a singular instance of history-making !

The only documentary evidence on which Francke's conclu-

sions are based is presented by the Tibetan chronicle of the

Kings of Ladakh in the edition of E. Schlagintweit. This work
is widely different from the older and more complete rGyal
rcibs gsal-bai me-lon25 of Central Tibet, and as far as the history

of the Central-Tibetan kings is concerned, gives merely a much

abridged and corrupted version of the older standard book,
written in A. D. 1328.26 Now we have known for a long time

25 This title does not mean, as translated by Francke and Hoernle '

Bright
mirror of the line of kings,

' but ' Mirror clearly setting forth the genealogy
of kings.

'

26
Francke, for the benefit of his speculations, argues that the West-

Tibetan record strikes him as being the more original of the two. He
pleads also that 'the West-Tibetan account makes mention of the Indian

Nagari alphabet, it is true, but this passage looks like a later interpolation'

(Epigraphia Indica, 11. 267). This argumentation is inadmissible: it is

a sound principle of historical criticism that the older source is the purer

source, and that the original merits preference over the later work copied
after it. It is a comfortable method to brand as interpolation what does

not suit one's preconceived idea. A strange assertion occurs on p. 269

of the same article. Here Francke states that 'we have a single testimony
of history for the early use of Indian characters in Western Tibet, in the

Chinese Sui shu, where it is stated that such characters were used in the

empire [sic] of -the Eastern Women (Guge), etc.' The source is not

quoted; the Sui shu contains nothing of the kind, and in fact maintains

silence as to any writing in the Women's Kingdom, as every one may con-

vince himself from reading this chapter in BockhilFs translation (Land of
the Lamas, p. 339). In the Tang shu it is said that the written charac-

ters of the Women's Kingdom are the same as those of India (see, for

instance, Bushell, Early History of Tibet, p. 98) ;
but this is merely

due to the well-known confusion of the two Women's Kingdoms and the

information of Hiian Tsang misplaced and smuggled into the New History
of the T'ang, as has been shown particularly by Pelliot (T

l

oung Poo,
1912. 358). This reference to writing in fact has nothing to do with the

Eastern Women's Kingdom. Moreover Francke is wrong in placing it in

Western Tibet; on the contrary, it embraced parts of Eastern Tibet, bor-

dering in the east on Mao-chou in Se-ch'uan and the Tan-hian, in the

south-east on Ya-chou in Se-ch'uan.
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how the matter about Schlagintweit's text stands. K. Marx, a

Moravian missionary than whom no one was more intimately

familiar with the history of Ladakh, has shown with able criti-

cism that this copy was specially prepared for his brother H.

Schlagintweit by three Lamas, and that from folio 30 on 'the

text is merely a meaningless jumble of words, culled at random

from the original and put together in such a way that only a

careful examination of the text by one who knows the language

could reveal the fraud.'27 Not only in that portion pointed out

by Marx, but also in the preceding portions, the Schlagintweit

text is so hopelessly faulty, mutilated, and corrupt that it for-

feits any claim to historical value. It must be positively denied

that any such far-reaching conclusions to which Francke and

his champion Hoernle are inclined can be deduced from it.

Without being aware of the criticism of Marx, Francke even

thought it a useful task to publish a new translation of Schlag-

intweit's text, for which no other editions were consulted.28

Such lack of critical faculty can only lead to error and disaster.

It is solely Schlagintweit's text in which it is stated that T'on-mi

on his mission betook himself to Kashmir (K'a-c'e), while all

texts of the large and real edition of the rGyal-rabs, inclusive

of its Mongol and Kalmuk translations, agree on the reading
that he traveled to India (rGya-gar). If the Schlagintweit text

be correct, this is merely the local Ladakh, not the general

Tibetan, tradition. Marx justly observed: 'Any MS, specially

prepared by a native of Ladakh for a foreigner, is apt to be less

reliable than others of independent origin, for the reason, which
would especially be true regarding historical documents, that

the copyist will have a tendency to slightly alter the text, in

the interest of his master, religion, or country, suppressing such
facts as may seem derogatory to their fame, and substituting
for phrases liable to be misunderstood others of a less equivocal
character.' It is not difficult to see how the Ladakh tradition

may have arisen. Sum-pa mk'an-po, in his remarkable work

dPag bsam Ijon bzan,
29 has T'on-mi go to India, and says that

on his return to Tibet he prepared the alphabet dbu-can in the

27 JASB 60, pt. 1 (1891). 97-98.

"JASB 6 (1910). 393.
29 Ed. by Sarat Chandra Das, p. 167.
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royal castle Ma-ru of Lhasa by taking as model the forms of

the letters of Kashmir, and instituted the dbu-med writing in

harmony with the Wartu script. It is plausible to a high degree

that T'on-mi concluded his work in Lhasa, after submitting his

scheme to the approval of his royal master. Certainly it was

not necessary for him to make a trip to Kashmir in order to get

hold of Kashmir writing; that was procurable as well in

Magadha.
The sentence from the Schlagintweit text to which Hoernle30

attributes so much importance meets with no exact parallel in

the large rGyal-rabs: it is simply corrupt, and the word rins

is meaningless; probably we have to read ran (drug ran bcos-

nas 'he himself made six new letters/ for this is required in

accordance with the text of the large rGyal-rabs) .

31 Francke's

translation
'

they formed 24 gsal-byed [consonants] and 6 rins'
32

demonstrates that he is ignorant of the elementary rules of

Tibetan grammar : for the numeral is always placed behind the

noun (as we have in this very sentence gsal-byed ni su rtsa bzi),

or, if the numeral precedes the noun, which rarely occurs, it

must be followed by the suffix of the genitive.
33 What Hoernle

distils from this sentence is purely fantastic.

In 1905 A. H. Francke pointed out certain similarities between

the Tibetan alphabet and the Brahmi of Kashgar.
34 A sensible

French critic
35 remarked with reference to these surface com-

parisons :

'

This proves nothing for the origin of one or the other
;

the resemblance disclosed by Dr. P. Cordier between the Tibetan

alphabet and that of the Gupta of the seventh century A. D.

are interesting otherwise.' In the same manner Dr. L. A.

Waddell36
justly remarks that the forms of the Tibetan letters

themselves declare their origin from the developing Indian

Devanagari characters at the stage to which they had attained

30
Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Lit. p. xxxn.

31 The chapter concerning the introduction of writing is reprinted in

Si-tui Sum-rtags' Tibetan Grammar, 139 et seq. (Bengal Secretariat Press,

1895). See also I. J. Schmidt, Geschichte der Ost-Mongolen, 327.
32
Epigraphia Indica, 11 (1912). 267.

33
Foucaux, Grammaire de la langue tibetaine, 49.

34 Memoirs As. Soc. of Bengal, 1. 43-45.
Z5 Bull. de I'ficole frangaise, 6. 446.

1909. 946.
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in mid-India in the seventh century A. D., and, it would appear,

not any earlier, as a reference to the fine photographic illustra-

tions of Indian inscriptions of that period in Fleet's Corpus

Inscriptionum Indicarum, vol. 3, will show. These help to make

it clear that the so-called Tibetan letters bear a strong family

resemblance to those of the somewhat florid style which Fleet

has called 'the Kutila variety of the Magadha alphabet of the

seventh century A. D.' Many of the letters are identical in

shape. Sten Konow37
rightly observes, in a note to Francke's

article :

' The correspondence between Central Asian Gupta and

Tibetan is not so great that it is necessary to assume that they

have been developed in the same locality. They have both been

developed from the same source, and that explains the similarity.
'

And Dr. Vogel, after careful study, presents the conclusion that

the Tibetan alphabet is derived from the Northern Indian script

which was used in the seventh century. This evidence has not

been discussed or even antagonized by Dr. Hoernle.38 On the

other hand, his juxtaposition of the Khotanese and Tibetan

alphabets is by no means convincing in proving a close relation-

ship between the two. A glance at plate IV of Buhler's

Indische Palaeographie and the work cited by Dr. Waddell is

sufficient to show that the Tibetan alphabet stands much closer

to those of mid-India than of Khotan, and that the Tibetan

tradition in its general features is perfectly correct. In all his

theoretical speculations and his eagerness to prove his unfor-

tunate theory, Dr. Hoernle entirely loses sight of the fact that

the Khotanese alphabet itself hails from India. His investiga-

tion, moreover, is vitiated by a methodological error. The writ-

ing of Khotan is throughout compared with the Tibetan alphabet
in its modern printed form instead of with the oldest accessible

forms of the inscriptions and the manuscripts of the ninth cen-

tury. No regard, for instance, is taken of the fact that in the

beginning the plain consonant did not imply 'the letter a, but

that a was written alongside it,
39 and that there were two graphic

forms of the vowel i. Further, we have to be mindful of the

^Epigraphia Indica, 11. 269.
38
Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Lit. p. xix.

"Csoma, Grammar of the Tibetan Language, p. 5, who says that this

was the case also with the other vowels; Laufer, T' oung Pao, 1914. 52.
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fact that we do not yet possess a single specimen of Tibetan writ-

ing of the seventh century, so that it is premature to render a

positive verdict on what this writing was.

The historical proof on which the Khotanese theory is founded

is likewise a failure. Hoernle asserts that according to Tibetan

tradition Khotan fell under the domination of Tibet in the

seventh century under Sron-btsan sgam-po, invoking as his

authority Rockhill's Life of the Buddha (p. 211). True it is,

Rockhill writes in this passage :

' Sron-btsan ascended the throne

of Tibet in his thirteenth year, and the neighboring states recog-

nized him as their sovereign, so that his rule extended over the

whole of Tibet, to the north as far as Khotan, which during his

reign became subject to China, and to the east to China.'40 This

statement, however, is at the best merely an illogical combination

of Chinese accounts with the erroneous Tibetan chronology,

which makes Sron-btsan live up to A. D. 698, while in fact,

according to the Chinese annals, he died in A. D. 650. Neither

Sanan Setsen nor the Bodhimor, the Kalmuk translation of the

Tibetan rGyal rabs, the only native sources which, in the trans-

lation of I. J. Schmidt, Rockhill utilized for his sketch of Tibetan

history, make any mention of Khotan with reference to Sron-

btsan 's reign, nor does the Tibetan rGyal-rabs. The Chinese

annals likewise are perfectly silent as to Khotan in the report

of the life and deeds of Lun-tsan (= Sron-btsan). In reality,

the relations of Tibet with Khotan begin only from A. D. 670

when the Tibetans conquered the Four Garrisons (Kucha,

Khotan, Tokmak, and Kashgar), which they lost again to the

Chinese in A. D. 692.41 Thus Khotan was entirely beyond the

reach of the Tibetans during the lifetime of King Sron-btsan,

and Hoernle 's theory is a fallacy.

Finally we may raise the question : if the theory of Francke

and Hoernle is true, why does a tradition to this effect not crop
out in the literature of the Tibetans? Or, in other words, why
should such a tradition, if it ever existed, have been suppressed ?

As is well known, there are Tibetan works on Khotan embodied

40 For the rest Kockhill follows an utterly impossible chronology as to the

life of the king, placing his birth in A. D. 600 and T'on-mi's missions to

India in A. D. 616.
41
Chavannes, Documents sur les Tou-Tciue (Turcs} occidentaux, p. 114, 281.
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in the Kanjur and Tanjur
42

;
the Gosrngavyakarana in the

Kanjur was translated from the language of Khotan, and

Slladharma, a Bhikshu from Khotan, collaborated in the trans-

lation of the Kanjur work no. 242.43 Architects were summoned
from Khotan by King K'ri-lde sron-btsan for the building of

a monastery.
44 The Tibetans do not shy at admitting their debt

to Khotan whenever occasion arises; but they are persistent in

pointing to India as the cradle of their writing and literature.

It was from India that Sanskrit Buddhist literature was trans-

mitted to Tibet, it was from India and Kashmir that Buddhist

missionaries entered Tibet to preach the gospel of Buddha. The
role of Khotan in this respect was reduced to a minimum.

Surely, Turkistanitis is a new form of learned disease.

42

KockhiU, Life of the Buddha, p. 231.
43
Regarding Siladharma see Pelliot, Journal asiatique, 1914, 2. 135.

"Laufer, T' oung Pao, 1908. 5.



THE ORIGIN OF THE ABLATIVE CASE

E. WASHBURN HOPKINS

YALE UNIVERSITY

THE CHIEF FACTS in regard to this case are these: it is the

only case without special ending in the plural; it has no sign

except in the Sanskrit a-, Greek-Latin o-declension
;

this par-

ticular declension is that of pronouns as well as nouns. The

inference reasonably drawn from these facts is that the ablative

was originally a case confined to the singular of the a-declen-

sion; it is usually assumed also that it came into the noun-

declension from the pronoun. The form OTTW 'whence' leads to

(Delphic) OIKW 'from the house.'

Obvious objections to the facts as here stated are that besides

-dd in Latin we have such forms as praiddd, airid, and that vacdt

is an Avestan parallel to praiddd.
1 Nevertheless it is generally

agreed that these sporadic departures are (like amusmdd) due

to analogy (Avestan parallels are late) and do not represent
an original cZ-ablative in other declensions. It is admitted, how-

ever, that the o-declension had this ablative apart from pro-

nouns, as it is not only Latin, but (Oscan) Italic (saka-aklud) ,

as well as Slavic (as 'genitive').

In Sanskrit asmdd has generally expelled dd, but, as the

sw-forms are recognized as double forms (cf. e-sm-ei and pu-sm-e
in Umbrian for huic and cui), we may deal directly with the

simple forms, dd and tdd as ablative (parallel to dsvdd = equod)
of the pronouns a and to, (stems).

The meaning of the ablative in Latin is confused with that

of the instrumental and to a less degree with that of the loca-

tive. In Sanskrit the ablative indicates primarily a 'then' and
'thence' idea, leading to a causal notion and almost to the

designation of an agent. 'Thence' becomes 'because of
(enasah 'because of sin'), but it rarely assumes instrumental

sense, though in Avestan 'loved by' may be expressed, as to

irThe ending -ed is adverbial, due to accent: faeilUmi(d). In Sk. the

ending might be -at or -dd, probably with d (pace Kappas, Der indog.

All.).
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the agent, with the ablative. Yet we shall see that this is not

entirely unknown in the Vedic language. The most remarkable

syntactical fact is that the ablative as a separate case-form

appears to be quite unnecessary. The Greek and Slavic forms

are either adverbial or of genitival relation; Teutonic 'dative'

does duty for the idea. Even in Sanskrit, Vedic plurals serving

for dative and ablative are usually dative; there is, in fact, no

real need for the case. Its various functions are represented

well enough by dative, genitive, and instrumental (in some cases

by locative). For this reason it tends to die out, even when it

has established itself.

Our next group of facts regarding the ablative has to do with

the personal pronouns. Here the so-called stem mad, etc., serves

as ablative, thus: mad (or mat), avdd, asmdd; tvdd, yuvad,

yusmdd; the dual forms being sporadic for the usual dvdbhydm
and yuvdbhyam.

2 The distinction in a compound between this

ablative and the stem is simply one of accent: mdt-krtam is

'me-made.' The ending is that of tad, illud. But, as if mad
were not always felt as sufficiently

'

ablative,' we have also, in

AV. 6. 20. 1, mattas, in which there is added to the stem-ablative

the ending -tas found in tdtas, atas (Slavic otu) : matt6 vildpann

dpayati 'he shall go weeping from me.' If we would get the

true semantic quality of the ablative, we must examine the

nature of this -tas, which is Indo-European.
In Greek e/cro's and O/TO'S it is evident that the idea of 'from'

lies in the IK rather than in the TO?; cvro's is not 'from within,'
but 'on the inner side,' though all such examples easily pass
into a 'whence '-meaning. Latin has a large number of com-

pounds of this sort, many of which show a merely adverbial

force : claritus, simplicitus. Persae originitus Scythae is rather

'by birth' than 'from'; divinitus is like humanitus ('in a

human manner'), though by inference the 'from '-idea is easily
found in it. Thus it stands in contrast to casu, and (qui sciat)
divinitus is 'prophetically.' So pugnitus is 'with the fists';

communitus is 'in common'; medullitus is not 'from' (amat),
but more 'to' ('keeps cold to the marrow,' with servat) ;

anti-

quitus is 'in ancient times.' Plautus uses primitus in the sense
'at first' (not 'from the beginning'), and Terence uses publi-

2

Compare Avestan thwat and thwat and Latin ted, treated as accusative.
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citus as 'in public' or 'on the public account.' So penitus and

funditus are rather 'at' than 'from.' A very good example

is subtus with 'fight' in contrast to 'above earth.' Here the

meaning is 'fight below,' not 'from below.' So intus with the

genitive is 'within' (intus aedium 'within the house') and may
even mean 'into' as well as 'out of,' as in Skt. ita ehi is 'come

hither' (not 'hence').

In these Latin forms the ending corresponds throughout to

that of the Skt. -tas, which may at times be interpreted 'from,'

but also signifies 'at' and even 'to.' The adverbial use comes

earlier in pronouns than in nouns, if we may judge from the fact

that the latter are common later rather than earlier, while the

former are always common. Moreover, the use of the early

examples demonstrates clearly that the 'from '-idea in nouns is

really not only negligible but incorrect. We have to do, in

many examples, not with such apparent parallels as ex equo

pugnant and a tergo, where a motion-source is referred to instead

of its place for this is merely an idiomatic difference and the

'ablative-idea' is clear, though opposed to our way of speak-

ing but rather with a form which is intrinsically neutral,

simply indicating place, but tending to the 'whence '-idea.

There are several Vedic expressions which will not admit the

'whence '-idea. 'Black are the spaces on the trail of the Fire,

at his feet,' patsutds (EV. 8. 43. 6). Here, as if to guard

against the notion that the thought is 'from his feet,' -tas is

added (not, as usual, to the stem, but) to the declined word in

the locative plural. Every Vedic scholar will think of the

parallel in EV. 1. 32. 8, patsutahsi, where the root of the verb

si (/cetrat) is added as part of the compound to the same patsutds

and the dragon
'

at-feet-lying
'

of the victor cannot be thought

of as 'lying from' because the locative gives the position. If

'lie' usually went with the ablative or if motion were implied,

as when an ablative idea is sometimes expressed by adding a

'from' to a locative (as in Eussian iz-za-stola) ,
it would be a

different matter, but it is never construed with an ablative nor

with a preposition indicative of 'ablative' conception. Hence

when we find in Avestan zemada sayanem (Yt. 14. 31), we must,

as the sense requires, translate 'lying on the earth' or, if

sayanem be rejected, render the ablative as 'on' simply, and

not attempt to see 'from' in the case ('he sees on the earth').

4 JAOS 38
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If we take the old-fashioned attitude toward the cases adopted

by Delbruck and Whitney, it is easy to assume that all ablative

phenomena represent either an original or a weakened 'from'-

force. Thus Whitney (1098 e) : 'The distinctive ablative mean-

ing is not infrequently effaced and the adverb has a more

general, especially a locative, value.' This attitude is Del-

bruck
?

s, who also discusses whether the locative was originally

an 'in' or a 'within' case. With a more catholic view it

becomes clear that no case begins with a special narrow mean-

ing. From the beginning the locative connotes 'in, at, on' (in

space or time) as much as 'within.' So too the ablative, which

history shows has started in so narrow a province as the singular

of one declension, must be examined without undue deference

to a theory. The first step is to recognize two facts, both that

in the personal pronouns there is no ablative form other than

the stem (that the 'me-made' expression implies but does not

express 'made by me,' etc.), and that as -tas is an alternative

ablative ending (anyatas, for example, is the Vedic ablative of

anya), the meanings of this ending must be enlisted, and a selec-

tion must not be made of them to the neglect of others.

Of course many of the instances are neutral
;
one may render

dntitas with 'see' as 'from near' or 'anear'; in antithesis to

durdt it is 'from,' especially with a verb of motion. I do not

wish to ignore these neutral or adverse cases, but, since they
have often enough been exploited, to focus attention on some
instances deserving of more consideration than they have
received.

Adverbial (prepositional) -fas-forms are not common
; paritas

(PWb. 'allerwarts') occurs first in AV. and takes accusative or

genitive in later usage. In AV. it means 'on all sides' or

'roundabout.' In AV. 10. 7. 38 it governs the accusative: 'like

branches of a tree roundabout the trunk.
'

So out of the twenty
odd cases of abhitas, used as adverb or as preposition with accu-

sative, the meaning 'round about,' sdstv aydm abMto jdnah (7.

55. 5), is the earliest. Thus 'thine is this wealth which one
sees round about,' and 'thine are all the herds thou seest round
about' (1. 53. 3; 7. 98. 6). So in 7. 103. 7, 'singing around,'
and even in 5. 30. 10, 'cows lowed around,' it is difficult to con-

jure up an ablative. And what shall we say of abhito md ni
seda, 'sit before me' (7. 59. 7) and vahata 'bhito rdtham 'bring
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the car hither' (10. 53. 7). Obviously the abhi, not the -tas,

determines the sense. The verb, too, is characteristically not one

of motion from: 'thou holdest firm the earth on all sides,' 7.

99. 3; 'stand round the angry lion,' 5. 15. 3; 'kill the dogs

around,
'

1. 182. 4. The -tas is, in the light of the much stronger

abhi, as with pdri, almost negligible ;
at least it is not 'ablative.'

But in visvdtas there is no other directive element
;

it is
'

all
'

in adverbial form, as 'on all sides,' which of course can often

be rendered 'from all sides,' just as ubhaydtas may be one or

the other, though when it is said that the sun's 'beams extend

ubhaydtas' it is really more 'to both sides' than 'from,' just

as
'

the sun wanders,
'

completed by ubhaydtas, is probably 'on

both sides' (5. 81. 4; 9. 86. 6). This is the case with a mass

of 'guard' ('protect' us or our wealth) expressions. Yet even

here the really ablative idea is brought out by adding pdri, as

in pdri pdsi visvdtah (1. 31. 15), pdri pdtu visvdtah (6. 75. 14).

Thus 'from all sides we call thee' is visvdtas pdri havdmahe

(1. 7. 10), as 'from the sea' is samudrdt pdri (1. 47. 6) and

'from here' is dtas pdri (1. 108. 7). The word visvdtas alone,

so far from expressing the ablative notion, may be joined with

the opposite idea, as in the standing phrase illustrated by 10.

79. 5, visvdtah pratydnn asi tvdm, and 2. 10. 5, d visvdtah

pratydncam jigharmi, 'fronting to all sides.' One who has a

mouth on all sides is visvdtomukhah (1. 97. 5-6), namely Fire,

whose beams 'go forward on every side,' prd ydnti (ib.). In

2. 1. 12 'wealth extends on or to all sides' is visvdtas prthuh.

As Fire gives the wealth it is rather 'to' than 'from' which

-tas indicates. Quite neutral is visvdta dpratitah of Indra

unequaled 'in all respects' (3. 46. 3). Compare 'a mountain

broad all around'; 'fire kindled on every side'; 'supports on

every side'; 'thou goest everywhere' (9. 83. 1) ; 'ruling every-

where'; 'you purify everywhere (or altogether).' In all the

stereotyped Soma formulas there is scarcely an instance of

'from,' only of 'on' or the
'

wholly '-idea. So the sacrifice is

extended on (or to, not from) all sides (10. 130. 1) and the

allegorical chariot extends 'in all directions' (10. 135. 3).

Finally, as Fire has a mouth on all sides and 'eyes everywhere'

(10. 81. 2), so Indra is visvdtodhi, 'with thought directed to

all,' certainly not 'from all' (8. 34. 6; 'iiberall hin merkend/

PWb.).
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But, it may be said, do not the adverbs show that -tas is

'ablative'? Just as much as other forms. Thus kuto ddhi

prdjdtam 'from what is (the divine mind) born?' (1. 164. 18),

because kutas alone is not ablative enough. The generalized

kutas-cit (-cana) shows this point: 'fair to see for help estab-

lished anywhere' (Grassmann: 'iiberall'). When a verb mean-

ing 'overcome' or 'assail' is used, the meaning of course may
be rendered by 'anywhere' or 'from any quarter' (2. 23. 5;

7. 82. 7; etc.), and perhaps in ko veda ydta dbabhuva 'who

knows where (whence) it arose' (10. 129. 6) or kuta d jdtdh,

though birth and origin do not necessarily require more than a

locative idea, kvd svij jdtdh (10. 168. 3). But in general the

pronouns actually have -tas forms as their ablatives. Thus, as

anyatas is ablative, so are itas and tatas (ndta Isate 'flees not

from him,' 5. 34. 4). And in accordance with this the pronoun
adverb or ablative (RV. has atas, itas, tatas, ydtas, kutas,

amutas, anydtas, and dntitas, abhitas} directs, so to speak, the

real ablative into a more ablative meaning, so that what in itself

expresses a general relation becomes drawn into a more specific

conception.

As for -tas with nouns, dgratas is 'in the beginning' and 'at

the head' ('born,' RV., and 'marches,' AV.). So madhyatds
is 'in the middle' (8. 2. 9), though with udhrtam, which implies
an 'out,' it is 'from the middle' (3. 21. 5) ;

to lead a horse

mukhatds is to lead it 'by the mouth' (1. 162. 2)
3

;
daksinatds

with the genitive is 'on the right' and savyatds is 'on the

left' (ni sddi, 2. 11. 18). To turn to the right is also expressed
with daksinatds (2. 42. 3, etc.). Purely adverbial is samdndtas

'similarly' (4. 51. 8). Correlative with a locative, jdne, is

maryatds 'among the wooers' (10. 27. 12), and avdrdtas means
'to this side' in 10. 65. 6 ('nach diesseits/ PWb.}. Such corre-

lation with a locative and dependence on the situation shows
that -tas and its equivalent ablative wait for guidance to deter-

mine their directive force. Hence it is that in Old Persian an
ablative does not stand alone but is accompanied with haca,
while, as we have seen, in old Avestan the ablative means 'on'
as well as 'from.' But the locative and the verb 'lie' may
also accompany -tas, which is thus a place-adverb of general
inference.

*Cf. 6. 3. 4, a horse controlled asd 'by the mouth/ instrumental.
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When we turn to the personal pronominal ablative, which is

merely the stem, we find a directive word almost always used

with the so-called ablative. Thus vi mac chrathaya 'loosen

from me' and dposu myak.m . . . mat (2. 28. 5-6) ; are mat

(2. 29. 1) ;
tvdd are (2. 28. 6) ;

are asmad (10. 63. 12) ; dpa
hi mad aiyeh (5. 2. 8) ; dpa sma mat (tardsanti) atrasan (10.

95. 8) ;
but tvdd rejete . . . bhisd (8. 97. 14) ;

cf. yusmdd

bhiya (1. 60. 10), asmad wate (8. 45. 37).
4 The same apartness

is given by rte, besides are, as in nd rte tvdt kriyate kimcandre

(10. 112. 9). These are all the instances of mat except after a

comparative or anyd and one instance where the ablative

approaches an ablative of agent. In regard to the first, the

phrase bhavadanya shows that a mere stem may do duty for an

ablative and induces the converse conviction that in anydm

pdtim mat (10. 10. 10) the last word may be stem alone. 5 Com-

paratives are represented by two cases of mat: nd mat strl

subhasdttard (10. 86. 6) and ydthd mad ddharam vddan (10.

166. 3) both in the tenth book. The agent-like form is found

in 6. 67. 2, iydm mad vam prd strmte mamsopa . . . barhir

dccha 'the hymn is sent forth to you from me,' almost (and

certainly implying) 'by me' (Ludwig, 'meinerseits').

The second person also is usually accompanied with a direc-

tive adverb : d tvdd abhi mam agacchat
l came hither from thee

to me' (10. 98. 2) ;
ma tvdd rdstrdm ddhi bhrasat 'may power

not fall from thee' (10. 173. 1) ;
ut te stabhndmi prthivim tvdt

pdri (10. 18. 13) ;
vi tvdd yanti (6. 34. 1) ;

tvdd dhi vi

yanti (3. 14. 6) ;
vi tvdd anayanta (6. 24. 6) ;

tvdd ltd Irate

(5. 27. 7) ;
tvdd a ... praketdh 'wisdom hither (comes) from

thee (3. 30. 1) ;
also with comparatives and anyd (tvdd anyah;

1. 84. 6, 19; 1. 57. 4; etc.) ;
with rte and are (7. 11. 1; 2. 28.

6) ;
with fear, tvdd bhiydndh (4. 22. 6). There are few pure

ablatives: tvdd vdvakre (7.21.3); tat . . . imahe ddtrdm

tvdt 'we seek that gift from thee' (8. 43. 33) ;
tvdd iikthd

4 'Fear 7
is joined regularly with the pure ablative.

Cf. tvadanya, madanya (BHTL). The ablative may displace the natural

objective, 'my wishes never go elsewhere than (to) thee' anydthd tvdd,

8. 24. 11-15 (wrataras tvdt). Cf. the stem in asmdtsdkhd (6. 47. 26),

mdtsdkha (10. 86. 1). In naM tvdd anydh (dsti mardita), 8. 66. 13, the

ablative is as much stem as in tvadanya or in anyakrtam (2. 28. 9). In

the plural, anydm asmdt (1. 129. 10; 2. 33. 11; 8. 75. 13), Mm anye

pdryasate 'smdt (8. 8. 8).
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jayante 'born from thee' and tvdd eti drdvinam 'from thee

comes wealth' (4. 11. 3, 4; cf. yusmdd eti, 5. 58. 4) ;
md tvdt

ksetrdny drandni ganma 'may we not go from thee to strange

lands' (6. 61. 14). In md bhuma nistya ivendra tvdd drana iva

(8. 1. 13), tvdd depends on the ?m-force, not on dranah.

Much more numerous are the instances in the plural, but they

offer nothing entirely new. 6 Yet the greater number of exam-

ples shows more clearly that the ablative, while not absolutely

dependent upon a directive word with the stem, is normally

under its influence. Thus with verbs of releasing, pra-muc,

vi-muc, vi-yu, vi-srath; asmdd pdri (jajne, 10. 45. 1); vi or

upa das (1. 129. 15; 1. 139. 5) ;
md asmdd vi ddsit, just like

vy asmdd etu durmatili and dpa asmdd etu durmatih (7. 1. 21;

8. 67. 15) ;
asmdd d niddh . . . ajeta durmatim (1. 129. 6).

The d and ddhi forms deserve special consideration. The former

plays a varied role : ety asmdd d
i comes hither on our side,

'

to

us (5. 56. 3) ; vy asmdd d kdsthd drvate var 'open for us [from

us?] the course for the runner' (1. 63. 5) ;
vdrtir asmdd d arvdg

rdtham ni yachatam 'direct the car hither to us' (1. 92. 16).

With this meaning should be compared ndro ye ke cd 'smdd d

'whichever men are on our side, are ours' (10. 20. 8) and asmdt

sujdtali 'hero on our side' or 'our hero' (10. 99. 7), or asmdd
dhrdo vi caste (10. 5. 1; cf. hrdd d vi caste, 1. 24. 12). In such

cases an ddhi may be joined with locative or ablative. The

adverb-postposition is more important than the case. When d

is in a clause with an ablative implication imd vdco asmdd d

. . . sdm agmata (asmai) 'these words have come from us

to him' (10. 91. 12), te . . . asmdd d 'from us to thee' (8.

74. 7)
7 the weak implication is locally strengthened, as when

'With are (some half dozen cases) are sometimes joined words merely
implying separation. Thus with vi-muc of steeds and are with abl., mare
asmdd vi mumucah . . . asvdn <do not halt far from us' (3. 41. 8).
So mare asmdn maghavan jyoTc Tcah, etc. (7. 22. 6; 7. 32. 1) ; are asmdt
(8. 2. 20) ; md no gdyam are asmdt pdm sicdh 'do not dissipate wealth
far away from us' (9. 81. 3) ; dpa duskrtany are asmdd dadhdtu (10.
164. 3).

7
iydm te ndvyasl matir dgne adhdyy asmdd a, S. as asmdsu and te as

tava, though by analogy with asmai above more like dative (to or for).
But it is questionable whether any Vedic poet distinguished a genitive
from a dative te.
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dpa is used,- so that we may say there are three stages : sdrum

asmdd yuyotum (7. 71. 1) ; yuyota sdrum asmdd d (8. 18. 11) ;

and are asmdd yuyota (10. 63. 12). In 9. 105. 6 sdnemi . . .

asmdd d ddevam is followed by dpa dvayum; but asmdd dpa

. . . suva (10. 37. 4), asmdd dpa guha, asmdd dpa dviso

yuyodhi (8. 11. 3), and the w-forms with muc (7. 88. 7, etc.)

illustrate the second stage. The first is scarcely more ablative

than is a dative case, 'dispel us the foe.' The second is made

ablative by the adverb-preposition, 'dispel off (from) us.' The

third is emphatic, 'dispel afar (from) us the foe.' The older

hymns, however, show a preference for the ablative without the

directive adverb. Thus sdnemy asmdd yuyavann dmwah (7. 38.

7) ;
te visvd 'smdd duritd ydvayantu (7. 44. 3) ; sdnemy asmdd

yuyota didyum (7. 56. 9; also enas, 1. 189. 1; asmdd yuyodhy

dmivdh, 1. 189. 3) ; yuyodhy dsmdd dvesdmsi (2. 6. 4). But an

unusual verb or emphasis has the adverb : vy dsmdd dveso

vitardm . . . cdtayasvd (2. 33. 2) ; jdrethdm asmdd vi 'sing

away (the sinner's design) from us' (3. 58. 2).

The verbal use here is confined to the prepositions enumerated

above with two exceptions. These are prdti vidhyd
f

dhy asmdt

'strike (fight against) for us' (4. 4. 5) and nd te ta indrd 'bhy

dsmdd rsvd 'yuktdso abrahmdtd ydd dsan (5. 33. 3). The

former must be a parallel to md panir bhur asmdd ddhi 'be not

niggard toward us' (1. 33. 3) ddhi as in ddhi-vac with dative

of regard. The latter must be joined with abhi, and the abla-

tive is also one of general relation, 'these were not unto us'

(not 'superior to us'), though both abhi and abhi-as (so Grass-

mann) regularly take the accusative. Compare mo su vo asmdd

abhi tdni paumsyd sand bhuvan dyumndni motd jdrimr asmdt

purd 'your deeds in regard to us shall not grow old' (1. 139. 8).
8

The most interesting cases are those like the quasi-instru-

mental use already referred to. In 7. 34. 1, prd . . . etu

manlsd asmdt '

this prayer go forth from us,
'

the motion is still

plain; in 6. 74. 3, krtdm eno asmdt is to be construed with

dva syatam muncdtam 'release from us the sin committed.' In

5. 57. 1, iydm vo asmdt prdti haryate matih, the hymn is almost

'offered by us,' yet wavers between the full agent-ablative and

source-ablative. But in 4. 41. 1, (stomah) asmdd uktdh, the

8 With asmdt purd cf. pu'rvo asmdt, 10. 53. 1; 10. 54. 3.
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laudation is 'spoken by us'; cf. 1. 134. 2, mandantu tvd . . .

indavo 'smdt krdndsah 'may these drops delight thee, prepared

by us' (' us-prepared,' like mdtkrtam). In 1. 144. 3, bhdgo nd

hdvyah sdm asmdd d means 'to be called (invoked) by us like

Bhaga,' or 'called hither to us,'
9 but in 10. 144. 6, krdtvdydm

asmdd d sutdh is virtually 'Soma pressed by us (on our part)
'

;

so 7. 95. 5, yusmdd d juhvdndh 'offered on your part.'

Let us now sum up the results of what we have found and see

whether they aid us in establishing a reasonable explanation of

the phenomena. Adverbs in -tas indicate place where as well

as from, and when used with nouns the same ending is as much
'at' as 'from': agratds 'at first'; patsutah-si 'lying at feet'

(locative); maryatds 'among the wooers'; so the preposition

determines the sense in abhtias 'before, around' (not 'from'),

'hither'; in visvdtas 'on' or 'from'; visvdtodhl 'thinking in

(or to) all sides.' This agrees with the use of -TO? and -tus in

Greek and Latin; it may be defined as a place-ending tending

strongly to express ablative-relation. It is added to nouns in

the ablative to strengthen the weaker ablative sense of the abla-

tive-form, which in itself usually requires a directive adverb to

bring out the sense. In the personal pronouns the so-called

ablative is nothing but the stem, and to give full ablative-sense

we have ddhi, pdri, d, etc., tvdt pdri, tvdd ddhi, or -tas, mattds,
seldom an ablative form alone. When united with a participle,

as in asmdd uktds, we have instrumental sense equivalent to the

stem used for instrumental, mdtkrtam with anydkrtam. The

pure ablative after 'fear' exchanges in Sanskrit with the geni-
tive and with prdti + accusative. This (fear) 'at' (or 'in

regard to') is really the idea of the 'ablative,' which would
sometimes have a 'from '-word if it meant 'from' (like muc,
yu, etc.). In other words, the idea is not 'shrink from' but

'fright at' (or 'before').
10

In Greek the ablative-notion was never fully developed; it

was so weak as an independent notion that it was easily carried

by the source-idea of the genitive. In Sanskrit also the ablative

As in 1. 92. 6, and so Grassmann, but better 'von uns aus' with Lud-
wig, who, however, renders 'kommt zu uns' in 10. 144. 6.

0< From' (vi) is used only with the causative and not with abl. In 6.

14. 4, ydsya trdsanti sdvasah samcdlcsi sdtravo Wiiyd, sdvasah is abl. after

T>Uyd (not gen. with sarncdlcsi) .
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easily passed into the genitive, as cirasya for cirdt and 'fear'

with genitive instead of ablative. But the genitive did not serve

as origin of the ablative (as Brugmann suggests), for vdcds (cf.

Lat. vocis) is genitive before it is ablative. We cannot explain

-tas any more than we can explain -as in mithds, sadyds, etc.

But the pronominal ablative must explain the whole ablative.

Now the stem and ablative of the personal pronouns is one with

the stem of the demonstrative as to its final d : tad, ydd, kdd are

adverbs as well as accusatives, that is, they are stems. From
the pronoun a we thus have ad as stem, so-called accusative or

adverb, meaning, as in Avestan, 'then' and 'thereby.' We
have a number of such stems serving as adverbs or particles,

some used like -tas to give an ending. Thus id from i (cf. iddm

as adverb) besides itas (first of place, then of time), used as an

ending in daksinit
l with the right,

'

as opposed to savyena
' with

the left' (5. 36. 4; cf. pradaksinit) . Now uninflected forms can

be used for full cases, as in asmdka and unser for genitive and

dsman for locative, and such forms could in the same way do

duty as adverbs serving as ablatives. The adverbs smdd and

sumdd are merely stems and so tad is merely a stem used as an

adverb. It is, for example, correlative to a ydtra and to a ydtas ;

it also means 'then' (4. 28. 1) and develops into 'therefore'

(cf. etdd 'this, thus, there' with dtas) and into an adverb of

general relation, 'in regard to.' As correlative to ydd 'since'

it is 'therefore.' Just so tatas passes from 'then' to 'there-

fore,' and the full later ablative tdsmad becomes an adverb

(first in AV.). The parallel tydd as neuter 'accusative' is con-

stantly used as adverb, 'indeed.' The pronoun a remains only

as a fragment, dyd, asyd; it is almost obsolete, probably owing
to its being used in adverbial form, dtas, dt, but its stem as

ablative, ad, is added to other stems, as pronouns are constantly

compounded, to give the older ablative, e. g. tad, which in turn

as adverb is added to adjectives to give an adverbial relation,

adhafdttdt, uttardttdt, as if to strengthen the ablative (cf.

drdttdt). The form tdd itself, the old 'ablative,' occurs in EV.

only in the sense of an adverb, 'so,' correlative to the corre-

sponding ydd (6. 21. 6), which also has the meaning 'as long

as.' When this tdd is added to adhas, the meaning of adhdstdt

is not 'from below' but 'below-ward,' cf. vrscem adhdstdd

. . . rdksas 'smite the fiend down' (3. 30. 16; cf. ava-vrasc).
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This explanation is in line with the constant tendency to

express ablative relation by other means than the pure ablative.

So in late Latin alius ab and doctior ab. The Vedic dd (a -ad

'then,' 1. 148. 4) contains its own ablative in addition to the stem-

vowel, because ad (taken wholly into the adverb-prepositional

class) no longer serves as a case. The form tad is ta-ad or possi-

bly ta-dd
;
like dd it has no real ablative sense except by inference.

But we have the same phenomenon in other languages. In

English, for example, 'at that he rose' implies but does not

express 'then.' So 'thereupon/ darauf, is local but implies

a strong 'ablative' sense; 'thereupon he rode away' is an

implication of a precedent action, and it is this implication that

brings out the ablative relation. Thus an 'at this,' etc., easily

passes into a 'then' and further into a 'hence'; for which

reason dd stands as correlative to ydd or yddi, 'if so, 'then'

so and so. The stem-ablative appears still in English 'so' from

*suod, Avestan hvat, Greek 6', cf. 'who so.' But it is impor-
tant to observe that tad (the stem) itself is adverb, as is ydd,

etc., and it is the ending, not ad but d, which appears as stem

and ablative in the personal pronouns mdd,
11

asmdd, etc. Thus
the whole ablative reverts to a stem used indifferently as stem

or as adverb and as stem used for the neuter singular, kdt (kdd),

etc., just as neuter nouns generally use the stem for the accusa-

tive, mdnas, fieVos, and then as nominative. A very good exam-

ple of the growth of an ablative notion from one not in the least

ablative is given by Sanskrit sdca 'together, with,' construed

with instrumental and locative, as compared with its Avestan

equivalent haca, which means 'with' with the genitive, but

'in consequence of and 'from' with the ablative. The root

(sac, 'sequor') means 'following' and so 'accompanying,

with'; but 'following' also suggests 'from' and 'then' as

well as 'than.' The relation of the personal pronoun to the

demonstrative may be expressed by the formula tvad :ad::

tva : a. The stem-form ad is extant in Avestan atca, Latin

atque, possibly as preposition 'at,' 'to' in ad and (a) tsar,

ad-sar (6p/m<o). There is no clear connection between mithds,

hrttds, and hrdds, yet probably there was a genitive-ablative

11 The form mat (mad) is occasionally without accent.
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force felt in -as, whether appearing as adverbial or case-ending,

and the very similarity of form made a connection felt between

this -as and the ending -tas, perhaps tdtas as tdt-as; hence the

accent of itds serving as a case: anydm krnusvetdh pdnthdm
'make thyself a path other than this' (10. 142. 7). But tdtas

also serves as a case (as in the example above, p. 52), and all

that can be said positively is that the three endings appear to

stand in some relation to each other. On the other hand, it is

more than probable that mad, asmdd, etc., are by analogy with

tad, a stem used as adverb rather than an accusative so used,

and that the ablative is a development from such a stem, just

as asmaka is a stem used as a genitive. As the ablative forms

of the personal pronouns are Avestan, the development was of

course of remote antiquity.

I have united the explanation of the ablative with that of -tas

as an adverb-ending also gliding from neutral to positive abla-

tive-sense; but the latter rather illustrates the ablative than

explains it historically. That is, the explanation of the abla-

tive may be right and that of -tas wrong, though I think other-

wise. Apart from theory, nistya . . . drana (above) may be

added to Vedic adjectives followed by the ablative, and asmdd

uktdh (above, with parallels) to Avestan-Latin ablative of

agent, not recognized by Delbriick and explained by the trans-

lators rather as 'on our part' than 'by,' perhaps rightly, but

by implication clearly meant as agent.
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THE BABYLONIAN FLOOD-HERO possessed two alternative

names, Atrahasis 'the very wise/ which he shared with other

primeval sages, and Ut-napisti
m

,
the reading of which was a

bone of contention among scholars for three decades. A decade

after Meissner's discovery of the variant Utanaistim (MVAG
1902, p. 13, n. 1) had established the correct reading, Arno

Poebel found its Sumerian prototype, Zi-ud-BU-du, which he

pronounced Ziugiddu. Other scholars (Sayce, Zimmern, Lang-

don) suggested Ziusuddu, in the light of CT 18. 30. 9 : Zi-sud-da

= Ut-na-pa(!)-as(!)-te. Zisudu, (for Ziusudu), furthermore,

was identified with the SKV&JS of Lucian, TLepl rrjs 2vpiV Otov, 12,

which Buttmann had happily emended to Suruft?? (ClCyQMC.
for CKY9HC). A number of scholars, however, retain the

erroneous reading Ziugiddu.

Ziusudu is written with the character sud not only CT 18. 30.

9, but also in Nippur 4611 (Langdon, Sumerian Epic of Para-

dise, no. .4) ; moreover, the writing BU in the Poebel text is far

from disproving this testimony. Both in form and in origin

the characters bu and sud are closely related; sud is bu-gunu

(Delitzsch, Entstehung, p. 67; cf. Barton, BA 9. 172), and they

share the values ardku (sir), and ruqu (sud). Decisive evi-

dence for the reading Ziusudu is furnished by the Semitic

translation Ut-napisti
m

ruqu
l

Ut-napisti
m the remote.' The

Sumerian equivalent of ruqu is sud, not gid, which means 'long/
In the light of such names as Uta-zi-mu 'Uta is my life'

(Thureau-Dangin, Lettres et contrats, p. 68), the Semites took

Ut-zi to be the name and sud-du as a participial appellative, an

epithet like (Siduri) Sabitu, (Ur-sanabi) malahu, (Uruk)

supuri, etc., and gave it the usual value, ruqu 'distant.' This

disposes of the over-ingenious suggestions made by some scholars ;

e. g., Langdon (PSBA 36. 190) regards Ut-napisti
m as an

abbreviation for Ut-napisti
m-arik.

The original meaning of the name may have been 'The sub-

merged light of life' (cf. the ma sud-a = elippu
m teUtu of
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Tammuz), referring to his role as the Flood-hero. The myth-
ical interpretation must be withheld until my monograph on the

Babylonian Flood-story appears, as theories of the kind require

a whole arsenal of evidence to win respect. Later, when the

hero was translated to the end of the earth, at the pi ndrdti

(originally the source of the rivers, as I shall show in a special

article
;
the idea first occurred to me two years ago, since when

I have collected a mass of material in its support) ,
sud was mis-

understood, and regarded as meaning
'

distant.' The Semitic

name, explained at first, we may suppose, as 'the day of life'

(cf. En-ud-tila 'Lord of the day of life,' CT 16. 13. 21), was,

again, etymologized as 'He found life,' ~ftta-napisti
m

, alluding

to his immortality; cf. the phrases in the Flood-tablet baldta

uttu 'to find life,' napsdti se'u = ~balata, sahdru (Meissner frag-

ment) 'to seek life.' There seems to have been a certain hazi-

ness even about the second element, variously written (besides

Zl-tim) na-is-tim (the mistake is perhaps due to the dictator's

misreading pi as ui, its usual value), na-pa-as-te (see above),

and na-pu-us-[tim] (Ebeling, Keilschrifttexte aus Assur, no. 27).

Various questions connected with the post-diluvian career of

the Babylonian Noah will be discussed elsewhere; in this con-

nection, however, I wish to consider the role he plays as sage

and instructor of men. Among the Hebrews Noah must have

served in some such capacity; in the Jewish pseudepigraphon
whose remains are imbedded in the Book of Enoch, Noah is the

seer and teacher. In the Gilgames-epic we find Ut-napisti
m

exhorting Gilgames. The words put into his mouth remind us

strongly of the address delivered to the hero by the nymph
Siduri in the Meissner text. From a careful examination of

the Assyrian recension, it appears certain that this address

in substance has been transferred to Ut-napisti
m by the Assyr-

ian editors. In the early recension we read the words of Siduri :

il

G(ilgames) esv tada'al f baldta sa tasdhuru Id tuttd. inuma

A more orthodox explanation may be based upon such phrases as ago,

zi-ud-sud-du-a, 'a tiara of life for distant days (to come)
'

;
cf. Langdon,

Sum. Liturgical Texts, No. 14, rev., 1. 10.

1 The word ais (cf. Poebel, Hist, and Gram. Texts, no. 152, col. 10.

3 11) = at ON) with the adverbial ending.
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ildni ibnu aueluta, mutam iskunu ana aueluti, baldtam ina

qdtisunu ic.c.abtu = 'Gilgames, whither dost thou wander? The

life which thou seekest thou wilt not find. When the gods

created mankind, death they appointed for mankind; life they

kept in their own hand.' Ut-napisti
m asks the same question,

and finally (GE 10. 6. 36 ff.) says:
ilAnunnaki ildni rabuti

pa[hru],
ilMammitum bdndt simti ittisunu simdta isi[ma].

istdknu muta u baldta, sa muii ul uddu umesu = 'The Anun-

naki, the great gods, being assembled, Mammitu, the creatress

of fate, with them fixed destinies; they appointed death and

life the days of death are not made known.' The sharp dis-

tinction between gods and men in the older recension is softened

and made less inhuman by the subordination of both to the

eternal Fate, Mammit.

However, the Deluge-hero was regarded as a sage long before

the Assyrian edition of GE appeared, tho it is quite possible,

as will be seen, that his reputation in this field tended to increase.

In an important fragment (Nippur 4611) published by Langdon

(Sumerian Epic of Paradise, p. 90, plate IV A), Ziusudu

appears in the role of sage. Following Langdon 's transcription

we read, obv. 1. 2) : Zi-ud-sud-du enim-bi [in-na-ab-dug-dug(f)]
= l Ziusudu addressed to him his discourse.' From his own

copy, Langdon 's reading (on the basis of the Poebel text, col.

4. 4-5, a very weak parallel) Zi-ud-sud-du enim ga[ra-ab-dug-

dug] = '0 Zi-udsuddu, a command [I will speak to thee]
'

is

erroneous. Accordingly, there is no evidence that the precepts

given on the reverse were addressed to Ziusudu by a god, or

the goddess Nin-tud as Langdon believes. On the contrary,

Ziusudu is speaking himself, addressing his son (cf. rev. 6, 11,

dumu-mu 'my son').
2 Conclusive evidence for this view is

furnished by the fragment in Ebeling's publication already
alluded to, where we read (rev. 2-4):

m
llt-nap[usti

m
. . .]

mdrisu[. . .]
m
Ut-napus[ti

m ana sdm iz(z)dkara ana mdri-

su(f)]. Here follows the discourse, consisting of precepts and
moral injunctions. The obverse also contains moral injunctions
The best-preserved lines read as follows:

2 The familiar Hebrew form of gnomic discourse thus is already charac-

teristic of Sumerian.
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KEVERSE

mUt-na-p[u-us-tim ]

ma-ri-su [ ]

mUt-na-pu-us [-tim ]

a-sar ti [ ]

a-ma-at [ ]

mu-u-ra na [ ]

sip-ri
9 sa i-na tyi [ ]

e-qi-el-Jca [a-na ]

i-na sip-ri si-lea [ ]

Mt-lca a-na ri [ ]

eldti la te-p[u-us ]

u at-ta qa-t[-a ]

a-na a-mi-li mu [ ]

a-sar $a-al[-tim ]

[a] -hu-tu a-na [ ]

[a-hu~\-tu a[-na ]

In spite of the mutilated condition of the text, enough is left

to enable a comparison with the wisdom-text last edited by

Langdon, PSBA 1916. 105-116, 131-137. The resemblance is

closest in E, H, M, and P, especially in E, where 1. 28-30

correspond to Ebeling, rev., 1. 13-15 : u atta u atta
;
ana Id

dmika ana ameli mu$[i . . .] ;
asar Qal[ti

m
] ina pan

Qalti-ma. For rev. 12, eldti Id tep(p)us, cf. H, 1. 9, saUis

elisunu e tuktannis Hhou shalt not act overbearingly toward

them,' and P, 1. 7, sapldti e tdtdmi 'base words thou shalt not

utter.' Rib[dti] in obv. 1 and ril)[tu] in obv. 2 remind one

strongly of ribdti 'recompense, vengeance' in M, 1. 30. At
all events, whether we have to do with different recensions of

the same work or not, it is clear that the Sumerian text above-

1
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mentioned, containing exhortations to altruism, and the Ebeling

fragment are parts of an extensive wisdom literature, circulat-

ing under the name and authority of the wise Flood-hero, who

is thus in some respects the prototype of the Hebrew Solomon.

Just as Solomon is decked with the robes of Hokhma, so Ut-

napisti takes the place of Siduri in the Gilgames-epic. In

another place I hope to show that Siduri, the goddess of wisdom

(Istar sa mmeqi), is to a certain extent the prototype of the

Aramaic ND/MPT (in the Ahiqar-romance), the Hebrew

HIM!"?, and the Mandean Mandd d'haiie.

Langdon (op. cit. p. 107 f.) has begun to study the relation

of the Babylonian wisdom literature to the Aramaic of the

Ahiqar-recensions, all of which probably go back to Assyrian

sources, tho the latter were doubtless greatly modified in trans-

mission. I will add a few parallels which I have noted. The

Syriac AMqar (Charles, Pseudepigrapha, p. 771, chap. 8. 17)

has: 'My son, thou hast been to me like the dog that came to

the potters' oven to warm himself, and after he was warm rose

up to bark at them/ The comparison cannot be called very

felicitous, nor is the situation quite clear. In a letter of Esar-

haddon to the Babylonians, the king applies a similar proverb
to the latter (Harper, Letters, no. 403, 1. 5-7; cf. Johnston,

AJSL 22. 244) : kalbu sa am*l

pahari ina libbi utuni ki erubu,

ana IMi am* l

paharu unampah = 'when the potter's dog entered

into the oven, the potter lit the fire,' i. e., those who put them-

selves into bad situations will pay dearly for the consequences.
The Assyrian proverb is obviously original; in being adapted
to the purpose of the didact and employed to illustrate ingrat-

itude it has lost its trenchancy and has become ridiculous.

These satiric thrusts in chap. 8 at Nadan's ingratitude and

unreliability, which so affect him that he finally swells up and

bursts, in true folkloristic style, are in tone very much like

Gilgames's comparisons directed at Istar's faithlessness in the

sixth tablet of the Nimrod-epic. In AMqar, chap. 8. 6, we read :

'My son, thou hast been like the man who saw his companion
shivering from cold, and took a pitcher of water and threw it

over him.' The simile is decidedly far-fetched, since Ahiqar,
of course, was in prosperous and comfortable circumstances

until betrayed by his nephew. The Assyrian, however, most

aptly likens Istar to a skin-bottle which drenches its bearer
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(GE 6. 38). Ahiqar was Nadarrs support, so this comparison
would be particularly effective. Perhaps the original Aramaic
editor had more literary skill than his successors.

In closing, an interesting parallel between the Aramaic and
the Syriac Ahiqar may be noted. Pap. El., no. 53, 1. 14 has,

nnfi? SPDB^ no*rn nrftn >n rrvsw f?D pmn
etc. The first thing mentioned as tabu eli 8amas is

'the one who drinks wine and offers a libation.'
7

Similarly in

the Greek symposia a libation was first poured out to Dionysos.

Syriac A (cf. Noldeke, Zum Achiqar, p. 36, v. 10) gives the fol-

lowing piece of advice :

'

Giess deinen Wein auf die Graber der

Gerechten und trink ihn nicht mit den Frevlern.' The injunc-
tion to pour the wine out on the graves of the righteous is not

at all natural in this connection. Apparently the Christian

editor, being displeased with the heathen practise of pouring
out libations to Dionysos, changed it to an exhortation to abstain

from convivial gatherings, and, if a libation must be made, to

make it in honor of the. righteous dead. Of course, this prac-
tise is fundamentally quite as objectionable as the other, but

such casuistic distinctions are not at all uncommon.

7

p"J
'to libate' is a new word, to which Dr. Seidel first called my

attention. The word is, of course, connected with naqu 'libate/ and even

more closely with naqu (JAOS 36. 231, where my combination with naqu,

'lament/ is erroneous; this naqu is originally onomatopoetic, belonging
with jK, &o, J etc.).

5 JAOS
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Sumerian gul-gik, 'obstinate refusal
3

In my paper on the fifth Sumerian family law (ZA 30, 93 )
x

I have shown that Assyr. zdru, izir in that text does not mean
4

to hate/ but 'to be recalcitrant,' especially 'to refuse to

admit to sexual intercourse.' The rendering 'to get a distaste'

(JAGS 36. 5) is inaccurate. The Sumerian equivalent gul-gik,

which SGI 217 explains as 'hatred,' denotes 'malicious resist-

ance, obstinate refusal with wilful disregard to duty, spiteful

obstinacy in non-compliance,' just as our legal term for deser-

tion of a spouse without justification or excuse is 'malicious

abandonment.' In the Prussian Landrecht of 1794 obstinate

refusal of the rights of marriage was one of the causes for which

divorce was allowed. In the French laws of 1886 and 1907

habitual and groundless refusal of matrimonial rights is one of

the injures graves entitling the injured party to divorce (EB 1*

8. 342b
,
343b

).

The Sumerian phrase gul-ban-da-gigd-ni 'in her obstinate

refusal' may be compared to the Ethiopic gerund (Dillman
2

,

p. 237) : it means literally 'obstinately refusing she' (Ethiop.

mannind; cf. also SG 45). It might be followed by the post-

positions -su (SG 77, g) or -s (SG 79) or -de (SG 118, d;

120, b). According to SG 219, b we might also explain it

as a participle, but some supersyntactician would perhaps brand
this as one of the 'German philological phantasies which may
be compendiously described as a passion for discovering partici-

ples where none exist' (PSBA 38. 142). The infinitive may be

used instead of the participle in certain Arabic connections

(WdG 1. 133, A).
Gik in the Sumerian term gul-gik is not the equivalent of

Assyr. margu 'ill, diseased,' but corresponds to the, Assyr.

pardku 'to bar' (cf. German sich sperren). This is, as a rule,

expressed by the sign GIL (which we find, e. g., in Assyr.

usadgil). This character (which is a doubling of gi = Assyr.
turn 'to turn back, to repulse'; cf. SO- 5, 115, 122, b, 144, b)

1 For the abbreviations see vol. 37, p. 321, n. 1.
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is also read gil in Sumerian (SGI 213). Gil and <^7 are ulti-

mately identical (cf. 8G 21, a) just as gul 'evil' (which accord-

ing to SGI 216 refers originally to the evil eye ;
cf . BA 9. 2, p.

214) is connected with gul 'to destroy' (cf. ZDMG 64. 709, 1. 17)

and Sumer. gil = Assyr. pardku is merely a byform of gin, the

original form of. gi = Assyr. turn (SGI 99). The primary con-

notation of gi = gin 'cane,' which has passed into Assyrian

(ZDMG 64. 709, 1. 2) as qanu, is 'returning' to the form from

which it is bent, i. e., 'elastic.' We use 'elastic' also in the sense

of 'recovering' from depression and exhaustion. The Sumer-

ian phrase for 'to recover' is 'to return to one's place' (Sum.
kibi-su gigi, Assyr. ana asrisu tdru; cf. SG 119, b). For gil

= gin see SG 22
;
ZAT 34. 230, ad 210.

The root gik 'to resist, to refuse, to be unapproachable'

(which is merely an incomplete reduplication of gi; cf. SG
106, 1, 8) is found in the term for 'prostitute,' Sumer. nu-gik,

i.e., 'not unapproachable, not inaccessible.' On the tablet con-

taining the Sumerian family laws we find (v R. 25. 7C
) : Egir-

~bi-ta-am nu-gig-am sild-ta ban-da ila, sa-ki-agdni-ta nam-nugigdni
in-nen-tuktuk 'Thereupon he took a harlot from the street and

married her in his love despite her harlotry,' Assyr. Arkdnu

qadistu ina suqi
m ittdsi ina rdmisu qadildussu exussu; cf. HW

581b
;
SG 210. Sayce translated this passage in RP 3. 23

(1874) : 'For the future (the Judge may) cause a sanctuary to

be erected in a private demesne. (A man) has full possession

of his sanctuary in his own high place.'

The two Sumerian words gik mardgu and gik = pardku
are identical (cf. JSOR 1. 9, 90). We use 'ill' not only for

'evil, deleterious, miserable, unfriendly, rude,' but also for

'diseased.' The noun 'ill' denotes 'wickedness, adversity,

pain,' and 'disease.' Assyr. xttu 'sin, wickedness' signifies

also 'rebellion' (AJSL 19. 140, n. 33). The synonym of xitu

'sin, wickedness,' annu means originally 'resistance'; the noun

anantu is commonly used for 'resistance, fight' (HW 103). It

corresponds to Arab, ahdnna = xdta'a, not to 'indn or mu'dnnah
'resistance' (ZB 13). Another synonym of xitu is arnu which

corresponds to Arab, fiirdn 'recalcitrance, viciousness' (of a

horse, &c.). Similarly Heb. sardr (cf. Assyr. sarru 'rebel-

lious') is used of a recalcitrant heifer and also of Israel's back-

sliding (e. g., Is. 65. 2; Jer. 5. 23). The heathen are regarded
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as rebels (Ps. 66. 7). In Hos. 4. 16 (cf. JBL 36. 91) we must

Ke-fdrd sorerd Isrd'el, ke-kabs more lam-mir'e,

Like an obstinate heifer is Israel,

like a stubborn young tup in the pasture.

Johns Hopkins University

PAUL HAUPT

The helmet of Eannatum

On the Stele of Vultures Eannatum is depicted on the march

at the head of his soldiers. Of interest is the club-like thing at

the back of his helmet. The only explanation which I have seen

is that of H. E. Hall, The Ancient History of the Near East,

p. 180: 'Eannatum wears the same helmet, behind which his

long hear is bound up in a club'. Eannatum and his soldiers

indeed show their hair (i. e. the wig) beneath the helmets, yet

in the case of Eannatum the hair is depicted as falling in loose

waves below the neck. It would be depreciating the work of

the artist to suppose that he was unable to design the hair bet-

ter, if that
'

club
'

really should represent the tied-up hair. The

picture certainly does not favor this explanation. One would
rather think that this club-like representation was merely
attached as a weight to the helmet to keep it from easily falling

off. But even this explanation is insufficient, as the helmet

already possesses a stormband, which sufficiently protects it from

falling.
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I think I am not wrong in seeing in this device the first

instance of a pictorial representation of a visor. It was fastened

to the stormband and made either of leather or of metal. When
the warrior was not engaged in battle this visor had its position

where we see it on the Stele of Vultures. In battle, however, the

visor was clapped over the top of the helmet, and brought into

such a position that it covered the lower half of the king's face.

The stormband held it firmly in position. If this explanation is

correct, then we have here the oldest helmet (German Visier or

Sturzhelm, French armet). It should further be noted, that the

helmet with the visor reaches generally not further back than

the second half of the XV. century, and remained in use through
the middle of the XVII. century. Our case therefore stands

very isolated, as we never again meet on the monuments the

helmet plus the visor.

H. F. LUTZ
University of Pennsylvania



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

MIDDLE WEST BRANCH OF THE
AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY

at the meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio, 1918

The second annual meeting of the Middle West Branch was

held at the Hebrew Union College on Washington's Birthday,

1918.

The following members were present at one or more of the

sessions :

Breasted Fullerton Linfield Waterman
Buttenwieser Kaplan Lybyer Wishart

Byrne Kelly Meek Wolfenson

Deutsch Kohler Morgenstern
Du Bose Lauterbach Olmstead

Freehof Levy Philipson I Total 21]

The society convened at .10.00 A. M. In the absence of the

President, who was detained by a wreck, the Secretary called

the meeting to order. On motion of Professor Morgenstern,
seconded by Professor Buttenwieser, Professor Lybyer was

elected chairman. President Kohler of Hebrew Union College

welcomed the members, pointing out how appropriate it was
that in these war times we should meet on the day celebrating
the birth of our nation's first president and bidding us not for-

get, when it seemed as if light must now come from the west,

that the Hebrew prophets were the first to preach true democ-

racy. Professor Lybyer replied, in the name of the branch,

expressing our pleasure in seeing the great Hebrew institution

of which we had so often heard.

In the absence of Professor H. C. Tolman, the secretary read

his paper 'A possible restoration from a Middle Persian Source
of the answer to Pilate's inquiry "What is Truth?" '

(This

paper will appear in the JOURNAL.)
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Professor C. Everett Conant was unable to read his paper on
1 Some changes of original t and s in Austronesian and else-

where ',
an abstract of which is herewith appended :

The three linguistic groups comprised under the general name Austrones-

ian are the Indonesian, Melanesian and Polynesian. Of these three groups,

the Indonesian has suffered the least change in original sounds, both

vowels and consonants, while the Melanesian has suffered a marked abrasion

of all accentless vowels, and the Polynesian is characterized by the loss

of consonants, especially in final position, where no consonant remains.

In most Indonesian languages, t and s have remained unchanged, but in a

number of languages within this territory, one or both of these sounds have

undergone modifications of varying character and extent. Greater changes
are presented by the Melanesian, and still greater by the Polynesian. The

entire Austronesian territory presents a remarkable variety of sound

evolved from both t and s, including all the changes to be observed in

Indo-European. In general, both sounds are least affected in initial posi-

tion, but in many languages they are, one or both, changed in all positions.

Professor Theophile J. Meek :

*A votive inscription of Ashur-

banipal'. Remarks by Messrs. Kohler, Olmstead, Waterman,
Neumann. (This paper will appear in the JOURNAL.)
A telegram from the Vice President, Dr. Laufer, expressing

regrets and greetings, was then read.

Dr. E. H. Byrne:
' Easterners in Genoa'. Remarks by

Messrs. Lybyer, Kaplan, Olmstead, Kohler, Fullerton, Butten-

wieser, Philipson. On invitation of President Kohler, Professor

Deutsch made certain supplementary remarks on the Jewish

history. (This paper will appear in the JOURNAL.)
President Kohler took the chair.

Professor A. H. Lybyer: 'The influence of the Crusades upon
the Great Discoveries'. Remarks by Messrs. Waterman, Byrne,

Deutsch, Philipson, Kohler, Kaplan.

The genesis and influence of the great discoveries has been looked at too

narrowly. The religious motive of mediaeval Christian action, in its first

phase of the conversion of the heathen, whether by persuasion or by force,

and its second phase of the long rivalry with Islam, culminating in the

Crusades, really took the lead over science, commerce, and conquest in

producing the expeditions of the fifteenth century. Henry the Navigator
was born in Portugal, whose existence had been one long crusade. He
was head of the order of Christ, which in 1319 had taken over the property

and the crusading purpose of the Knights Templar in that country. His

purposes, as stated by Azurara in an order evidently climacteric, were:
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scientific knowledge, trade, information about the Moslem enemy, alliances

for crusade against him, and missionary work to save souls. He sought

a way across or around Africa in order to unite his forces with those of

Prester John, king of Abyssinia. Vasco da Gama was sent 'in search of

Christians and of spices' and King Emmanuel in his letters to the

sovereign of Spain, in which he announced the discoveries, rejoiced because

he hoped to '

destroy the Moors of those parts ',
to profit by the trade they

had enjoyed, and to use the revenues gained thereby in 'war upon the

Moors in these parts'. When the first Portuguese embassy visited Abys-

sinia about 1525, King David wrote to King John that "both of us

together, we will destroy the Moorish State." Christopher Columbus lit

his torch from the fire burning in Portugal. The objects of his voyage had

in them a strong missionary element as is shown in the preamble to the

journal of his first voyage. He hoped that all the profits of his voyage

would be devoted to the recovery of Jerusalem and strove to make provision

for this in his will. When the English, successors of the Portuguese in

the rivalry with Islam, took Egypt and then Jerusalem, they carried out

after four centuries the underlying purposes of the great discoverers and

of their royal patrons.

Professor Lybyer again took the chair and a short business

session was held. The Secretary-Treasurer read the following

report :

During the year, the routine work of the office has been carried on. A
somewhat broad campaign for members was undertaken after the Chicago

meeting, but the outbreak of the war made it inexpedient to continue. At

present, the branch has 62 members, with six more names to be presented
to the parent society for confirmation. Of the 37 names sent in last year,

eleven have not completed their membership by paying their dues. Two
have left our territory, three are abroad in the service of their country,
and it is probable that war conditions are responsible for the loss of the

remainder. Under the conditions, the best propaganda is personal and it

cannot be too strongly urged that members work for additions to our

branch. The new names proposed for confirmation are:

Solomon B. Freehof, 3426 Burnet Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Jacob H. Kaplan, 780 E. Bidgeway Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Jacob Z. Lauterbach, Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Lindsay B. Longaere, Iliff School of Theology, Denver, Col.

Emanuel Sternheim, Sioux City, la.

Tseh Ling Tsu, 1201 W. Clark St., Urbana, 111.

The finances of the Chicago meeting were attended to by the national

treasurer in person. The report for the branch is as foUows:

Expenditures for postage, stationery, printing, $32.40; received from
the Treasurer of the Society $20.00; leaving a balance due the local account
of $12.40.
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On motion from the floor, the following were elected members

of the nominating committee : Messrs. Byrne, Levy, Waterman.

The meeting adjourned at 1.00 p. M., and the members were

entertained by the Hebrew Union College at a most delightful

luncheon.

After inspection of the treasures of the College Library, the

Branch convened at 2.45 p. M., President Breasted in the chair.

Mr. Levy reported for the nominating committee the following

officers for the year :

President: Professor Julian Morgenstern of the Hebrew

Union College, Cincinnati, 0.

Vice President: Professor A. H. Lybyer of the University

of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Secretary-Treasurer: Professor A. T. Olmstead of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Executive Committee: Professor J. H. Breasted of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, Chicago, 111. (ex-officio as retiring Presi-

dent) ;
Professor Kemper Fullerton of the Oberlin School of

Theology, Oberlin, 0.

The reading of papers was then continued:

H. Linfield: 'Assyriology and the Study of the Talmud'.

Remarks by Messrs. Neumann, Morgenstern, Kohler, Lauterbach.

The Talmud, at least the legal portions of it, should be studied from

the point of view of the laws and of the business customs current in ancient

Babylonia. For example, the Jewish law according to which two borrowers

are held jointly responsible is based on a Babylonian business custom that

had acquired the authority of common law. Similar is the case of the

Talmudic statement Sephinta agra upagra, BM 69b. The Jewish law in

the case of the sale of an intangible object is an instance of insistence

that the bill of sale be made out according to Babylonian custom. The
same is also true of an assignment of debt, KetTiub. 85a. These illustra-

tions, taken at random, show that the Talmud, and especially the Baby-
lonian Talmud, should be studied from the point of view of Babylonian
laws and customs.

The President then announced that, owing to the lateness of

the hour and the number of papers on the program, no more

discussion of papers would be possible.

Professor L. B. Wolfenson: 'Transposition of jl before sibi-

lants in the Semitic Languages'.
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In forms of the type of tfQfltfn in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac, the

fl after the nn of the prefix is said to be placed after the first radical

of the root because of the kakophony, by metathesis. Where, however, we

find in the other Semitic languages the phonetic sequence dental-sibilant,

as is supposed to be the case originally in tfSJWTI for * WKWr\T\ e. g., in

Arabic forms V and VI (cf. Wright-de Goeje, Arabic Grammar? 111,

pp. 64, below, 65), Ethiopic, Assyrian, etc., we find an assimilation to the

sibilant Hence the explanation is offered that we have a survival of

that series of reflexive conjugations with t infixed, seen in the Arabic VIII

form and the Assyrian 2-forms (iktasad, etc.), which survived in this case

because of the kakophony which would obtain from the prefixing of the r\

before the initial sibilant of the root when this became the predominant
method of formation.

President K. Kohler: "The Tetragrammaton and its Uses'.

Professor Kemper Fullerton: 'Isaiah 7. 14'.

Professor Leroy Waterman: **"Tn in the Song of Songs'.

It is the purpose of this paper to show, first, that the prime cause of

the most serious uncertainty in the poem is to be found in the form HH,
second, that this form in the poem cannot be properly rendered 'my
beloved', but can be a perfectly good proper name; and when that ren-

dering is given, the poem becomes a necessary unity without the necessary
alteration of a single letter of the original, and only one interpretation
remains possible, namely, that the piece is a definite satire on the age and
ideals of Solomon and a glorification of the northern schism in Israel.

Professor Moses Buttenwieser : 'The Importance of the

Tenses for the Interpretation of the Psalms'.

Professor A. T. Olmstead: 'The Last Eighth of Jeremiah'.

Preceding studies, showing the new light cast on the problem of the

evolution of Kings by the remarkable variants of the Greek translations,
have remained unconsidered by Biblical scholars. Professor Barton has
declared the results faulty, radical, unfounded, unfortunate, incompetent.
The best reply is consideration of the book where the most radical results

are obtained from use of the Greek. One eighth of the book of Jeremiah
is missing in the two Greek translations which make up the so-called

'Septuagint' of the book. As the second translator also made a version
of Daniel, he must be later than the date of that book. Material not
found in his original must be still later. It is generally acknowledged by
scholars that passages not in the Greek are not part of the original text
but no attempt has been made to study these excised passages as a separate
group, yet in the ascriptions to the later translators found in the margin
of Codex Q, we have the basis for such study. Few are found in Sym-
machus who has the shortest text and nothing but scribal additions are
proved for the ancestor of the text used by the Three. Only Aquila and,
in still greater degree, Theodotion testify to the long extracts which show
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deliberate editing at a date later than is commonly assumed. Groups with

different translators as witnesses have definite unity in language and

thought, and some may have historical allusions. Whatever date may be

assigned to these editorial additions, they are undoubtedly the latest parts

of Jeremiah and should be used as a touchstone for the results of Biblical

criticism. In general, they confirm earlier results, but with a tendency to

still further lower dates of documents.

On motion of Professor DuBose, seconded by Professor Lybyer,
a vote of thanks to the Hebrew Union College and to the local

committee of arrangements, Messrs. Morgenstern, Kohler, Gross-

man, and Philipson, for their whole-hearted entertainment, was

unanimously passed.

The society then adjourned at 6.00 p. M. and were again most

delightfully entertained by the Hebrew Union College at dinner.

The society reconvened at 8.15 p. M., President Breasted pre-

siding. The first paper was the Presidential Address: 'The

Place of the Near East in the History of Civilization'.

The new president, Professor Morgenstern, presented in brief

review his paper on the 'Tent of the Meeting'. (This paper
will appear in the JOURNAL.)
The last number of the evening was an illustrated lecture by

Professor Fullerton, in which he showed village scenes in the

Lebanon and about Jerusalem, the results of the recent excava-

tions in the early Jebusite city, and the coming of the sacred

flag at the declaration of the war against the infidel. The meet-

ing adjourned at 10.30 p. M.

Much concern had been previously expressed as to the possi-

bility of failure at this meeting. The disturbance caused by the

war and the congestion of the railways undoubtedly prevented
some from attending. In spite of these difficulties, added to

the natural slacking down of an organization at its second meet-

ing, there were actually more from out of town than on the

previous occasion. The attendance increased from twenty-five in

the morning to almost double that in the afternoon and the

evening session was attended by about one hundred and fifty.

The report should not close without full recognition of the very
warm hospitality offered by the Hebrew Union College.

A. T. OLMSTEAD,

Secretary-Treasurer.
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NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

The bill presented to the Great and General Court of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, amending the Charter of this

Society so that its meetings may be held anywhere in the United

States without limitation, was approved and became law

March 7. The cause was sponsored by Prof. Charles E. Lan-

man, Charles Dana Burrage, Esq., and Eben Thompson, Esq.



A CASSITE LIVER-OMEN TEXT

H. F. LUTZ

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

THE TABLET here published (University of Penn. Mus. No.

13517), dated in the twenty-first year of Burnaburiash II,

the Cassite contemporary of Akhenaten and Smenkhkara, is

both interesting and important, as its contents offer additional

material for the subject of Babylonian hepatoscopy. Of pub-
lished material of this class of texts it is preceded by three

earlier texts, two of which belong to the First Dynasty, the

third being dated in the eleventh year of the same king Burna-

buriash1
. These four early liver inspection texts are alike in

style and exhibit at the end of each division the number of tirdnu,

a point in which they differ completely from all the Assyrian
liver texts of the Ashurbanapal library. This word has been gen-

erally understood to imply the sum-total of the marks or signs

observed, and therefore was translated simpliciter by 'mark' or

'sign', although only in one case, i. e. in Clay, BE 14. 4: 10

does the number of observations agree with the tirdnu mentioned

(12 observ. 12 tirdnu). In the present tablet the number of

the tirdnu nowhere corresponds to the numbers in the report.

In six cases the number of the tirdnu falls below the number of

the observations (i. e., 2 : 12 t 16 o
;

3 : 12 t 16 o
;

5 : 12 t

-16 o; 6: lOt 14 o; 7 : 12 t 19 o; 8 : 12 t 14 o). In

Division 4 the number of tirdnu is omitted, while the report

gives 16 observations. Divisions 9 and 10 have a larger number
of tirdnu than the report contains (i. e., 9: 14 1 12 o; 10:

12 t 11 o) . As in most cases the number of the observation in

the report exceeds the number of tirdnu2
,
we may not suppose that

the frarw-priest gave only a synopsis of the actual observations

1 Cf . CTI 4. 34b, undated, but for paleographie reasons to be assigned

to the Hammurabi period. Published by Boissier and Jastrow; see Jas-

trow, Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, 2. 274-277. The second

text is published by Ungnad in Babyloniaca, 2. 257-274. For the Cassite

text see Clay, BE 14, No. 4; see also, Jastrow, op. cit. 278-282.
2 CT4. 34b: 12 t 7o; Balyl. 2. 257: $l:14t 11 o; 2:14t 18 o.

6 JAOS 38
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but stated the actual number of observations under: x tirdnu.

This we could hardly believe, even though the number of the

observations was smaller than the number of the tirdnu, as not

the number but the actual observation and their careful record

were of importance. It should also be noted that Division 1 speaks

of twenty tirdnu without a preceding report of the observations

(of a liver in the baru's dream?) but is followed by two marks

of the liver: 'two gates of the palace' and 'a swelling'.

These facts raise the suspicion that by tirdnu there is not to

be understood the sum-total of the signs or marks observed on

the liver, but that tirdnu signifies a special mark itself. The

two facts taken together make it altogether clear that such is

the case. The question then to be considered is, what kind of

a mark must the tirdnu have been? An examination of the

liver inspection texts will partially answer that question.

Before discussing them, however, I would draw attention to a

medical text3 that will be of help in determining the meaning
of the word. We read (line 16) : [samni ana qaqqadi-su

tasapak ina biti sa] ta-ra-nam ibasu tusesib-su, i. e., 'pour oil

on his head, in a house that is covered place him', according to

Prof. Jastrow's translation. In note 3 (p. 379) he states: 'I

take our word (i. e., tardnu) as a variant form of tirdnu, which

signifies
'

protection' (Muss-Arnolt, Assyrian Dictionary, p.

1190) '. I think that Prof. Jastrow is correct in taking tardnu

as a variant of tirdnu. Ina biti sa ta-ra-nam ibasu could well

be translated by: 'In a house that is a protection'. But I differ

with Jastrow's explanation of a tardnu-house, as being 'one

with a roof and with doors and windows tightly closed so

as to exclude the demons'. The demon is already in pos-
session of the man, because he is actually sick. As Jastrow
himself states a few lines later that 'in primitive medicine the

protection against demons occupies the first place and the

hygienic or therapeutic idea is secondary', so I think that by
bitu sa tardnam ibasu is meant something quite different from
a house which is covered. I see here a distinct reference to a

custom used by the exorciser, the asipu. In incantation-texts

8
Jastrow, 'An Assyrian Medical Tablet in the Possession of the College

of Physicians,
'

Keprint from the Transactions of the College of Physicians
of Philadelphia, 1913.
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we read passages like : zid-sur-ra en-nu-un kalag-ga u-me-ni-sur

kdn-na-ne-ne-a zid sur-ra u-me-ni-sur, i. e. 'meal-water smear

around as a powerful protection, at the doors smear around

meal-water'4
. And it seems that such is the medical advice

contained in the tablet, for, as we shall see, tirdnu must have

some such meaning as circle, zone, enclosure. Hence here it

probably means: place the patient into a house which has

received the magic rite of encircling it with mealwater (or pure
water of Eridu) as a protection against the demons. Ina biti sa

ta-ra-nam ibasu should therefore be translated: 'In a [house
which is] a zone', sciL 'of protection'.

In returning to my text, attention should be drawn to Divi-

sion 4, which reads in line 7 ti-ra-nu imni epsu(f) sumeli tdru

ir-ra5 la la-mu-u, i. e., 'the tirdnu at the right are well made( ?),

on the left they turn(?). The (zone) lines do not encircle'.

So much can be gathered from this passage, that the tirdnu has

irra, lines, which in this case do not make the circle. In Divi-

sion 6 the tirdnu are said to be salhu, 'stretched out, branched

out'. Furthermore, the tirdnu are said to be clearly traced6
.

uncertain7
. When on the other hand we read of the irru

sahiruti: summa irru sahiruti 16 sumela ^Zm[ZI.ME] u tdru

[GUB.MES]
8
,

'if the encircling lines are sixteen and at the

left rise and turn(?) ', or: 'if the zone lines turn and ten are

their number' 9
,
we find that what is expressed of the tirdnu is

also said of the^irru sahiruti. Moreover, in a Neo-Babylonian
liver inspection text10

,
which the baru reported to king Naboni-

dus, there is actually found irru sahiruti at the end of the

report, and taking the place of the word tirdnu. Tirdnu and
sahiruti are therefore coextensive terms. The latter text is also

in so far important as it expressly shows that the number of

* Tablet No. 591, column 5, lines 4-7. This tablet together with other

incantation texts will be published later by the present writer.
6 On irru,

' zone line,
' see VAB 4. 266 : 18

j
see also Knudtzon, p. 54.

8
zdkru, Babyloniaca 2. 257 ff, text Obv. 10.

7
nahsu, ibid. Rev. 25 (najizu}, and note Tcunukku ndtysu, the impressions

are unsteady, i. e. they tend to move from their places, in the text here

published, $2-4; 3-5; $ 5. 7.

8
Klauber, PET 118. 9.

9
Boissier, Choix, 88, K. 3832.

10 VAB 4. 266: 18.
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tiranu is itself a sign of the liver like the rest11,. From all that

has been said it becomes clear, that Boissier's conjecture
12

is

correct and that tiranu indicates the zones into which the liver

was divided. The erroneous idea in taking the numbers of

tiranu as the sum-total was simply caused through the fact that

it stood as the last enumerated mark in the liver reports. But

it seems that the baru always proceeded with a certain scheme

in making out his report, for we also notice that, as he ends with

tiranu, he commences with the manzazu.

A comparison of the three earlier texts on the one hand and

of the Assyrian texts on the other is interesting. We notice that

our Cassite text represents a stage of transition. While the

older texts simply state the observations, but leave us in the dark

as to the results of the inspection, and while, again, the

Assyrian texts record the results as carefully as the observations

themselves, our text at least gives some information which

was desired through the liver omen. Beginning with Division

3, each division is headed by a short sentence, announcing the

interpretation of the report. All these earlier texts, the Assyr-

ian texts included, differ again from the liver inspection reports

made to Nabonidus, in the Neo-Babylonian period, in that the

latter resemble more closely in style and form the authoritative

books on liver divination themselves. Here the report is not

separated from the interpretation, but the interpretation follows

each omen. A report of eleven signs contains one evil omen

and the whole is adjudged favorable, but the king orders a

second liver inspection when he obtains nine signs all good
13

.

Div. 3 of the present text is introduced by the sa-gur, i. e.,

'turning of the heart', which probably means that Ishtar will

have mercy. Div. 4 is adjudged favorable, the king (Enlil or

Marduk) has commanded that the undertaking be executed.

Div. 5 repeats the interpretation of the preceding division, but

11 VAB 4. 266: 18: 'If there are fourteen encircling zone lines (i. e.

zones) under good auspices (for the meaning of ina salimti, ina la salimti,

see Klauber, PET p. xxxiv), it means calamity; my hand will attain the

desire of my army; the army will go upon an expedition and consume

booty '.

12 See VAB 4. 266: 18 and 128: 6, where tiranu is derived from taru,

'to turn, encircle'.
13 VAB 4. 266-271.
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adds: sa-gur, 'turning of the heart'. In Div. 6 the fcarw-priest

sees fifteen signs on the liver, which indicate a calamity sent by

god and goddess. The inspections seen in the following three

divisions are of evil portent. The land will be invaded and the

gods transported. The report in Div. 10 is apparently the

answer to an inquiry of the king Burnaburiash as to whether

he should undertake a journey. The answer is favorable.

As eight different livers (Div. 2 belongs probably to the dream

omen recorded in Div. 1; see, however, note on Div. 1) were

actually inspected and all were recorded on one and the same

tablet, it is probable to suppose that all of the reports were made
for king Burnaburiash.

FIRST DIVISION

1
[
amgl

baru] i-na sutti-su tipara i-na ga-ti-su na-su-ma

2 u a-na hu-ub-bi tipara ia-nu u Istar i-na( ?) qabliti

3 u is-te-en tipara a-na ga-ti-su is-sa-am-ma is-ku-nu

4 u su-u a-ka-an-na iq-bu-u um-ma-a: Istar i-na ga-ab-la-at

a-li-i u-hap-pu
5 Istar i-na e-ri-bi-sa lu-ti-ib

6 it-ti isten LAL E-KUR-sa da-ba-bi id-bu-bu

7 sa-nu-ti-su it-ti-lu-ma1 ti-ra-nu 20 i-mu-ru

8 2 babe2 ekallim u ti-bi i-mu-ru a-na limnutim(tim) la sak-na-

ta-as-su

1 (The seer) in his vision took a torch into his hand,

2 and a torch there was not for purifying ;
and Ishtar was in

the midst.

3 And a certain man having raised a torch upon his hand set

it down(?).
4 And that man then said as follows: 'Ishtar in the midst of

the city has carried out the purification-rite.

1 ittilu is regarded as I2 of na 'dlu, in the translation. The verb natdlu

is expected here, but its preterite is ittul. Perhaps ittil is a variant for

ittul. The rendering would then be :

'

They regarded his dreamings '. The

noun sanutu occurs here for the first time.
2 KA--GAL is a mark on the liver in the Cassite text, Clay, BE 14. 4:

15, restored from the first dynasty text CT 4. 34, B 3. See also Jastrow,

2. 275.
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5 May Ishtar be pleased in her entering'.

6 With a certain LAL-priest of her E-KUR he conversed.

7 IVhen he had slept his dreamings, he saw twenty zones.

8 He saw 'two gates of the palace' and a swelling. It is inter-

preted not for evil.

The question as to what the connection is between this and

the following divisions is hard to answer. It seems hardly pos-

sible that Divs. 2-10 are to be taken as dream omens in which

one or more livers appeared in a dream to the sleeper, for the

simple reason that it would have been a psychological impossi-

bility for the seer to record all those numerous signs, marks and

zones which he should have seen in his dream. One would sup-

pose that there would naturally arise some inaccuracies on

account of the fallacy of the human memory, which would ren-

der an interpretation on such grounds, even to a Babylonian,

impossible. The author proposes with due hesitancy a possible

interpretation of this section and its connection with all the

succeeding divisions.

The clue to a right understanding of Div. 1 seems to lie in

the word fi-KUR-sa of line 6. What is meant by that? The

translation is clear enough, i. e. 'her mountain house'. In this

case Ishtar 's mountain house. Is this then the name of a tem-

ple of Ishtar? This could hardly be the case, for it is far more

probable to believe that there was but one -KUR as the desig-

nation of a temple in Babylonia, i. e. the temple at Nippur.
As Babylon had its fi-Sagila, Borsippa its 'E-zida, Uruk its

fi-Anna, etc., Nippur had its fi-KUR. It seems to the author,
in view of the occurrence of fl-KUR of Ishtar mentioned above,
a plausible conjecture that each and every temple in Babylon
had its &-KUR, just as each temple had its zikkurat. This

would also fit perfectly well with the description which Herod-

otus has given us of the temple -Sagila in Babylon. We read,

Herod. 1. 181: iv 8e TW reAeimuw Trvp-yw vrjo<s eTreort jueyas
1 iv 8e TW

n/w K\ivrj peydXr) KeVrai cv eorr/Dw/xen; /cat ot TpdVc^a Tra/oaKe'crat XPV(T^'
The vrjo? /xc'ya* here mentioned I would identify with the fl-KUR
as the name of each temple.

If this supposition is correct then it opens up an avenue for

the understanding of this part of the text, although a slight

correction would have to be made in the transliteration and
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the translation. Perhaps read istenit LAL, instead of isten

LAL and translate instead of 'a certain LAL priest', 'the soli-

tary LAL priestess'. As LAL as a priestly title has not yet

occurred, we are perhaps allowed to make such a wild guess in

this note, and identify that priestess with the yw?/ /xovn; TWV

emxw/oiW in Herodotus (1. 181, 182). If our two propositions

should prove true, then we have mentioned here in section one

a case of official incubation, in which the vision of a liver

was seen (tirdnu 20 in line 7, and KA-fi-GAL and 'swelling' in

line 8). The place of incubation may have been that fi-KUR,
for Herodotus 's account only states that no mortal, except the

priestess, could pass the night there. As already stated, a liver

was seen by the baru. When he had awakened that dream was

analysed and interpreted. Now in order to make sure of his

dream different liver inspections were undertaken. Div. 2 gives

the first of these inspections, for it would not do to say that

Div. 2 represents the analysis of the dream omen, as it does not

agree with the signs mentioned in Div. 1. Div. 3 gives a second

inspection and' so on. Notice finally that divisions 4 and 5

actually refer back to the dream.

SECOND DIVISION*

1 manzaza isi padanu sakin subat2 sumeli padani saknat pu
tabu sakin ME-SIP sakin dananu sakin Hul me-e sakin

2 martu ubbukat i-na sumeli marti 2 ti-bu saknu i-na sumeli

marti sepu suh-hu-rat

3 i-na eli MAS usurtu ih-za-at e-li-tum il-lik ni-is ri-si
4 ul-lu-us

4 uban kabitti qabliti res-za elit
5

isid-za ra-ki-is ku-nu-uk-ku

na-ah-su 12 ti-ra-nu

1 The description of the omens or signs on the liver are consistently

given in the preterite tense, as an historical report. The present tense has

been employed in the translation.
2

subat, written KI-KU; Babyloniaca 2. 259: 16 has su-bat in an iden-

tical passage, which proves that subat is the Semitic reading of KI-KU.

Ungnad's objections (p. 271) were unfounded. See 7. 2.

3 ME-SU is probably a variant of me-si issi 'jaw'; cf. Langdon, PBS
12. 9. The name occurs nowhere else as the name of a part of the liver.

*nis risi has been rendered by MU-SAG; see on MU-SAG Klauber, p. 60,

Bemerkungen. Our passage thus gives the reading of Meissner, SAI 746.
5 E-it = eli-it or asi-it.
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1 A '

place' it has; the 'path' is normal; the 'dwelling' at

the left of the 'path' is established; the 'good mouth' is

normal; the 'jaw' is normal; the dandnu is normal; a

pollution of the water has formed.

2 The gall is dislocated; at the left of the gall are two swell-

ings; at the left of the gall a foot is coiled.

3 Upon the MAS a design is drawn; it goes upward; the

'rising of the head' is swollen.

4 The head of the central processus pyramidalis is high; its

base is bound. The impressions are unstable. Twelve zones.

THIRD DIVISION

1 sagurru:
1 manzaza isi padani 2 sa imitti PA ibassu ia

sumeli imitti-su sa-bit pu tabu sakin eli-nu2 danani usurtu

2 sulmu ka-bi-es martu su-ub-bat i-na sumeli marti 2 sepa
mes

i-na bi-ri-si-na patir

3 padanu sumeli marti sakin ser imitti ubani a-na imitti ubani

ekim i-na ser ubani qabliti usurtu3 is-tu imni a-na sumeli

ir-bit

4 i-na isid ser ubani qabliti naptaru kima muni zikri4 sakin

i-na eli MAS usurtu

5 kabittu la ta-lil
5 ubani kabitti qabliti isid-za us-sur ku-nu-

uk-ku na-ah-su 12 ti-ra-nu

1 Mercy: A 'place' it has; two paths are at the right of the

PA; on the left its right is broken; the 'good mouth' is

normal; upon the dandnu is a design.

*sa-gur sag-gur = tdru and sagurru, V E. 21a: 55. See below sec-

tion 5. 1.

2 On elinu as a preposition, see also Boissier, DA 1. 9; ZA 5. 80: 14
and Thureau-Dangin, Sargon, 27.

8 See below, 7. 6, and Klauber, PET No. 107, Obv. 8, where usurtu is

also the subject.

*muni zikri. The munu, a small animal, is connected with the Syriac
amuna, lizard, see ZA 28. 153. The munu zikru occurs also in Boissier,
DA 8. 12.

*
ta-lil employed with Jcabittu also in 6. 3; 8. 4; 10. 3. The same

verb appears in the liver omen text of the first dynasty published by
Ungnad, Babyloniaca 2. 259. 7: 23. Ungnad suggested alalu, 'to be

strong', which is perhaps more probable than the translation given above.
The preterite of alalu, 'be strong,' has not been found.
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2 The blister is crushed
;
the gall-bladder is collapsed ;

at the

left of the gall-bladder are two 'feet'. Between them there

is a split.

3 The 'path' at the left of the gall-bladder is normal; the

ridge of the right processus pyramidalis to the right of the

processus pyramidalis is taken away ;
on the ridge of the cen-

tral processus pyramidalis a design from the right to the left

increases.

4 At the base of the ridge of the central processus pyramidalis
is placed a split like a male lizard ( ? ) ; upon the MA is a

design.

5 The liver is not clean ( ? ) ;
the base of the central processus

pyramidalis of the liver is loosened; the impressions are

unstable. Twelve zones.

FOURTH DIVISION

1 [ . . . ] sutti sa-a-si i-na qibit sarri i-sal-lim : ri-es manzazi

zu-uq-qur padana 2(1) sana(?) a-na sumeli imqut u(?)

[ . . . ] SUR patir

2 pu tabu1 sakin dananu us-te-es-ni sulma isi padanu imni

marti ul-lu-ma i-na SUR2 marti sakin

3 martu ubbukat RU-GU-ZA3 a-na elitim hatta isi i-na isid

RU-GU-ZA3 kakku sakin-ma sumeli innamir

4 imitti ubani ekim u pan
4 SAL ekim [il]-lik sumeli ubani

usurtu ser ubani qabliti ma-hi-is

1
Tea-dug is rendered by pu tabu after the Vocabulary Hittite, 7464, but

the reading is uncertain. As part of the liver, or a mark on the liver it

occurs first in Cassite texts, here and BE 14. 4: 4. The form Tca-dug-ga

occurs frequently in later texts. For references see Jastrow 2. 280 and
below 5. 2; 6. 2; 8. 2; 9. 2; 10. 2. In section 6 the omen occurs in

a group of ten signs which are interpreted as of evil prophecy. Divs. 8

and 9 are also of evil augury, hence the expression 'good mouth' is sus-

picious and to be accepted with reserve.
2 8ur is read by Boissier tubqu; Klauber leaves it untranslated. In

$ 5. 2 of this text the fuller reading A-sur is given. The loan word asurru

means <

foundation, base, water-level'. For ina asurri marti (written also

SUE} see also Klauber, PET 116, Obv. 2, and note.
& EU-GU-ZA is written clearly. Ungnad, Babyloniaca 2. 259, 9: 24

seems to have a similar group of signs EI-EU(?}-GV (?}-ZA. That scholar,

however, read Sag-Ki for EU-GU. Perhaps the text should be corrected.
4 The scribe intended to write SI in which ease read pan SAL 'the face

of the SAL'. The SAL or SALLA of the GAE-TAB is mentioned in CT
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5 u i-na libbi-su kakku izzi-iz MAS uk-ku-pat u imni patra-at

6 NAD(?) imni ekim kubsi ubani sihriti ekim uban kabitti

qabliti isid-za us-sur

7 i-na ni-is ri-es kabitti sa sumeli kakku sakin-ma elitum inna-

mir ti-ra-nu imni epsu( ?) sumeli taru ir-ra la la-mu-u

1 ... this vision by the command of the king is favorable :

the head of the 'place' is elevated; two paths are dou-

bled ( ?) ;
at the left it has fallen and the ... is split.

2 The 'good mouth' is normal; the dandnu is doubled; it

has a blister; the 'path' to the right of the gall-bladder

is high, and established at the foundation of the gall-bladder.

3 The gall-bladder is dislocated ;
the RU-GU-ZA above has a

branch ;
on the base of the RU-GU-ZA the weapon is estab-

lished and is seen at the left.

4 The right processus pyramidalis is dislocated and the face

of the SAL is torn; it moves ( ?). The left processus pyra-

midalis (has) a design; the ridge of the central processus

pyramidalis is broken,

5 and in its midst a weapon stands. The MAS is pressed and

the right is split.

6 The 'bed'(?) at the right is torn
;
the 'turban' of the little

processus pyramidalis is torn; the base of the central pro-

cessus pyramidalis is loosened.

7 On the 'rise of the head' of the liver at the left a weapon
is established, and is seen above. The zones at the right are

well made(?), on the left they turn(?). The zone lines do

not encircle.

FIFTH DIVISION

1 kimin1
sagurru : manzaza isi padanu 5-ma padanu imni a-na

imni padani sumeli a-na sumeli imqut sa sumeli elan-su patir

20. 31, 27-36 and Klauber, PET 26, Eev. 16. The SAL-LA Tcabitti, or

SAL of the liver, occurs in CT 20. 45, 14: 30 pi. 11 and Klauber PET
124. 7. The Icaskasu of the liver is depressed ina SAL-LA-su, Klauber

138, Obv. 13. In most cases the SAL-LA is said to be split, and here its

face is torn. SAL is probably to be read rupsu, surface. SI has an extra

stroke above the perpendicular shaft which gives the sign somewhat the

appearance of SIG.
1 Kimin refers to [. . .] suttu sa-a-si i-na qibit sarri isallim, at the

beginning of 4. For sagurru see $ 3. 1.
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2 pu tabu sakin dananu sa-bit sulmu i-na asurri marti e-sir

martu sumeli ki-na-at

3 i-na sumeli marti ti-bu suh-hu-ru elan-su salim i-na sumeli

marti ti-bu marti napih rim-mu-ka-su2 ka-bit

5 ser imni ubani a-na imni ubani ekim u salim sulum MAS
4 i-na sumeli marti sepu is-tu imni a-na sumeli gu-up-pu-sa-at

a-na imni isatam hi-il-zu
3

6 e-li-tum il-lik sap-li-tum a-na e-li-ti ik-nu-us

7 ubani kabitti qabliti esid-za us-sur kaskasu imni na-bar-kud*

ku-nu-ku na-ah-su 12 ti-ra-nu

Ditto: mercy: A '

place' it has; the 'path' has five parts
and the 'path' at the right has fallen to the right, and the

'path' to the left has fallen to the left; as for the left, its

upper part is split.

The 'good mouth' is normal; the dananu is broken; a blis-

ter is designed at the base of the gall-bladder; the gall-

bladder at the left is firm.

At the left of the gall-bladder a swelling is enclosed; its

upper part is dark; at the left of the gall-bladder the

swelling of the gall-bladder is inflamed
;

its pus is abundant.

At the left of the gall-bladder a foot from the right to the

left is made huge.
The ridge on the right of the processus pyramidalis is torn

towards the right of the processus pyramidalis and is dark;
the blister of the MAS oozes 'fire' towards the right.

It moves upward ;
the lower part bends upward.

2
rimmuku, 'pus'. Conjectural derivation from ramaku, 'pour out'.

8 isatam fyi-H-zu. The parallel passage K. 6244, 8 in Boissier, Choix, 99
has hil-su; see also $ 7. 6. For haldsu,

l

filter, anoint', note tahallasu-su

synonym of pasdsu, CT 23. 34: 35. Also samnu halsu,
'
filtered oil', IV

E. 60 a 25; Zimmern, St. No. 60, 14; CT 4. Bu. 88-5-12, 11 Eev. 6. Note
also halsu, syn. of ruqqu,

'

ointment', EA 10. 74: 9, Sumerian NI-NI(i-li},
i. e. 'oil'.

* nabarlcud. The root is tried, not brlct as Klauber has entered the paral-
lel passages, PET 170. This is clear from CT 20. 31: 17, na-par-Tcu-da-at.
Nevertheless Boissier, Choix, 96 is probably correct in identifying this root
with bllct of the lexiea. See Broekelmann, Vergleichende Grammatilc, 138,
and below 6. 5. Eestore Clay, BE 14. 4: 9 TcasTcasu istenis na-[bar-Tcu-]ud.
See also Jastrow, Eeligion, 2. 281, n. 7.
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1 The base of the central processus pyramidalis is loosened;

the cartilage at the right of the 'place' is torn away; the

impressions are unstable. Twelve zones.

SIXTH DIVISION

1 suttu si-i-ma qat ili
1 u Is-ta-ri : manzaza isi padanu a-na mini

imqut u is-du-ud

2 pu tabu sakin dananu sakin sulma isi sapal marti sahil2 i-na

rupus sumeli ubani zihu3 nadi

3 i-na eli MAS kakku is-tu imni a-na sumeli te-bi kabittu la

ta-lil

4 kakku iluEnlil sakin sumeli kubsi kabitti sa-bit [MAS]
4

uk-ku-pa-at uban kabitti qabliti imni patra-at

5 kaskasu imni u sumeli na-bar-kud ti-ra-nu 10 u sal-hu

The vision (reveals) the hand of god and Ishtar: A 'place'

it has; the 'path' to the right has fallen and pulls down.

The 'good mouth' is normal; the dananu is normal; a

blister it has
;
beneath the gall bladder it drips ;

in the space

at the left of the processus pyramidalis a furrow sets in.

Upon the MAS a weapon rises from right to left; the liver

is not clean.

1
qat ili u Is-ta-ri, i. e. the hand of god and Ishtar, is a phrase met

with in incantation and magical texts, implying a divine punishment.
This sixth division, therefore, contains an evil omen.

2 NAM = sahalu, 'to percolate, anoint'. The subject is sulmu. This

passage, together with 5. 5, confirms the meaning of sulmu, 'blister'.
3
U, Meissner, SAI 6563, is probably to be read DI-hu, 'furrow or cavity',

with Jastrow. Klauber, PET p. xliv seq. contests this and claims that

U always means ubanu. But in this line U follows SU-SI which excludes

the reading ubanu for U before ETJ. Klauber has proved that U does

stand for ubanu, processus pyramidalis, in most places, but before EU =
nadu it can hardly have this sense. Klauber also rejects the meaning 'fur-

row, cavity' for DI-hu. Ungnad, Babyloniaca 2. 272 reads DI-hu = zihu,
on the basis of a variant zi-hu, which seems evident.

4 MAS is omitted on the tablet but supplied from 4. 5 above. Since

this is an evil omen and the late letter CT 22, No. 107, 6 has man-zal-ta-a

uklcupat, as^an expression of grief, distress, one may, perhaps, infer the

equation MAS manzaltu manzaztu, to be distinguished from KI-GUB
or NA manzazu (masculine).
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4 The *

weapon of Enlil' is normal; the left of the 'turban'

of the liver is broken; the MAS is pressed; the central

processus pyramidalis of the liver at the right is split.

5 The cartilage to the right and the left is torn away. Ten

zones and they ramify.

SEVENTH DIVISION

1 Lis-pur-ma
iIatNin-lil li-si-ib-bu-u :

x manzaza isi i-na res seri

sahil2

2 i?kakku sakin-ma sera su-bat3 imni itul4

3 padanu ustesni5 a-na sumeli imqut ii is-du-ud pii tabu sakin

dananu sakin sulma isi

4 martu ubbukat padanu sumeli marti sakin i-na sumeli marti

zihe6 u-du-tum nadu
5 isid seri imni ubani patir i-na ser ubani qabliti usurtu is-tu

sumeli a-na imni ir-bit
7

1 li-si-ib-bu-u for lu siblu = lusibbu; it is taken here to be the Piel of

n^jy Aramaic K3tf, to take captive. If this is correct then this omen

seems to refer to an invasion by an enemy who will carry away the statue

of Ninlil, as the Elamites did with the statue of Nana of Ereeh. For the

form, note usibu-si, VS 7. 26: 7; u-si-ib-'bu-u, ibid, line 11. Another pos-

sibility is that this verb is to be connected with sebu, Hebrew J^t?; the

sense, then, would be: 'He will send and Ninlil they will satisfy'. See,

however, note 7 below.
2
zi-im, probably phonetic reading for NAM = satyalu, 6. 2. Below in

$ 10. 2 si-im. A reading tebi-im is possible.
8
subtu, a mark on the liver, written DAG, see Klauber, PET p. xxxviii,

and KI-KU, see above 2. 1.

4 Si is rendered itul after i-tul, Bcibyl. 2. 259 : 19.
5 MAN = sanu, 'to double', tern mati MAN-ni ( isanni), Boissier,

Choix, 29, Rev. 6
;

see also the Tablet of Moral Precepts, CT 15. 50, Obv. 6.

For ustesni with sulmu, see VAB 4, Index and cf. Klauber, PET No. 140.

1, 2, where it is falsely connected with sanu to submerge.
6 U-MES rr zihe, see above, note on 6. 2

;
u-du-tum is certainly a color.

Cf. zihu arfcu, 'the yellow furrow', zifyu salmu, 'the dark furrow', in CT 22.

3: 3 and 42: VI: 24. Also zihu nurrub, CT 20. 2, Eev. 9, certainly a
colored (?) zihu of some kind. Hence udu probably from etu, 'be dark'.

Note EU doubled to indicate the plural. Note also zi-Tiu na-di-ma nu-ru-ub,

Babyl. 2. 259 : 17 and zihu (Z>7-&w) nu-ur-ru-ub, DA 217. 3.

7 usurtu istu sumeli ana imni irbit. As 'left to right' signifies some-

thing of evil portent, this would rather favor the translation of lisibbu

by 'they will take captive'. However as this is only a single note whose

meaning is sure, while in the others we do not know whether they are

7 JAOS 38
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6 su-lum8 MAS sumeli isatam hi-el-zu ekim usurtu9 ih-za-at

u zu-lu-la-at

7 uban kabitti qabliti isid-za ekim um-ma-at sumeli patra-at

8 i-na ni-is ri-es kabitti sa sumeli kakku sakin-ma elitam inna-

mir 12 ti-ra-nu

1 He will send and Ninlil they will take away captive: A
'place' it has; upon the top of the ridge it oozes.

2 A weapon is placed and the ridge beholds a 'dwelling' on

the right.

3 The 'path' is double; to the left it has fallen and pulls

down
;
the

'

good mouth '

is normal
;
dandnu is normal

;
it

has a blister.

4 The gall-bladder is dislocated
;
the 'path' at the left of the

gall-bladder is normal; at the left of the gall-bladder dark

furrows are placed.

5 The base of the ridge of the right processus pyrarnidalis is

split; on the ridge of the central processus pyramidalis a

design increases from the left to the right.

6 The blister of the MAS at the left oozes fire( ?) ;
it is torn;

a design is drawn and is shadowed.

7 The base of the central processus pyramidalis of the liver is

torn
;
the mass of the left is split.

8 At the 'rise of the head' of the liver on the left a weapon
is established and seen above. Twelve zones.

EIGHTH DIVISION

1 lis-pur-ma
i!Nusku kimin: manzaza isi padanu a-na imni

imqut u bab-su ka-mi

2 pu tabu sakin dananu ka-bi- [is sul] -ma isi martu imni kinat

padanu sumeli marti sakin

3 i-na rupus sumeli uban kabitti qabliti sumeli ubanu innamir
i-na eli MAS usurtu ih-za-at

good or evil, we are still left in the dark as to the proper translation of

lisibbti. irlit, which occurs also in Div. 3 line 3, is most likely from arabu,
'to increase'.

*$u-lum, variant of DI in $ 5. 5. This reading first conjectured by
Jastrow was established by Ungnad and is again verified by this text.

8 Text has ID for EAR and SA for ZA.
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4 kabittu la ta-lil kakku iluEnlil sakin sumeli kubsl ubani

bu-un-nu

5 uban kabitti qabliti isid-za us-sur imni kin-at ku-nu-uk-ku

na-an-mu-ru

6 sikkat sili
1 sa imni ii sumeli 3-an at-ra 12 ti-ra-nu

1 He will send and Nusku they will take away captive: A
1

place' it has; the 'path' to the right has fallen and its

'door' is fastened.

2 The '

good mouth '

is normal
;
dananu is trodden

;
a blister

it has; the gall-bladder at the right is firm; a 'path' at

tlie left of the gall-bladder is placed.

3 On the surface at the left of the central processus pyra-

midalis of the liver the left processus pyramidalis is seen;

upon the MAS a design is traced.

4 The liver is not clean. The weapon of Enlil is placed. The

left 'turban' of the processus pyramidalis is bright.

5 The base of the central processus pyramidalis of the liver is

loosened; the right is firm; a seal impression is seen.

6 The 'breast bone' at the right and the left is thrice in

excess. Twelve zones.

NINTH DIVISION

1 lis-pur-ma
mulKak-si-di1 kimin: manzaza isi padanu a-na

imni imqut u is-du-ud

2 pu tabu sakin dananu sakin sulma isi martu ubbukat i-na

sumeli marti ti-bu sakin

3 sumeli ubani tarik2 i-na eli MAS kiz-zu-ur-tum e-li-tum il-lik

4 uban kabitti qabliti isid-za us-sur

5 kaskasu sumeli ka-pi-is imni na-bar-kud 14 ti-ra-nu

1 He will send and Beteigeuze they will take captive : A 'place'

it has; the 'path' to the right has fallen and pulls.

2 The 'good mouth' is normal; dananu is normal; a blister

it has; the gall-bladder is torn away; at the left of the

gall-bladder is a swelling.

1 On KAK-TI, see AJSL 30. 78.
1 The star KAK-SI-DI is generally identified with Alpha of Orion, which

was connected with Ninurash in mythology.
2 On DAE r= tarak in liver-omens, see Langdon, Sum. Gram., 209.
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3 The left of the processus pyramidalis is split; upon the

MAS moves a high (?).

4 The base of the central processus pyramidalis of the liver is

loosened.

5 The cartilage at the left is trodden ;
the right is torn. Four-

teen zones.

TENTH DIVISION

1 a-na harrani li-il-lik : manzaza isi ne-ip-tu-u
1 i-na imni sakin

2 pu tabu sakin dananu sakin sulma isi sapal marti isatam

sahil2 i-na eli MAS usurtu

3 kabittu la ta-lil ubanu kabitti qabliti isid-za ra-ki-is

4 kabittu su-up-pu-ul-ma sumeli tarik sikkat sili sa sumeli

mar-sa-at

5 12 ti-ra-nu

He will go on a journey: A '

place' it has; a breach at the

right is made.

The '

good mouth '

is normal
;
dananu is normal

;
a blister

it has; beneath the gall-bladder fire it exudes(H) ; upon
the MAS is a design.

The liver is not clean; the base of the central processus

pyramidalis of the liver is bound.

The liver is depressed (?) and the left is split; the 'breast

bone' at the left is narrow.

Twelve zones.

Arhu Duzu umu 22kam

Sattu 21kam

Bur-na-bu-ri-ia-as LUGAL-E
Nippuruki

Month Duzu, day 22d.

Year 21st. (of)

Burnaburiash, the King

Nippur.

1 On neptu, breach, opening, see Boissier, DA 40. 12. For parallel pas-

sages, see SE 14. 14, 4: 13, and CT 20. 23: 6. Also Jastrow, 2. 281, n. 14.
2 The transcription of NA-SI-IM is uncertain.
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IT OUGHT hardly to be necessary in these days to point out the

interest and importance of the history of China as a field for

the scholarship of the West. No other existing nation has a

continuous history reaching back to so remote a period. Few
nations have influenced by their culture a larger section of man-

kind, and to few has it been given to dominate for so many
centuries so large a proportion of the population or so fertile

a part of the globe. No great people of to-day, not even the

Russians, presents a more interesting example of transition,

and it is doubtful whether the future of any other nation is more

uncertain or more fraught with possibilities of peril or of hap-

piness for the entire world. In no other, taking its centuries

as a whole, is historical material more abundant or more worthy
of the study of the painstaking student. In sharp contrast to

the neighboring peoples of India, the Chinese have almost from

the beginning had the historical sense and have left to posterity

a mass of material, much of it carefully and critically collected,

which is at once the joy and the despair of the Occidental

scholar.

European students have for some two centuries been gradually

awakening to the possibilities of the field. In a really volumin-

ous literature, which, it must be said, is by no means well appor-
tioned among the various dynasties and epochs, they have made
a good beginning at interpreting Chinese development to the

world. France, from the time of the early Jesuit missionaries,

has not lacked sinologues of note. Nearly a hundred and fifty

years separate Father de Mailla's translation of the T'ung
Chien Kang Mu into the thirteen handsome but not entirely

flawless volumes of his Histoire Generate de la Chine, and
Chavannes' still uncompleted, masterly, and painstaking trans-

lation of Ssu Ma Ch 'ien. The interval has been filled with many
names that are household words to students of things Chinese,

and the files of periodicals in French, such as the Journal

Asiatique and T'oung Pao, are substantial evidence of the con-
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tinuous output of work of a high order. During the last century

England has produced numbers of scholars who have added

vastly to the West's understanding of Chinese history. Such

men as Legge, Wylie, Parker, Giles, and Putnam Weale, to

mention only a few of the more outstanding figures, will long

be remembered as noteworthy contributors to the world's knowl-

edge of the remote and the more recent history of the Middle

Kingdom. Each year the journals of the Eoyal Asiatic Society

and the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society

make useful additions to our stock of information. German

scholarship, although rather more recently applied to China

than has been that of England and France, or even that of the

United States, has made the world its debtor. To indicate how

noteworthy have been the Teutonic contributions, one need only

point out that America's two most eminent living students of

China's earlier history, Professor Hirth and Dr. Laufer, are

both of German birth and training.

One might, from the standpoint of America's part in Far

Eastern affairs, expect from our native-born scholars, especially

those of the present generation, a contribution to the world's

knowledge of Chinese history, which, if not as noteworthy as

that of our European cousins, would at least not lag far behind

in volume and quality. The chief sources of European sino-

logues have been the consular and diplomatic service, the

foreign contingent of the Chinese customs staff, and the mis-

sionary body. Now, the personnel of the American consular

establishment in China has not until very recently been worthy
of comparison in training and scholarship with that of England,
nor has the customs staff contained as many Americans as Eng-
lishmen and Continentals. American missionaries, on the other

hand, are to-day more numerous than those from any other

single country. They have excelled particularly in educational

work and on the whole are of a high average of training and

ability. When one remembers the men whom the English mis-

sionary body has furnished to Chinese historical scholarship,

Legge, Wylie, MacGowan, Soothill, and Edkins, for example,
one expects to find names of at least equal note in the ranks of

the American churchmen.

It must be confessed, however, that on the whole a careful

survey of the field of American historical scholarship in things
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Chinese begets in one a feeling of disappointment. Only two

or three of our diplomats and consuls have made literary con-

tributions of note, and most missionaries have seemingly been

too much engrossed in their immediate problems of organization,

administration, and propaganda to devote much time to a schol-

arly study of the land in which they work. In America itself

our colleges and universities, in spite of the fact that their

hospitable curricula have made room for nearly every field of

human knowledge, have paid but scant attention to China. In

perhaps thirty institutions the subject is touched on in some

way, but usually only in a semester survey course of the Far

East. In only three can there be had anything approaching an

adequate preparation for a thorough study of the Chinese lan-

guage, institutions, and history. So great has been the dearth

of American sinologues that two of these three institutions have

had to go to Europe for scholars to fill their chairs of Chinese.

The Journal of the American Oriental Society, although it has

maintained a high standard of scholarship and has published
in its pages a few valuable articles on Chinese historical subjects,

has not achieved the size nor the circulation of the trans-Atlantic

periodicals of similar aim.

The early years of American Chinese scholarship seemed to

augur well for the future. Dr. S. "Wells Williams, one of the

first to represent the American Church in China, was a master

of the language and literature, and through a long life as mis-

sionary, diplomat, and finally as professor at Yale, made nota-

ble contributions to the foreigner's knowledge of his adopted

country. His dictionary is still in use and his Middle King-
dom1

is probably even now the best well-rounded survey of

China and Chinese civilization as they were forty years ago.

The historical chapters of the Middle Kingdom furnished in

their day an excellent and well proportioned compendium of

Chinese history as the latter was then known to the best foreign
scholars. Most of the many articles that appeared from Dr.

Williams' pen were, however, not on strictly historical subjects.

It is a pleasure to add that the work of the father has been

ably supplemented by that of his son, Professor Frederick Wells

Williams of Yale. By his assistance in the revision of the Mid-

1 The first edition appeared in 1848 and the last revision in 1883.
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die Kingdom, by his lives of his father and of Anson Burlin-

game, by his many published articles, his more than two decades

of teaching, and the years when, as an advocate of a more

careful study by Americans of the history and current problems

of the Far East, his was almost a solitary voice crying in the

wilderness, Professor Williams has made greatly his debtor all

American students of the history and the problems of China.

The elder Williams and the Eev. E. C. Bridgman, another of

the early missionaries of the American Board, were chiefly

responsible for the Chinese Repository. This publication was

started by Bridgman in 1832 and had as its chief purpose the

spreading among foreigners of information concerning China.

It continued until 1851 and within its pages are to be found

numerous articles of a strictly historical nature and covering

a wide range of subjects. Few, if any, of these papers can be

called full or final contributions to our knowledge of Chinese

history: they were not meant to be that. The publication

served a useful purpose in its day, however, and gave brighter

promise for the future of American scholarship than has yet
been fulfilled.

The only other missionary whose historical contributions

approximate in volume those of Dr. Williams or Mr. Bridgman
has been Dr. W. A. P. Martin. Dr. Martin really belongs to the

older school of missionaries, although death has only recently

brought to an end his more than a half-century in China. His
Hanlin Papers, which appeared in 1880, is of his many publica-
tions the one of most interest to historians. It is really a collec-

tion of studies, some of which had previously appeared in print
and of which the most widely known, a description of inter-

national law in ancient China, is an outgrowth of Dr. Martin's

interest in the education of Chinese diplomats. He has a good
volume on The Awakening of China (New York, 1907), and
another on The Siege of Peking (published in 1900). Dr. Mar-
tin was, however, only incidentally an historian and his per-
manent contributions to China were chiefly made in other lines

of service. The same must rather regretfully be said of vir-

tually all the American missionaries of the present generation.
Few have published enough to be worthy of remembrance as

historians. President F. L. H. Pott, of St. John's University,
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Shanghai, has given us an excellent and widely used, but very

brief summary of Chinese History.
2 The Eev. Frank H. Chal-

fant made a noteworthy collection of specimens of early Chinese

writing and has left a valuable but short treatise on the subject,
3

and a still shorter paper on the weights and measures of the

Ch'in Dynasty.
4 The Rev. Dr. Arthur H. Smith has given us

an account of the Boxer uprising, valuable for what he knew

through personal observation. 5 His studies of Chinese life in

his Chinese Characteristics6 and Village Life in China7 may be

of value to the future student of conditions that are fast pass-

ing. It is worth while noting, as well, an interesting paper by
Dr. John C. Ferguson on the great radical of the Sung Dynasty,

Wang An Shih. 8

Even on the philosophers and the religious history of China
where theologically trained men would be naturally most inter-

ested, American missionaries have published but little that is

now of value. Dr. F. G. Henke has recently given us a capital

translation of "Wang Yang Ming, whose thought had so much
influence in the Japan of Tokugawa times. That is about the

only work that we need notice, however. It has been left to

Paul Carus, through his Open Court Publishing Company,
which brought out Dr. Henke 's work, to provide an American
translation of the Tao Teh Ching

9 and essays on Chinese

thought
10 and Chinese philosophy.

Our diplomats and consuls have seemingly been about as little

historically inclined as have our missionaries. There are only
three names on our list that are worthy of note. These three,

however, by the excellence of their work have done much to

atone for the negligence of the rest of their colleagues. Dr.

E. T. Williams has given us two or three studies which make

2 Latest edition, Shanghai, 1915.
8 In Memoirs of the Carnegie Museum, Vol. 4, No. 1, Sept. 1906.

*Journ. N.C.B. Eoy. As. Soc., Vol. 35 (1903-1904), pp. 21-25.
5 China in Convulsion.
6
Shanghai, 1890.

7 F. H. Eevell, 1899.
8 Journ. N.C.B. Eoy. As. Soc., Vol. 35, pp. 65-75.
9 Lao Tze's Tao Teh Ching. Chicago, 1898.
10
Chicago, 1898.
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us wish that he might have more leisure for such things.
11 The

work of the late William Woodville Eockhill by its erudition

and painstaking thoroughness places him in the front ranks of

sinologues. He has given us along with other shorter studies,

The Life of Buddha and the Early History of his Order derived

from Tibetan Works, followed by Notices of the Early History

of Thibet and Khoten (London, 1884) ; Diplomatic Missions to

the Court of China, published in the second volume of. the

Review of the American Historical Association;
12 Treaties and

Conventions with or Concerning China and Korea, 1894-1904,

together with Various State Papers and Documents Affecting

Foreign Interests;
13 Korea and its Relations with China;

14 and

China's Intercourse with Korea from the Fifteenth Century to

1895 15
Together with Professor Hirth he has given us a

translation of Chau Ju-Kua's work on Chinese and Arab trade

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.16 Minister Paul S.

Reinsch, while still a member of the faculty of the University
of Wisconsin, gave us his well known Intellectual and Political

Currents in the Far East,
17 so valuable to students of recent

Oriental history.

One must acknowledge with shame that American historians

have contributed but little to the story of European diplomacy
in the Far East. We do not even have an adequate account of

our own relations with China. Professor Stanley K. Hornbeck
has recently given us an excellent study, Contemporary Politics

in the Far East 18 There is an interesting but rather sketchy
account of American relations in the Pacific and the Far East

by James M. Callahan.19 The volume, American Diplomacy in

u
'Hung-Wu and his Capital', in Journ. N.C.B. Roy. As. Soc., Vol. 26,

No. 2, 1891-2, pp. 42-174, and 'Witchcraft in the Chinese Penal Code',
ibid. Vol. 28 (pp. 61-96), 1901.

12 Am. Historical Review, Vol. 2, pp. 427-442, 627-643.
13

Washington, 1904.

"Journ. of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 13 (1888).
"London, 1905.
M St. Petersburg, 1912.

"Houghton Mifflin, 1911.
18 New York, 1916.
19 American Relations in the Pacific and the Far East, 1784-1900, Balti-

more, 1901.
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the Orient, by the late John W. Foster,
20

is really our best book

in the field, but even that is too brief. Perhaps the writer will

not be considered too presumptuous if he mentions his own

study, The History of Early Relations Between the United

States and China, 1784-1844,
21 which may at least boast the

virtue of being the only complete survey of the years that it

covers. There are a few biographies of noteworthy American

missionaries, but there is no adequate history of American mis-

sions as a whole or, one may add, of the general missionary

movement in China. Mr. Frank E. Hinckley has a fairly good-

sized account of American consular jurisdiction in the Orient.22

There is quite a mass of contemporaneous material, largely of

a controversial nature, on Chinese immigration and the exclusion

acts, but no one has yet given us an unbiased, full, and scholarly

treatment of that important phase of our relations with Asia.

In sharp contrast with French and German scholarship, no

American-born student who has not been directly or indirectly

connected with the missionary or diplomatic bodies, has ever

given himself to Chinese history as his major field. A few have,

however, produced works which are of value to the historical

student. Thus we have an account of the international law and

diplomacy of the Eusso-Japanese War by Mr. Amos S. Her-

shey;
23 an admirable and sympathetic historical account of art

in China and Japan by the late E. F. Fenollosa
;

24 a history of

the Boxer uprising by Dr. Paul H. Clements
;

25 and a narrative

of the Revolution of 1911 in a rather sketchy newspaper style

by an eye-witness, Edward J. Dingle.
26 Dr. Ellsworth Hunting-

ton's suggestive studies on the geography and climate of Central

Asia cannot be ignored by students of the older periods of

China's history.

20
Houghton Mifflin, 1904.

21 Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1917.
22 American Consular Jurisdiction in the Orient, Washington, 1906.
23 The International Law and Diplomacy of the Eusso-Japanese War,

Macmillan, 1906.
24
Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art, London.

25 The Boxer Rebellion, a Political and Diplomatic Review, New York

(Columbia University).
28 China's Revolution, Shanghai, 1912.
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Fortunately for the United States, the all too scanty list of

notable American sinologues has had added to it three men of

foreign training, Professor Friedrich Hirth of Columbia, Pro-

fessor A. Forke of the University of California, and Dr. Berthold

Laufer of the Field Museum of Natural History. All of these

are of German birth and education and have had extended

residence and travel in China. Professor Hirth, especially, has

given to the world, both before and after coming to this country,

a very large number of important articles and books, the mere

enumeration of which would lengthen this paper beyond its

proper limits. He has written on a wide variety of subjects,

but his principal contributions have been made on early Chinese

intercourse with the West. His China and the Roman Orient27

has long been the standard authority in its field, and we look

forward eagerly to the revision which he is promising to give us.

We have already noticed his translation of Chao Ju-Kua made

jointly with Mr. Rockhill. This same subject has called forth

several articles from his pen, and his interest in it has led him
into studies of various phases of Chinese commerce with the

nearer East and of Chinese geographic knowledge during the

time of our middle ages. His Ancient History of China, while

at times tantalizing in its brevity, is probably the best compre-
hensive account of the period to be found in any Western

language.

Professor Forke has concerned himself primarily with the

philosophers of China, and his translation of the rather volu-

minous Lun Heng of the heterodox philosopher Wang Chung
of the first century B. C. is an enviable example of painstaking

scholarship and wide erudition.

Dr. Laufer has contributed principally to our knowledge of

Chinese archaeology. A list of his publications, like that of

Professor Hirth 's, would carry us far beyond our allotted space.

Merely as examples of what his prolific pen has given us, may
be mentioned Jade. A Study in Chinese Archaeology and Reli-

gion;
28 Chinese Grave Sculptures of the Han Period;

29 Chinese

"Shanghai, 1885.
28
Chicago, Field Museum.

29

London, 1911.
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Clay Figures. Part 1. Prolegomena on the History of Defen-

sive Armour;
30 Arabic and Chinese Trade in Walrus and Nar-

whal Ivory; and The Beginnings of Porcelain in China**

Fortunately for us, Dr. Laufer is really just at the beginning of

his work and can reasonably look forward to many years of

productive scholarship.

In enumerating the students of other nations who by coming

to us have made us their debtors, we must not forget Professor

Asakawa of Yale. While his work has been almost exclusively

in Japanese history, his field has occasionally touched on China,

especially in his account of the Russo-Japanese War,
32 and we

cannot but wish for our own selfish interest that he might more

frequently give us books and articles on the history of Chino-

Japanese relations.

One final form of the American contribution to the study
of Chinese history is in a sense an indirect one, the training of

Chinese in American institutions in the United States and the

Orient. Several thousand of these students are to be found in

the schools and colleges maintained by American missions in

China and some fifteen hundred are now in the United States.

It is reasonable to suppose that the majority of these must come

to some extent under the influence of the ideals and methods

of American historical scholarship and that at least a few will

be stimulated to apply themselves to the study of the history

of their native land. Already there are indications that this

is to be the case. Doctoral dissertations by Chinese on historical

subjects have appeared from time to time, particularly in the

Columbia University Studies in History, Economics and Public

Law. As yet these have done little more than give promise of

a useful future for their authors, but it is to be hoped that this

promise will in many cases be fulfilled and that Chinese scholars,

trained in the canons of Western historical criticism, will before

many years be reinterpreting the past of their native land for

the benefit of their own people and the peoples of the Occident.

One cannot leave the subject of this paper without expressing
a regret that American historical scholarship has paid so scant

30
Chicago, 1914.

31
Chicago, 1917.

82 The Russo-Japanese Conflict, Its Causes and Issues, Westminster, 1904.
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attention to China. Were there signs of improvement one might
take hope, but our best work by native Americans is mostly in

the past and there is but little indication that recruits are aris-

ing from our graduate schools to take the places of those who
have gone. Very few of our doctoral dissertations are on

Chinese subjects, the publications from our present missionary
and diplomatic bodies give us small encouragement. A discus-

sion of the possible remedies for the situation lies outside the

scope of this paper, but the writer will perhaps be pardoned if

he expresses his conviction that the remedies must be found
and his hope that they will be sought for and applied.



THE OUTLOOK FOE AMERICAN
ORIENTAL STUDIES

THE PEESIDENTIAL ADDRESS FOB 1918*

CHARLES C. TORREY

YALE UNIVERSITY

SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO, in March, 1843, the American Orien-

tal Society was incorporated, by the laws of the State of Massa-

chusetts. Many of us who are present today remember the

celebration of the semi-centennial of the Society in Boston, in

1893. The interval of twenty-five years seems to us a short one,

though it has witnessed some important changes, and a steady

advance in the most of the activities represented by our organ-

ization. There is an obvious fitness in the accidental circum-

stance that whereas the completion of fifty years of work was

commemorated in Boston, where the Society was founded, the

present celebration takes place in New Haven, which in former

years shared with Boston the honor of being the chief place of

meeting, and now may justly claim to be the true center, since

it is the home of the Society's library and the place where its

Journal is printed.

I shall not dwell upon past history, though the temptation to

do so is strong at this time, in the city which was the home of

Salisbury and Whitney and others whom the world of scholars

will always delight to honor. Other speakers will call them to

mind in the course of our meeting. It has seemed to me suitable,

on this anniversary, to give the President's address a more

general character than usual. Instead of choosing some subject

of which I have special expert knowledge, I shall rehearse very

briefly things which you all know; hoping as I do so that the

occasion and the interest of the matters to be considered may
combine to make the recital stimulating. I cannot claim to

speak for the Society, even in all the cases where I employ the

first person plural. I am merely expressing my own opinions.

The present time is in many ways a critical one for oriental

* Delivered before the American Oriental Society in New Haven, April

2, 1918.
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studies in this country, and it may be well for us to consider in a

general way the ground of their importance here and now, and

the outlook for their development in the near future. It requires

no special gift of prophecy to foresee that the next decade is

likely to be a very important one in the history of this Society

and the work which it represents.

I recently read in a well known educational journal the pre-

diction that after the war our colleges and universities will give

less time than at present to such studies as ancient languages,

literature, and history, replacing them by disciplines of greater

practical value. From many quarters we have heard some-

thing similar. It is inevitable that at such a time as this, when

the fate of nations, our own included, is seen to rest immediately

on material equipment and effectiveness, the desire should be

strong in all of us to simplify and strengthen the machinery

which is turning out the human product on which we have

especially to rely. More than this, we have been made to see,

more or less clearly, our inability, as a nation, to meet fully the

demand of the present crisis.
' Show us men who can do things !

'

is the cry in every part of the land; and all our educational

institutions are faced with the question whether they have done

their best to turn out such men. Confession of shortcoming is

general and sincere, and every thought is turned, of necessity, to

the resources and activities which are directly available in this

time of need. 'Let us give our time and strength, more than

ever before, to those lines of training and investigation which

will prepare men for active public service. As for cultural

studies, which are many, let us keep those which lie nearest, and

drop those which are remote from present-day interests/ It is

no wonder that this cry should be raised, and should seem

entirely justified. But there is a wide difference between an

emergency measure and a settled policy, and it is not likely that

the humanities are in serious danger, even in this country and

by reason of the war.

And what is 'public service'? The phrase is one which has

been much misused, to the extent of contrasting the calling

understood by the crowd with the pursuit of studies not obvi-

ously and immediately practical. In a former paper read

before this Society I referred to the hope expressed by an officer

of the Carnegie Institution that classical and oriental studies
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might some day be raised to the level of anthropology and sim-

ilar sciences. At a Chamber of Commerce dinner (if I remem-

ber rightly) held in New Haven some years ago, a paper was

read in which the relation of Yale University to the city was
considered at length. The paper was afterward printed, and I

read it. Its author undertook to answer the question, Wherein
lies the glory of such a city as this? He proceeded to show,
with abundant illustration, that the glory and pride of a city lies

in its broad and well-made streets, its good sidewalks, its public

buildings, its shade-trees, and its water-front. And since it was

capable of demonstration that Yale had never taken any
important part in beautifying the streets or the water-front, he

drew the conclusion that the University had on the whole done

the city more harm than good. The idea that the pride and glory
of a city might to some degree rest in its great men plainly

never had occurred to him any more than it had to the officer

of the Carnegie Institution.

On another occasion a patriotic native of this city, nettled

by hearing eulogies of William D. Whitney, whom he had known
as a scholar of wide reputation celebrated perhaps especially

in foreign lands asked somewhat indignantly what Professor

Whitney had ever done for New Haven. The question was
asked in the hearing of the late Professor Lounsbury, whose

reply, if correctly reported, illustrates both his sound common
sense and his broad outlook on the English language :

'

Whitney ?

Do for New Haven ? Gosh, he lived in it !

'

The needs of cities and countries, even in a time of bitter

struggle, are more varied than can be seen in any hasty sur-

vey. More than this, it is just where and when the feeling is

strongest that man shall live by bread alone that the saving
influence of great ideas must not be forgotten. The time when
all eyes are fixed on the soil, the forces of nature, and mechanical

contrivances, is the time to take thought for what is really best

and most important in human achievement, and to assist in

providing the only corrective of national near-sightedness by
opening windows into distant lands and the remote past, so that

men may be taught by history and inspired by great literature.

The old world has stored up the fruit of its vast experience, and
the new world needs it all; no multitude of scholars, nor suc-

cession of years, will ever suffice to exhaust the supply.

8 JAOS 38
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We are not concerned to plead the cause of the Orient
;

the

Orient can and will take care of itself. The Western world

could never cut loose from its older and wiser sister, even if it

would. One can imagine a half-smile on the face of the

Sphinx at the suggestion, or the sapient anecdotes which Kalila

and Dimna would tell to each other, illustrating the folly of

those who nourish the limbs and muscles at the expense of the

vital organs. Even this busy land of ours, with all its exag-

geration of material values, knows that it has some need of

Egypt and China, of Babylonia and India and Palestine, for

other reasons than recreation and commerce. Every age lis-

tens gladly to the appeal of the East when it hears it. But it is

the call of the West, rather than of the East, to which we are

just now listening. The question, what is most salutary for our

own country, is being asked and answered, not in a new tone,

but with a new vehemence
;
and there is therefore good reason

for emphasizing, on such an occasion as this, the present

importance of liberal studies in general and our own special

group of studies in particular.

Peoples, like individuals, differ from one another in mental

grasp, moral balance, and spiritual power. No one of these

possessions is gained without long effort, or maintained without

constant contribution from every available source. The wide

distance between the backward nation and the highly civilized

nation is not simply a matter of locomotives and telephones and

shop management. It is the difference in knowledge of human
life in all its dimensions. The crisis in which we now stand can

only make these facts clearer, when once they are apprehended.

Any discipline that can give a broader view of the world and its

progress, awaken and promote human sympathy of an all-inclu-

sive reach, and contribute to a better understanding among
diverse peoples, is called for now. Every impulse in this direc-

tion can have its effect in this present age as never before, now
that modern inventions and enterprise have so far removed the

barriers of time and space.

The study of language is humanizing, as everyone knows.

The old Roman poet Ennius was wont to say that he had three

hearts, because he was master of three languages. The one was

Latin, in which he wrote and lived his life as a cultivated

Roman citizen
;
another was his native dialect Oscan, with all its
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associations and attachments
;
the third was Greek. What this

third 'heart' meant to him we can judge in some measure from
our reading of Cicero and other Eoman writers. It was the

heart of the great Hellenic world, with all the history and the

treasures of literature which eventually exerted such a profound
influence on the Eoman civilization. Ennius had been given a

look into the past, and into the thought of men of another race,

and knew that his soul was changed as a result. Greek was to

him and to the scholars and statesmen of his nation not a lan-

guage to be used in intercourse with Greeks, or in visiting

Athens, but the means of access to a mighty world that was

gone.

It is true in general that there is more of the civilizing, broad-

ening power in the study of the ancient language or history than

of the modern, for the greater vista of time is an important
added factor. There are few educating influences more potent
than a genuine glimpse of great antiquity ;

the very thought has

in it something ennobling. This is one reason, among others,

why the place of the ancient classics in the college curriculum

can never be filled by modern language and literature. The very
remoteness of the Graeco-Roman world gives a peculiar value

to the contact with it; and the same is true, in even greater

degree, of our ancient Eastern disciplines. There is also some-

thing disinterested in the pursuit of them which contributes to

the idea of magnanimitas of which every student becomes more
or less conscious. At the other end of the linguistic scale, so

far as civilizing value is concerned, stand those modern lan-

guages the study of which is labeled: 'mainly for commercial

purposes.' "What is said of language applies to literature and

history as well, for like reasons.

The oriental studies which we are pursuing have never been

more needed in the Occident than they are today. They stand in

high degree for the cultivation of the imagination, and for the

comprehending of many far-off civilizations. There is inevitably

gained from them a wider horizon and some appreciation of

points of view vastly different from our own. Even a glance at

the titles of the papers included in the program of this meeting
will give some idea of the breadth of interest covered by the

work of our Society; and whoever has studied the history of

such investigations as these knows how certain is the practical
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benefit from them, in any age of the world, even when they are

pursued by the most typical specimen of the 'professor' as he is

pictured in the comic journals.

One of my colleagues in another university, not an orientalist

but one whose work is in the field of ancient history, said to me

recently that he felt keenly the remoteness of his habitual

employment from the needs of the present crisis, and the insuf-

ficiency of the contribution he was making to the common effort

of our people in their great struggle. The same feeling has

come to many, perhaps all of us during the past year, and every

man must answer for himself the question of his own most val-

uable effort. One who does not happen to have in hand, nor

within immediate reach, an undertaking of high importance may
well turn aside for the time being to take up some one of the

many emergency tasks which are waiting.

But there is another side to consider. The expert in our field

is needed at his post, and perhaps as never before. There are

possibilities of increased national efficiency, and even leadership,

in the line of our special pursuits, which are too great to be sac-

rificed. We certainly have the opportunity now to take and

hold a more important place for the American branch of our

department of science than it has ever occupied. We have to

include in our aim both speedy victory in the war and also per-

manent usefulness among the nations of the earth. This brings

us again to the thought of what we can do to render less likely

the recurrence of such a calamity as this war. It has been said

over and over again, and with perfect truth, that the awful

struggle which is now going on is largely the result of restricted

vision and defective imagination. One thing that can help to

correct the distorted perspective of a narrow nationalism is a

more just view of human history ;
and the researches that result

in giving some idea of its vast stretch and infinite variety, while

contributing at the same time to a better understanding of

human nature, will do their important part in promoting true

international sympathy. The investigations fostered by this

organization of ours are useful in just this way, leading as they
do both to mutual comprehension and also to joint labor in a

noble field of effort. There is a common possession of all the

modern highly educated peoples which is unique and of priceless

value. It is the written record of the mighty civilizations of the
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ancient world, and of the thought and feeling of their great men.

There are stores of poetry and philosophy, of anecdote and

humor, of writings embodying those transforming ideas which

seers have conceived and successive generations have perpetu-

ated. We think especially of the Sacred Books of the East:

The scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, the Vedas, the

Avesta, the Koran, and the other religious classics of Asia and

Egypt. All the branching roads of the higher learning of our

day lead back to this common standing ground, where we and

our fellows of other nations meet in a kind of scholarly alliance

that has no true parallel elsewhere. The students and masters

of philosophy, religion, history, literature, language, art, all

cooperate here in a multitude of such researches as are normally
free from any bearing on industries or commerce or colonization,

nor even concerned with modern literary achievement; and

are undertaken in a spirit of the most friendly collaboration and

competition. Without this vast neutral field of mutual service,

lying so largely in the ancient Orient, trodden by many genera-

tions of scholars and still inexhaustible, the world would be

incomparably poorer and weaker. We have, in our day and

according to the measure of our ability, the duty and privilege

of aiding here.

Of course neither oriental studies nor any others will ever do

away with national rivalry and jealousy. A time when the most

humanizing of studies flourish may be a period in wrhich peoples

are industriously throttling one another; just as it is quite

possible that an age of great inventions and industrial advance-

ment should be one of small souls. We know only too well that

a considerable amount of investigation of the lands and peoples

of the East has been a part of the larger operation of preying

upon them. We have seen in recent years a good many bulky
volumes of oriental research brought into being by what might
be called a gastronomic interest, as the scientist at the dinner

table examines with satisfaction the chemical constituents of his

morsel before swallowing it. Even so, the volume will do its

good work, and the next generation, if Allah wills, will be less

greedy. Unquestionably, the colonial administration of such

countries as North Africa, Egypt, and India has been more con-

siderate because of the popular and scholarly interest in the

lands and their past history. Even the Turk has treated Pales-
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tine and Syria very differently by reason of their archaeological

and religious importance in the eyes of "Western peoples.

I think it will hardly be denied, by those who investigate, that

the atmosphere of oriental studies in the last two or three

decades has not been favorable to a profound and sympathetic

interpretation of Orientals and their work. Our modern

nations have perhaps been so occupied with the thought of their

own greatness that they have not been able to see and appreciate

the greatness of the ancients. I am thinking of achievement

as compared with opportunity, when I speak of this shortcoming

in regard to sympathetic understanding. A great amount of

new material has come to light, and scholarly research has made

very important advance in many directions; but the main ten-

dency of the time has been to keep to the surface rather than

to go deep.

It has been a singularly barren time for Biblical interpreta-

tion of the first rank, for instance. The Old Testament schol-

arship of Europe, on which we were wont to rely, comes very
near being negligible at present. Very few commentaries or

other treatises of really large caliber have appeared in the

present generation, and the most of the output has been of dis-

tinctly poor quality. In particular, the German exegesis, which

has led the way for all the rest, has been decidedly anti-Semitic,

with the result which can be imagined, though it has hardly been

understood. In the domain of old Hebrew verse, where

important progress has been made in comprehension of the

external form, the interpretation of the content has stood at the

very lowest ebb. We have been tortured by a long series of

volumes written by men who have no feeling for poetry, and no

patience with the unfortunate writers they are supposed to

expound. It is refreshing to turn back to Herder's Oeist der

hebraischen Poesie, written in the 18th century. A somewhat
similar judgment may justly be passed in regard to Mohamme-
dan literature and history, and also (though less sweeping) con-

cerning the principal religions and sacred writings of the

remainder of the East. There has been a remarkable lack of

such books as open a new door into the past, giving us a view

which we feel to be true and know to be inspiring.

Judging from the literature which has recently appeared,
our American scholars are quite as likely to meet this need of a
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more profound and more sympathetic interpretation of the East

as are those of any other country. What we have already con-

tributed in this direction, in recent years, constitutes a very

significant part of the total amount : in the History of Religions ;

Studies of Japan, China, India, and Persia; the life of Old

Egypt and Babylonia; Hebrew history and literature; the art

of various eastern lands. We cannot claim to have done our

best, either in promoting a better understanding between Orient

and Occident, or in creating in this country what is so much

needed, a more lively and intelligent interest in Eastern peoples

and problems. But we can take a justified though perhaps

chastened satisfaction in saying to ourselves at this time

what it is less likely that anyone else will say for us that the

efforts we are making have proved their high value, and will

count for even more in the near future. Whether we are pri-

marily interested in the phenomena of speech, or in literature, or

in the course of political history, we are all doing work which

needs to be done here at home, and are preparing the way for an

era of more effective collaboration with our colleagues abroad.

The peoples and lands of the Orient, and the various
* Eastern

questions,' are surely coming into closer and closer contact with

our national life, whether we desire it or not. Our country is

already confronted with new responsibilities, some only half

comprehended, while doubtless others are yet to arise. No one

can predict what, or when, or how much; but this is certain,

that we shall take a more active part than we ever have taken

before in preserving the equilibrium of the world through real

fellowship and cooperation with the nations of the East. We
have all been startled by the relative magnitude and urgency of

the oriental problems in the present war and in the preparations

for it, and have come to see that under the existing conditions

these problems were neither accidental nor avoidable. We have

also learned that whether our own remoteness from it all was

justified or not, it will neither be justified nor possible in the

future. We are bound to gain a better understanding of the

great nations of the far East, of the Balkan states (if any are

left, after the war), of the various Mohammedan peoples. It

belongs to this Oriental Society of ours to give more effective

aid in this direction than it ever has given in the past. There

are opportunities of spreading information and interest through
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popular journals and magazines which we have not used to

the full.

We American orientalists have always been at a great disad-

vantage, as compared with our colleagues of England, France,

Holland, Germany, and other European countries, since we have

no such close contact as they have with the Orient. The dis-

advantage will surely be lessened, as time goes on, but it will still

continue; both because geographical position is a permanent

thing, and also because the political relations of Europe with

Asia and Africa will not be greatly modified in any time that

we can foresee. We shall not have the encouragement .of wide-

spread popular interest produced by colonial administration and

the resulting constant intercourse. Political interest, though

somewhat quickened, will certainly not be keen. There is one

point in our sphere of influence as orientalists, however, at which

the foreign policy of our national government sorely needs a

direct stimulus which we can help to give. We need to have

much better prepared and better paid consuls in oriental lands.

The time should come very soon when men will not be sent out

to these important posts without a thorough training for the

civil service, and an examination proving fitness for the special

field of work. We ought to make our voice heard without delay

in this demand, both as private individuals and also as a society.

Incidentally, the reform would contribute appreciably to the

prestige of our special studies.

The lack of any government aid in our more ambitious proj-

ects of research, that aid which has made possible such magnifi-

cent achievements in every principal European country, is one of

the greatest handicaps under which we have suffered, and shall

suffer. Subventions for purely scholarly undertakings in our

field, contributions to the support of learned academies, provision

for oriental museums and collections these are all unheard-of

in the budget of the United States Government, for reasons

which should surprise no one, nor satisfy everybody. Until

recently we have been without important museums or adequate
libraries and dependent on the hospitality of Europe, to which

a journey was necessary in order to get first-hand material.

Now, thanks to the generosity of public-spirited men of wealth

and the energy of individual scholars here and there, we are

being provided with a part of what was needed, especially in the
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great museums of New York and Boston, the Babylonian col-

lections of Yale and the University of Pennsylvania, the oriental

manuscripts of Yale, Princeton, Harvard, and Chicago, the

Syrian antiquities at Princeton, and many smaller collections.

Our library facilities have increased wonderfully, so that a mul-

titude of scientific investigations can now be carried through in

this country which could not possibly have been undertaken here

only a short time ago. Treasures of oriental art, of the greatest

importance, are also waiting to be studied.

But the most important feature of the present outlook for

American oriental studies is undoubtedly this, that we are

henceforth to be thrown on our own resources to a greater

extent than ever before. We have always been very dependent
on European scholars and publications, and especially on the

Germans, who have supplied us with a large part of our text-

books and technical treatises. Some such dependence was

necessary, in view of the meager facilities for publishing in this

country and the comparatively small number of our own scholars.

It made possible what otherwise would have been beyond our

reach, but had of necessity its detrimental influence. We were

deprived of the stimulus to production which comes from the

necessity of making our own working tools. We needed only to

take what was provided, and to give to original research the

amount of time proportioned to our taste and opportunity.

Something of independent judgment was also sacrificed, inas-

much as we found it possible to do without scientific reviews of

our own, which would have been difficult to maintain, and con-

sented to be more or less satisfied with the verdicts pronounced
abroad.

The horizon has now been changed, by the war and its

inevitable results. It is certain that in the years to come we

shall not go on in just the same way as before. Our relations

with German scholars and institutions have been interrupted

most painfully, and by the time when they can be restored we

shall have reached a standing ground new in some important

respects. It is true, and we shall do our best to prove it true,

that the world of scholars is the very last to admit harsh judg-

ment of any of its members, or to cherish resentment against

them; but the ominous fact remains, and cannot be minimized,

that an ugly breach has been made and cannot soon be healed.
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The interval that must elapse will be for us the unsought occa-

sion of a step forward
;

it could hardly be otherwise, under the

circumstances. Indeed, the first signs of new and important

enterprises have already appeared, and others will certainly

follow. We shall of course continue to be very largely depend-
ent on European scholarship, using for the most part the same

materials and helps that we have used in the past; any other

expectation would be short-sighted and foolish, even if it were

much more nearly possible of realization than is actually the

case. But in the meantime our own work presents itself with a

new urgency, and it is now incumbent upon us to make plans and

begin to carry them out.

There are tasks requiring the cooperation of several or many
scholars which we might very profitably undertake, such as col-

lections of ancient texts and translations, works of lexicography,
editions of manuscripts dealing with certain well defined sub-

jects, a series of elementary grammars suited to the needs of

our students, and the like. Some plans of this nature, as I have

intimated, are already on foot. If the possible number of

collaborators seems small and it undeniably is, we must
recollect that the work stirs up workmen, and that every such

undertaking will provide a laboratory in which the best of our

students can be trained. We should not expect, and perhaps
should not desire, any large expansion of oriental studies in the

United States; what we should aim at is greater vigor, better

quality and more carefully coordinated effort. Any forced and
unnatural growth in our field will do more harm than good.
We may indeed experience a check, rather than encouragement,
at the outset; for, as I said a moment ago, the temper of our

compatriots is just now unfavorable to studies which do not
seem to be 'practical.' It would not be surprising if the num-
ber of teaching positions in the various departments of our
science should be decreased, for the time being. It may even
be that for a short time the Orient itself will be more closed to us
than it has been, and that first-hand material will be harder
than ever to obtain. But we may be quite sure that these

checks, if they come, will be only temporary.
In thus taking account of stock, on our anniversary, we are

hardly likely to forget certain great and pressing needs which
must be met in some way before our vision of a new scale of
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effort can be fully realized. The most of such definite projects

as I have mentioned as typical could be carried to completion

with the materials and equipment which we already have at

hand. But there are other activities, equally or more important,

which we certainly must develop with the least possible delay, for

which the means are now lacking, or inadequate, and must be

supplied. It is imperative that we should have better facilities

for publication, and considerable funds for the purpose. We
need more and better fonts of oriental type for our books and

journals. The establishment of an Oriental Review of the char-

acter which I attempted to sketch at the meeting of this Society

a year ago is an urgent necessity, perhaps the most urgent of all.

We can always count on private generosity when the cause is

worthy, and in this case I have no doubt that a well considered

effort would succeed. The attempt should certainly be made.

Keeping our own standards high will be the surest way of gain-

ing continued support from without. Greater care in awarding
the Doctor's degree; greater efforts to keep the few very promis-

ing graduate students longer in the university, until they are

really and not merely nominally prepared to take up creative

work for themselves; greater care in recommending men for

teaching positions; each endeavor of this kind will be richly

repaid, and every case of neglect is a calamity for us all, seeing

that we are so few in number.

There are doubtless possibilities of cooperation with oriental

work and workers in this country, including both private indi-

viduals and public institutions, which we have not yet tried but

might profitably investigate. There are many, not members of

this Society, who are in close touch with the East, whose active

sympathy we might be able to enlist from time to time, in one way
and another. There are dealers in antiquities, in New York City
and other cities, through whose hands are constantly passing

objects of great historic and other scientific interest which are

more likely than not to remain for some time to come unknown
to any competent orientalist. I have myself several times hap-

pened, by the merest chance, to come across valuable inscribed

monuments, some of which had already been sold and were in

private houses. It might be feasible to form a committee of some

sort, to keep watch of the antiquity market in our principal

cities and report, preferably to the Editors of our Journal, in
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order that at least some record may be kept. Our great museums

now send out periodic bulletins announcing their most recent

acquisitions. Could not the department entitled 'Brief Notes/

so successfully inaugurated in the Journal of our Society, be

made to include a gleaning from these bulletins whenever they

contain material of special importance to orientalists ? We shall

do well to keep in closer touch with missionaries in active service

in the Orient, when this again becomes possible. We remember

with pride the important contributions to science made through
the medium of our Journal and elsewhere by Eli Smith, Corne-

lius Van Dyck, Justin Perkins, David Stoddard, Lewis Grout,

and others, and the inspiration received from them by the home
members of our Society in its early years.

A new proposal looking toward closer cooperation with oriental

societies abroad has just been presented to us by the President

of the Societe Asiatique, and will be acted upon at this meeting.
It is needless to say that we shall give hearty welcome to every

opportunity of joining forces in more effective effort. We can

see now more plainly than ever before how desirable is every
such approach to a better understanding. Whatever provision
we decide to make for the near future, let us conceive in the

broadest spirit the idea of a closer union of orientalists, hoping
for the day when it may become possible to include in it also

those from whom we are now estranged. May the next twenty-
five years of the life of this Society bring us to a milestone mark-

ing a station of greater usefulness, the world over, for these most

cosmopolitan studies, and of even greater achievement on our
own part than we have dared to think possible !



THE ETYMOLOGY OF SOME WORDS IN THE OLD
PERSIAN INSCRIPTIONS

A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

AT TWO RECENT MEETINGS of the Society, in 1914 and 1917, I

presented brief communications regarding the etymology of

some words in the Old Persian Inscriptions. Three of these are

grouped together in this paper, to be followed at a later time,

it is hoped, by a number of others. The citations thruout refer

to the inscriptional line, not the paragraph; I have preferred

that method both because it is the more practical and because

I remember so well how the line not the paragraph came into

account as I stood on the ledge of the Bahistan Rock in 1903.

1. Old Persian amuOa 'he fled'

The meaning of the word amuOa had long been a puzzle

for scholars because they had taken the form to be a pronominal

adverb, signifying
'

there' or 'from there,' until its real mean-

ing was correctly made out in 1902 by Hiising, KZ 38. 258, when
he pointed to the fact that it was actually a verb and signified

'he fled.'

Hiising upheld this interpretation by the support given thru

the Elamitic and Babylonian versions of the Old Persian vocable,

namely El. pu-ut-tuk-fea and Bab. ih-lik-ma, as shown by their

renderings of amu6a in Bh. 2. 2, 71
;

3. 41-42, 71 (cf . also Weiss-

bach, Keilinschriften der Achdmeniden, p. 27, notes a and e).

The translation 'fled' has therefore been generally adopted
since. See, for example, Tolman, Anc. Pers. Lexicon, p. 119,

and Supplement, p. 41; King and Thompson, Behistun, p. 35,

49, 54; Weissbach, Keilinschriften der Achameniden, p. 27, 39,

49, 53; Bartholomae, Altiran. Wb. col. 1884, addenda to col.

147
; Meillet, Grammaire du vieux perse, p. 101, 117.

The etymology of the word, however, has remained alto-

gether doubtful. In 1915, for example, Meillet (op. cit. p. 101)

said: 'amu
0,amuOa, "il s'est enfui" qui n'a pas d'etymologie
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connue.' An attempt was made by Hiising (Zt. fur vgl.

Sprachforschung, 47. 169 [1915]) to explain amuOa as an

s-aorist, *dmr6-sa [sic!] from a presumable OP. root *mard-.

But the arguments which Hiising advanced seem totally at fault

on phonetic grounds, and it is necessary, therefore, to seek some

other explanation.

For this word I now offer the following etymology. The OP.

form amuOa is to be read as originally amu^a* 'he fled,' and
the root (to be transcribed as OP. m'unO- or muun

B-) is to be

connected with the Skt. root munth 'to flee/ which is found
in the Dhatupatha, 8. 12 (Westergaard, Radices Linguae San-

scritae, p. 132) ;
see PWb. munth-, munthate (paldyane, v. 1.

palane, i. e. in the sense of fleeing, retreating, escaping), and
cf. likewise Kale, Higher Sanskrt Grammar, appendix, p. 90

(Bombay, 1898), where Kale under munth- 'to run away, flee'

gives also the additional Skt. forms munthate, mumunthe,
munthitd, amunthista. As Old Persian (like Avestan) possesses
no cerebrals, this etymology seems plausible from the point of

view of phonology, as well as from that of signification.

2-3. OP. aruvastam . . . niyasaya, NEb. 4-5

On the lower and much-defaced inscription upon the Tomb
of Darius at Naks-i Eustam, the text of NEb. 4-5, together with
the opening lines as far as those can be deciphered, reads :

1 laga vazarka Awramazda hya [ad]d . . [*i(.
?
)]

2 ma(?) f ... ma tya vai[nataiy utd] add si

3 ydtim martiyahyd . . . t . . nm ut
4 a aruvastam upariy [Ddraya]vaum xsd
5 yaeiyam niyasaya*

The translation (in which the two words for which etymologies
are here proposed are spaced out) would run :

A great god is Auramazdah, who created . . . which seems (?), and
created Peace for man ... and bestowed the sovereignty upon
Darius the King.

I have made use of the photographic reproduction of this inscription
published by Weissbach, 'Die Keilinschriften am Grabe des Darius Hystas-
pis,' plate 6, in Alh. d. Tcgl. sachs. Ges. d. Wiss., 29% Leipzig, 1911. Some
of the characters are quite obscure or obliterated, but all the letters of the
last part of the sentence are clear enough for practical purposes.
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(a) aruvastam. This word, which apparently occurs again

in line 33 and is here translated 'sovereignty,' has long been

an etymological problem for scholars. Bartholomae, AirWb.

201, gives simply a question-mark (' ? '), without suggesting

any meaning or possible derivation. So also Oppert, Spiegel,

and Tolman. Foy, KZ 37. 534, has merely the memorandum
' aruvastam ( ?)

'

in a list which he gives of a score of examples
of Iranian s before a consonant (except r) = OP. s.

On the other hand, as far back as 1846, Rawlinson was on the

right track when he said (JRAS 10. 313) : 'I suspect that the

sentence in which these words [aruvastam . . . niyasaya]

occur contains some interesting allusion to the protective influ-

ence that was supposed to be shed by the divinity over the

person of the king.' This supposition on Eawlinson's part has

been justly noted by Weissbach (Keilinschriften am Grdbe, p.

39
; Keilinschriften der Achdmeniden, p. 93), who infers accord-

ingly that aruvastam 'bedeutet wahrscheinlich "Majestat" ';

but he does not discuss the word further.

An etymological explanation, however, may now be offered.

The word aruvastam is to be connected, on direct phonological

grounds, with Av, aurvant-, aurvat- 'lordly, princely, sovereign,'

Skt. drvant-, drvat-; it is a neuter noun-formation (aruvat-ta-)

derived from the adjective in question, precisely as Av. asavasta-

'quality of being righteous' is a neuter derivative from asavant-,

asavat- 'righteous.' The Iranian law tt > st is familiar.

(b) niyasaya. This verb form has been likewise somewhat
of a crux. Years ago Lassen (ZKM 6. 121) suggested deriving
it from Skt. si, and translated thus 'nijagaja, "legte."

' To
this proposal Benfey objected (Die persischen Keilinschriften,

p. 61, Leipzig, 1847) ;
it was still accepted, however, in 1911

by Weissbach (Keilinschriften am Grabe, p. 39
; Keilinschriften

der Achdmeniden, p. 93). But the fact that we should expect
instead of s, and the real lack of support for si with the

prefix ni, together with the general use of asayat as intransitive

in Sanskrit, combined with the fact that if causative the Skt.

sdyayati would lead one to expect a long d in the OP. radical,

would render the attempted comparison with the Skt. root si

very uncertain.

For that reason I suggested, at the meeting in Boston, April
17, 1914, that the OP. verb was connected with Skt. yam,
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yaccha + ni in the sense of 'bestow, confer' (cf. PWb. s. v. 5,

'dauernd verleihen'). For the usage we may compare RV. 4.

50. 10, asme rayim sdrvavlram ni yacchatam, and also RV. 7.

82. 8, besides other examples. The OP. form niyasaya (niya-

saya*) would thus be an ow/a-formation based on the present

stem yasa-, which is well attested both in Old Persian and in

Avestan. Yet again to explain the special verbal forma-

tion as the OP. preterit consistently employs the a-augment,

niyasaya
1 would stand for *niyayasaya

t

, or, in other terms,

because of the common Iranian avoidance of a repeated syllable

(especially here to reduce yaya. .ya), thru haplology for niya-

[ya] asaya*. Thus the passage means 'he bestowed the

sovereignty upon Darius.'

[Since the presentation to the Society of this communication,
which has hitherto remained unpublished, there has appeared

(1915) Meillet's Grammaire du vieux perse, in which (p. 104)
he similarly takes niyasaya as apparently a causative made

secondarily on the stem of the present yasa-; and in this he is

directly followed (1917) by Johnson, Historical Grammar of the

Ancient Persian Language, 478 b. Yet, even tho neither of

the two scholars has touched upon the question of the augment
in the case of the verb in point, I am glad now to have such

weight of authority to support the etymology here suggested
for niyasaya. I hope that the etymology suggested above for

aruvastam may find the same support.]
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SOME YEARS AGO, in a monograph entitled 'Biblical Theoph-

aniesV I advanced the hypothesis, and supported it with to me

seemingly incontrovertible proof, that Ex. 33.12-34.28 and Num.
10.29-32 contain the oldest document of the Hexateuch. Because

of its manifest parallelism with the laws and narrative contained

in Ex. 20.23-24.8 I have called this the Little Book of the

Covenant, and labelled it C2. 2

That was merely a first, provisional attempt to separate this

ancient writing from its present Jahwistic setting. From the

outset it was clear that Ex. 34.1-5 were from J, and altogether

out of accord with the more anaient narrative. Likewise, w.
6-9 have been considerably amplified by the Jahwistic editors

who incorporated the ancient writing into the J code. Further-

more, vv. 10-26, consisting for the most part of the so-called

'Ten Commandments', have been considerably expanded by

hortatory, Deuteronomic additions. What I did not realize at

the time was that Ex. 33.12-23, the main narrative portion, con-

tains considerable secondary matter, the work of the Jahwistic

editors. This secondary, Jahwistic matter is characterized by
repeated reference to Jahwe knowing Moses by name, and Moses

having found favor in Jahwe 's sight, and by Moses daring to

seek to induce Jahwe to alter His purposes. This exaltation of

Moses is characteristic of the secondary stratum of J.
3

Accordingly in Ex. 33, vv. 12b, 13, 15-17 and 19b as well as

34.9 belong to this secondary J source. With these verses

i
Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie 25. 139-193; 28. 15-60.

2 The Larger Book of the Covenant, contained in Ex. 20. 23-24. 8, I have

labelled Cl. Actually, since the Little Book of the Covenant is the older,

and the other is clearly dependent upon it in part, it would have been more

logical to call the older writing Cl and the younger C2. But since scholars

had long before applied the term 'Book of the Covenant' to Ex. 20.

23-24. 8 (although not within these exact limits), I naturally applied the

label Cl to this younger writing and C2 to the older.
3 Cf. Ex. 32. 11-14, 31 f.; Num. 14. 13-25, and the picture of the veiled

Moses with the shining face, upon which no man can gaze, Ex. 34. 29-35.

9 JAOS38
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removed, the unity of the story becomes immediately apparent.

Time does not permit consideration of all details here. I must

therefore refer to my earlier monograph. There I have shown,

among other things, that in the remaining verses D03 is used

in a two-fold sense. When, in 33.14, Jahwe answers Moses'

complaint that He had bidden him lead the people away from

the mountain without telling whom He would send with him to

lead the people further, 'My DU3 shall go, and I shall let thee

rest
7

,
He means Hobab ben Reuel, Moses' brother-in-law, appar-

ently the priest and mediator between Jahwe and the Kenites,

His original worshipers. Here DU3 is manifestly a technical

term for 'representative', 'priest'. But Moses misunderstands

this technical meaning of DU3 ,
and interprets it literally as

Jahwe 's face. So he asks naively, 'Let me see Thy face'. But

the prompt answer is, 'Thou canst not see My face, for no man
can see My face and live'. Nevertheless Jahwe will grant as

much of Moses' request as possible. He will place Moses in the

cave upon the mountain top,
4 and will pass before him and will

call out His true name. The obvious implication is that this

true name was as yet unknown. He will also cover the mouth
of the cave with His hand as He passes, and will then remove

His hand, so that Moses may look upon His back, even while His

face remains invisible. Instead of the present text of 19a,

j**b mrr DEO TiNipi 733 ty ni& ta TDJNK UN
LXX seems to have read, Tittup! *p ty HDM ""bjPtf UN
733*7 ni?T *DBO. A moment's thought, however, shows that

even this can not have been the original reading, but is the result

of late, theological attempts to avoid the too bold anthropomorph-
isms of the original, and also to harmonize this account of the
revelation of the divine name with the preceding Elohistic
and Priestly accounts in Ex. 3.14 f. and 6.2. For 18 LXX
clearly read *p^ HN NJ UN1H, or, more likely, NJ UNIil

733 fiN . Here, too, TOD was inserted to reduce the anthro-

pomorphism. The same is true of the >1DD "iD#D of 22a, as
is proved by the simple and direct HDJ7 of 22b and mJT "OJW
of 34.6. Finally, 20 must have preceded 19.

The original narrative of C2 must therefore have read simply,
ntrr pyn HN tyn ^N -IDN nnN run mrr *?N ntro

4 For this translation of 113m niDJ cf. Is. 2. 19 and 21.
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-JON*! :oy rf?BTi ntrK nK onjnirr
n w oann *io&n :7? nrom
:TM DIKH oarv

TOTDJDQ ron (mm

The narrative must have told then of Moses taking his place

in the mouth of the cave as he had been commanded. Thereupon
followed the statement of 34.6, HIPP *Opn VJfi ^V HliT "Ojn.
Here the second niH* is the object of JOp*V The story con-

tinued with the account of a further concession by Jahwe. Not

only has He allowed Moses to see His back and to learn His true

name, but He will also make a covenant with Moses and Israel

upon the basis of a little code of laws, the so-called 'Ten Com-

mandments', which He now reveals. Moses writes these down

at Jahwe 's bidding upon two tablets of stone, and brings them

to the people. The narrative must have told further, just as

does the parallel narrative of Cl in Ex. 24.3-8, of the people's

acceptance of these laws, and of the solemn ratification of the

covenant between Jahwe and the people. It concluded with

Moses' request of Hobab ben Reuel, the true DOD of Jahwe, to

lead them onward from this mountain. Hobab at first refused,

but was ultimately persuaded. So he and his people, the Ken-

ites, journeyed on with Israel, and at last they came to the

Promised Land (Jud. 1.16; 4.11) ;
and be it remarked in pass-

ing, the manifest implication is that they entered the country
from the south.

This little document is manifestly older than J, and older also

than Cl. We shall see that it probably antedated Elijah by
about a generation. The work is clearly prophetic in character

and purpose, the product of an early, prophetic attempt to define

the fundamental principles and institutions of the religion of

Israel. The dominantly pastoral character of the rites enjoined
in the ten laws, even despite the recognition of the three agri-

cultural festivals and of the Sabbath, as well as the pointed
association of the narrative with the Kenites, and the fact that

the writing was incorporated into J, all argue a southern origin
for this booklet. Undoubtedly the later, prophetic, Deutero-

nomic code and covenant in 621 B. c. were modelled upon this

10 JAOS 38
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earlier code and covenant story. And just as the Deuteronomic

Code and covenant were designed to pave the way for a practical

and far-reaching reformation of religious belief and practice,

so also, in all likelihood, this older, prophetic record of a religious

code and covenant.

I infer therefore, that this little booklet constituted the basis

of the reforms attributed to Asa (1 Ki. 15.11-15; 2 Chron.

14.1-3; 15). Beading between the lines, it is apparent that

there were two parties in the southern kingdom when Asa

ascended the throne, the party of foreign culture and religious

influence, headed apparently by the queen-mother, and consist-

ing, in all likelihood, of the nobles and the wealthy, commercial

class, and the prophetic party, seemingly the party of the masses

of Jerusalem and of the rural, pastoral population. These

sought to purge the state religion, centering in the Temple at

Jerusalem, of all seemingly non-Jahwistic elements, particularly,

in this instance, of the use of images and idols. The funda-

mental principles of this reform, stated in the first two of the

ten laws of the code, the only two really negative laws in the

code, were "KIN ^N
1

? Hinn^H X 1

? and N1

? PODD Tf?N

*fi tlWyr\ Asa cast in his lot with the prophetic party. Not

inconceivably, he may have been influenced, as was Josiah,

almost three centuries later, by the representation that this law

code came from Moses. With his support the reformation suc-

ceeded. Both 1 Ki. 15.9-13 and 2 Chron. 14.1-3 and 15.16 tell

that the queen-mother was deposed, and that the image which

she had set up in the Temple, and all other images, were

destroyed. 2 Chron. 15 tells likewise that these reforms were

due to prophetic activity and influence, under the leadership
of a certain Azariah ben Oded, while v. 12 states explicitly that

the entire people entered into a solemn covenant with Jahwe.

A specific covenant such as this unquestionably implies a definite

basis in an actual code of laws. V. 10 states that this covenant

was solemnized in the third month, presumably on the festival

of first-fruits, in the fifteenth year of Asa. If this date may
be accepted, and just here the account of Chronicles seems fuller

than that of Kings and more in accord with all the details of

the C2 narrative of the covenant between Jahwe and the people,
this would fix the date of the composition and promulgation of
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C2 as 899 B. c., and make it, as we have claimed, the oldest

document of the Hexateuch.

The antiquity of C2 is likewise attested by the primitive nature

of its contents, and particularly of its God-conception. Jahwe

is represented as having human shape, with face, back, hands,

voice and name. Apparently He is of gigantic size, for with

His hand He covers the mouth of the cave. 5 He dwells upon
the mountain. There there is a sacred cave, spoken of at its

very first mention as *)1VJ1 mpJ, the cave of the mountain.

However, Jahwe does not dwell in this cave, but moves to and

fro in the open space before it. The cave itself serves a differ-

ent purpose. In it the worshiper who seeks a divine revelation

stands. At the entrance to the cave is the meeting-place with

Jahwe. The worshiper stands just within the mouth of the cave,

and Jahwe passes by just without, and calls out His name and

message as He passes. The person of Jahwe is sacrosanct.

Upon His face no mortal, not even Moses, may look. The eyes of

the worshiper must be covered, and only after Jahwe has passed

may the covering be removed and Jahwe 's back be seen.

That we have not read into this ancient narrative more than

is actually implied there, is proved by an analysis of 1 Ki. 19.1-14.

Elijah's life is threatened. In distress, and in the saddening
conviction that his labors have been fruitless, he seeks out his

God in His own dwelling-place, not in the Temple at Jerusalem,

but, in accordance with the ancient, pastoral and prophetic

conception, on the mountain far out in the desert, where, he

clearly believed, his God still dwelt. He spends the night in

the cave on the mountain. Here, too, at the very first mention,
and without further qualification, this cave is designated by the

article, JT\J70n, the cave. Towards morning, presumably, the

word comes to him to stand at the entrance of the cave. And
there Jahwe passes before him, attended by the whirlwind, the

earthquake and the fire. But Jahwe is in none of these. Then

Elijah hears a still, small voice, and he hides his face in his

mantle. Why? Contrary to popular opinion, we have not to

do here with an unanthropomorphic, purely spiritual conception

5

Similarly Yaqut tells in the Mu'gam (2. 100) of a god in the Hadhra-

maut, called Al Galsad, who was a gigantic man (cited from Bent, Southern

Arabia, 134) ;
but cf. Wellhausen, Eeste*, 53-56.
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of the Deity, represented only by a still, small voice. If so,

why the local setting of the mountain abode of the Deity and

the sacred cave? And why must Elijah cover his face before

the voice? No, clearly the prophet recognizes this as the voice

of Jahwe approaching; and that he might not court death by

presuming to gaze upon Jahwe 's countenance, he covers his face,

while Jahwe passes by in the open space before the cave. And

there, at the mouth of the cave, the eagerly sought revelation

comes to him.

A moment's consideration shows that the backgrounds of the

two stories are identically the same. There are the same moun-

tain in the wilderness, the dwelling-place of Jahwe, the same

well-known, sacred cave on the top of the mountain, in which the

expectant worshiper stands with eyes covered, that he might not

behold Jahwe 's face, the same open space before the cave, in

which Jahwe passes by and utters his divine word. 6 The Elijah

story adds the incident of the whirlwind, the earthquake and the

fire, implying thereby that Jahwe controlled these forces of

nature. But this expansion may be due to the fact that this

incident in Elijah's life, the historicity of which there is no

reason to doubt, happened some thirty or more years after

C2 was written; and these thirty years, particularly in the

northern kingdom, were years of change and expansion of social,

economic, and, above all, religious thought and concept, by
which not even an Elijah could remain altogether uninfluenced.

Furthermore, the incident was not recorded even in its original

literary form7 until at least a half century after Elijah's death.

This expansion may be due entirely to the literary or theological

inclinations of the authors of the present form of the story. At

any rate it does not affect the story proper, nor weaken in any

way the complete corroboration which it offers, of our interpre-

tation of the narrative of C2.

Lack of time forbids detailed consideration of the manifold

and far-reaching import of C2 for the early religious, economic

6 Jewish tradition, too, has identified the cave of Elijah with that of

Moses, and told that this cave was one of the ten things created by God
at twilight of the sixth day. Cf. Ginsburg, Legends of the Jews, 1. 83.

7 That the original account has been reworked by later hands, is clear

from the numerous repetitions in w. 9b-lla; cf. Benzinger, 106 ff., Kittel,

152.
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and political history of Israel. That must be reserved for treat-

ment elsewhere. In this particular investigation I wish only to

emphasize the fact that both C2 and the Elijah story speak of

the cave as well-known and requiring no further explanation

nor designation other than that furnished by the article,

mjfOn, and the definite construct state, "TIVH rnDJ; that,

furthermore, this cave is not the dwelling-place of Jahwe, but

is merely the place in which the worshiper remains while await-

ing a revelation, a characteristic form of incubation
; that, fur-

thermore, during the act of revelation he stands at the entrance

of the cave, while Jahwe passes by just in front of him, in the

open space before the mouth of the cave.

Ex. 33.7-11, the verses immediately preceding the beginning

of the C2 narrative give an account of the tabernacle in the

wilderness. Moses used to take the tabernacle, or, more cor-

rectly, the 'tent of meeting', and set it up outside the camp and

some distance removed. Whoever would commune directly

with Jahwe would go out to this tent of meeting. Whenever

Moses himself would go thither, all the people would stand at

their tent-doors and watch. And when Moses would enter the

tent of meeting, the pillar of cloud would descend to the door

and speak with Moses. And all the people, seeing the pillar of

cloud at the door of the tent of meeting, would prostrate them-

selves. And Jahwe would speak to Moses face to face, just as

one man speaks to another. Then Moses would return to the

camp. But his attendant and apprentice, the lad Joshua, would

never leave the tent of meeting.

Obviously this account of the procedure with the tent of meet-

ing cannot be a part of C2, which follows immediately. That

knows nothing of such a tent as the place of revelation, but only

of the sacred cave on the top of the mountain in the desert.

On this mountain Jahwe dwells, apparently in human shape.

Here, however, Jahwe dwells somewhere above, whence He

descends, not in human form, however, but in the pillar of cloud.

And here Moses speaks to Him face to face, while in C2 he can-

not look upon Jahwe 's face and live.

With unanimity most surprising in view of the scanty evi-

dence, Biblical scholars have assigned these verses and all related

references to the tent of meeting outside the camp (Num. 11.16
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ff.
; 12.4) to the Elohistic document. But, as I believe I have

shown conclusively in my previously mentioned monograph,

this passage must be the work of J. The Elohist tells consist-

ently that Israel was led through the desert, not by the Deity

Himself, but only by the D'rfJN ^N*?0 ,
the angel of God, in

whom God's name was (Ex. 23.20 ff.
;

cf. 32.34; 33.2, 5), that

God revealed Himself to Israel in thick darkness (Ex. 20.18-21),

and that the people dared not look upon His face lest they die

(ib. 19). Furthermore, in the Elohistic narrative, Joshua is no

longer a boy and the apprentice of Moses, but a full-grown man

and warrior, leading the hosts of Israel against the Amalekites

(Ex. 17.9 ff.)- Likewise Ex. 18 gives the Elohist account of the

institution by Moses of judges and officers, and is the Elohistic

parallel of the Jahwistic version of the institution by Moses of

the seventy elders as judges in Num. 11.16 ff. In this latter

story the tent of meeting outside the camp is the place where

the seventy elders are selected and ordained. Here, too, the lad

Joshua is the apprentice of Moses in the tent of meeting.

In significant contrast to the Elohistic narrative and theology,

the Jahwistic writers told that Israel was led through the wilder-

ness by Jahwe Himself, in the form of the pillar of cloud by

day and the pillar of fire by night (Ex. 13.21 f.) ; furthermore,

that Moses stood upon the most intimate terms with Jahwe,

beheld Him constantly, and even, according to J2, ventured

frequently to expostulate with Him. Another significant dif-

ference between the Jahwistic and Elohistic conceptions of the

Deity and the manner of His worship, will become clear shortly,

and will confirm the distinction we have drawn. There can be

no further question, that, despite the practical unanimity of

Biblical scholars in assigning Ex. 33.7-11 to E, it is nevertheless

the work of J, and the product of the southern kingdom. This,

too, may explain, or even be further borne out by the fact that

these verses stand in immediate proximity to 02, likewise the

product of the southern kingdom, and incorporated by secondary
J writers into the J code.

Now it is significant that this tent of meeting outside of the

camp is never represented as the place of sacrifice, but only as

the place where Jahwe meets with Moses or with Israel and
reveals His divine will. Apparently sacrifices might be offered
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in any suitable place. Apparently, too, in the simple desert

cult, the role of sacrifices, while undoubtedly important, was

nevertheless secondary rather than primary. Just this is stated

explicitly by both Amos (5.25) and Jeremiah (7.22). The only

sacrifices of unmistakably desert origin mentioned in C2 are

those of firstlings and firstborn (Ex. 34.19 f.) and the annual

Passover sacrifice (ib. 25). Seemingly the enlargement of the

role of sacrifices in Israelite religious practice was due in the

main to the influence of Canaanite agricultural religion, with

its frequent, annual festivals, numerous occasions for sacrifice,

many fixed and well equipped altars and shrines and elaborate

priesthood. In the desert, it is well-known, animals were and

are killed, even for sacrifice, only very rarely. Moreover, the

Arabic Kdhin, priest, related to the Hebrew
f
|"O , was primarily

a diviner. 8

At any rate, even though the references of the J code to the

tent of meeting without the camp be comparatively few, they

suffice to indicate that sacrifices were not offered there at all,

but that it was only the place for communing directly with

Jahwe, receiving the oracle and ascertaining the divine will. In

fact just this is implied by the statement of Ex. 33.7, that who-

ever wished to seek Jahwe, would do so at the tent of meeting,

and by the additional statement that Moses would go out thither,

not to offer sacrifice, but to meet and converse with Jahwe. It

is clear, too, why Joshua remained constantly in the tent of

meeting. Divine will is supreme, and cannot always be antici-

pated. Whenever Jahwe should choose to speak and to utter

His oracle, some one, duly qualified, must be present to receive

it. 1 Sam. 3 furnishes a similar picture of the lad, Samuel, the

apprentice of Eli, remaining constantly in the sanctuary to

receive the oracle, whenever uttered.

Now it is significant that the actual meeting-place of Jahwe

with Moses was not within the tent, but at the tent-door. There

Jahwe would descend in the pillar of cloud, and speak with

Moses. It is noteworthy, too, that in the oldest stratum of the

Priestly code, the tabernacle is still called the H^ID ^HN, the

tent of meeting, because there Jahwe meets with Israel
;
and the

8 Cf. Wellhausen, Reste?, 134.
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meeting-place is still the door of the tent, and not yet the holy

of holies (Ex. 29.42). Jahwe descends from on high; clearly,

therefore, He does not dwell in the tent. It is merely the tent

of meeting, the "JJ^D ^HK ,
and not yet the dwelling-place, the

pfi^D. That conception is the product of a later age and

theology.

Returning to Ex. 33.7-11, we can easily picture the scene.

Moses stands within the door of the tent of meeting, and Jahwe,

in the pillar of cloud, stands without, just before the door.

Obviously the conception of this tent of meeting, not the dwell-

ing-place of Jahwe, but the place of revelation, is based directly

upon the older picture of the sacred cave upon the top of the

mountain in C2 and in the Elijah story. There, too, the wor-

shiper stands inside the entrance to the cave, and Jahwe passes

by in the open space in front. Further corroboration of this

conclusion will be forthcoming.

Here the question is naturally suggested, what was the rela-

tion between this tent of meeting, the place of the oracle, and

the ark? According to tradition, and to this practically all

modern Biblical scholars subscribe unreservedly, the ark was

deposited within the tent of meeting. This tradition is based

chiefly upon the account of the tabernacle and its contents in

the Priestly code, upon the picture in 1 Samuel of the sanctuary

at Shiloh with the ark as the main cult object, and upon the

picture of the tabernacle set up at Jerusalem by David to receive

and house the ark (2 Sam. 6). All these pictures are, however,

the products of religious syncretism in Israel, which culminated

in the evolution of a national religion out of the earlier, inde-

pendent, tribal cults. Originally the tent of meeting and the

ark could have had absolutely no relation. For, regardless of

the divergence of opinion of modern scholars, as to whether the

ark originally contained a sacred stone, a betyl, or even two such

sacred stones, or whether it was an empty throne of a deity, this

much is certain, that the ark itself was the deity, or contained

the deity, or symbolized the actual presence of the deity there,

at the spot where the ark stood. The presence of the ark then

within a tent or building of any kind implied that the deity of

the ark was actually resident within that place. This is the

implication of every passage of the Bible, where the ark is repre-
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sented as deposited within a tent, a house or a sanctuary.
9 This

conception is particularly graphic in the final picture of the

Priestly code, where the ark is deposited within the holy of

holies, and Jahwe takes up His permanent residence there, upon
the mercy-seat above the ark, and there, now, meets with Israel,

through its representative, the high-priest, once each year, on
the Day of Atonement (Ex. 29.45 f.; 40.34 ff.j Lev. 16).

But since the tent of meeting, as originally conceived, was in

no sense the dwelling-place of Jahwe; since only the priest of

the oracle entered within it, and Jahwe would only descend and

meet with the priest at the door of the tent, and impliedly Him-
self never entered therein, it follows that the tent of meeting
and the ark represent absolutely contradictory, unharmonizable,
and totally unrelated concepts. Certainly the ark was originally

the palladium of the tribe of Ephraim, and due to the eventual

ascendency of this tribe over the northern, agricultural tribes of

Israel, it became finally the palladium of all the northern tribes.

The tent of meeting, on the other hand, was manifestly pat-

terned after the sacred cave on the top of the mountain, men-

tioned in C2, the document in which the Kenites play so

conspicuous a role. The Kenites in turn were intimately related

to the southern tribes, and eventually came to be regarded as

9 With the possible single exception of 1 Sam. 3. There w. 4 and 10,

particularly as emended according to LXX, imply that Jahwe comes, pre-

sumably from some remote place, to speak with Samuel. This conception

accords but poorly with the statement of v. 3, that the ark was in the

room. Possibly these words are a harmonistic gloss. As has been already

remarked, the picture here of the lad Samuel, the apprentice of Eli,

remaining constantly in the sanctuary to receive the oracle, whenever it

might be uttered, parallels that of the lad Joshua, Moses' apprentice, also

constantly in the tent of meeting. Furthermore, this picture of Samuel as

the apprentice of Eli, impliedly therefore in training to become Eli's

successor, contradicts the picture of Eli's two sons, who represent their

father in the undoubtedly older tradition of 1 Sam. 2. 12 ff., and are

naturally regarded as the normal successors of their father. 4. 4 and 19 ff.

depict Hophni and Phineas as primarily priests of the ark. Furthermore

1 Sam. 4-6, the chapters which give the most graphic picture of the ark

as the palladium of Ephraim, are absolutely silent as to Samuel. This

may well indicate that Samuel had primarily no connection at all with the

ark, but was from the beginning conceived of as the future priest, still

in training, of the oracle of a sanctuary, modelled by the J authors of

1 Sam. 3. 1-19 after their picture of the tent of meeting.
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an integral part of Judah, even although at least one of their

clans, the Rechabites (1 Chron. 2.55), maintained uncompro-

misingly its nomad mode of living throughout the entire period

of the kingdom. That they exerted a powerful, determining

influence upon the prophetic movement is evidenced, not only

by this little booklet, C2, and the dependent work, Cl, but also

by the stories of the relations of Elisha and Jeremiah with the

Kechabites (1 Ki. 10.15 ff.
;

Jer. 35). Furthermore, the tent

of meeting plays a role in the J document parallel to the role

of the ark in the E document.

"We must conclude, therefore, that in the early tribal days
before David and before the evolution of a syncretistic national

religion, the tent of meeting had been the palladium or cult

object, or at least the nearest approach thereto, among the south-

ern tribes. It was not a cult object in the strict sense of the

word, for a cult object possesses a direct sanctity, either as the

deity himself, or as containing the deity, or as the immediate

symbol of the deity, and therefore is itself an object of worship.
But this the tent of meeting was not. It was sacred only because

of its use, because it was the place where Jahwe would descend

and meet with His people or His priest and reveal His will.

That deities, conceived of as actually dwelling upon a distant

mountain, were none the less thought able to come to the aid

of their distant people, is proved by Jud. 5.4 f. and Deut. 33.2.

The tent of meeting was the visible symbol that, wherever the

tribes might be, Jahwe could come to them, whether only to

reveal His will, or to protect them and lead them through the

desert. Nevertheless He still continued to dwell upon His desert

mountain. And there, although Israel had long since estab-

lished itself in Canaan, and probably within the more advanced
and cultured circles, so-called, Jahwe was thought to have taken

up His residence in the Temple at Jerusalem, Elijah, animated

by ancient shepherd ideas, brought from his old home to the
east of the Jordan, shepherd ideas closely akin to those of the

pastoral southern tribes, still sought out Jahwe.

Manifestly, too, this very institution of the tent of meeting,
with its implication that no matter where they might be, Jahwe
could always come in person to answer His people's call, pre-
cluded the idea of idols or cult objects of any kind. There was
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no need to symbolize Jahwe's presence, or to represent Him in

concrete, tangible form, when He could always be summoned, or

else came of His own accord when needed. The very conception

of the tent of meeting made the use of idols and cult objects

illogical and impossible among the southern tribes. On the

other hand, all the northern tribes seem to have employed idols

and cult objects regularly in their worship. That, in the syn-

cretistic national religion, despite the preponderance of the num-

bers, wealth and superior culture of the northern, agricultural

tribes, the principle became firmly established that Jahwe

should be represented by no image nor cult object, must have

been due entirely to the dominating influence of the southern

tribes under David at the time when the Philistine yoke was thrown

off and the united nation came into existence. This principle

was constantly reenforced by the prophets and prophetic codes,

as witness C2 (Ex. 34.17), Cl (Ex. 20.23) and Deuteronomy.

Images or cult objects in the religious practice of the nation, or

of the southern tribes or kingdom, were always the result of

non-Jahwistic influences, and were regarded by the southern

prophets as altogether discordant with the true worship of

Jahwe. This was a part of the great contribution of the south-

ern tribes to the religion of Israel and of the world.

With the establishment of the united kingdom by David, a

conscious policy of religious syncretism was inaugurated. The

old conception of separate tribal gods had finally given way to

the new conception of Jahwe as the national god, the god of the

entire nation. This conception, fostered by many and various

influences, had been evolving slowly but surely since the entrance

of the tribes into Canaan. Now that it had at last become a

conscious reality, it required some definite, concrete expression.

Accordingly David planned a new national sanctuary at his new

capital, and actually erected a tabernacle there as a temporary
shrine. Into this he brought, with considerable pains and with

all due honor, the ark, the ancient palladium of Ephraim and

the northern tribes, which had been lying for a half century or

more, apparently half forgotten, at Kiriath-yearim. Undoubt-

edly he deposited likewise in this temporary national sanctuary,
the ephod, the ancient cult-object of Benjamin, which Ebiathar

had brought with him when he escaped from Nob, and which had
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served David so well in his early years as an instrument of

divination. Not impossibly he deposited also within this national

sanctuary whatever other ancient tribal idols and cult objects

he could lay his hands upon. In all likelihood, the brazen ser-

pent, accorded divine worship until the days of Hezekiah, and

therefore destroyed by him (2 Ki. 18.4), was originally a tribal

cult object, which had found its way into the national sanctuary

in the days of David.

The purpose of the great king is self-evident. By thus install-

ing as many as possible of the ancient tribal cult objects in the

new national sanctuary, he sought to express concretely to the

minds of all the tribesmen, that their old tribal gods were all

summed up in this new national god; that actually he was no

new god, who had supplanted their old gods, but that in reality

all the old, tribal gods were contained in him, and he was a kind

of composite picture of them all. In other words, the new,

national sanctuary was a kind of tribal Pantheon.

Whether the original tent of meeting was included among the

sacred objects deposited in the national sanctuary cannot be

determined with certainty. Actually 1 Ki. 8.4 tells that in the

Temple of Solomon there was deposited with solemn ceremony,

not only the ark, but also the tent of meeting, and all the sacred

objects. If the passage may be relied upon, it is, of course,

conclusive. Probably, however, we must agree with the major-

ity of Biblical scholars, that the historical accuracy of the verse

should not be insisted upon too strongly.
10

However, the verse

manifestly implies a clear-cut distinction between the original

'tent of meeting' and the other, totally unrelated tent, which

was merely the matter-of-fact house of the ark.

Naturally, however, the national religion, with its funda-

mental and deep-rooted opposition to idols and cult objects,

could not long countenance the presence of cult objects per se

in the national sanctuary. Eventually the ark ceased to be an

object of veneration in itself, and came to be regarded as sacred

only because tradition had reinterpreted it as the receptacle of

the two tablets of the Decalogue, and, in the Priestly code, as

10 In his commentary to this verse David Kimchi says that Solomon

brought up the ark from David's temporary sanctuary on Zion, but the

tent of meeting from Gibeon, where it had stood all these years. Of course

by the tent of meeting he meant the tabernacle of the Priestly code.
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the seat or throne of Jahwe. Tradition sought also to reinter-

pret the old brazen serpent, by representing it as having been

made by Moses to relieve a plague of serpents in the desert.

But here, apparently, tradition did not succeed in its purpose.
The people persisted in according the brazen serpent divine

honors, and so it had ultimately to be destroyed. Similarly the

old tent of meeting was naturally, and apparently quite speedily
transformed into a tent or tabernacle, within which the Deity

actually dwelt. This evolution was fostered by the fact that the

ark, which, in the syncretistic national cult, came early to be

regarded as the most sacred object in the national sanctuary,
had actually in the olden days of Shiloh, and also during the

campaigns of David (2 Sam. 11.11), been deposited witlim a

tent. With this ancient tabernacle of the ark the equally ancient

and originally totally unrelated tent of meeting came naturally
to be identified. From now on 'the tent of meeting', ^JlK

"1^10, designated the sacred tabernacle or shrine in which the

ark was deposited, and in which also the Deity was thought to

dwell.

However, the original nature and meaning of the tent of meet-

ing were not completely forgotten. Apparently the TD"1 of

Solomon's Temple and the holy of holies of the tabernacle of

the Priestly code actually symbolized the ancient sacred cave,

with, however, the added syncretistic idea that this cave was
the abode of the Deity, rather than only the place of the revela-

tion of his divine will. Similar sacred chambers seem to have

been regular and integral parts of the great shrines of the west-

ern Semites, as is, in fact, implied by the consideration that

Solomon's temple was patterned after Phoenician models.

From the Phoenicians the idea seems to have passed to the

Greeks, among whom the peyapov, etymologically a Hellenization

of the Semitic mjfO , was the sacred, oracular cave chamber
of the large Greek sanctuaries.11

11 Of. Chwohlsohn, Die Ssabier und der SsaUsmus, 2. 332-337. That the

tent of meeting could originally have had no connection with the parakke,
the cells or chambers of the Babylonian pyramid temples, in which a deity
was thought to have taken up either temporary or permanent abode, or

with sacred tents in other Semitic cults in which a deity was thought to

dwell, is self-apparent. Those structures belong rather to the class of the

tent in which the ark or some similar cult object, that symbolized the

presence of the deity, stood.
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A Babylonian representation of a jumping mouse

THE STUDY of old-Egyptian zoology is easier than that of the

old-Babylonian. The many pictures and the colored hiero-

glyphics show a large number of species and give evidence of

the ability of the Egyptians for morphological observation.

Babylonia has but few representations of animals left. The

Babylonian demonology created mixed forms of animal and

human parts, and the tendency to represent supernatural beings

led to unnatural pictures. These designs prevail and cause the

impression of a lack of morphological ability in the Babylonian
art.

Eeal zoological specimens are rare and it is a misfortune when

they are lost. This is what has happened to one which was

pointed out to me in the Metropolitan Museum and which has

since disappeared. It was made from dark green slate, some-

what flat, and pierced through the middle at the greatest width.

It was to be worn on a string suspended about the neck. One
side was almost plain and showed engraved animals, as is com-

mon on old seal cylinders. I judged it to be an amulet imitating
a seal. But the other sides of the object showed the configura-
tion of an animal about to jump. I immediately recognized

(not a kangaroo, as was suggested to me but) the desert jumping
mouse (Dipus Aegyptiacus) . The tail and the ears had almost

gone. The tibia of the jumping mouse is twice the length of

the femur, exactly as in this piece. The paws and toes were also

characteristic of the jumping mouse. The lost specimen showed
a very good perception on the part of the Babylonian artist for

characteristic zoological details and the ability to present those

details in simple form. The jumping mouse is found on the
borders of the Babylonian desert, and is eaten by the rustics.

It is mentioned in Isaiah 66.17 along with the prohibited pig.

FELIX VON OEFELE
New York

A Jewish mortuary amulet

AN ANTIQUITY DEALER in New York has put in my hands for

decipherment a charm similar to those which I treated in this
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JOURNAL, vol. 31, 272 ff. It is a strip of silver foil, 4x2 inches,

with the inscription running with the length. In this narrow

strip there are nineteen lines, with correspondingly minute

characters, the reading of which is often best made out from the

reverse side. A considerable portion of the legend is legible,

but consists mostly of stock phrases of adjuration, names of

angels (e. g. Barakiel, Pumiel, Shamshiel, Hehiel, Kanathiel),
divine names, and kabbalistic letters. It is not worth while to

repeat the broken and trite passages that can be deciphered.

That it is a mortuary charm appears from the phrase tf"0ty DTP
'may he spare the corpse'. The name of the beneficiary is not

legible. Towards the end may be read : ^NHD p JlH *]>"O
'Blessed is X son of Badiel'. The latter name is found in the

Bible and also, as V"O ,
in the Samarian ostraka. There is one

repeated phrase on which some scholar may throw some light:

'Depart (to the Evil Spirit) plWI ntl'D |0-' For further

specimens of this kind reference may be made to a charm from

Amwas published by H. Vincent in Revue biblique, 1908, 382,

and another from Aleppo published by M. Schwab in Journal

asiatique, ser. 10, 7. 5 (1906).

J. A. MONTGOMERY
University of Pennsylvania
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NOTES OF THE SOCIETY
AT THE LAST SESSION of the annual meeting of the Society in

New Haven, April 4th, 1918, President Hadley of Yale Univer-

sity made an address of welcome, which we are glad to be able

to reprint in full from the columns of the Tale Daily News of

April 5th.

I regret very greatly that my absence at Camp Devens during the

last two days makes the address of welcome come at the end of the

proceedings instead of at the beginning. But I am glad that I have

not wholly lost the chance to speak ;
for I want to tell you something

of what the Oriental Society means to me personally and of what it

has meant to the scholarship of the country.

I grew up in the midst of Oriental Society meetings. My father

was President of the Society at the time of his death; his closest

friend, William Dwight Whitney, was the man who did more than

any one else for its development into a position of influence. Many
were the discussions of the affairs of the Orient and of the affairs of

the Society to which during my early days I listened with more awe
than understanding. The visiting members of the Society, when they
ceased talking of the Orient and came down to the doings of common

life, were the most delightful of guests ;
and their meetings did more

than we can to-day readily understand to widen America's ideas of

history and of scholarship.

For the intellectual interests of America one hundred years ago,
even in the scholarly class, were rather narrow. Hebrew and Greek
and Latin the Hebrew needed for elementary exegesis of the Old

Testament, and the Greek and Latin comprised within a relatively
small number of textbooks constituted the stock in trade of the

average teacher. Of the average scholar we may say, in the words
of Stephen Leacock (I quote from memory), "After six years' study
I was able to take a page of Greek or Latin, tell at a glance which
it was, and after four hours' work with a dictionary turn it into some
sort of English."
To the scholars of that generation the work of the American

Oriental Society meant a widening of the mental horizon. Their

history was no longer 'bounded by the year B.C. 4004, which stands
at the margin of the beginning of the first chapter of Genesis in the
Authorized Version. Their geography extended itself to the lands

beyond Jordan. Their linguistic study became in a large and true
sense comparative and scientific in its methods. Perhaps the scholars
of that day traced Oriental connections where none existed. Perhaps
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they overestimated the importance of the study of Sanskrit for the

understanding of Latin and Greek. But whatever their mistakes

may have been, the work of the Oriental Society was for America the

germinative spot of history and religion and of philology itself. The

American Philological Association is literally the outgrowth of the

American Oriental Society.

Perhaps I do not need to say words like these to members of your

body. You know these things already. But in behalf of American

scholars I am glad to say that this indebtedness is realized, and in

behalf of the University I am glad to acknowledge our indebtedness

to your Society, and proud to have had so large a part in its develop-
ment.

THE PROCEEDINGS of the Annual Meeting will appear in Part 3.

NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES, ETC.

AT A MEETING of the Executive Committee of the Managing
Committee of the American School of Oriental Research in

Jerusalem held at Yale University on April 3, the resignation
of Dr. C. C. Torrey as chairman was regretfully' accepted.
Resolutions acknowledging his long and faithful service in this

capacity were adopted. Dr. James A. Montgomery was elected

chairman, and Dr. George A. Barton secretary, to succeed Dr.

Albert T. Clay.

THE THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY of the Oriental Club of Phila-

delphia was celebrated on April 30, the exact calendar day of

its founding. Seven of the ten living charter members of the

Club were present, and these all took part in the programme.
President Edgerton presided and after dinner introduced Dr.

Talcott Williams as toastmaster. The minutes of the first meet-

ing were read by Mr. Stewart Culin, a letter from Dr. J. Rendel

Harris was read, Mr. Benj. Smith Lyman spoke on 'Memories

of the Club,' and Dr. J. P. Peters read a paper on 'Thirty
Years' Progress in Semitics,' with discussion by Drs. R. W.
Rogers, M. Jastrow, and P. Haupt. Dr. Williams was the host

of the first meeting, Mr. Culin the secretary, and Dr. Peters read

the paper at that meeting on the eve of his undertaking the

Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania.

Greetings were brought from the Oriental Club of New York by
Dr. G. W. Gilmore, from the Oriental Club of New Haven by
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Dr. E. W. Hopkins, and from the American Oriental Society

by its Vice-President, Dr. A. V. W. Jackson, who also read a

letter from its President, Dr. J. H. Breasted. The officers

elected for the following year are Dr. M. L. Margolis, President,

and Dr. R. G. Kent, Secretary.

PERSONALIA
DR. JAMES THEOPHILE MEEK, of the James Milliken Univer-

sity, has been called to the chair of Old Testament at the Mead-

ville Theological School, Meadville, Pa.

DR. E. W. BURLINGAME has been appointed Lecturer in Pali

at Yale University.

DR. EOYDEN K. YERKES has been elected Assistant Professor

in History of Religions at the Philadelphia Divinity School.

MR. CARL W. BISHOP, in charge of the Expedition to the Far

East of the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, has

returned to the Museum after nine months spent in China.



THE BACKGROUND OF TOTEMISM

E. WASHBURN HOPKINS

YALE UNIVERSITY

THE SECRET OP THE TOTEM has been successfully veiled for

many years through the ingenious efforts of would-be interpre-

ters, some of whom have even ventured to explain all religion

as an outgrowth of totemism. Others, less rash, have been con-

tent to find totemism where it never existed. A typical case of

invented totemism may be seen in the Hindu deluge-story, where

Manu is rescued by a fish and the fish is interpreted as
*

probably
a totem.' This tale really illustrates the

'

grateful animal'

category of folk-lore. A fish, saved by Manu, in turn saves

him. It is a fish that grows too rapidly to be a normal fish,

yet it is identified with the jhasha, of which genus the makara

is the best species. Manu does not revere it; it is at first no

divinity. Only long afterwards, when the chief god becomes

Brahman, and again when Vishnu is exalted, does the fish become

a divine form and Avatar.

The people of the Vedic age knew the boar, the wolf, the mon-

key, the swan or goose, the eagle, the crocodile, the serpent,

and before its close the elephant, and the tiger, yet they wor-

shiped none of them, nor showed any sign that they felt them-

selves akin to any one of these animals. It is true that sometimes

a Vedic god is said to 'rage like a terrible beast,' but only a

perverted intelligence could find in this statement evidence that

the god had previously been the animal.1
Divinity of real

animals is borrowed afterwards from the wild tribes (who have

totems) or is a later growth which recognizes divinity as in a

cow because the cow gives food. The (cloud) cows of the air

like the (lightning) snake of the sky may be ignored as due to

poetic diction. So the fact that the sun is a bull, an eagle, a

horse, is no indication that any one of the three was regarded

qua animal as a totem or even as divine.

1 This is the absurdity to which Wundt is led, who says that because

Homer 's heroes are like lions therefore they are totemistic survivals

(Mythus und Religion, 2. 285).

11 JAOS 38
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Most attempts to find totemism where it is not remind one of

the clever old Brahman who instructed Madam Blavatsky that

all things were known to the seers of the Rig Veda. ' Even the

steam-engine?' he was asked. 'Certainly,' he replied, 'for

look you, in this place is mentioned smoke, here they speak of

fire, and here again they sing of a car, and what is a locomotive

save a car with fire and smoke?' So, to prove the existence of

totemism, it is not enough to point to descent from a lion or to

an individual name. In Africa, clan-totemism often reverts to

animal-names given to one chief in flattery, '0 thou elephant,'

'0 thou lion among men.'

Totem is said to mean 'token,' implying group-relationship;

but not blood-relationship, since this would exclude plant-totems,

unless these are all secondary. But at present there is a ten-

dency to deprive the word totem of every meaning it ever had.

The totem of British Columbia is a protective spirit (often not

animal) seen in a vision and has no relation to relationship;

it is individual, not clannish. An African chief, on dying, said

that he would become a butterfly. Straightway the butterfly

became the 'totem' of his clan (i. e. they would not kill it).

And what shall we say of totems defined as 'odds and ends'

and 'knots' (in Samoa) or the 'heart of all animals' and
'intestines' (African Kiziba 'totems') ? What is the use of

calling these totemic phenomena? Each is simply a case of

taboo; to one clan 'intestines,' qua taboo, became sacred; but

that is not a totem. So sex-totems, honorific totems, color-totems,

cloud-totems (Australian), twins as totems (Bantu Bahima)
are these totems at all ? Or shall we say with Dr. Goldenweiser

that, since every characteristic of totemism is negligible,
2 there

remains as totemism nothing save a vague tendency for social

groups to become associated 'with objects and symbols of emo-
tional value,' and that totemism is merely a 'specific socializa-

tion of emotional values'? Would not this tenuous definition

apply to a Baptist Church as well as to a totemic clan ?

1 The f invariable characteristics ' of totemism are supposed to be exog-
amy, taboo, religious veneration (totem-worship), name, and descent. But
none of these is a necessary factor in totemism. Dr. Eivers 's

' three essen-

tials
' are in typical form exogamy, descent, and taboo (of totem-flesh),

whereas totemism may exist without any of these characteristics and essen-
tials. See <

Totemism, An Analytical Study/ by A. A. Goldenweiser,
Journal of American Folk-lore, 23 (1910), p. 182, 266, 275.
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It may not be superfluous to remind the general student that

totemism as the foundation of religion is only one of many
suggested foundations, not one of which by itself will uphold
the burden placed upon it. It was thought to be fundamental

because it was said to be universal. But despite Robertson

Smith 's great work it has not been proved to be Semitic.3 Nor
has it been found among the Aryans, where even in the Luper-
calia it cannot be discovered.4 In Africa, what is called totem-

ism is not religious and is usually derived from the personal

totem. 5 In South America, even Dr. Frazer admits that totem-

ism and exogamy exist in only two tribes (the Goajiros and

Arawaks, withal 'almost surely/ not quite), and the 'mother

sea' and 'mother maize' of Peru were only ancestral food-

givers (not totems). Moreover the admitted fact that the skin

of the 'lion-ancestor' worn at festivals by the Chanchas is no

evidence of totemism reacts on the explanation of such skin-clad

revelers elsewhere, as in Greece and Rome. 6

But by dint of calling almost anything totemism, totemism has

been found almost everywhere. It really does exist in many
different parts of the world, North America, Africa, Polynesia,

Australia, etc. We will take it as we find it in some of its most

primitive forms, where it has nothing to do necessarily with

religion or with marriage.

In Australia, where we have been assured that there is 110

religion, only magic (but this is a fallacy), and where at any rate

we find totemism without religious implication, there are two

things to be considered. First, is this Australian culture unique
or is it only part of a greater complex, taking in the Melane-

sians? Indications point to a common substratum rather than

8 What Dr. Bobertson Smith showed to exist among the Semites were

elements of a possible totemism; but he could not show their combination.

See his Religion of the Semites, p. 42 f. and 287; and (opposed) Lyall,

in JEAS 1904, p. 589.
4 See L. Deubner in the Archiv fur Eeligionswissenschaft, 1910, p. 481 f.

For other Aryan fields, see Saussaye, The Religion of the Teutons, p. 74,

98; and A. B. Keith, JEAS 1907, p. 939.
6
See, for example, Ellis, The Tshi-speaking Peoples, etc., p. 205 f .

;
Nas-

sau, Fetichism in West Africa, p. 210. Bantu totemism is usually of this

sort. There is here no veneration for the totem.
6 See Frazer, Totemism, p. 95; The Golden Bough, 2. 293; Totemism

and Exogamy, 2. 230
;

3. 571, 579.
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to isolation. How the connection arose is not difficult to imagine ;

why it stopped is harder to guess. At any rate there is the

possibility that Australian savages represent not the most primi-

tive stage but a decadent form of an earlier stage of culture,

when, for example, these savages could sail the sea. Then,

secondly, there is to be considered the complex of totemic groups.

For the purpose of this paper I have stressed the kind of totem-

ism in which the totem is eaten and exogamy is not considered.

But no one kind of totemism can be posited for Australia. If

totemism imply a relation (magical or religious) between a clan

and a class of animals or plants, Australian totemism may be

either in the female line (the child then belongs to the class of

the mother), or in the male line (the child then belongs to the

father's class of animals), the former sort belonging more to

the eastern part of the country, the latter to other parts. But

the Australian group may be merely a fortuitous class of col-

lective owners of a certain territory, and in this case the child

belongs to its father's totemic class, but the group is not exoga-

mous (a western sort of totemism). Besides these sorts there is

the totemism of the cult society, in which all are totem-members ;

the divided society, in which each half of the tribe has a differ-

ent totem; and that of the four or eight divisions of relation-

ship; while, in addition, sex-totemism again divides the tribe

into two totemic parts. Moreover, personal totemism (New
South Wales) gives every individual a separate totem. In some

of these there is a definite ritual; in some, no ritual at all or a

negative ritual. 7

Australian custom has thus cast fresh light on totemism. But

whereas in Australia reincarnation is associated with totemism

and the guardian spirit is not associated with it; in British

Columbia the guardian spirit is intimately associated with totem-

ism and reincarnation is not associated with it. Moreover,

descent from the totem is assumed in Australia and may be

absent in British Columbia (it appears only in some tribes and

then not clearly) .

A very peculiar form of totemism has recently been found in

the matrilinear society of the Fiji (a race probably connected

7

Compare the paper of Mr. A. B. Brown at the Meeting of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, August, 1914, in which the

different forms of Australian totemism are classified.
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with the Australians) . There a man may eat his own clan totem
but may not eat his father's. 8 His own totem is derived from
his mother. He may eat it, but his son may not. All the food

growing on his father's tribal area (a sacred place) is taboo to

the son, whether it be a banana or an eel, or both
;
to the son it

is all 'spirit food,' taboo (but called 'totemic'). As a con-

verted Fiji Christian explained the matter: 'Bananas and eels

were forbidden to me by religious scruples because they belonged
to my father. Formerly, if I ate them, they would make my
mouth sore, but now that I have become a Methodist without

any religious scruples, they do not hurt me.
'

This is
*

totemism '

in terms of legal right to property. Anything growing or living

on the paternal land is 'totem,' i. e. taboo.

In Northern Australia, the majority of the tribes do not eat

or eat only sparingly of the totem; but in some, the mother's

totem, if given by a member of the group, may be eaten. Here,

too, it is a question of legal rights rather than a religious matter.

In the Kakadu (Northern Australian) form of totemism, the

totem is determined by the spirit of a deceased person thought
to be reincarnated in the totemist and in this case there is no

food-restriction at all, simply because it is not a case of real

totemism, since the spirit may come from any ancestor.9

It is evident that totemism raises the whole question of the

fundamental relation between things secular and things reli-

gious in primitive mentality. Are they radically divided, is

there a distinct cleavage between them, as is assumed in Durk-

heim's system, or shall we say that, as among the primitive

Veddas, no such cleavage exists originally, but it develops gradu-

ally in accordance with the part played by religion in the social

life? Conduct seems to have an accidental connection with

8
Compare A. M. Hocart,

' The Dual Organisation in Fiji,
' Man, 1 )15,

no. 3. A man may eat his own clan animal (' dispose of his own'), 'but

he may not eat his father '

(sic), because his father's is not his to dis-

pose of.

9
Spirit-children swarm about and enter women, as in the Central Aus-

tralian Arunta belief. See Baldwin Spencer, Tribes of the Northern Ter-

ritory of Australia (1914). On the connection between Australia and

Melanesia, see Eivers, History of Melanesian Society. Apropos of possible

ancestors, in the New Hebrides a tribe traces its descent to a boomerang,

which became a woman, ancestress of the clan.
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religious life; not an intrinsic connection sufficient to produce

a system of religious ethics. Even in the same race and clan

totemic systems differ in regard to their social bearings.
10

Once it was supposed that totemism conditioned the bed and

board of the totemist; he must marry out of his totem-group

(his kin) and he must not eat his totem except as a religious

sacrament. On this assumption all the old theories of totemism

were based. Exogamy, it was thought, arose from totemism.11

But as exogamy exists without totemism (e. g. in Assam and

Polynesia), so totemism has nothing to do fundamentally with

exogamy. 'The Australian totemic clan is not as such exoga-

mous.
' 12

Again, the totemist may or may not eat his totem. The
totem also as a 'receptacle of life' of the totemist has been

imagined to be exercising its primitive function
;
but this theory

(of the origin of totemism) has also been seen to be faulty. The

personal totem has influenced the aspect of totemism in America.

Much of what is called totemism in Africa originates in per-

sonal, not tribal totems, though it may become tribal. In

Coomassie, for example, vultures are sacred to the royal family
either through the caprice of a ruler or because they are useful

as scavengers.
13 This is the kind of 'totem' one finds as the

totem of the royal house of Oudh in India, a fish that is really

the symbol of a water-god who was once a Mohammedan saint!

The totemism of the name is the prevailing Polynesian and
Micronesian type and apparently it is there the earliest. Among
the most primitive Micronesians there is nothing religious in the

use of totem-names or the plants and animals regarded as totems.

It is to be observed also that here plants are as natural as

animals in a totemic capacity. Since this is true also of primi-
tive Australian totemism, it is evidently a false assumption that

blood-kinship underlies totemism, especially when the totem

may be e. g. lightning, as in Australia. In the Efatese (Micro-

nesian) group, which is regarded as extremely primitive, women-
names are usually those of vegetables and as the clan-name is

given by the ancestress there is really more vegetal than animal

10
Compare B. Malinowski in Man, 1914, no. 89.

u J. F. McLennan, Primitive Marriage. A number of other works embody
the same theory.

12

Goldenweiser, op. cit. p. 241.

"Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, p. 213.
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totemism.14 Both kinds are found, however, and the point is

chiefly that in the Efatese custom we have evidence of primitive

totemism absolutely without reference to religion. The Efatese

came perhaps from Arabia and may represent a primitive Semitic

condition, where a purely economic and social matter became

gradually overlaid with a religious coloring. So our Iroquois

did not worship their totems, nor descend from their totems.

Nor did the taboos of the Omahas have anything to do with their

totems and they also may descend from guardians. Even the

name of the Omaha group is not that of the totem. Thus totem-

ism is not a homogeneous institution. Under the appearance
of uniformity it conceals a heterogeneous collection of social

and religious conditions as vague and unsystematic as are those

of taboo and fetishism. It consists, if it means anything specific,

in clan-respect for a class of plants or animals and usually in

a regard for ancestors; but there is no proof that the most

primitive totemism represents a condition in which these ele-

ments were already fused and confused, so that the plant or

animal was the clan-ancestor, whose descendants have human
brothers who will not slay them. The clan worship of an invio-

late totem is a late, not a primitive form. Originally, real

totemism may or may not be religious; it starts with a certain

relation to the source of food and is apt to end with food, but

on its course it is obnoxious to all the ills of a diseased religious

consciousness. The taboo of eating totem-flesh is general in

North America (though not universal) but such a taboo is not

necessarily coterminous with the class; it may include a larger

group, hence it may not be totemic in origin.

Certain aspects of totemism, such as tattooing and the use of

totempoles and the
t medicine' carried by totemists, may be

omitted from the discussion of primitive totemism. So the

various taboos incidental to totemism are results which in them-

selves do not explain totemism. A vital error is that the sacri-

fice of the totem is fundamental
;

this leads to the idea that all

sacrifice is based on totemism. Lastly there is a bookful of

errors based on false notions of 'original totemism' and to be

avoided as idle speculations. One well-known writer has

declared that all domestication of animals reverts to totemism;

"Compare D. Macdonald, The Oceanic Languages, p. xii.
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wild animals, finding that as totems they were not molested,

came to man and became household pets; wolves became dogs,

tigers became cats. So plants were cultivated first as totems

until man discovered that maize was good to eat and tobacco

to smoke! Wundt explains man's present dislike to a diet of

vermin on the assumption that we have inherited the feeling

that vermin are sacred ancestral totems. This incredible sug-

gestion is made in all seriousness and is merely an instance of

what imagination can suggest under the guise of science.15

The name-theory of totemism is an old error. Herbert Spen-

cer derived totemism from names; Jevons derives names from

totemism. Andrew Lang attempted to explain the totem as a

name and part of a system of naming.
16

Something similar has

also been tried by Pikler and Somlo, who hold that the totem is

a kind of writing that is, that the totem-animal, painted, served

originally as a mark to distinguish one clan from another.17

Other theories refer totemism to a belief in metempsychosis or

to a belief in a personal guardian spirit. The first was favored

by E. B. Tylor; but as metempsychosis is held by non-totemic

people and totemists do not all believe in metempsychosis, this

theory does not suffice, though it applies to certain selected exam-

ples, like the Bantus. The guardian-spirit theory has been

dubbed the American theory, because it was invented here18

"In his Mythus and Beligion, 2. 298, Wundt thus explains by inherited

'Gefuhlston' man's otherwise inexplicable aversion to a diet of worms,
mice, snakes, etc. What is true is that there is a common superstition
to the effect that vermin represent the souls of demons or of evil persons

(in India due to Karma; hence holy water keeps off noxious insects).
Wundt of course derives all nature-gods from animal-gods. He ignores

completely the cogent evidence to the contrary. In Churchill's Weather-
words of Polynesia (1907), men are derived direct from divine weather-

aspects, rain, clouds, etc., which, as gods, generate all the races of earth.

The savages who thus invent gods of phenomena as ancestors cannot be

ignored; they represent a religious phase as primitive as totemism.
18 The Secret of the Totem (1905).
"<Der Ursprung des Totemismus,

' in the Jahrluch fur Vergleichende
Eechtswissenschaft, 1902. On the deficiencies as well as advantage of the

name-theories, Wundt has some sound remarks, op. tit. 2. 265.

"Miss Fletcher, The Import of the Totem (1895); Boas, in U. S.
National Museum (1897). The personal guardian (seen in a dream) taken
from the animal world is found also among the Iban of Borneo (originally
from Sumatra). See The Pagan Tribes of Borneo, by Charles Hose and
William McDougall (1912).
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and is illustrated by American tribes. Yet the fact that this

type of totemism is lacking in many places, for example, among
the wild tribes of India, where totemism is common, does not

make for its acceptance as a general explanation of the pheno-
mena. The phase is, in fact, not tribal but individual, and

against the theory stands the circumstance that it excludes

women, who have no personal totem. The guardian-spirit

(which may or may not be an animal-spirit) is in truth not a

totem but rather resembles the bush-soul. In higher form it

becomes the genius and guardian-angel.

Sir J. G. Frazer has advanced several theories in regard to

the origin of totemism. He used to hold that the totem was the

soul-keeper; but he then abandoned this view in favor of the

theory that totemism was a system of magic intended to provide
a supply of food for somebody else. This altruistic theory he

explained as follows. In a group of clans, every clan killed

its own totem for some other clan and subsisted itself on the

kill of a third clan. Clan A killed for Clan B, Clan B for Clan

C, etc.
19 It is difficult to believe that savages, whose main busi-

ness in life is to look out for Number One, ever arranged their

hope of a dinner on the precarious promise of some other clan

to supply them with food, and in fact Dr. Frazer himself

abandoned this sic vos non vo~bis theory in favor of still a third

explanation, which he now thinks will be his last theory. At

any rate, it is his latest, though we may venture to hope it will

not be his last. It is based on the fact that some savages believe

that their offspring comes not from intercourse between men and

women, but from the spirits of animals or quasi-animals seen _^_

by a woman, or from the food she eats. They think that the

spirits which thus become their children are really the animals

they have seen or whose flesh they have eaten before conceiving. /
Hence Dr. Frazer calls this the conceptional theory.

20

"The food-theory of Dr. A. S. Haddon is that each clan subsisted on

one animal and gave to its neighbors its superfluous supply; if crabs, then

they would be called the Crab-clan.
20
Compare The Golden Bough (1900), 3. 417 f.; Totemism and Exogamy,

4. 41 f. Dr. Frazer 's latest theory is based on the investigations of Dr.

W. H. R. Rivers,
' Totemism in Polynesia and Melanesia,

' Journal of the

Eoyal Anthropological Institute, 1909, p. 172 f., in regard to the belief

of the savages of Banks' Islands in the Northern New Hebrides, especially

the natives of Mota and Motlav. The conceptional idea itself is found too
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Curiously enough, almost all these theories absolutely ignore

the usual foundation of totemism. The works of Spencer and

Gillen on the tribes of Central Australia have shown that here

totemism generally reverts to the principle of food-utility. The

so-called Opossums in Central Australia received their totemic

name because they 'subsisted principally on this little animal.'21

Is not this the most natural reason in the world? They that

eat 'possum are called 'possums. They that eat meat in India

are called Heaters. Do not we also have Frog-eaters, Beef-

eaters, etc.? It is much to be regretted that Dr. Frazer in his

latest theory has flung away completely all connection between

food and totem, or admits it only as an accidental element in

the conceptional theory. In fact, most totemism rests on food-

supply. The ancients tell us that the totemic troglodytes at

the time of Agatharcjjdes regarded their cattle as parents.

Why? Because (they said) their cattle supplied them with

food.22 In the Harivansha, which reflects Hindu belief of circa

400 A. D., the cowboys say: 'The hills where we live and the

cows whereby we live are our divinities; let the gods, if they

will, make a feast to Indra; as for us, we hold the hills and
cows to be the objects worthy of our worship and reverence.

For in that they serve us they should be requited. That

1 whereby one is supported should be his divinity; hence we will

make a festival in honor of our cows.'23 This is exactly the

Toda point of view, though not the Toda rite.

The totemless Hindu here recognizes that the provider is the

god to jiim/ provided for. This is the general background of

'real totemism.' It is found all over the earth and at times

comes to the point of gliding into true totemism.

not only in Australia but in Germany, where also women were supposed
to conceive on sight. On P. W. Schmidt's < trade-totemism,

' Z. f. E. 12

(1909), which follows the lines of Frazer 's theory of food exchange, see

Goldenweiser, p. 277.
21
Spencer and Gillen, The Native Tribes of Central Australia, p. 209.

22 Robertson Smith, The Religion of the Semites, p. 296.
**Gavo hi pujyah . . . goyajnam Mrayisyami, Hariv. 2. 16. 1 f.

(3807-3851). The cows are garlanded and sacrifice of meat and milk is

made to the hills. It is grossly explained in the sequel that god Krishna
'became the lull' (transubstantiation) ; but this is merely an orthodox
trick to convert the rustic rite into one in honor of the recognized divinity.
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Thus, in Peru fish are deified on the sea-coast and maize is

not; but maize is deified inland, simply because it is the staple

diet. This is the first step in totemization. The giver of food

is the giver of life
;
the giver of life is conceived either as father

and as mother or as both parents and god. Hence the maize is

called not only divine but mother.

In the Boston State House there hangs to this day the effigy of

a huge cod-fish, an object of almost devout reverence. Why?
Because our Yankee ancestors got their food-supply to a very

great extent from this kind of fish. For that reason only was

the cod elevated to a position of such dignity. They did not

worship it
;
but they made it their

'

token.
'

Their thought was

'in Cod we trust,' and they expressed this thought openly in the

idol of that fish.

In Yezo a bear is sacrificed annually as a half-divine animal.

It is fed and nourished by the women and then 'sent to its

parents' with every mark of sorrow and respect. Now this

Yezo bear is not a totem. The Ainu claim no clan-blood-

brotherhood with it. Yet in this sacrifice we are at the very

edge of true totemism; for the bear is the food-supply, hence

divine, hence too, sacrificed, that it may take a message to the

bear-clan, tell how well it has been treated, and return next year.

Compare with this the spring sacrifice made by the Mayas of

one animal of each species for the sake of getting increase. Are

not these (which are not examples of totemism) almost totem-

istic ? The Yezo ceremony is like that of the British Columbian

Lillooet, who also sing a song of mourning to the bear they kill

and invoke it to send game of its own kind. Even the raising of

the head on a pole is found here.24 Yet this is not a 'totemic'

clan.

But, it will be urged, why then the prohibition against eating

the totem? In Australia the prohibition against eating is, as

I have shown, a secondary stage, while in some cases there is

merely a hygienic restriction. In America many tribes eat their

totem, while vegetable totems (maize, for example) are clearly

sacred because they are a food-supply. Sun-supply and food-

supply in Australia brought forth the same rites. In other

words, both rituals were for the same purpose, to increase the

24
Teit, Jesup Expedition, apud Goldenweiser, op. cit. p. 204.
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power of food-giver and light-giver as food-giver. Nor can it

be objected that 'things not fit to eat' are made totems. Dif-

ferent times, different stomachs. Even our immediate fore-

fathers ate things that we would rather revere than eat, and

savages eat anything edible. Again, inedible things such as

poisonous objects become holy by way of being hygienically

taboo, and such a taboo-plant, as holy, tends to confuse totem-

holiness with taboo-holiness. In India there are many taboo-

trees and taboo-plants, though none is a totem to the Aryan.

They are taboo either because they are sacred to a god or because

they are poisonous. So we have poisonous totems. The

Begandas of Africa say that their whole totem-system (it is not

really totemism, but resembles it) is based on purely hygienic

principles. Their 'totem' is injurious; it made their ancestor

ill; hence it is 'holy'; hence not eaten. But others may eat

it. Many other peoples permit their neighbors to kill the totem

they themselves would like to kill and eat did they dare. The

Australian Blackfellow now kills rarely what he used to kill

and eat freely. Alabama and Georgia Indians always used to

eat their totems. Is it not an assumption to say that these

edible totems represent a later stage? Australian custom sug-

gests that the non-edible totem is the later totem, the more edible

the earlier. Moreover, worship is a secondary stage. The

Omaha Indians never worshiped their totems. The Californians

show a middle stage, that of the Egyptians and Todas, who kill

but rarely and eat the totem as a sacrament. Then behind that

lies the stage in which the totem is killed freely all the year

round, but once a year is killed as a sacrament. Such is said

to be the totemism found among some tribes of the Caucasus,
and it is the usage, but without totemic kinship, of the Ainus

already described. The animal killed is offered apologies lest

its spirit retaliate; but this apologetic attitude is found with

savages even when they kill an ordinary animal or cut down a

tree. It is assumed merely to safeguard the slayer from its

victim's angry spirit.
25

28 The apology to any animal slain is made in America; to the tree, for

example, in Africa. It does not imply constant worship, but only a passing
respectful solicitude, lest the animal or tree, being vexed, retaliate. This
attitude results in a sort of momentary

'

worship' (placation).
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One plant and one animal in India have been divine for mil-

lenniums, the moon-plant and the cow. Their deification as

drink and food was gradual. At first anyone might drink the

moon-plant beer and any guest had a cow killed for his food.

The Soma then became reserved for the priest; the cow became

reserved as milk-giver. Both became as food and drink divine;

Soma as intoxicant became a magical thing, taboo to the vul-

gar. Yet neither Soma nor Cow ever became a totem. Their

divinity lay in their use, not in their ancestorhood.26

Wundt thinks he has added something to the history of totem-

ism by saying that in establishing the totem on a cultural basis

the cult itself was made permanent; in other words, periodic

religious ceremonies, leading up to an observance of days in

general, were introduced by totemism, which (in Wundt 's own

words) was 'the greatest and most important step taken in the

development of cult' (that is, of cult in general).
27 Yet this

discovery of Wundt is not so significant as it appears to be.

For it rests on the conviction that totemism is the base of all

other cults. As a matter of fact, savages base their cult much
more generally on seasonal changes than on totemic observances

;

in fact the latter are often no more than the reflection of the

former. Wundt with his over-driven theory of the Fanany-cult
fails to recognize the equally old and far more common fear of

animals not as totems but as spirit-forms of reincarnated human

beings. This popular belief is more important than that of the

'worm-spirit.' On the whole, Wundt 's theory that totemism

underlies all religion and that, underlying totemism, is the belief

that the worms crawling out of a dead man's body are his

souls, is as little likely to satisfy serious investigators as any of

the one-sided theories of the origin of religion which preceded
it. Not only is totemism not the basis of religion ;

it represents

no religious stage or stratum whatever.28

28 The divine myrobolan called 'chebulie' as an efficacious drug arose

from a drop of ambrosia; garlic sprang from drops shed by Eahu and has

a demoniac power, etc. The Varuna tree is named for the god. Other

plants and trees receive a similar sanctity.

"Wundt, op. tit. 2. 258.
28 See on this point the very sensible observations of Dr. Goldenweiser,

op. tit. p. 264.
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If then we have regard to the fact that, with all its diver-

gencies in detail, totemism in its original habitat (i. e. where the

name arose) is in the main a recognition of a peculiar bond

subsisting between a group of human and a group of animal

or vegetable beings, that this bond is not an individual or sex

matter, but that in the great majority of cases it is connected

with dietary restrictions, we have the basis of what may reason-

ably be called totemism. To dub every cult of an animal

totemic is like calling any object of religious regard a fetish;

it tends to meaninglessness. From this point of view we may
then reasonably admit as totemic what appears to be the earlier

stage in this human bond, as illustrated by the cases forming

what I have ventured to call the background of totemism,

Australian, Peruvian, etc., in which the reason for the bond

is palpably because the totem (though not yet a real totem) is

regarded as the provider of sustenance, primarily because it is

the totemist's food, Mother Maize, Grandfather Fish, etc. Even

where there is no tribal bond, in the individual guardian, this

motive shows itself in another form
;
for the guardian is a spirit

whose guardianship is especially exercised in leading the ward

to his food, directing him on the hunt, just as the father-ghost

of the Vedda is invoked mainly to guide the suppliant son on

the track of his prey.

If we abandon this guiding thread, we are lost in the laby-

rinth. There remains no more than a vague notion that totem-

ism indicates a social apprehension of some spiritual power, or,

as a recent scientist has expressed it,
' What is totemism anyway

except consecration to spirits?' Nothing is gained by such a

definition. On the other hand, it is a great gain to recognize

that the old limitations imposed upon totemism are not essen-

tial: it does not necessarily imply worship, exogamy, descent,

or name. All these things are special social variations springing
out of totemism according to circumstances.29

28 Among the Gilyaks a drowned clansman becomes a beast called Master

(spirit), who is revered as a guardian. But this spirit lacks the funda-

mental essence of totemism in that it is (or was) human and individual.

A half-human totem is a common Australian phenomenon, but always this

monster is invented as an explanation of a bifurcated descent into animal
and human categories; either the animal nature is always present, or the
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Thus finally the matter becomes a question of definition. Is

it well to make totemism synonymous with any trait found in

it? After all, the word totemism is American, and in America,
until the sociologists began to play with it, it had a pretty
definite meaning, not necessarily involving name, descent, exog-

amy, worship, or taboo, but always implying a clan-connection

with a class of animals or plants, and this connection ought to

be maintained in our use of the word. That this connection was

originally based on economic grounds (as I think) is a secondary
matter. But we should not call lightning or intestines

'

totems.
'

In an already established totemic environment such weird

'totems' may be adopted, as the social need of a totem may be

satisfied by calling any object of taboo a totem, but secondary

phenomena should not lead us to ignore what totemism really

represents.

human ancestor has a very intimate connection with the totem-animal.

Association serves as well as descent in America to give the totem, but it

is association with a non-human creature. In British Columbia, as in some
of our tribes, the totem-animal is a regular source of food-supply and is

freely hunted, killed, and eaten.



THE DEMON OF NOONDAY AND SOME EELATED
IDEAS

WILLIAM H. WORRELL

HARTFORD SEMINARY FOUNDATION

1. THE RAYS of the sun toward noonday, especially in

midsummer, have been found to cause discomfort, dizziness, col-

lapse and death. The disorder so caused is called sunstroke,

Sonnenstich : the blow or stab given by the sun. In warm coun-

tries it is necessary to avoid this danger by remaining under

shelter during the noon hours. 1 The symptoms are most appar-
ent in countries where men have not learned the causes of the

evil as, e. g., in Abyssinia where a long fast is broken at high
noon with the consumption of quantities of raw meat. It is

natural to regard the period as dangerous and haunted by some

demonic agency. And since summer is the noonday of the year,

the summer itself is the special season of the noonday demon.

2. Another reason for fearing noonday is that a man's
shadow at this time becomes very small or disappears. The
shadow is the double, the soul, the Ka, the companion;

2 and at

noon a man is easily overcome because his shadow is small.3

For this reason one says : xl.b &-U! tXi
, May God extend his

shadow!* The lassitude of noonday favors the belief. In cases

of death from sunstroke the natural inference is that this has
resulted from the complete disappearance of the shadow, or from
a demonic attack in a moment of extreme vulnerability.

5

3. Midnight also is an hour beset with fears. In Semitic
lands especially it is attended with cold. The vitality is low and
one may suffer a chill. These effects are easily attributed to a

1 Arabic &JLo 'siesta'.

8 Arabic
aUjjj)

cf. Wellhausen, Reste ardbischen Heidentums, p. 156.

8

Frazer, Perils of the Soul, pp. 86 ff.

Of. dl-Fahrl, part 2, section 1: JJ& Jjj| jjj
?

anglice: 'May his

shadow never grow less !
'

6

Frazer, p. 88.
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demon who rules the hour, and such beliefs are strengthened by
other night-fears, such as unexplained sounds in the midst of

darkness and silence.6 And as chill arises from the fever caught
at noonday and fever from the chill caught at midnight, the

midnight demon is easily established as the opposite manifesta-

tion to the midday demon, or both are considered to be forms

of the same ghostly agency.

4. Closely connected with the idea of midday heat and mid-

night cold is that of baneful hot or cold winds; because they
not only often occur at these hours respectively, but also because

they typify the heat and the cold, and are the source of distem-

pers like those caused by the latter. Thus the Arab samum,

Afe+IuJf,
the poisonous,

7
is a demonic agency of many manifesta-

tions. The word has the following meanings :

8
(a) The noonday

heat9
; (b) a hot wind blowing in the daytime but also at

night.
10 This may be sudden in appearance and of short dura-

tion (5-20 min.), following a narrow path in the manner of a

whirlwind
j

11 or steady and prolonged, in midsummer from July
11 for forty days, and blowing from SE 12

; (c) a cold wind;

although Dozy's &^\ +%[^M means nothing more than: samums

of the cold season; and Lane's sources include a statement that

means a constant samum and not a cold samum;c

(d) the heat of summer, dog-days, canicule
; (e) the cold of

winter.13

6
Wellhausen, p. 151 et aliU.

7 From
(V
_jW

' he poisoned '. The English word is
f simoom ',

{ simoon '.

8 Sources: Lisdn id-'Arab; Lane, Arabic Lexicon; Dozy, Supplement
aux Dictionnaires Arabes; The Century Dictionary; in the articles on

1*4-*") *-ww,
simoom.

* Lisdn:

10
Dozy and Lisdn.

The corresponding wind of night is properly *.^ cvj| but the terms

have been interchanged, Lisdn.
u Lisdn

;
cf . Century Dictionary.

12 Lane and Dozy.
13
Dozy; <le fort de I'Ste et de 1'hiver'.

12 JAOS 38
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5. If the foregoing combination seem strange, one should

turn to old Babylonian theology. There can be little doubt

that it is explained, or at least illustrated, by Sarrdpu and

Birdu,
14 the 'demons of the desert', i. e. the hot and cold winds

of the desert, in the language of the Amorites of the Westiand.

The Babylonian equivalents of these are gitlamtaea and Lugal-

gira, identified with the Heavenly Twins which rise in the dog-

days, and with the waxing and the waning moon which cause

fever and chills.
15 But Lugalgira and Sitlamtaea are manifes-

tations of Nergal, the fiery and destructive god of the sun when

it is at noon or in midsummer or in the south, and the god of

pests and fevers.16 Again it is evident that a similar notion

lies behind the
Tj^fV

^SKD "OH and the Dnntf TIB* Dpp of

Ps. 91.6: the
'

night-walking pest' and the 'noonday plague'.

Whatever their intended meaning in the Old Testament,
17 these

words were later understood by the Jews as referring to demons.

Eabbinical literature is acquainted with demons of evening,

night, morning and midday. The period between the 17th of

14 Cf. Assyrian: sardpu, 'to burn', and
y_J

'to be cold', Schrader,

Die Keilinschriften und das alte Testament, p. 115; Thompson, The Devils

and Evil Spirits of Babylonia, vol. 1, pp. xlii, 89: The first of the Seven
Devils is the South Wind.
UKAT 413, 415.

KAT 412 ff. The two planets, Saturn and Mars, with which Nergal
and Ninib were associated in some manner which is still in dispute, linger
on in astrology as malign influences. Mars is 'hot and dry', while Saturn
is 'cold and dry' (al-'Antaki, at-Tadlcira, part 3, p. 6; JAOS 36. 47).
Excess of the hot-and-dry humor produces fever in the body, that of cold-

and-dry produces chill (cf. Burton, Anatomy of Melancholy, 1. 1. 2. 2;
1. 2. 1. 4).

17 Ps. 91.6; Isaiah 28.2; Deut. 32.24; Hos. 13.14. Ps. 91.6 is rendered
in the LXX with: &trb <rujU7TTc6/<uiTos KO.I datfjioviov fj.e<ri]/ji.(3pivov] by Aquila
with : &irb drjy/wv daifMvi^ovros peffimpptas :

' from accident and the demon of

noonday'; 'from the sting of noonday which causes one to be possessed'.
The former translation arises from reading TEh ,

' and the demon
', instead

of W\ 'which rages' (so also Duhm, Die Psalmen}. There is nothing
in the Hebrew text to demand a demonic interpretation; in fact, observ-

ing the true character of the qualificative relative clause with indefinite
antecedent and no relative pronoun, we should translate: 'any night-walk-
ing pest' and 'any pestilence raging (Htf;)

at noonday'; although this

distinction is not always observed, notably in poetry. It will be seen that
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Tammuz and the 9th of Ab was especially dangerous because

then the demon Qeteb Meriri reigns between ten in the forenoon

and three in the afternoon.

6. The gul is any sort of a specter which confronts the

lonely traveler in the desert at night. It is properly female,

but in upper Egypt male. It changes its shape and appearance.

It calls one by name. One faints at the sight of it. Those of

upper Egypt try to outrage their victims unnaturally, in which

case death results. The gul may be banished by reciting certain

parts of the Quran.
18 The gul has a complex origin in beliefs

about desert animals, werewolves, lycanthropous wizards and

ghosts. It is also connected in some manner with astronomical

phenomena. Some believe that guls are nothing but the pal-

pable manifestation of the invisible operation of the stars when

they rise, such as the sickness of dogs, caused by the rising of

the dog-star.
19 The ancestor of all the demons was one called

al-Gann who was created 'from the fire of the samum', and who

begat all the guls.
20 The most terrible variety of gul is that of

upper Egypt
21 which is called A*o v.J! ;

22 an(l it is from upper

Egypt that the wind
^^o^J!

blows.

7. In Abyssinia, whence a great deal of superstition has

reached Egypt,
23 and in Arabia24 which is the richest in demon-

ology of all Semitic lands, with the single exception of Baby-

Aquila (reading "NKn rationalized as far as language permitted. The

Ethiopic, Boheiric and Sahidic versions all follow LXX. The further result

of these readings is discussed in note 27. In nos. 7 and 8 of the Aramaic

Incantation Texts from Nippur, edited by Montgomery, 1913, occurs KmnK?
as an expression for deep slumber by day, when demonic attacks are

apprehended.
18
ad-Damiri, Hajdt ul-Hajawdn, s. voc. J*.- ', al-Mas'udi, Murug

ud-Dahal), chap. 49.

19
al-Mas'udi, p. 316, ed. Barbier de Meynard.

20
al-Mas'udI, p. 320.

21
al-Mas<udi, ch. 49.

"Coptic MAOHC, 'place of the south', 'upper Egypt'.
28 Cf . e. g. the Zar, which seems to be more cultivated in upper than in

lower Egypt, and therefore to have come down the Nile and not across from

Mecca by the pilgrim route. See Kahle in Der Islam, 3.1 ff. and the

previous literature there cited, and, for Abyssinia, the present writer in

Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie, 29.29, with references.
24
Wellhausen, pp. 159, 161.
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Ionia there is a popular belief in a demon of noonday, the

Ganena Qatr, Jti \ *tC i
25 He causes violent illness and death

among those who, according to custom, terminate a period of

fasting with a gluttonous repast of raw meat at noon26 when

they should, in such a climate, eat but sparingly. This demon

may have originated independently, or may be in some degree

connected with the beliefs set forth in the preceding para-

graphs.
27

8. In Willmore's Spoken Arabic of Egypt, 1905, p. 373,

occurs a vernacular text regarding a demon of noonday and

summer heat who confronts a man when he is alone in a desert

place, calls him by name, changes her appearance and, unless

overcome by verses of the Quran, catches him and embraces

him, so that he is pierced by the spines which she has for

nipples.
28 She is called in Cairo al-Mezejara, or el-Mezaijara,

2g

25 Z. f. Ass. 23, 24, 29
; Hastings 's Encyclopedia of 'Religion and Ethics,

s. v.
' Charms (Abyssinian) '.

26 From a personal letter of Mrs. Elsa Windquist of Stockholm.
27 Cf. especially note 17. The LXX rendering of Ps. 91.6 finds an echo

in a mediaeval text published by Leo Allatius in De Templis Graecorum

Recentioribus, 1645 :

'

A7ie Hardirie Trdra^ov TTOLV KO.KOV, Kal dai/j.ovLKbv fj.ecr'rj/uL-

ppivbv, KO.I fjieaovvKTiKbv . . . .

' O St. Patapios, smite every evil, both that

which is demonic of noonday, and that which is of midnight. . . . '; ....

jLt^re v WKrl, /J.^T v Tj^pg,, ^njre tv &pq, /j,croi>VKTLov .... (p. 126 ff.). The

Ethiopic version of the Psalter renders 91.6 with: 'from accident and

from the demon of noonday'. How easily a literary reference may give
rise to a demon is seen from the title inserted in the text of the Ethiopic
New Testament just before Lk. 8.26: 'Concerning him whom Legewon
had seized'. The personal name of this demon appears to be Qawezo
(Z. f. A., loc. tit.).

28 ' The Mezejara. In the summer time, when you go out after midday,
in the height of the noonday heat, when the earth is scorched and made
to blaze like fire and the ground seems to you hot as firebrands, you will

look and see this Mezaijara appear to you, hopping along the surface of

the ground. And then you will see that she is dressed in a white shawl

[izar] and white garments throughout. And there are some whom people
encounter she has children sitting beside her or in her lap or playing
about her as she sits. And then, my brother, you will see that she will

call one by his name and say :
' O So-and-so !

' in a very loud voice. Then one

replies to her, inquiring why she has called one by one's name. And after
a little one will see her sitting idly, all hunched over, with her hands hang-
ing down beside her; and she says to one: 'Fear not, I am your mother! '

Then one approaches her and finds that she is being carried from her place
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in Asyut, upper Egypt, al-Me'aizara. The word has not been

explained. Obviously the story-teller believes it to be derived

from the second stem of the root jv 'to wrap in a tazira',

which is a white shawl.30 But the same root and stem also mean
'to pursue', Ho confuse'. The classical equivalent of this root

is
yJ

the second stem of which means Ho veil'. Vollers,
31 in

speaking of the name Zar, which he writes A says: 'Eine

Nebenform ist x 7k t It mizzaijara,
32 anscheinend auch mit

modificirter Bedeutung, denn es wird mir erklart als ein Geist,

der in Frauenkleidern nachtlichen Wanderern in Strassen und
auf Wegen entgegentritt ;

wer sich ihm zu nahern wagt, den

presst er so heftig an die Brust, dass er augenblicklich stirbt'.

This description of the same demoness contains some interesting

differences. The creature is male, not female, but nevertheless

dressed as a woman. It appears at night and not at noon. It

kills by squeezing, not having the spines. In being male it

resembles the upper Egyptian gul.
33 In appearing at night it

without using her feet, being inflated like a balloon. And if one has an

ample span of life and if one 's days are long one will say to oneself :
'My

boy, this is very fine; but what did this mother of yours come away out

into the desert for? Probably this is the Mezaijara which people tell these

things about'. And you will see his whole body frightened and trembling
and all his members struggling to escape; and presently he breaks into

a run. And as soon as he begins to run she bounces along after him like

a ball. If he knows how to recite the Samadija or the Throne Verse, and

keeps on reciting them and running till he turns and eludes her within the

space of two or three qasabas, as soon as he finds himself far from her

he says: "Praise is unto God the Lord of the Worlds who has saved me

luckily out of her hand." But if one does not rid himself of her, people

say that she has breasts of iron which have spines and nipples that are

like needles. And as soon as a man approaches her, instead of running

away from her, she presses him to her breast; and you will see the spines
enter his breast and come out of his back; and then he falls down dead'.

^Spiro, Arable English Vocabulary, H^j-^o
'female demon'; Willmore,

op. cit. 446, 'a demoness'.
* '

30 See note 28.
31 ZDMG 45. 344 f .

32 This identification seems to be Vollers '

own, and it has no apparent

justification. Zar is an Abyssinian word. 'Mizzaijara' is not vernacular

Egyptian in form. Mitzaijara would be possible in the same sense as

Mezaijara.
33 Of. 5.
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is like any gul, and is the companion piece to the creature which

appears at noon. The embracing is evidently, in both cases, a

remnant of the belief in regard to the upper Egyptian gul

recounted in 6.

9. From the foregoing we may say by way of conclusion

that noonday and midnight, midsummer and midwinter, hot

winds and cold winds, are demonic agencies, connected with one

another. They are the type of the disorder of fever and chills

which they cause. This is reflected in the beliefs of the Baby-
lonians and Amorites, the Hebrews, the Christian Greeks and

Abyssinians, the Arabs, and occultists of Western Europe. The
Christian tradition is connected with Ps. 91.6. The Arabs

adapted old Babylonian astrological notions to their own lively

belief in guls and produced a creature which is still a figure in

the popular belief of Cairo.



A VOTIVE INSCRIPTION OF ASHURBANIPAL
(Bu. 89-4-26, 209)

THEOPHILE JAMES MEEK

THE JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVEESITY, DECATUR, ILL.

TRANSLITERATION
OBVERSE

a-na ilat
N]in-gal muti-bat baldti i-lat ta-na-d[a-ti

a-na] um-mi Hanif 1

ka-ri[t-tum

be-i]l-tum da-me-ifa-tum so, bu-un-ni e[k-li-ti

sa k]ima u-me it-tan-bi-tu zi-m[u-sa

5 hi-r]at
ilNannariri beli a-sa-ri-di su-pu-u nur same-e ni-su-

u-t[i

a-lid-da-at il amas munammir kib-ra-a-ti sa sib-tu u purussu

gum-mu-ru su-ur-[ris

sa-bi-ta-at ab-bu-ti a-na na-an-nar Hani**1 na-ra-me-i sa ilti^*

ma-li-kat milki ka-ba-at damifa-tim a-na il8amas bu-uk-ri- [sa

mu-dam-me-kat a-mat un-ni-ni mu-ad-da-a-ta sarri pa-li-hi-

i-sa

10 ru-ba-a-tu rim-ni-tum ma-hi-rat tes-li-ti a-si-bat fl-ge-bdr

sa ki-rib &lHar-ra-na beliti rabi-ti belit kissati

ana-ku m il
Asur-bdn-apli sarru rabu-u sarru dan-nu sar

kissati sar m&tAssur

mar m ilAsur-ahe-iddin sarru rabu-u sarru dan-nu sar kissati

sar m&tAssur

mar mdri m ilSin-ahe-erba sarru rabu-u sarru dan-nu sar

kissati sar m&tAssur

15 sarru no-ram ilSin u il&amas rubu na-'i-du

ni-sit medual ilat
Nin-gal u ilNusku

sa ina ku-un lib-bi-su-nu ki-nis ut-tu-u-su-ma

a-na du-ur u-me ik-bu-u e-pis sarru-u-ti-su

u-se-pis-ma mar-nenni i9tal-li 0i*SUG-NA ^si-bu ma-li

20 sa dun-nu-nu idat-su-u[n

ap-pu u isdu ina hurdsi russi-e mar-nenni ki-lal uh-hi-iz-m[a

kima u-me u-nam-me-ra pi-in-gi-su-u[n

a-na i-tab-bul ilu-ti-sa rabi-tu sa a-si-e bit a-ki-ti e-pis-t[u

su-tu
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a-na da-rat sandtit1 la-bar u-me rukutif 1 a-na ilu-ti-sa u-[se-

pis

25 a-n]a sat-ti ilat
Nin-gal e-til-lit same elluti? 1

su-pu-[tu fea-rit-

tum

*'tal-l]i su-nu-ti damki-is lip-pa-lis-ma hadis

ilSin hdmir *la
*N]in-gal gis-ru ib-lu ma-zu(?}

(Remainder of Obverse broken)

REVERSE

2 -am-mis lis-ku-na li-is-sur

...... si "hi a il8amas li-te-dis li- . . .

ina pale-e satiS1 e-nu-ma i9tal-li

5 iste-en ina Ub-bi-si^-nu in-na-hu-u-ma i-ras-su-u m[a-Jcit-ti

**tal-U sn^nu-ti li-id-dis-ma si-pir kdte[
dual-ia

a-a u-sa-an-ni^ma li-tir as-ru-u[s-su

ni-is zi-kir ilat
Nin-gal be-el-t[i-ia

u ta-nit-ti Hani? 1 rabutiP 1 ti-ik-li-ia lis-hu-[ul

10 zi-kir sumi-ia damki sa ilAsur u ilMar[duk
eli kal mal-ki u-sar-bu-[u

it-ti sum-su si-ru-us-su lis-tur-ma li-sip ah-ra-a-ti

ilSin u ilat
Nin-gal si-pir kdtedual-su ha-dis lim-hu-w-ma

lim-gu-ru su-pi-e-su

15 u sa i9tal-li su-nu^ti u-ndk-Uar-u-ma

ih-zi-e-su a-na sip-ri sa-nim-ma e-pu-su

u ta-nit-ti *latNm-gal belti-ia ib-ba-la-ma

zi-kir sumi-ia u-sa-an-nu-u
ilSin belu rdbu-u ga-nun-su lu-sag-lit-su-ma

il8edu baldti

li-ir-pu-ud

20 ilat
Nin-gal beltu raM-tu si-mit-ti i?ni-ri-su lip-tur-ma

lis-bi-ra ^ap-sa-an-su

an-ni-u sa ina eli i9tal-li sa ilat
Nin-gal

TRANSLATION
OBVEESE

For Ningal; she who maketh life pleasant; goddess of

majesty ;

For the mother of the gods; valorous one;
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Gracious lady, who lighteth up the darkness,

Whose countenance shineth like day;
5 Consort of Nannar, the supreme lord, the brilliant light of

the distant heavens
;

Mother of Shamash, who lighteth up the skies, whose decree

and decision are replete with light;

Protector of the luminary of the gods, the beloved of the

goddess ;

Councilor; who speaketh favor to Shamash, her first-born;

Who maketh favorable the word of supplication; who
maketh the king know fear of her;

10 Mighty one; gracious one; who accepteth prayer; who
dwelleth in Egebar,

Which is in Harran
; mighty lady ; lady of the world

;

I, Ashurbanipal, the great king, the mighty king, the king

of the world, the king of Assyria,

The son of Esarhaddon, the great king, the mighty king,

the king of the world, the king of Assyria,

The grandson of Sennacherib, the great king, the mighty

king, the king of the world, the king of Assyria,

15 The king, the beloved of Sin and Shamash, the exalted

prince,

The darling of Ningal and Nusku,
Who in the fidelity of their hearts have truly chosen him

and

To the eternity of days have proclaimed the work of his

majesty :

I had (them) made and I finished off the adornment ( ?) of

the arks(?) with SUG-NA (and) precious wood,

20 Which strengthened their sides :

The front and the base with a heavy ( ? ) bright gold set-

ting (?) I embossed and

I made their ornamental work shine like day.

To carry her august divinity, when she goes forth from

the festal temple, this work

To the eternity of years, the aging of far-off days, for her

divinity I had made.

25 Ever may Ningal, the mistress of the glowing heavens, the

shining, valorous one,

Look with favor upon these arks and with joy accept them !
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May Sin, the spouse of Ningal, the powerful, shining one,

(Eemainder of Obverse broken)

EEVEESE

2 Carefully (?)] may he look after (them), may he guard

(them) [well(l)

may Shamash make (them) bright, may
he

In coming reigns, when the arks [become old and

5 One of them is fallen into decay and become a ruin,

May one restore these arks and the work of my hands

May he not alter, but return to its place !

The memorial of Ningal, my lady,

And the glory of the mighty gods, my protectors, may he

proclaim !

10 My illustrious name, which Ashur and Marduk

Have made greater than any prince,

Together with his own name on it may he inscribe and

pass on to the future !

May Sin and Ningal accept with joy the work of his hands !

May they favor his prayers !

15 But he who alters these arks and

Changes their contents into something else

And the glory of Ningal, my lady, defames and

Changes my name,

May Sin, the mighty lord, cause him to lose his mind and

may the shedu-spirit take away his life !

20 May Ningal, the mighty lady, turn loose his chariot horses

and

Smash his yoke !

Behold that which was (written) on the arks of Ningal.

NOTES
This text was first published by Craig, Assyrian and Baby-

lonian Religious Texts, 2, No. 1, and on the basis of this Martin

attempted a translation in his Textes Religieux Assyriens et

Babyloniens (1900), pp. 2 ff. The present edition offers a
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number of corrections of both Craig and Martin; an attempt
has been made to clear up several difficult passages in the text;

and restorations of the broken lines have been essayed.

The text is a copy of an inscription that Ashurbanipal had

inscribed upon certain talli or arks ( ? ) ,
which he had made as

a votive offering to Ningal in the city of Harran.

OBVEESE

3. For the second sign Craig has read incorrectly im, and

following this Martin restores, ri]-im-tum. The end of the line

Martin restores, sa bu-un-ni na[m-ru, and translates, 'celle dont

la personne est pleine d 'eclat'. Against this restoration it is to

be noted, (1) that there is room for two signs in the broken end

of the line, as there are two signs to be restored in the same

space at the end of the next line, (2) that 'bu-un-ni, since it has

no pronominal suffix to complete the relative particle sa, is more

naturally translated as a verb than a noun.

6. The latter part of this line Martin reads, sa sip-tu u

purussu num-mu-ru su-ur-[ris, 'dont 1 'oracle et la decision bril-

lent avec eclat'. For the sign $*= he gives the very rare value

num, which would seem improbable here, and unnecessary.
With the phrase as we have read it compare, gam-ra-a-ti sib-ta

u purussd ur-ti irsitimtim u sa-ma-mi, 'thou (Ishtar) dost perfect
decree and decision, the law of earth and heaven', King, The
Seven Tablets of Creation, 2, Plate Ixxv, Obv. 13. Another pos-

sible reading for the last two words of the line would be gum-
mu-ru-su ur-[ris, and the last clause would then read, Ho whom
decree and decision are entrusted over the light'. Again, the

last word might be restored su-ur-[sis, in which case the clause

would read,
' whose decree and decision are completely fulfilled '.

The objection to this restoration is that sursis is of rare occur-

rence, appearing, so far as I know, only in Creation Story, 4. 90.

7. Martin restores the last sign 8amas in place of U, but the

latter makes better sense.

8. The fourth sign Craig, followed by Martin, reads incor-

rectly as the sign for remu, Delitzsch, AL4
,
no. 156.

9. The second clause Martin translates, 'celle qui affermit

le roi qui la venere'. The long i in pa-li-hi-i-sa, he says, should

indicate the plural, but it is rather the long vowel expressive
of continued action, common in Semitic languages.
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11. In place of belit kissati Martin reads incorrectly beliti-su.

For the former reading cf . Obv. 12.

19. This line is a difficult one to decipher, mar-nenni,

(which Martin falsely reads GIS ME-PUL-PUL), appears again

in Obv. 21 in connection with hurdsu, with which compare the

expression, hurdsu ihzu, 'gold setting', Delitzsch, Assyrian

Grammar, 124. A meaning akin to 'fastening, adornment,

embossment' would seem to suit the context in both cases, and

this would also agree with the meaning of mar (variant for

gar), Ho enclose, emboss', Delitzsch, Sumerisches Glossar, 82.

nenni may be treated as a helping word. i?tal-li is evidently

plural, cf. "tal-li su-nu-ti, 'these talli', Obv. 26, Rev. 6, 15. The

word is not of frequent occurrence (see Muss-Arnolt, DAL
1156b), and its meaning is uncertain. The talli seem to have

constituted the votive offering that Ashurbanipal made for

Ningal and on them the inscription was written, cf. Rev. 22.

The meager description that is given would suggest that they
were arks on which the goddess was carried in state to and from

her temple, cf. Martin, who suggests the meaning
'

niche, trone

portatif.' ^SUG-NA, cf. ^KU-SUG, Meissner, SAI 8134.

For the pronunciation of the sign GU + GU = SUG see

Delitzsch, Sum. Glossar, 253. i?
si-bu, cf. sibu, 'dyed, colored,'

Muss-Arnolt, DAL 859a, and sipu, 'matting, for which the

leaves of the date-palm were used', ibid. 885b. The last two
words of this line might be transliterated is-si git-ma-li, in which

case the line would read, 'I had the adornment (?) of the

arks(?) made of SUG-NA (and) precious wood'.

21. mar-nenni ki-lal, literally 'with embossment of weight'

(see note on Obv. 19 above), which might mean 'with a heavy
embossment', or 'with an accurate', or 'delicate embossment',
the gold of the embossment being weighed out in the prescribed
amount.

22. pingu is a word of rare occurrence (see Muss-Arnolt,
DAL 814a), but its meaning, 'ornamental work', seems pretty
clear.

25. e-til-lit same, cf. DW'H H^Z?. Jer. 44. 18, 19. For

the restoration of the end of the line cf. su-pu-tum ka-rit-tum
ilat

lstar, K. 3464 Obv. 22 (Craig, Religious Texts, 66)*.

27. The restoration is based on the fact that the gods Sin
and Shamash are mentioned several times in the text and
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Shamash is included in the invocation a few lines below this,

Rev. 3. Hence Sin would be expected here.

EEVEESE

2. In place of lis-ku-na Martin reads lis-ku-na, but the

former agrees better with the context.

4. ed-da-mes = sdti, as against Martin's reading, ume
arkuti. Martin, following Craig, omits the preposition ina at

the beginning of the line.

5. Martin's reading u-ma-i-ras-su is altogether wrong. For
the restoration cf . si-pir su-a-tu in-na-hu-ma ma-Jcit-ti i-ras-su-u,

81-6-7, 209, line 37.

6. Martin reads incorrectly si-pir-su. For the reading
kdtedual-ia cf . Rev. 13.

8. Martin translates the line correctly, but fails to restore

it as it ought to read. For us he reads su.

9. Martin restores sir-ti at the end of the line, but there is

room for only one sign and that is naturally ia as suggested by
ti-ik-li-ia in the next line

;
cf . also belti-ia,, Rev. 17.

10. In place of lis-hu-[ul Martin has liz-zik-\kir, arbitrarily

reading zik for. hu in the belief that the context requires it.

The change is unnecessary and unwarranted. The sign is

clearly hu.

16. Martin curiously translates this line, 'Qui appliquerait
son habilite a cette oeuvre'.

17. The sign next to the last Craig, followed by Martin,
reads incorrectly tu instead of la.

19. The word ganunu is rare (see Muss-Arnolt, DAL 227b,

and Meissner, SAI 3781). Its meaning is clearly 'mind, life',

parallel to baldti in the second half of the line. Martin reads

tah-sil-su, which, due to the interchange of I and s, he says,

stands for tah-sis-su 'son ame'. The simpler reading, ga-nun-su,
would seem preferable.



EASTERNERS IN GENOA

EUGENE H. BYRNE

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

OP ALL THE ITALIAN CITIES of the Middle Ages, Genoa, at the

first glance, holds for the historian only a secondary interest.

Of the three or four which have affected the currents of com-

munication between East and West, Genoa has always given

precedence to her more imposing rival of the Adriatic. Yet in

the history of the Mediterranean from antiquity to the present

day Genoa has played a more consistently significant role than

cliff-bound Amalfi, Pisa long since barred by wastes of sand from
the sea, or even Venice, till so recently peacefully sleeping amid

splendid memories. The Genoese harbor even more to modern

Italy than to medieval Lombardy, Liguria and Provence is an

international commercial port. While I do not question the

judgment of history, still my interest in Genoa of the middle

ages has led me to believe that the history of the city offers

unusual opportunities for the study of many medieval problems ;

the almost unbroken continuity of the civic records enables the

student to walk down highways of history through many cen-

turies
;
the richness of the archives opens vistas of medieval life

from fixed points that are at once the despair and well-nigh
irresistible temptation of the hurried student from this side of

the sea.

The hundreds of thousands of entries made by the notaries of

the commune in the archives constitute one of the richest and
least explored fields of investigation for the historian.1 Those
brief and simple records of transactions between individuals, if

perused carefully and long, sweep the reader far back into the

everyday life of a great city of the medieval world. The final

impression after weeks of perusal is much the same as that

resulting from constant reading of a daily newspaper in a

1 For a description of the notaries' records and bibliography see my
rticle, 'Commercial Contracts of the Genoese in the Syrian Trade of the

Twelfth Century,' Quarterly Journal of Economics. November, 1916, p.

130, note 1.
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foreign capital with wide international interests. Slaves,

laborers, sea-captains, merchants, nobles, kings, emperors and

popes not only pass across the view, but their ambitions, per-

sonal, political and commercial, slowly take form. After months
of this work the student longs to converse with the men whose
movements from year to year have occupied his attention.

Recently, owing to the lack of new material from Genoa, I have

gone back over the documents available and have made an

attempt to learn what I could of the individuals who played

leading roles in the trade between Genoa and the Levant in the

12th century. The purpose of this paper is to present to a

society whose interests include the history of the relations between

East and West, the meager results of some of these researches

into the personalities of the Levantine trade.

Through her relations with Byzantium, Venice had won in the

llth century an enviable commercial position in the Levant, but

Genoa's opportunity for commercial expansion was coincident

with the Crusades. The connection with the Church and par-

ticipation in the crusading movement fostered by the Church
served the Genoese a double purpose. Through the alliance with

the bishops the commune gained independence of the feudal

powers in Liguria and won a share in the extension of the power
of Christendom to the east. The twelfth century marks then a

period of transition in Genoese history in which most of the

lines of future development both eastern and western were laid

down. In the field of politics, Genoa not only established her

independence de facto but de jure as well. Hastening to encir-

cle her meager landed wealth by a protecting wall, she could

proudly inform Barbarossa that she owed nothing to the Empire :

by her efforts from Rome to Barcelona the sea was made safe,

and every man could rest under his vine and fig-tree, a task

the Empire itself had not accomplished with a yearly expendi-
ture of 10,000 silver marks.2 The struggle with Pisa for domi-

nance in this western sea was begun. To be sure the Pisan taunt

of 1195 was in a sense justified: meretrices, uxores Venetum,
adhuc ausi estis ire per mare? si de cetero vultis ire per mare,

2< Annales lanuenses, anno 1158,' Belgrano edition, 1, p. 50 (Fonti per
la Storia d 'Italia pubblicate dall' Istituto Storico Italiano, Eome, 1890,

vol. 1).

13 JAOS 38
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abicite ferrum, relinquite arma, et ite sicuti mulieres vadunt,

alioquin vobis nasos incidemus!3 Yet a generation later no

Pisan would have dared such an affront. In the field of trade,

the Genoese threw their nets wide during this century. Like

the spokes of a huge half wheel, the sea-routes radiated from

the city to the great marts of the Levant, from Byzantium to

Alexandria, to African ports from Alexandria to Ceuta in the

west. Two Moorish towns in Spain were plundered. Southern

France paid tribute in trade. Majorca, Sicily and Sardinia

were exploited, while in the Levant rich colonies supplied the

basis of a trade in eastern wares that made Genoa the distribut-

ing point for luxuries to a half of Europe and the exporting

center of the cloth trade of the west.

In still another way, the twelfth century was a period of

transition in Genoa. Previous to the first crusade the Genoese

had been dependent for eastern goods, grudgingly enough, on

their rivals in part, but still more so upon Syrians, Jews, Byzan-

tines, Levantines all, who for so many centuries had supplied

the whole west with precious Oriental wares. It is precisely at

this transitional point in the century, when the Genoese were

endeavoring to secure for themselves the control of this Levan-

tine trade, to take it out of the hands of those who had so long

controlled it, that I wish my readers to catch one of those

glimpses of which I have spoken above. The activities of Levan-

tines in the west up to the period of the Crusades is one of those

medieval problems upon which documents have seemed to throw

but little light. Brehier, in his stimulating work Les colonies

d'Orientaux en Occident au commencement du Moyen-Age, fol-

lowing Scheffer-Boichorst, Zur Geschichte der Syrer im Abend-

lande, has pointed out the great facts for the earlier centuries,

behind which it is difficult to go. Jules Gay's less well known

book, L'ltalie Meridionale et I'Empire Byzantine, has a fine

chapter on the problem for southern Italy.
4 It is my belief that

*Ibid. 2, pp. 54-5.
4
Scheffer-Boichorst, Mitteilungen des Instituts filr osterreichische

Geschichtsforschung, 4. 520-550, Innsbruck 1885. Brehier covers the period
from the fifth to the eighth century, Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 12. 1-39,

Leipsic, 1903. Chapter 9 of Gay's work, Paris, 1904. Cf. also James
Westfall Thompson, 'The Commerce of France in the Ninth Century/
Journal of Political Economy, November, 1915, pp. 884-7.
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by patient study of the notarial documents of Genoa and the

towns of southern France whose records are extant, still more

may be brought forth. It can be done by painstaking effort

in close observation of the activities of individual merchants

year by year, of their associates in trade, of the character of

the oaths they take or refuse to take. The writers whom I have

mentioned have shown that colonies of Levantines existed in

most of the commercial centers of the west previous to the

Crusades. If so, some traces of them should exist in the 12th

and 13th centuries when the Occidentals were at last displacing

them. The difficulties are great but not insuperable. Genoa

offers a suitable field of experiment in the twelfth century. The

records are fairly continuous after 1154
;
and this was the very

period when the struggle between the Levantines and the Genoese

must have occurred, if at all.

When the curtain is lifted in the decade 1154-64, for then

the notarial records begin, the trade between Genoa and the East

is all but the monopoly of a small group of five families of

high political influence and of landed wealth. Their monopoly
in Syria was secured by their control of the government of the

commune and of the administration of the colonies in Syria,

which was entirely in the hands of one of these leading families

for nearly a full century under feudal contract. In Byzantium
the control is less evident due to the as yet unstable character

of the Genoese position there. In Alexandria the monopoly

apparently could not be exercised because no colony existed,

and only the Genoese end of the trade could be controlled, and

that but partially. Next in importance to this group of mer-

chant-nobles, however, and seemingly dating from an earlier

period, was an interesting group of men whom I believe to be

fair types of the sort of merchants who had dominated the trade

before the advent of the Genoese leaders, Syrians, Jews and

Byzantines whose power was waning fast and who were finally

displaced at the point I have chosen for this paper.

Perhaps the most important of these was a Jew, known as

Soliman of Salerno, whence he had come at an earlier date to

be domiciled in Genoa, though whether or not he was a native

of Salerno does not appear. For many years he was a power
in the Alexandrian trade. Twice he went to Alexandria, the

first time in 1156 when he remained there for nearly two years,
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during which time his wife Eliadar continued his commercial

operations.
5 On this voyage he carried large sums in sea-loans

for various Genoese, in which they bore the risk while he profited

by the use of the money though at heavy interest. Just before

his departure he commissioned an agent to collect a large sum

of money owed him in Spain.
6 Upon his return he bought a

piece of land in Genoa with a house and its contents for 100 1.,

and opened a long series of contracts in 1158 with a group

of factors for the distribution of the Oriental wares he had

brought back, in Sicily, Africa, Majorca and Spain.
7 In the

next year he bought a ship with two others, both foreigners

and one a Saracen, which he equipped and personally conducted

to Alexandria in 1160, again carrying large sea-loans for

Genoese. 8 He was absent about a year and upon his return had

attained the height of prosperity. The notary came to his house

to record his transactions, unusual except with the highest of

the city; he had a curia, a notary of his own probably as secre-

tary; agents of Saracen powers in Africa came to his house to

negotiate loans of money or sales of spices.
9 His ships and fac-

tors were plying the seas. A marriage was arranged between

his daughter and a member of the mighty Mallone family, one

of the great houses of the period, for which alliance Soliman

paid down 1923/2 lire, a dowry far above what the Mallone could

have asked of one of their own rank.10 Then as was the case

with so many of his race in the middle ages there came some

sort of a crash. Whether he lost favor with the great families

who had used his knowledge of Alexandria for their own profit,

or whether he suffered financial reverses is not clear. At any
rate the dowry was returned to him by the Mallone

;
it formed

the only investment he was able to make in 1163, while just

previous to the disappointment, if such it was, he had pawned
some silver cups and furred mantles to a Saracen friend. In

5 <Atti del Notaio Giovanni Scriba,' in Historiae Patriae Monumenta,
vol. 6, (henceforth cited as Ch[artarum II], Turin, 1853, nos. 337, 339,
342, 446, 591.

6 Ibid. no. 338.
7 Ibid. nos. 642, 639, 645-6, 655-6, 701, 714-19, 732.
B Ibid. nos. 795, 828, 877, 920.
9
Ibid. nos. 1072, 1183-5.

10 Ibid. no. 1276. A fair dowry at this period in marriage contracts

among the nobility was 100 lire, Ch. II, passim.
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1164 he paid a paltry debt of 6 lire, witnessed a single contract,

and is lost to sight.
11 For nearly ten years in full view he

served his betters, aided them in the field of trade he knew so

well, lost a great alliance, and sank into obscurity.

Even more picturesque in his prosperity and fall was another

Jew, also Solomon by name, but called Blancardo. For twenty

years he was a leading figure on the Genoese piazze, a resource

for many foreign traders passing through the city, since there

were few markets in the Mediterranean where his name was not

known. His brother and nephew assisted him in many of his

operations, often leaving Genoa in his interest, where he remained

throughout.
12 Blancardo was a well known money-lender, a

dealer in cloth on a wholesale basis; and he was the financial

resource of a host of itinerant merchants, men of no local note,

foreigners, non-Christians in some instances, who were not to

be required to take an oath upon fulfilling his contracts abroad,

men whose meaningless names appear but once or twice in a

decade among his many transactions.13 He exported large

quantities of cloth of various sorts to Syria and elsewhere;
14

his factors and loans were sent to St. Gilles, Montpellier, Pisa,

Salerno, Bougia, Seville, Sardinia and Alexandria, carrying east-

ern cotton and linens through the west, Flemish, French and

Italian cloth of wool, fur-trimmed cloaks, alum and hides.15 In

Genoa he owned a shop operated in his name by obscure men
and their wives for several years.

16 Blancardo 's operations were

marked by great shrewdness and caution. While his brother

and nephew were given wide latitude in their movements abroad,

the itinerant merchants with whom he dealt were held to stricter

terms than was usual at this time, and occasionally were

instructed to hold themselves ready for directions by letter or

agent of Blancardo.17 He had none of the assurance of Soliman

of Salerno. 'A lurking fear seems to pervade his movements.

id. nos. 1276, 1319, 1322-4, 1184, 1391, 1500.

"Ibid, nos. 859, 1079, 1129.
18 For example, ibid. nos. 857, 859, 866, 867, 883, 897, 898, 944, 946,

1069, etc.

14 Ibid. nos. 414, 857, 897.
15 Ibid. nos. 883, 1002, 1025, 1065, 1153.

"Ibid. nos. 946, 1079.
17 For example, ibid. nos. 1153, 1181, 1257.
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The prosperous year 1160 marked a high point in Blancardo 's

career. In that year his investments abroad aside from his

brother's which were contributory to his own, amounted to 1118

lire.
18 This was a huge sum for the period, equal to the invest-

ments of the greatest of the landed class. The consular family

de Ita in that year welcomed a matrimonial alliance with Blan-

cardo's niece; her dowry was 237 lire, considerably higher than

that so unsuccessfully given by Soliman of Salerno for an alli-

ance with an even more important family.
19 About this time

Blancardo became the informal business agent for the d'Oria

family whose international fame of later epochs was now being

founded on twelfth century investments.20 His wide experience,

of long years too since he now had a great-niece of marriageable

age,
21 his wealth and far-reaching associations must have been

of value to one of the greatest of Genoese families. But these

high connections did not prevent his downfall when their pur-

pose was achieved. Blancardo loaned large sums to the debt-

laden commune at rates injudiciously high. In 1178 Archbishop

Ugo della Volta, a member of whose family, be it noted, had

been partially responsible for one of the loans, sentenced the

estate of the recently deceased Blancardo to pay 1050 lire to

the state, an amount almost equal to his total investments in a

prosperous year. The prelate was actuated by the best of

motives since he claimed to be informed on good authority that

on his deathbed Blancardo had renounced usury.
22 What pres-

sure had been brought to bear upon the old man we are not told,

nor whether the loans had even been repaid by the commune.
An imposing figure in this period of transition had succumbed
in death to the rising commercial leaders.

Another striking personage of Oriental origin in Genoa at

this time was a Syrian, whether Christian or Jewish I cannot

say; his name was Ribaldo di Saraphia (obviously a corruption
of Saffuriya, just north of Nazareth, visited by Benjamin of

18 The sum of all Ms investments given in the Atti for that year.
19
Ibid, nos. 922, 954.

20
Ibid. nos. 1296, 1304.

21 Ibid. no. 1194.
22 Ibid. nos. 1168-9: Liber Jurium I (Hist. Patr. Mon. VII), no. 317.
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Tudela23
). For a full decade his movements can be traced back

and forth across the Genoese scene even to Syria and to the

west again. He was a favorite witness to contracts in which

Levantine names appear, and eventually he became a patriarchal

figure, the tutor and administrator of the estates of innumerable

minors with eastern connections. Probably born in Syria, long
resident in Genoa where he was possessed of real estate, from
his youth familiar with commercial conditions in his native and

adopted lands, he may be regarded as a fair type of those Levan-

tines who had maintained the flow of intercourse between East

and West for centuries. His methods differ interestingly from
those of his contemporaries with whom we are concerned.

Like Soliman of Salerno, but unlike Blancardo, eastern wares

were the real basis of his trade. Unlike either of them, his own
means were insufficient to make him a successful competitor of

the rising Genoese traders, so he capitalized his patriarchal

qualities, maybe facilitated by the customs of one of the eastern

races, for if not a Jew he was on unusual terms with the Jews
and other foreigners in Genoa, and utilized the estates of his

(so-called) nephews so successfully that he was for long a great
financial power in the eastern trade.24 In 1155 he sent a factor

to Syria from Sicily, and two years later himself went to Syria
for a year, accompanied by this factor and one of his young
wards.25 The factor apparently remained in the East, perhaps
as Bibaldo's agent. A little later the same young nephew, now
trained in Ribaldo's knowledge, with the benefits of the earlier

voyage in Ribaldo's company at his disposal, turned over all of

his own and his younger brother's property to Ribaldo, formed

23
Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela, edited by Adler, London, 1907, p.

28 (Asher's edition, p. 44).
24 In 1155 he apparently had only 50 lire in operation, Ch. II, no. 267.

For his success as an administrator of the estates of women and minors,
ibid. nos. 283, 334, 394, 397, 769, 770, 777, 824, 865, 899, 1001, 1017,

1018-9; he was often a witness for Soliman of Salerno, ibid. nos. 338-40,

342; was on intimate terms with Blancardo, ibid. nos. 414, 865, 944, 1015,

1075; often appeared in connection with Buongiovanni Malfigliastro (for

whom see below), ibid. nos. 290, 295, 304, 305, 310, 312, 369, 735, 760-2;

witness or agent for other Jews and foreigners, 769, 961-2, 1075, 1457,

1508.
K Ibid. nos. 267, 335, 414, 419.
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a partnership with him, and went to Syria with a fund of nearly

700 lire in his charge.
26 Ribaldo meantime had taken on as a

western agent a non-Christian known as Stabilis who first

appeared in Genoa about 1150 as a money-lender. Stabilis acted

as Ribaldo 's factotum in the distribution of Oriental wares

throughout the West. In Ribaldo 's name, with his capital and

such of his own as he was able to accumulate, Stabilis employed

factors who carried their goods through the entire region of

Genoese activity.
27 Ribaldo 's personal attention was given to

the Syrian business in which he proved useful to the political

faction then in power in Genoa and bent on making the most

of the Syrian commerce. They sold to him a share in the debt

owed the state by the Embriaco family for the unpaid rental of

the Genoese colony of Gibelletum leased to the Embriaco for

twenty-nine years.
28 "What advantage he reaped by having this

most powerful family of Outre-Mer in his debt does not appear,

nor do the documents disclose the rest of his career. The fac-

tion with which he had identified himself more or less fell from

power most dramatically in 1164, and in the general confusion

of the next four years Ribaldo is lost to view.

One more varied type and this twelfth century group is com-

plete. So far none of these Levantines had succeeded in doing

more than holding his own against the rising native merchants.

The last one I shall discuss accomplished a little more; he

founded a family in Genoa.29 His name was Buongiovanni

Malfigliastro. An elusive figure, probably from Byzantium,
where his son was a vassal of the Emperor,

30 his heaviest invest-

ments were in Sicily and Alexandria, the basis of his wide-spread
trade which penetrated even to regions not frequented by the

Genoese, Asia Minor and Dalmatia.31
Wealthy, a heavy money

*Ibid. nos. 865, 899, 907.

"Lib. Jur. I, no. 154; Ch. II, nos. 1140-1, 867, 961, 968, 1052, 1117,

1135, 1150, 1182, 1193, 1233, 1455.
28 Ch. II, no. 1180

;
Lib. Jur. I, no. 197.

29 Cf. Canale, Nuova Istoria della Eepubblica di Geneva, Florence, 1860,
2. 675-6.

80 Ch. II, no. 1208.
91 Ibid. nos. 351, 445.
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lender,
32

(he loaned money to the canons of San Lorenzo for

the purchase of vestments in Sardinia at 25% for a few months),

owning land, mills, olive and fig orchards in Genoa, he con-

tracted matrimonial alliances for his children with the ancient

Visconti family, with the Castagna recently arrived in Genoa
from the Polcevera, who had Jewish affiliations, and founded a

branch of the Genoese nobility.
33

During and after the Third

Crusade the Malfigliastro were prominent ship-owners, very
active in the Syrian trade. 3*

Ultimately they won official rank

and figured in Genoese public life. The founder of the family
had done well.

These are a few of the men who composed what might be

designated as the old regime in the Genoese trade with the

Levant. They were undoubtedly the leaders in what presents
some of the aspects of a small but important colony of Orientals

in Genoa such as existed in most of the important commercial

centers of the West all through the early middle ages. Their

mutual relations were largely confined to witnessing each other 's

contracts; only occasionally did they form partnerships among
themselves. Fully cognizant of each other's activities, they

pursued their individual courses, loaning money to the native

merchants when called upon, carrying loans for them to the

East at a profit to both, yet fighting the last battle in a commer-
cial struggle that was already lost, since even in this period
their investments were being surpassed by those of the new

leaders, the Genoese nobles who saw in the Levant trade oppor-
tunities which experience and power at home would make their

own once they had mastered the difficulties so well understood

by their older rivals. About these Levantine merchants in

Genoa swarmed a host of foreigners of strange names, as factors,

servants and witnesses, a shifting group of itinerant peddlers
whose movements cannot be followed for more than a single

voyage.

d. nos. 320, 333, 402, 445, 448, 460-1, 528, 632, 680, 735, 737, 751,

758, 797, 808. His name appears more than 100 times in the Atti of

Giovanni Scriba.

"Mid. nos. 707, 1202.

**Archivio di Stato di Genova, Atti del Notaio Lanfranco, parte I, folios

93 verso, 95, 131, 134, 136 verso.
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That they represent the old order is even clearer after the

Third Crusade. The reorganization of the Syrian colonies upon
their re-establishment following the successful reaction against

Saladin's conquests brought about a rapid and intensive develop-

ment of the Genoese trade in Syria. In this new extension it

was the native Genoese merchants who assumed control in the

Syrian field. The struggle against Venice in Constantinople

and the Black Sea was unsuccessful for another eighty years.

Circumstances have prevented my pursuance of the Alexandrian

trade; there it is barely possible other conditions prevailed

although I find no evidence of them.

It would seem that about the middle of the twelfth century

the transition was all but completed by which the Genoese had

mastered the details of the Levantine trade, after tolerating and

making good use of the experienced and gifted Orientals as long

as was necessary. The great voyages at the close of the century,

undertaken almost annually, in some instances biennially, were

many times richer than those previous to the Third Crusade.

The swift expansion after 1189 drew from ancient hoards money

easily, promisingly and safely invested in the eastern trade.

The voyages involved hundreds of investors great and small;

long lists of men and women whose names and deeds stamp them

as Ligurian, with what Byzantine, Syrian or Jewish origins one

cannot say.

The century of transition had passed too in other fields.

Political power, the basis of commercial power, had to be fought
for by the nobles as never before in the face of the quasi-demo-

cratic movement that began with the overthrow of the dominant

della Volta faction in 1164, advanced a step with the overthrow

of the consulate and erection of the first podestate in 1190, pro-

ceeded to the revolution of 1257 with the emergence of the

capitano del popolo, and culminated in the popular doges of the

fourteenth century. In all these changes commercial power in

the East was an issue. In the course of the struggle Venice was

defied and Pisa overwhelmed. Out of it emerged the Genoese

folk, a commercial-minded folk as they have remained to this

day. The dream of maritime empire which led the della Volta

faction to its fall in 1164 was only deferred a century, never

lost. It was in the minds of the very group which learned its
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first lessons under the example of men such as I have here so

briefly sketched.

.The century of transition therefore seems to me a significant

epoch in the history of Genoa's relations with the Levant. Is

it not also a scene in the medieval drama that is not without a

broader meaning? Were these Levantine merchants, men of

power, resource, success and misfortune, not typical of the

'dark age' in the West preceding the Crusades the age in which

they and their kind served to lighten the economic burden of

centuries ?



A PRE-SARGONIC INSCRIPTION ON LIMESTONE FROM
WARKA

JAMES B. NIES

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THE REMARKABLE TABLET presented in this number came into

possession of the writer in 1916, and is reported to have been

found on the site of ancient Erech, in Southern Babylonia, in

1913. It consists of gray, soft, consolidated limestone, measur-

ing 15 cm. in length, 12 cm. in width, 3^ cm. in thickness, and

weighing nearly 3^ Ibs. It is covered on the obverse and part

of the reverse with engraved dividing lines and archaic Sumerian

characters, the latter indicating a period as remote as the first

dynasty of Kish, i. e. before 3000 B. c.

When first acquired its surface was almost entirely covered

with an incrustation of salt. This deposit was, in places, as

much as a centimeter thick and made decipherment impossible.

It was removed by slow solution in fresh water and, though it

had considerably corroded the upper left hand obverse of the

tablet, very little of the inscription has been lost, as will be seen

from the photograph and the transliteration.

Unfortunately, in addition to the damage done by the salts

and friction, some pieces were early chipped from the right
hand side and the last lines on the lower edge,' making uncertain,

among other things, the name of a patesi in the last case of

col. IV.

To assist scholars interested in Sumerology, the photographic

plates have been supplemented by exact silver-print reproduc-
tions of these, checked by the signs as they appear on the

original tablet in the best light. For convenient reference,

numbers have been inserted in each of the groups or cases on

these silver-print reproductions.
It should be remarked that, contrary to the custom of writing

Babylonian tablets, the last column of the obverse is not con-

tinued on the last column of the reverse, but on its first or left

hand column. This may have been due to the shape of the stone

and uneven width of the right side, but it is not impossible that
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the reverse contains a different inscription from the obverse.

In any case the inscription is not complete, for, after patesi in

case 43, we should expect the name of the city and, after case 47,

other particulars.

The document has been given a Sumerian transliteration for

convenience, though it is probable that it is Semitic, as it corre-

sponds with the Obelisk of Manishtusu
;

as to Kish, its place of

origin, as to a number of its names such as Nani, Zuzu, Subsub

(transliterated Makmak by me), and those beginning with Rabe,

and as to the expression SA* with numerals, cf. Del. en Perse,

2, Obelisk of Manishtusu, col. II 8, 10.

The inscription is interesting not only paleographically but

also philologically. It is one of the most ancient business docu-

ments known containing records of the sale of, and payments

for, a number of fields by various individuals. Thus it may be

regarded as an ancient list of title deeds. It should be compared
to CT 32. 7 and 8.

As the tablet and its reproduction, together with a translitera-

tion, translation, and notes are given, nothing more need be said

at this point, except that the author has made the attempt to

elucidate this inscription with extreme diffidence.

TRANSLITERATION1

1 1 MA-NA KUBABBAR 2 [tr]
2
2/3 (GIN?) KUBAB-

BAR3 SA-NA4

3-5 GAN 4 [N]A
6-NI 5 [U]R ?-ZU-ZU 7

6 SAM-GAN 7 Ktf8

8 2/3 (MA-NA) KUBABBAR A9-NA 9 1/3? (BUR)
GAN (= 600 AR) 9a

10 Illegible
10 11 DUMU MAK-MAK11

12 KISki12 13 SAN GAN 14 KtJ

15 2/3 (MA-NA?) + 5 (GIN?) KUBABBAR 3A-NA
16 1/3 + 1/18 BUR GAN13

( 600 + 100 AR) 17 B-RtT-
USAN14

18 LlT-ZU URU-UMki15 19 LtT-KAL-IL GAN16

20 2i/2 (MA-NA?) 17 KUBABBAR 21 5 (GIN?) KUBAB-
BAR18

22 1/3 + 1/3 + 1/18 + 1/36 BUR GAN (= 1200 + 100 +
50

*See note 4.
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23 MAK-MAK20 24 DUMU AG-A 25 [SAM GAN] KtJ21

26 2/3 (MA-NA) KUBABBAR SA-NA 27 1/3 BUR GAN22

28 A-SI23 29 LUGAL EN-NUN24

30 2/3 (MA-NA) KUBABBAR SA-NA 31 SAM [GAN]
25

32 Name broken26 33 DU-[MU] Eroded and broken

34 2/3 (MA-NA) KUBABBAR gA-NA 35 Erased27 36

Erased

37 3 (BUR) and 2 SAR28 38 4 KUBABBAR GIN29

39 ZU-ZU30 40 RA-BE-ZAL-LUM 41 TUR-TUR 42

IL-ZU-UG31

43 PA-TE-SI82 44 50-3 SAR GAN33

45 S1G HAR ERIM34 46 GA-NI-ZU-MA 47 DUMU
UR-LIL

TRANSLATION
1 One mina of silver 2 [a]nd 2/3 (shekel?) of standard

silver

(for) 3 = fields. 4 Nani 5 [son of U]r?-zuzu
6 for the price of the fields 7 has been satisfied (i. e. paid

in full).

8 2/3 (mina) of standard silver (for) 9 1/3? BUR of land

10 - 11 son of Makmak 12 of Kish 13

for the price of the field 14 has been satisfied.

15 2/3 (mina? and) 5 (shekels?) of standard silver (for)

16 1/3 + 1/8 BUR of land (= 600 + 100 &AR) 17 Berusan

18 a native of Zurum 19 (and) Lukalil (sold?) the fields.

20 2i/2 (mina) of silver (and?)
21 5 (shekels?) of silver (for) 22 2/3 + 1/18 + 1/36 BUR

of land (i. e. 1200 + 100 + 50 AR)
23 Makmak 24 son of Aga 25 [with the price of the

fields] is satisfied.

26 2/3 (mina) of standard silver (for) 27 1/3 of a BUR of

land (600 &AR) 28 of Asi 29 guardian king.
30 2/3 (mina) of standard silver as 31 the price [of a field]

32 - 33 son of

34 2/3 (mina) of standard silver for 35 [erased] 36

[erased]

37 3 BUR and 2 SAR (of land for) 38 4 shekels of silver

39 (from) Zuzu (and) 40 Rabezallum 41 sons of

42 Ilzuug 43 the ruler. 44 47 AR of land of the

45 wool tax collector 46 Ganizuma 47 son of Ur-lil
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NOTES
1 The numerical notation of this inscription is partly ordinary

and partly land measure. See Barton, Babylonian Writing, 1.

145-6, abbreviated BW in this article.
2 The part broken from this sign seems to have been ^- thus

<||] i. e. the conjunction tr, cf. BW 1. 412.
3 AZAG and UD, though both mutilated, are certain.
4 These signs, though eroded, can be established from cases

8, 15, 26, etc. SA-NA is not a name. This is shown by its con-

text in other parts of the text. It may be Semitic and mean
'exchanged.' See Muss-Arnolt, Dictionary of the Assyrian
Language, 1068, Sanu, 3, 'be different, change/ but its mean-

ing, as Professor George A. Barton in a private letter pointed
out, is rather to be found in &A = pidnu BW 3102 ,

or pitnu,

signifying 'current/ This word is translated 'stand' by Muss-

Arnolt, Diet. 854, whence, as in English, the derivative 'stand-

ard,' i. e. of 'registered value.' While engaged on this paper,
Dr. C. E. Keiser very kindly sent me the following in a tablet,
Y. B. C. 1490; numbered 17 in his forthcoming volume of

Selected Ur Dynasty Texts, which seems to confirm this trans-

lation :

SUSANA SA-NA IA + MAS GIN KUBABBAR
AZAG ER1MKI-KA Ag GIN
tr, AZAG UR1K1 ES-GIN + IGI-Eg-GAL (=31/3 GIN)
IB-TA-ZI
KI LtT-GI-NA TA
UR-GI-KISAL
Stf-BA-TI

Then follow names of 3 witnesses, month, and year.
Here we have evidently a group of three kinds of silver, 1st

standard, 2nd of Erimki
,
and 3rd of Uriki

,
which Urgikisal bor-

rowed from Lugina.
5 Numeral broken away. Cf . case 9, 16, 22, 27.
6 The first sign is doubtless NA and forms part of the name

Nani which occurs in early and later documents.
7
Possibly DUMU and part of the sign UR were broken away

in this case. For the name UR-ZU see Huber, PKUN 69.

There is no doubt that the group formed a name.
8 It seems clear that the sign intended is KtJ from its occur-

rence in a similar connection in cases 14 and 25, and that it

means here zandnu 'be full,' BW 38 2 . A careful examination
of the original proved that there was an imperfect erasure of

the right half of the seemingly new sign above KA.
9 Part of SA is broken away.

14 JAGS 38
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9a The numeral may have been cxs = s> cf . cases 16 and 27.

10 The name may have been NI-LU-LU, cf CT 32. 8, col. IV4 .

11 DUMU proves that a name preceded. The next sign, which

occurs also in case 23, is Br. 820. Streck in his Silken- und

Ideogrammliste, p. 10, gives as its value MAK. I have trans-

literated the double sign MAK-MAK as this name occurs in CT
32, 7, col. IV3 ,

where the signs are written beside each other.

The double sign means sukinnu 'homage, worship', cf. HWB
313.

12 Modern Okhaimir, 14 kilometers east of Babylon. It is not

impossible that this tablet came originally from Kish and was

carried from there to Erech, in the far south, in early times,

perhaps as part of spoils of war. In this case we should expect
its language to be Semitic. Barton is of the opinion that it was
not found in Southern Babylonia, but at El-Okhaimir. The

Bagdad dealer who brought it to America declares it was found
at Warka by his own gang of men and that there is no doubt as

to its provenance. I have never known this dealer to give a

wrong provenance for his tablets or antiquities, and this has also

been the experience of others. The tablet in CT 32, pis. 7 and

8, from Dailem, which has been in the British Museum since

1882, was probably found by Rassam at DilMm, a mound about
18 kilometers south of Hilla, the site of ancient Dilbat. King,
Hist, of Babylon, 141, note, states that all tablets from there

belong to the 1st Dynasty, but this inscription is evidently an

exception.
13

oo = compound g> = 1/3 BUR or 600 SAR as it precedes

1/18 BUR or 100 AR.
14 This is a name. If is the sign RUM or RtT and the last

sign is USAN (cf. BW 1. 285) it reads Bfi-Rtf-USAN. The
names UR-USAN-LA and NIN-USAN-ZI occur. See Huber,
Personennamen, 143, note 3, and p. 170, note 8. The strokes
under USAN look like archaic A, but compare the form of this

sign in Reisner, Urkunden, 99, I12 .

15 The second sign in this case, though imperfect, is either SU
or ZU, very likely the latter. The last sign is KI, distorted for
lack of room. We have then a descriptive title that can be ren-
dered either as 'a man of Zurum,' or 'a wise man of Urumki

.'
16 In case 19 we appear to have another descriptive title,

LtT-KAL-lL, but it may be a name. The second sign, in this
archaic form, is new. On account of its resemblance to an adze
or pick-ax it may be AL = allu, (the name LU-AL occurs in
RTCh 336, reverse 3), but more probably it is archaic KAL.
The third sign is fL, cf . CT 32, 7, III8 ,

and 32. 8, col. II and III.
From the groups ending with cases 7, 14, and 25 we should have
expected SAM GAN Ktr to follow.
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17 On the tablet it can be seen that ^ is the numeral ^p .

The lower edge is here worn and broken and it is possible tr,

as in case 2, may have connected this and the following case.
18 &A-NA is omitted but understood.
19 As in case 16 gg is an early form for g : NER X 2 = 1200.
20 Salts a centimeter deep covered this and the two following

cases. When removed it was found that the stone had been
eaten away. Enough remains, however, to make the reading
of all but one or two signs certain. The name Mak-Mak is the

same as appears in case 11. There he is the father of
;

here he is the son of AG-A.
21 Enough remains in the eroded portions of this case to make

it probable that the signs_were SAM GAN KtL
22 The number is 1/3 BUR GAN. Of. cases 16 and 22.
23
ASI, it would seem, is a Semitic name. See Muss-Arnolt,

p. 74.
24 The sign EN is new in this form which does not favor the

theory that it was derived from a hand grasping a mace.
EN-NUN massaru 'a guardian, treasurer,' Br. 2849. It is

possible that KI is understood after NUN. (See the date for-

mula for the 8th year of BUR-SIN.) This would give us the

name of a very early king of Erech.
25 SAM is certain, but only in the best light can traces of GAN

be seen on the tablet.
26 That a name, now worn away, existed in this case can be

seen from the traces of DUMU in the following line.
27 It is possible that the signs in cases 35 and 36 were destroyed

by the salts that covered them thickly, but it is more likely that

they were anciently erased.
28
&AR, in this case, is a land measure

;
in case 44 it is fol-

lowed by GAN which has been omitted here, but it is understood.
The numerals should therefore be read as BUR GAN and not
as SAR. For land measures see Johns, Babylonian and Assyr-
ian Laws, Contracts and Letters, 189 ff.

29 The silver shekels to which this case refers require the

ordinary numerical notation.
30 This and the three following cases contain the name of a

patesi and his two sons, 'Zuzu and Rabezallum sons of fl-zu-

(ug?) the patesi.' A king of Opis, named Zuzu, was conquered
by Eannatum when the former came to the rescue of the city
of Kish, which Eannatum had attacked. As Zuzu of our tablet

is the son of a patesi, it is possible there is some historic connec-
tion. For the name Rabezallum cf. CT 32. 8, IAr31 Case 42 is worn away considerably. This is unfortunate
as it contains the name of the patesi whose reading is thus made
uncertain.
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32 On lower edge.
33 This numeral presents a difficulty. According to Pre-Sar-

gonic land measure g = 1/36 BtJK-GAN or 50 SAR, and

coo = 3 X 1/18 BUR-GAN or 300 SAR. Here the number
is evidently 3.

34 The first
sigjn

in case 45 seems to be S1G, though it is very
similar to archaic ZAG. As the sign HAR which follows may
mean l

collect, dues, tax/ (BW 361 5 ) and ERlM = muntahsu
'a demander,' Br. 4606, the translation 'the wool-tax collector

Ganizuma son of Urlil' would fit very well for this and the two
final cases of this inscription.

Attention is called to KU, the last sign in case 45, as confirm-

ing the author's opinion, published in 1914, vol. 16. 1. of the
American Anthropologist, that this sign originated in a picto-

graph of a boomerang.
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W. F. ALBRIGHT

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

THE READING of this elusive name is now placed beyond reason-

able doubt, thanks to the Aramaic transliteration j"WON (see

especially Clay, Amurru, p. 195 ff.) and the statement in the

Yale syllabary, 1. 288, that IB in the name Nin-IB (sa
ilNin-IB

su-ma) is read ur-ta. The name of the god must thus be read

Ninurta, which became, by dissimilation, *Inurta (the dental t

may enter in, as perhaps also in ingabtu 'earring,' < *nin$dbtu

< *minQabtu < *manQabtu} like nirmaktu 'pitcher'; Delitzsch,

A(P 180), and, by the common change of r to s before a dental,

Inusta = rWON- There is no evidence that the character NIN
was ever pronounced en, to avoid the usual feminine connota-

tion, as has been suggested; the writing Ninni(5Q)-IB (Ebeling

no. 31, obv. 9-10; ZDMG 69. 89) is against such a view. The

reading Anusat (Pognon, Thureau-Dangin, Maynard, AJSL 34.

29-31) is most improbable; in form it is anomalous, and at

best it could not mean 'the mountain god,' as Maynard sug-

gests. A variant d
Ur-ru-da, mentioned by Maynard, does not

exist; the passage in Ebeling, no. 12, 1. 11-12, must be read (cf.

Hrozny, Ninrag, tablet 2, 11-12) [Nin-urta bdd-ki-bal-a-gul-

gul]a-md-ru an-ur-ru-da = [Ninurta mu'abbit dur mat nuk]urti

abubdnis ibd', 'Ninurta, who destroys the fortification of the

hostile place, on the hurricane rushes' (Semitic: 'like the

hurricane'). A glance at Br. 5492 and M. 3809 would have

spared this mistake. However, we all make slips at times.

I am inclined to see another hint with respect to the pronunci-

ation in Poebel, Historical and Grammatical Texts, no. 134, col.

3, 10 ff., a section of the liara-hubulu lexical series (see Meiss-

ner, OLZ 18. 136 ff.), where we have:

gis-Tca-sig-ga-gisimar =. qattanutu (sig = qatnu, etc.)

gis-Tca-pes-gisimar napsutu (pes napdsu)

gis-Tca-gu-la-gisimar= urtu

Urtu is a msbe from urtu/a, a word quite unknown in the

Assyrian lexicon elsewhere, but reminding one of Urtu,
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Armenia, and our Urta. Both combinations may have their

rights. The latter is particularly interesting in view of Nin-

urta's consort Gula. Of course, gula here means 'large, full/

or the like, and the idea that its Semitic equivalent is Urtu, if

I am correct, is an illustration of the curious methods of philo-

logical ratiocination employed by the Babylonian schoolmen,

from the results of which our lexica will eventually have to be

purged. I hope to treat elsewhere some of the products of this

juggling with phonetic and numerical values in the cuneiform

schools. The writing with t indicates a popular etymology of

the element urta, connecting it with Urtu, Armenia. In the

light of these and other facts, I will propose the following recon-

struction of the name Ninurta's history, which is offered merely
as a working hypothesis.

The god NIN-IB is intimately connected with IB = Uras,
identified with him CT 25. 11. 25. The pair Uras (IB) and
Ninuras are mentioned among the names of Anum and Antum .

Since uras = piristu, as nomen agentis it should mean '

decider'

(like malik), and '

prince,' or the like, a fitting name for a

great god, one who held the chief position in the pantheon at

Dilbat and elsewhere.

In later times Nin-IB assumes the place of IB-Uras. It is

difficult to believe that this represents a masculinization of

Uras's colorless consort Nin-uras, whose very name may rest

upon theological speculation. I am profoundly suspicious of

the theories advanced by Hommel,
1 that the Sumerian gods

whose names begin with Nin are old solar deities, who were
masculinized on the analogy of Samas, who is masculine, while

U**-*-^ is feminine, and by Clay,
2 that NIN-IB was originally

feminine, but after the
'

signs had been recognized as an ideo-

gram for the name of the deity ... the goddess became
masculinized.' Clay himself (loc. cit.) admits that this solu-

tion is a pis oiler. With Hommel, every coincidence is an

identity, or an analogy from which causal relations may be
deduced. In my opinion, it is much more probable that nin
means both 'lord' and 'lady,' like umun and gasan; cf. also

dam /consort/ both 'husband' and 'wife.' This is the view
1 Cf. MVAG 19. 13, note 9. The femininity of the Ea-category is equally

fictitious.

2 See Miscellaneous Inscriptions, p. 98.
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of Delitzsch, SGI 204. Sumerian cared as little for distinctions

of gender as for differences of person. The explanation does

not lie in the 'primitive' character of the language, as Renouf

held erroneously for Egyptian, but simply in its genius, the

course of development it preferred.

When Nin-uras had occupied the place of Uras, the theolo-

gians, to save the dualism, apparently, by a right-about-face made

IB his consort. Hence, theoretically, IB = Gula, and ZJS's

value urta, felt because of the secondary t to be Semitic, was

attached to gula, as pointed out above.

The variants uras, urta, and urtu are apparently, in the final

analysis, identical. But how are we to explain them? Thru

popular etymology, if we may judge from parallels. This,

moreover, must be associated with some outstanding character-

istic of the deity, who was a god of war, of hunting, and of

quarries and mountains. In this connection there comes to

mind the late ideogram for parzillu 'iron,' which is the same

as the ordinary ideogram for the name Ninurta, AN-MA8.
Iron came to Babylonia, as to the rest of Western Asia, from the

land of the Chalybes, on the confines of Armenia and Pontus.

called in Babylonia Urtu, by haplology for Urartu, DT")N-
3

We may assume, then, that urtu is a modification of *urdu or

*urtu, a step which brings us to Sumerian times, when bronze

and not iron was the metal used for making weapons and tools.

Now, bronze is urud(u) in Sumerian, which by apocope of the

d, so common in that tongue, became uru, whence Akkadian

uerum (CT 15. 2. 9).

Returning to Uras, which we may safely postulate as the

original form, we may, perhaps, suppose that it was ordinarily

pronounced *Urus (by vocalic harmony; cf. subar 'servant'

(SAH, SGI 287), which becomes subur in the name Nin-subur

= Papsukal*-, pap = 'father, chief), which became *Uru (just

as we have gurus and gur 'cut'; gurus 'man,' prop, 'the

stout one,' and gur 'fat,' = kabru 5 suhus and suh 'founda-

tion' (SGI 254) ;
durus and dur, etc.), connected by popular

3 Sumerian TiUa (Sb 74); the late Babylonian name is Urastu.
* I expect to discuss these deities elsewhere.

6 For
t>y__jo

'man' maru and JO3J Icabru see my forthcoming

article in AJSL on the relation between Egyptian and Semitic.
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etymology with uru 'bronze/ since Ninurta was the patron of

war and of the quarries, and hence, to a certain extent, of

metallurgy, as the urud-lamga (gurgurru)* under whose direc-

tion arms and pickaxes were manufactured.

Later, in Semitic times, iron replaced bronze as the prevailing

material for swords and axes (cf. hacmu 'axe,' which cannot

be separated from Eth. ha^m 'iron,' probably the original

meaning). The priests had, meanwhile, adopted the combina-

tion of the divine name with urud, and, under their auspices,

the name became *Ninurud or *Ninurut, which may have become

Ninurtu, just as gedim became etimmu, and gid, gittu. 'Bronze'

was now eru, so the verbal association must have faded away.

However, the association with metallurgy remained, so a new

popular etymology was in order, which came most naturally

from Urtu, Armenia, whence the Babylonians imported their

iron. In classical times the Chalybes were such renowned

workers in iron and steel that x^v^ 'hardened iron, steel/

received its name from them,
7
just as 'copper,' cuprum, comes

from 'Cyprus,' and perhaps Heb. ntTG 'copper,' is derived

from Nuhasse, which Winckler has identified with the district

of Chalkis south of Aleppo (MVAG 18. 4. 85). A thousand

years before the Chalybes appear in history, their mountains

bore the name Kizwadna (op. cit. p. 61 ),
8 from which iron was

exported to the rest of Western Asia. The Moschian mountains

were called the turd d'parzeld by the Aramaeans. After the

Phrygo-Moschian irruption in the twelfth century had swept
over the ruins of the Hittite Empire, Pontus-Cappadocia
received the name Tabal, Heb. Tubal (which reproduces the

Phoenician pronunciation). Hence iron came to Palestine, so

the Hebrews made Tubal-qain, 'the forger of bronze and iron'

(^HDl nTl3 Wh
f'p^Diri)

the primeval eponymous hero of

metallurgists, just as the Greeks might have invented a Chalyps

(f'p
^y\r\ means, of course, 'Tubal [the] smith').

8 See for this epithet Hrozny, Ninrag, tablet 12, rev. 1. 19.
7 The reverse view is defended by Lehmann-Haupt (Materialien, p. 100,

n. 2), who even connects Ku/cXwi/' with xdXui/'!
8 Eduard Meyer (Die Chettiter, p. 156), following Herzfeld's suggestion,

identifies Kizwadna with Katpatuk, Cappadocia. A glance into Hommel's
GGAO, p. 50 (cf. Meyer's estimate of this work, GA* 252, note), might
have spared the repetition of such a problematical etymology.
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In the same way, we may suppose, Ninurta was explained

either as 'Lord of Armenia,' or as 'Lord of Iron' (assuming
as msbe *urtu, the 'Armenian' metal). His association with

iron is just as natural as in the case of the Anatolian Zeus, lord

of the thunderbolt, and the Egyptian war-god Month (Mntw).
The strength of the association is clear from the fact that the

ideogram of the god is employed for the metal (
dMA& primarily,

of course, is a title of Ninurta as
'

chief,
'

asaredu ) .

9

Indirect evidence for my theory may, perhaps, be drawn from

astrological considerations. Iron is regularly the metal of the

planet Mars = Nergal. As, however, there is no indication that

the latter was particularly connected with iron, while he is with

copper (Zimmern, Ritualtafeln, no. 27, 1. 8), we may assume

that copper or bronze was the original metal of the tawny-red

(sdmu) planet. Later, iron, taking the place of bronze as the

symbol of war, was substituted. This shift in Nergal's metal

would certainly lead one to expect a parallel shift in the metals

ascribed to the patronage of the closely related Ninurta. The

former view that Ninib was Mars and Nergal Saturn, instead

of the reverse, is now proved to be erroneous (Kugler, Stern-

kunde, 1. 220 ff.
; Weidner, OLZ 16. 24), but Kugler and Weid-

ner both admit the possibility of shifts. "Weidner, in fact,

believes that there was a regular cyclic shift in the planetary
deities. Hommel (Hilprecht Anniversary Volume, p. 180) also

thinks that Ninurta was originally god of Mars and Nergal of

Saturn. Tho inclining to this view, I will leave the decision to

experts in the tangled field of Babylonian astronomy.

The old explanation of the ideogram as the ' bar of heaven '
is surely

wrong, in spite of the Egyptian bi3n pt, primarily meteoric iron.



EDOUARD CHAVANNES

B. LAUFER

FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, CHICAGO

EDOUARD CHAVANNES, professor of Chinese literature at the

College de France, died in Paris on January 29, 1918, at the

age of fifty-two years. Born at Lyons on October 5, 1865, he

was sent on a scientific mission to China in 1889, being attached

to the French Legation at Peking till 1893. In 1893 he was

appointed professor at the College de France, where he opened

his courses with a lecture entitled 'Du Role social de la littera-

ture chinoise' (published in the Revue ~bleue, 1893). In 1903

he became a member of the Institut de France. He was also

directeur d 'etudes honoraire a 1'Ecole des Hautes Etudes, corre-

sponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, and an

honorary member of the Societe Franco-Japonaise of Paris, the

Societe Finno-Ougrienne, the Royal Asiatic Society, and our

own Society (elected last year). His premature death is an

irreparable loss to the scientific world, and will be regretted

by the entire community of orientalists, for the magnitude
of Chavannes' work rests on the fact that he was not merely a

sinologue in the narrow, old-fashioned sense of this misused

word, but an orientalist and historian of eminent learning and

insight, with a broad-minded vision and unusual intellectual

powers coupled with almost superhuman activity and unbounded

capacity for research. Of all great sinologues whom France has

produced, he was doubtless the most vigorous, the most intel-

ligent, and the most successful. There is no branch of sinology

to which he has not made profound contributions of permanent
value. His memory will live, and his immense labor will bear

fruit, as long as there is an oriental science in this world.

Chavannes' first literary production was 'Le Traite sur les

sacrifices Fong et Chan de Se-ma Ts'ien, traduit en frangais,'

published in the third volume of the now defunct Journal of
the Peking Oriental Society (1890). This work already dis-

plays the characteristics of the mature scholar: the tendency
to open new and original resources, mastery of Chinese style,
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accuracy and elegance of translation, and critical, philological

treatment of the subject. This first essay matured in him the

magnificent plan of elaborating a complete translation of Se-ma

Ts'ien's Shi ki, the oldest of the twenty-four Chinese Annals.

The first volume of this work, Les Memoires historiques de Se-ma

Ts'ien traduits et annotes, appeared in Paris, 1895, with an

introduction of 249 pages, which is a masterpiece of historical

and critical analysis and is not surpassed by anything of this

character written before or after him. Five volumes of this

monumental work, consisting altogether of 3051 pages, were

brought out, the last being published in 1905. The translation

comprises the first 47 of Se-ma Ts'ien 's 130 chapters, and is

accompanied by a full commentary and indices. It is a funda-

mental source-book for the ancient history of China and a mar-

velous storehouse of erudition. There are many appendices

dealing with special problems or subjects of general interest,

like the essay 'Des Rapports de la musique grecque avec la

musique chinoise' (3. 630).

Chavannes not only placed historical studies on a new and

solid basis, but also inaugurated sound archaeological research

by his volume La Sculpture sur pierre en Chine au temps des

deux dynasties Han (1893). In 1907 he paid his second visit

to China, chiefly for the study of ancient monuments and

inscriptions. The important results of this mission were pub-

lished in a sumptuous album (Mission archeologique dans la

Chine septentrionale, 1909), consisting of 488 plates. Of the

descriptive portion two volumes have thus far appeared, La

Sculpture a I'epoque des Han (1913) and La Sculpture boud-

dhique (1915). It is hoped that more of this material will be

published from his posthumous papers. One of his greatest

achievements is presented by the decipherment and translation

of the business documents written on wood and found in Turkis-

tan (Les Documents chinois decouverts par A. Stein dans les

sables du Turkestan oriental, Oxford, 1913). In connection

with R. Petrucci he studied the Chinese paintings of the Musee

Cernuschi (La Peinture chinoise au Musee Cernuschi, 1914) ;

another briefer study is again devoted to Buddhist art (Six

Monuments de la sculpture chinoise, 1914). In his Documents

sur les Tou-kiue (Turcs) occidentaux (1903) he gave a complete

collection of all Chinese sources concerning the history of the
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Western Turks and a correlation of the Chinese with all avail-

able occidental documents.

Chavannes was interested also in the great religions, Bud-

dhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Nestorianism, and Manicheism.

In* 1894 he published his Memoire compose a I'epoque de la

grande dynastie Tang sur les religieux eminents qui allerent

chercher la loi dans les pays d'Occident par I-Tsing, which con-

tains the biographies and travels of sixty (mostly Chinese)

monks who went to India in the second half of the seventh cen-

tury in search of Sanskrit books. In co-operation with S. Levi

he translated the itinerary of Wu K'ung (Journal asiatique,

1895). His 'Voyage de Song Yun dans 1'Udyana et le Gan-

dhara' appeared in the Bulletin de I* cole frangaise (1903).

The best fruit of his labors in this field is represented by the

monumental work Cinq cents contes et apologues extraits du

Tripitaka chinois, published in three volumes (Paris, 1910-11) ;

a fourth volume containing notes and indices has been promised

and, I believe, prepared for the press. This fine collection of

Indian stories has given many a stimulus to the comparative

study of folk-lore. Also his translations of the life of Guna-

varman, Jinagupta, and Seng-Hui (T'oung Pao, 1904, 1905,

1909), his 'Quelques titres enigmatiques dans la hierarchic

ecclesiastique du bouddhisme indien' and 'Les Seize Arhat

protecteurs de la loi' (JA 1915, 1916, the two last-named in

collaboration with S. Levi) should be mentioned in this connec-

tion.

His book Le T'ai Chan, essai de monographic d'un culte

chinois (Paris, 1910, 591 p.) is devoted to the indigenous religion

of China and represents a wonderfully complete and funda-

mental study of an ancient mountain-cult, based on personal

investigation and on all available documents both literary and

epigraphical. In 1897 he contributed to the Journal asiatique
a remarkable study on 'Le Nestorianisme et Tinscription de

Kara-Balgassoun.' In collaboration with P. Pelliot he edited

and translated in 1912 a Manichean treatise, written in Chinese

and discovered by Pelliot in the caves of Tun-huang, Kan-su.

This is perhaps the most brilliant achievement of modern

sinology.

As an epigraphist, Chavannes deserves the highest praise : in

this branch of research he was truly a pioneer and reformer, the
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first European scholar who approached this difficult subject

with sound and critical methods and undisputed success. In

1893 he published in the Journal asiatique a study on 'Les

Inscriptions des Ts'in' (re-edited in his Memoires de Se-ma

Ts'ien, 2. 544) . The Chinese inscriptions of Bodh-Gaya engaged
his attention in two articles (Revue de I'histoire des religions,

34, 36). When Prince Roland Bonaparte edited his luxurious

work Documents de I'epoque mongole, Chavannes undertook the

translation of the Chinese portion of the inscription of Kiii-

yung-kuan. In 1902 the Academie des Inscriptions issued his

Dix inscriptions chinoises de I'Asie centrale. His l

Inscriptions

et pieces de chancellerie chinoises de I'epoque mongole' (T'oung

Pao, 1904, 1905, 1908) contain seventy-six documents in text

and translation; he was the first to penetrate successfully into

the peculiar official style of the Mongol epoch. The inscriptions

of Yiin-nan occupied him in 'Une Inscription du royaume de

Nan-tchao' (JA 1900), 'Quatre inscriptions du Yun-nan' (JA
1909), and 'Trois inscriptions relevees par M. Sylvain Charria'

(T'oung Pao, 1906). His 'Les Deux plus anciens specimens de

la cartographic chinoise' (Bull, de I'EIcole frangaise, 3) is a most

important contribution to the history of cartography.
The number of articles written by Chavannes is legion.

Special mention may be made of his 'Voyageurs chinois chez

les Khitan et les Joutchen' (JA 1897-98), 'Les Prix de vertu

en Chine' (published by the Institut de France, 1904), 'Les

Livres chinois avant 1'invention du papier' (JA 1905), 'Les

Pays d 'Occident d'apres le Wei lio' (T'oung Pao, 1905), 'Le

Cycle turc des douze animaux,' and 'Trois generaux chinois
'

(ib. 1906), 'Les Pays d 'Occident d'apres le Heou Han chou'

(ib. 1907), 'Le Royaume de Wou et de Yiie' (ib. 1916), and
'L 'Instruction d'un futur empereur de Chine en 1193' (Memoires
concernant I'Asie orientate, 1. 1913). For the series La Science

fran$aise published by L. Poincare for the Panama-Pacific Expo-
sition he wrote a brief sketch on the development of sinology in

France. In conjunction with H. Cordier, who founded the

T'oung Pao in 1890, he edited that Journal from 1904 onward

till his departure.
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A Hindiism in Sanskrit

We ar all sufficiently familiar with the enormus extent to

which the popular Indian dialects of ancient times, the Prakrit

dialects in a wide sense, influenst Sanskrit and even Vedic

fonology and vocabulary. Less attention has been paid to the

fact that ther ar in late Sanskrit clear traces of similar influence

from dialects in a stil later stage of linguistic development a

stage so late that they can only be cald modern dialects. By
modern dialects I mean, of course, dialects of the same general

caracter as Hindi, etc.

The extent of such influence is as yet wholly undetermined.

So far as I am aware no systematic investigation of the question

has ever been made. I know only of stray notes, some in San-

skrit lexicons, some in other places. One case is the late San-

skrit 'root' Id 'to take.' It is obviously connected with the

common Hindi word lend 'to take' (cf. also land, for le-dnd,

'to bring'). This goes back ultimatly, thru Prakritic forms, to

the Sanskrit labh. Evident as this is, neither the major nor the

minor Petersburg lexicon points it out (tho Monier "Williams

notes it), nor does Weber allude to it in connection with the

occurrence of the word in the Jainistic Recension of the Vikra-

macarita (Ind. Stud.'l5. 274, 353, 366).
* The genuin text of

Vikr. JE. has it only once (V. 0. 20) ;
individual mss. hav it

as var. lect. in two other places, which perhaps points to the

familiarity of the copyists with it.

As a small contribution to a future comprehensiv study of

this subject, which I sincerely hope some scolar competent in

both Sanskrit and the modern vernaculars may soon undertake,

I wish to record another evident Hindiism (or at least 'modern-

ism') which I hav noted in the Sanskrit text of another version

of the Vikramacarita, the Southern Recension (SR, as I refer

to it). It is the word ddesa in the sense of the Hindi ddes

'salutation, greeting.' I can find no previus record of this use

of the Sanskrit ddesa, nor of its Pali or Prakrit equivalents. I

1 Uhlenbeck 's Etym. Lex. is dolefully ignorant of the simple and obvius

origin of this word, and flounders hopelessly over it.
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therefore conclude that it is proper to interpret it as a Hindi-

ism by which, of course, I do not mean to commit myself

necessarily to the proposition that it was borroed precisely from

one of the dialects now cald 'Hindi.' But it seems that it was

most probably taken from some dialect parallel thereto, at least.

The passage speaks for itself; no argument is necessary

beyond the statement of the simple fact that the Hindi ddes is

a very common word in this meaning. This being understood,

I think no Sanskritist wil hesitate to interpret the passage as I

do. We must, then, amend our Sanskrit lexicons by adding the

meaning 'salutation' for ddesa.

The word occurs in Vikr. SR 14. 0. 11. The entire passage

reads :

raja 'pi tatra nadijale sndtvd devatdm namaskrtya ydvad dgacchati,

tdvad avadhutavdso ndma Tcascid yogi tatra 'gataTi. tasyd 'desam dattvd

sukM, bhave 'ty uktas tena saha taddevdlaya upavistah.

The mss. ar nearly unanimus
;
one has the interesting variant

tasmdi namaskrtya for tasyd 'desam dattvd. This makes assur-

ance doubly sure as to what ddesam dattvd means. Translate :

'But when the king had bathed in the water of this river and made
obeisance to the deity, as he drew near, a certain ascetic named Avadhuta-

vasa came in there. When [the king] had given him a salutation and had

received the reply "May you be happy/
' he sat down with him in that

temple.
;

The date of the passage cannot be determined with anything
like precision. But it cannot, I believ, be erlier than the llth

century A. D. (which is the erliest possible date, in my opinion,

for the original Vikramacarita). And ther is some evidence to

indicate that the Southern Recension of Vikr., the only one in

which the word occurs, was composed not erlier than the 13th

century. On this point see Part 4 of the Introduction to my
Vikramacarita, in the Harvard Oriental Series, vol. 26 (now in

press).
FRANKLIN EDGERTON

University of Pennsylvania



NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES

According to the New York Tribune of June 3 a number of

prominent British scientists have organized a committee to found

a School of Archaeology at Jerusalem. The members include Sir

Frederick G. Kenyon, president of the British Academy, Sir

George Adam Smith, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Prof. Herr-

mann Gollaiicz. Two gifts of $5,000 each have already been

received. The School will devote itself to excavations and sur-

veys and the workers will be drawn from all parts of the British

Empire and the United States. The work heretofore done by
the Palestine Exploration Fund will henceforth be conducted

in cooperation with the new institution, and further funds for

excavation will be made available from the funds of the British

Academy.

The Executive Committee of the American School of Oriental

Research in Jerusalem has placed its properties in Jerusalem

at the disposal of the Red Cross and the offer has been accepted.

Prof. Edward A. Wicher, of the San Francisco Seminary, a

former student of the School, who is going to Palestine in

Y. M. C. A. work, has been commissioned to act as the School's

representative in Jerusalem. His address is care of American

Y. M. C. A., Cairo, Egypt. Negotiations with the Palestine

Exploration Fund have been opened looking towards closer

cooperation.

PERSONALIA

PROP. A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON left for Persia on May 30, as

a member of a commission sent by the American Committee for

Armenian and Syrian Relief for humanitarian work in that

country.

DR. STEPHEN B. LUCE, of the Museum of the University of

Pennsylvania, has been appointed a lieutenant in the Navy and
is now in service.

PROF. A. CARNOY, late of the University of Pennsylvania, has

accepted a professorship in the University of California.



THE CALCULATED FEJGHTFULNESS OF ASHUR
NASIR APAL

A. T. OLMSTEAD

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

THE GLORIES of Tiglath Pileser were but fleeting. Before

his reign was closed,
1 there were signs of coming trouble, and if

we have no annalistic records from the succeeding period, we

may be sure that there were no further glories to unfold. In

turn, he was followed by two sons, Ashur bel kala and Shamshi

Adad. The former built at Ashur and at Nineveh and refers

in his curse to the gods of Amurru, so that he ruled, at least in

name, the west country.
2

Only with Babylon were the foreign

relations worthy of remark. Marduk shapik zer mati made a

treaty of complete alliance with him and seems to have been

under Assyrian overlordship. His successor, Adad apal iddina,

married his daughter to Ashur bel kala who brought her with

her rich dowry to Assyria, and it is no far guess that the

Assyrian monarch went to Babylonia for more than a marriage

ceremony.
3

A premature death seized Ashur bel kala and he was buried

in Ashur.4 He was followed by no son, perhaps he had none,

but by a brother, Shamshi Adad, whose name points to the

reverence his father felt for the ancient hero whose temple he

had restored. Of his deeds, we know with certainty only of the

restoration of the bit nameru and of the Ishtar temple.
5 To

him or to his brother we may attribute certain other operations,

but it is a curious failure of the gods to reward filial piety that

a Cf. 'Tiglath Pileser and his Wars,' JAOS 37. 169 ff.

2 Ashur ins. to Adad, Layard 73, 2; Winckler, ForscJi. 1. 388, n. 2;

KB 1. 49 n.; Nineveh ins. I K. 6, 6; Strong, JEAS 24. 339 f.; EP* 6. 76 f.;

Oppert, Exped. I. 288
; Menant, Ann. 54.

9
Synchr. Hist. 2. 41 ff.

4 MDOG 54. 45.
*

8 III R. 3, 9 and 11; Winckler, KB 1, 49 n.; Budge-King, Annals

1. 150, cf. G. Smith, Disc. 252. King, Babylon, 129 n. 1, attributes to him
the Tirqa ins., Condamin, ZA 21. 247 f.

15 JAOS 38
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the one man in all Assyrian history most noted for his care

in preserving the memory of an ancestor has himself lost his

own name from the record. Among the restorations of the pious

unknown were the stable of the palace, the cemetery of Erba

Adad, the great north terrace of Ashur nadin ahe. The ruined

moat of the city wall at Ashur was cleared of its debris from

the Gate of the Metal Worker to the Gate of the Tigris, and

the fallen doors of the former were replaced with bronze-banded

valves of ashuhu wood. The great wall of the city was rebuilt,

a rampart heaped up outside it, and palaces erected within.

The canal dug by Ashur dan had been for thirty years filled

up. Now it was reopened and orchards were planted in its

vicinity. The great quay of the Tigris Gate, first built by Adad

nirari, was repaired and raised, and the great terrace of the

new palace which faced the hislatu, founded by Tukulti Ninib,

was rebuilt. Finally, in addition to the palace at Ashur, the

unknown completed the one begun by Ashur resh ishi in Apqi
and made two new ones, in the city of Iskak, at the beginning
of the road from Ashur, and in Aqa. Such a series of building

activities demands wealth. Doubtless in part the spoils of

Tiglath Pileser were utilized, and we should not forget the great

dowry which was brought by the Babylonian wife of Ashur

bel kala. 6

Shamshi Adad was followed by a son Ashur nasir apal, the

second of the name. Thanks to the industry of the scribes of

Ashur bani apal, we have a copy of a religious composition in

which he addresses the goddess Ishtar of Nineveh. When he

begs relief of the goddess, declaring his ignorance of the sin

which has brought disease upon his body, he may be merely fol-

lowing the forms set down by the pious of long ago. Personal

facts are certainly to be found in his statement that he was

begotten in the midst of the unknown mountains, that the god-
dess took him from these mountains and called him to rule

over the peoples, that the statues of the gods had been burned,
had been thrown down from their places, that the temples
were falling into ruin. We wonder what hint of foreign origin,

what indication of an invasion of Assyria Itfrks here, and we
wonder still more at the statement that the king and his people

6 Broken Obi. 5. 1 ff .
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alike knew not the goddess until she taught him to pray to her

ladyship.
7

The single glimpse shows us decline and then there is such

darkness that we may consider ourselves fortunate in having the

names of the succeeding rulers. Shalmaneser II, the son of

Ashur nasir apal, dared assume again the title 'King of Kish-

shati.'
8

Probably after him comes the second Adad nirari and
his son, the second Tiglath Pileser. Next to him, we are to place
the second Ashur rabi, and with him we have a constant suc-

cession from father to son for no less than ten generations, a

second Ashur resh ishi, a third Tiglath Pileser, another Ashur

dan, the third Adad nirari, the second Tukulti Ninib, the great
Ashur nasir apal, counted the third of the name, the third

Shalmaneser, the third Shamshi Adad, and the fourth Adad
nirari, covering the space of two centuries.

Ashur rabi began his reign with misfortune, for the kings
of the Aramaeans took from him the cities of Pitru and Mutkinu,
situated in the great bend of the Euphrates, which had been

taken and colonized by Tiglath Pileser I. Thus aroused, Ashur
rabi forced his way to the Mediterranean and erected a stele

on Mount Atalur where later it was found by Shalmaneser III.9

Yet the cities were not recovered. Ashur resh ishi, Tiglath

Pileser, and Ashur dan we know only from the latter 's inscrip-

tion,
10 but with the next in the series, Adad nirari III, we

once more reach solid ground. The last three rulers bear the

title 'King of Kishshati,' as well as 'King of Ashur,' so that

we have once more claim to the debatable land. His own rec-

ords tell us nothing but that he rebuilt the Tigris quay, moat,
and canal, and a palace at Kalhu. 11 But we now have solid

chronology, for with his accession, 911 B. C., we have the begin-

7
Briinnow, ZA 5. 66 ff.; Jastrow, Religion, 2. Ill ff.

8
Kogers, Exp. Times, 23. 237 f.

9 Mon. 2. 10, 37; cf. Delitzsch, MDOG 32. 20 n. Kogers, Hist. 2. 189,

believes the spot to be the Dog Kiver just north of Beirut, but Shalmaneser

has just mentioned Patin and the Amanus Mountains, and after Atalur

he went to Taia and Hazazu which still exist as Kefr Tai and 'Azaz, so

that Atalur must be not far from Seleucia, the port of Antioch.
10MDOG 32. 19 ff.

11
Smith, Disc. 251; Winckler, ZA 2. 312; Untersuch. 23; KB 1. 48 f.;

Budge-King, Annals 1. 154; KTA 24; MDOG 26. 24; 32. 19 ff.; Andra,

FestungswerTce, 167 f.
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ning of the list of eponyms. Since this system, according to

which each year in turn was named from a high official, was in

use centuries before his day, we must believe that his reign

marked some era in the eyes of the later historians.
12

Following the example of his predecessors, Adad nirari

pushed on to Mount lalman, the last range of hills before the

Babylonian plain is reached, and there defeated Shamash

mudammiq when he attempted to make a stand in the pass.
13

Taking advantage of this defeat, Nabu shum ishkun killed him,

but had no better fortune, for he too suffered defeat and was

forced to behold the plunder of his cities Banbala and Bagdadu.

The final treaty was not so unfavorable to the Babylonian

monarch as we should have expected. Complete alliance was

contracted between the two and their daughters were given in

marriage, each to the other. Nor was the boundary specially

favorable to the Assyrians, for it ran from Til Bari above Zaban

to Til sha Batani and Til sha Zabdani, that is, it remained at the

Lower Zab and the debatable land was once more Babylonian.
14

Yet there is a hint that Babylonia was in some manner subject to

Assyria for there has been found in Babylon an inscription of

Adad nirari which claims the erection of a palace.
15 To the

north, we find two campaigns directed against the Qumani,

significant indication that Assyrian interest in the northern

tribes is reviving.
16

With Tukulti Ninib (891-885 B. C.), we once more have

annals.17 In the year 889 B. C., the year in which he was

12 Considerable discussion has been raised as to whether the year 911,

with which the Canon I obviously begins, was in reality the accession year
of Adad nirari. In the case of the other early kings, the monarch was

eponym in his second full year, as can be proved in several instances, cf.

Hommel, Gesch. 543. It has not been recognized that the . . . . pa . . . .

which alone occupies the first line preserved, that for 909, is actually a

misreading and we should read m UAdad} nir(ari sTiarru, 'Adad nirari

the king.' The change demanded in the cuneiform is very slight. Thus

we actually do have the king as eponym the second year of his reign.

The .... mur .... is then the name of the turtanu, and so forth.
13
lalman, cf. also Shamshi Adad, 4. 11, is the earliest name of the

Hamrin hills, Billerbeck, Suleimania, 56.
14
Synchr. Hist. 3. 1 ff.

15
Weissbach, Bab. Miscel. no. 5; Koldewey, Babylon, 166.

16
Andra, I. c.

17 V. Scheil, Annales de Tukulti Ninip II, 1909.
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eponym, the king began his exploits with an expedition

against the land of Nairi
;
the next year, Bi . . . .

,
the son of

Amme Bali of Zamani, begged his aid, and came from Udi to

Yate, bringing his family, his goods, and even his gods, finally

appearing in Nineveh, before the monarch; in the third, a

campaign was carried out in the mountains while again the

monarch remained in Nineveh.18 In the fourth, the king at

last took the field in person, leaving Nineveh on the first of

Simanu, near the end of May. Passing by the Subnat River,
he crossed Mount Kashiari and came to the village of Pan . . . .

,

one of the cities of Amme Bali of Zamani. The capture of two
towns brought Amme Bali to the king's feet. Commodious

villages were granted him, he was installed in a l

residence of

peace,' and when he took the oath in the name of the lord

Ashur, he was told: 'If you furnish horses to my body guard,

Adad, the god who loves me, will bless you.' The booty taken

from Amme Bali was divided. Two thirds went to the god, the

other third was laid up in the palace.

So easy had been this first expedition that it was decided to

undertake another in the same year. On the sixteenth of

Tashritu, October, the army set forth from Ashur and entered

the pass of the Kirruri lands, penetrating into the mountains of

Urrupnu and Ishrun lands, which none of his predecessors had
been able to visit. In Ladani and Lullu land, he conquered

thirty villages, though passage was possible only on foot through
mountains which the king calls emphatically 'a place of perdi-

tion, where the eagle of the sky could not penetrate in his

flying.' From the top of the mountains of Ishrun land to the

lower Zab the fugitives were pursued and found safety only
when they had crossed the river.19

In the last year of his reign, 885 B. C., Tukulti Ninib made a

sudden dash into Babylonia. His elaborate itinerary is not

without interest to the general reader, to the geographer it is

one of the most precious documents revealing the topography
of the middle Euphrates region. Ashur was left on the twenty-

sixth of Nisan, the middle of April. The first night, camp was

18 Ann. 1. Iff. Udi is the Uda of Ashur nasir apal, 3. 110; Yate the

Yaeti of Shalmaneser, Obi. 90, cf. Scheil, ad loc. For location, cf. below.

Between the two the text gives Sa. . . .

19 Ann. 1. 11 ff .
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pitched in the open prairie. The next day, the army reached the

Tartara, the dry stream bed which runs due south from the

Sinjar hills until even its line is lost in the waste.20 There was

no water flowing but a little digging found water close to the

surface and from these water holes all night long, like a gardener,

the army drew up its water. After this, the road of the desert

was taken up and for four days there was no sweet water as

the troops followed the course of the dry stream bed. The desert

might furnish nine wild bulls for the king to slay, but all were

glad when once more fresh water was found at the end of the

Tartara. Leaving the mouth of the stream, the army descended

into the difficult region of Hamate but were fortunate to discover

the canals in the field of Margani. For a whole day and night,

the army remained encamped in order to secure the welcome

water. Soon the Tigris was reached and the settlements of the

land of Utu'ate and their cemetery, all on the banks of the

stream. After Asusi, the Assyrians were in Babylonia proper,

and so fertile was the country that the troops lost their way
among the orchards which seemed to them to be veritable forests.

Dur Kurigalzu, near the modern Baghdad, the great canal

Patti Enlil, and Sippai* marked the farthest south of the

expedition.

Turning west, Tukulti Ninib reached the Euphrates at Salate

opposite Dur balati, and then advanced up stream to Rahimme,
opposite the Rapiqu which has so often marked the western end

of the line delimited between Assyria and Babylonia. The field

of Kabsite and the city of Daiasheti brought them opposite Id

and here we have our first reference to the petroleum deposits

of Hit, 'the fountain head of bitumen, the place of gypsum
stone, where the great gods speak.' Travellers have celebrated

the wonders of the place, from the days of Herodotus to that of

its capture by the advancing British forces, and we are not

surprised that early man made it the seat of an oracle.

Continuing up the Euphrates, the long line of towns unrolls.

Harbe across the river causes us to wonder whether all the

modern villages of that name are in very truth
' '

ruins.
' ' When

the meadows along the Euphrates were reached, a day and a

night was occupied in securing water, for after that came the

20
Tarteri, H. 547; el Tharthar, Yaqut, s. v.; Blunt, Bedouin Tribes, 241.
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rocky desert where no forage would be found. The next day's

camp saw the Assyrians once more in the meadows, this time of

Hudubili. Camps between Zadidani and the island town of

Sabirite, opposite Suri, and the island town of Talbish, brought
the invaders to Anat, the capital of Suhi land, on its beautiful

island in the midst of the Euphrates, where the Suhi prince

(shaknu) Ilu ibni brought his gifts, three talents of silver,

twenty manas of gold, a throne of ivory, three ivory tables,

eighteen bricks of lead, forty trunks of a valuable tree, and the

usual cloths and cattle. Other camps followed, in -Mashqite,

opposite Harada, in Kailite, and in the land of Hindanu, oppo-
site the capital city of that name. Its prince, Amme alaba,

brought still richer gifts, gold and silver, lead, a whole talent

of myrrh, precious aromatics, camels, great birds in whom
perchance we may see ostriches. While tarrying here, the king
hunted the ipur birds, catching them with their young in his

hands.

The mountains now came so close to the river that it was

necessary to cut a road with iron axes. Camp was pitched in

Nagiate and then in the meadows of Aqarbani, where Mudada,
the Laqe chief, arrived with two hundred sheep, thirty steers,

and the necessary food and drink for man and beast. In Supri,

the noon stopping place, a similar amount was received from

Hamataia, another of the Laqe chiefs, who had come the whole

distance from Suri
;
and in the evening camp at Arbate a third

Laqe chief, Harani by name, furnished another such ration.

With the army thus supplied, and doubtless it was needed after

the march through the desert stages, Tukulti Ninib continued

to the field of Kasi and to Sirqu, the home of Mudada, who now

furnished his formal tribute, including a talent of myrrh. Leav-

ing what was later to be the famous Roman frontier fort of

Circesium,
21 another march through the meadows along the river

brought the king to Rummunidu, where the outlet of the river

Habur was reached.

No attempt was made to continue up the Euphrates. Instead,

the army turned up the Habur, forcing tribute from the various

Aramaean states settled along its banks. First reached was

21 First identified by Fox Talbot, Assyr. Texts, quoted Rawlinson, Mon.

2. 84 n. 2.
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Suri, surnamed '

of Halupe,
' where the king received the formal

contribution of Hamataia, gold, silver, lead, copper, iron, aro-

matics, good oil, and two of his women with their dowry, full

proof that Suri was an unusually wealthy city. The usual

provisions were received in Usala and gifts somewhat below

the average in Dur Katlimu. After a night in a locality whose

name has been lost, Qatni, famous since the days of the Amarna

letters, was reached and a tribute of lead inflicted. At Latihi,

the Assyrians reached the borders of the Dikanni country whose

capital marked the next resting place. This was the last to

furnish tribute, for afterward came only hasty marches, to

Duggaete, Magarisi, Guriete, Tabite, and an unknown site,

Nasipina, Huzirina, and a city which had been recently renamed

'Which Tukulti Ninib rebuilt,' Sha Tukulti Ninib ana eshshuti

isbatuni. Of special interest is the mention of Nasipina, for

this city, still hostile in 885, headed the list of Assyrian

provinces thirty-two years later, continued for long to be the

ranking provincial capital, and as Nisibis remained for all time

the center of its region.
22

The story of the year's operations closes with a sudden raid

into the land of the Mushki, four days to the city of Piru, and

with the usual story of plunder and of tribute.23 The account

closes with the works of peace: the building of palaces, the

making of irrigation machines, the securing of food for the

people, the hunting exploits, above all, the reconstruction of

the great wall first built by Ashur uballit.

The account was written on the ninth of Arahsamna in the

eponomy of Na'di ilu, governor of Qummuh, that is, toward the

end of September, 885 B. C. Not many days after, Tukulti

Ninib died and was succeeded by his son Ashur nasir apal. His

long reign, 885-860 B. C., marks another epoch in our knowledge

22 Of. Olmstead, JAOS 34. 350. The Assyrian site is to be located, not

at the present Nisibin, whose earliest antiquity is the temple of Septimius

Severus, but at the great mound Ger Nawas, where the stream comes from

the mountains, which contains much Assyrian pottery. The change of

site probably took place when Nasibina became an Antioch, Strabo

16. 1. 23; Plin. 6. 42; Steph. Byz. s. v., who gives the earlier form as

Asibe, cf . the Assyrian form Nasibna.
88 A good discussion of the topographical questions in Scheil, ad loc.

Other questions will be treated under Ashur nasir apal.
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as well as in the actual history of the land, for once more we
have annals of the fullest sort.24 The march of Tukulti Ninib

had shown that conditions were once more favorable to Assyrian
advance. The days of comparative peace had filled up the losses

incurred in those of Tiglath Pileser, and Assyria had once more
resources in men as in wealth and was ready for the task of

expansion.
25 The country actually controlled by the new ruler

was small enough, at most the territory about Ashur and the

provinces of Kalhu, Nineveh and Kakzi, as well as a section

which could be called Qummuh. Thus we have a region some

seventy-five miles on the side and half of that mountain or

unirrigated prairie. In the hands of an efficient ruler, this

compact country might do wonders. A thorough overhauling of

the military system had apparently taken place and a new army
developed in which the chariots were supplemented by a cavalry

largely made up of the allies, a curious anticipation of the

Roman custom, though the core still remained the native

Assyrian infantry. With this went the development of the art

of besieging cities and an increase of the use of the battering
ram and of similar types of machines.26

The two centuries which had followed the death of Tiglath
Pileser I had seen no less than twelve monarchs upon the

Assyrian throne, an average of less than ten years each. Since

in the majority of cases father was succeeded by son, the age
of each successive monarch tended to be less when he ascended

the throne. Ashur nasir apal must accordingly have been a

decided youth when his father died after a reign of but six

years. So young a prince might well be expected to act with

energy. So far as we can see, there was no absolute need of war.

Babylon was too strong for Assyria safely to attack and in turn

was unwilling to indulge in open warfare, however she might

intrigue in secret. On no other side was Assyria threatened by
a first rate power. All along the frontier, it is true, there was

constant pressure, but it was the pressure of disunited states

which could be no great danger to a strong government, though

24 For bibliography and criticism of the sources, cf. Olmstead, Historiog-

raphy, 15 ff.

25 Cf . Maspero, Hist. 3. 6 ff .
; Pancritius, Kriegfiihrung, 74.

26 The best sketch of the Assyrian war organization is still to be found

in Eawlinson, Hon. 1. 406 ff .
;

for this period cf . also Maspero, Hist. 3. 7 ff.
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any relaxation of preparation might subject the state to grave

danger. Already the Indo-European tribes were close to the

Assyrian frontier and the earlier settlers were being crushed

between more civilized and less civilized neighbors. More to

the northwest, this same pressure was driving the Haldians south

and the state which the Assyrians called Urartu was being
welded together behind the masking line of petty Nairi states.

Before the end of the reign, the conquest of these last was to

bring Urartu and Assyria face to face. More to the west, the

road to the Euphrates and to the sea was blocked by the Ara-

maeans who, since the days of Tiglath Pileser, had swept over

the whole steppe region which is today once more in the hands

of the wandering Arabs. These Aramaeans were rapidly taking
over the civilization of the conquered peoples and were already

laying the foundation for that supremacy of the Aramaean

language and customs which was to be the dominant fact in

the history of Mesopotamia for the next fifteen hundred years.

Beyond the Euphrates lay Syria, still largely Hittite in its

northern portions, but with the Aramaeans pushing in here as

well. All these disunited groups offered an easy conquest to

an ambitious warrior who might well hesitate to measure his

strength with Babylon.
A considerable part of the year 885 had been taken up with

the expedition of Tukulti Ninib, but there were still left some

months fit for campaigning. There had been no contest for

the throne and Ashur nasir apal burned to accomplish some-

thing, even in the 'beginning of his reign.' He began his

exploits with an attempt against the tribes directly east of

Assyria, where the frontier was always too near for comfort.

'Steep mountains which for the progress of chariots and foot-

soldiers had not been prepared' did not prevent his advance

to the land of Tumme. Gubbe, the chief fortress of the land,

in the heart of the mountains, with many another village, was

taken. 'The soldiers escaped and occupied a steep mountain.

The mountain was exceedingly steep, after them I did not go.

The mountain rose like the point of an iron dagger, and no flying

bird of heaven could reach its midst. Like the nest of a vulture

within the mountain was set their stronghold, into which none

of the kings my fathers had penetrated. In three days the
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warrior overcame the mountain, his stout heart pressed on to

battle, he climbed up on his feet, he cast down the mountains,

he destroyed their nest, their host he shattered. With their

blood I dyed the mountains like crimson wool.'27

Turning north, Ashur nasir apal went down to the land of

Kirruri. No battles are mentioned and it is clear that Kirruri

already admits itself under Assyrian influence, changed in less

than half a century to incorporation into a fully organized

province (837 B. C.).
28 The main object of the stop was clearly

the collection of tribute, horses, mules, cattle, sheep, wine, and

bronze vessels, which came from Kirruri and the surrounding
lands.29

During his visit here, he also received from the lands

27 Ann. 1. 44 ff. For Tumme, cf. Tiglath Pileser, 175; for Surra, ib.

174; perhaps also to be connected with the Sari of the itineraries, cf.

below. For the Gubbe of the Monolith, the Annals have Libe. The cities

Abuqu, Arura, Arube, and the mountains Urini and Aruni are unknown.

Mt. Etini cannot be the same as the mountain of the same name in the

Nispi region, Billerbeck, Suleimania, 19, as that was on the headwaters of

the Turnat which brings it too far south.

28 Kirruri in the time of Sargon, Olmstead, Sargon, 118 n. 1. At this

time, it was northeast of the Assyrian triangle. Is the name to be found

in the Tura Ghara south of 'Amadia, Layard, Nineveh, 1. 141? This

may have been the earlier name of 'Amadia itself, for Yaqut, s. v., tells

us that it received its name of 'Imadiyyeh from 'Imad el Din Zengi, who

founded it in A. H. 537 (A. D. 1142/3), though before there had been

there a Kurdish castle called Ashib. Cf . also for the place Grant, Nestorians,

59 ff.; Perkins, BiUiotheca Sacra, 22. 150 ff. Earlier occupation is proved

by the Arsacid rock sculptures.
28 These are Simesi, Simera, Ulmania, Addaush, Harga, Harmasa. They

occur, with the addition of Sirisha, in Shalmaneser III, Mon. 1. 17 ff .
;

Obi.

24, where the pass of Simesi is the first locality mentioned in the first cam-

paign, thus showing that Kirruri was already a province. Hubushkia was

the next reached. Obi. 190 ends the last known campaign, that of 829, with

the same pass of Simesi, thus showing again that it continued to be the

border of Assyria. It seems represented by the modern Shamasha, on the

upper Zab east of Julamerik, for which cf. Andreas, Pauly-Wissowa, s. v.

'Aluaka'. Kirruri would then be the region south of that place which

would well agree with the Tura Ghara location. (The more exact location

of Hubushkia by the new Sargon inscription still more conclusively proves

the correctness of this situation.) Sirisha is probably preserved in the

Sariskan Su further up the Zab valley. The pass of Simesi is then the

breaking through of the Upper Zab west of Julamerik. For Adaush, cf.

Tiglath Pileser, 174.
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of Hubushkia and Gilzan a tribute of horses as well as of the

metals in both crude and worked form. This wealth of metals

is not surprising when-we remember how iron, lead, and espe-

cially copper is found today in large quantities in the region
northeast of Assyria.

30

Thus far, the campaign has been east of the Tigris and in the

rough lands north and east of the Assyrian triangle. Now
Ashur nasir apal left Kiruri and entered by the pass of Hulun
the land of Kirhu which lay west of the West Tigris. Names
familiar with the conquests of Tiglath Pileser are recognized,
such as Hatu, Hataru, Nishtun, Irbidi, Matqia, Arsania, the

earliest name of river and town which was to cause the whole

land to be called Arzanene, Tela at the Tigris ford, and Halua.31

All these are said to lie within mighty mountains and in the

name of one, Arardi, we have a hint of the coming Urartu.

Nishtun, the capital, was taken, and the inhabitants fled to a

lofty mountain which was opposite the city. Though it 'hung
like a cloud from heaven,' the Assyrian soldiers flew 'like

birds' and conquered the 'nest on the rocks of the mountain.'

When the fugitives saw the devastation of their villages, sur-

rounded though they were by the mighty mountains, they
descended and promised to pay tribute. Bubu, the village chief

of Nishtun, was carried off to Arbela where he was flayed and

80 Ann. 1. 54 ff. For bibliography of Hubushkia, cf. Olmstead, Sargon,
110 n. 27, and add H. 197; 434; 441. From Aridi, the capital of Simesi,

probably Julamerik itself, a castle on a steep rock overlooking the Zab,
Shalmaneser marched over rough country where the road must be cut to

Hubushkia. This is certainly the pass above Julamerik, nearly ten thou-

sand feet high, from which Layard, Nin. and Bab. 423, saw Mount Ararat,
and the rock cuttings he was inclined to attribute to Assyrian times may
actually be traces of the road then cut. As he was following the direct

road Julamerik-Van, he naturally reached next Urartu and Lake Van.
The new Sargon Tablet, 307 f., shows the city of Hubushkia not far from

Sert, cf. Thureau-Dangin, ad loc. Gilzan, according to the 829 campaign,
where we have the order Hubushkia, Musasir, Urartu, Gilzan, Parsua,
Simesi Pass, Obi. 174 ff., must be in the vaUey of the Upper Zab about

Der, and with this would agree the descent from Urartu into Gilzan.

Thureau-Dangin, Campagne, xi, places it about Salamas. For modern

mines, cf. Layard, Nineveh, 1. 190; Grant, Nestorians, 69, 86.
81 Cf. Tiglath Pileser, 179, 182.
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his skin spread on the wall of the city. Nishtun was entitled

the 'City of Ashur nasir apal,' and a stele was erected at the

spring head, in the mountain of Eqi.
82

In the small portion remaining of his accession year, Ashur

nasir apal had swept along the whole northeastern boundary,

but it had been a raid and nothing more. Spring comes late in

the countries lying directly under the Armenian barrier range,

and so it came about that he did not lead out his troops from the

city of Nineveh, where he had taken up his residence, until

the month of August. The advance was taken up where it had

been left off the previous winter, in Arzanene, and the cities of

Atkun, Ushhu, and Pilazi, lying at the foot of the mighty
mountains of Nipur and Pasata, were captured. The country

between the eastern and western branches of the Tigris might
be considered sufficiently brought under the influence of Assyria,

but there still remained the great block of rough land, south of

the west Tigris, which was known as Kashiari. To the west

and north of this was a fairly level tract, now as in the days of

Tiglath Pileser known as Qummuh, and if this could be once

more brought under Assyrian control, the Kashiari region could

be isolated and reduced to subjection at leisure. The Tigris was

therefore crossed and the men of that country vied with the

Mushki in presenting bronze vessels, cattle, sheep, and wine to

the conqueror. That they did this without fighting is sure sign

32 A direct road from Julamerik to the Tigris is barred by the Halakur

Dagh. The most probable line of march is then down the Shahbur and

Bohtan streams, easy after the first passes back of Julamerik are crossed.

Less probable is the assumption that he returned on his traces, going
south of the Halakur down the Khabur and up the Tigris. Hatu is Hazro

on the upper reaches of the stream of that name, a branch of the Arzn Su.

Hataru is rightly placed by Maspero, Hist. 3. 15 n. 1, at Hatera near Lijeh.

For Irbidi, Budge-King suggest Sabidi. Tela is Til at the Tigris ford,

Hommel, Gesch. 555 n. 3. Halua is Halawi, S.W. of Khaldi Dagh,

Maspero, I. c., and Khaldi Dagh itself is as clearly Mount Usu, which

appears in a variant as a city, the modern Ushai north of the mountain.

Arardi may be Alaruts under the border range. For Eqi, cf. Kir eqi

above Saluri, Shalmaneser III, Mon. 2. 44. Unless Urbillum of the Ur

dynasty date lists is Arbela, this is the first mention of the sacred city.

It is difficult to see why a man from Arzanene should be carried so far

away, especially past Nineveh, and perhaps Professor Wrench is correct

in suggesting that we really have here an Erbil of the Arzn region.
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that they considered themselves in some sense a part of the

Assyrian world.33

This well devised plan to isolate Kashiari came to a sudden

end when news arrived that the Aramaeans on the lower Habur
had assumed an anti-Assyrian attitude. Here, on the strip

of territory which to our own day is considered the most

beautiful and most fertile portion open to the nomad, had grown

up a number of important Aramaean states. From excavation,

we know something of one of these, Sha Dikanni. The settle-

ment itself was but six feet above the water's edge. Here was

found a pair of winged bulls, with a pavement slab between.

Of coarse limestone, the treatment was singularly bold. The
human portions show peculiarities of treatment which cannot

be ascribed to early date or provincial roughness, but point
rather to a different race for the models. Notable in particular
is the large flat nose and the thick overhanging lips which give
so negroid an expression to the face. The animal had double

ears, human ones with elaborate earrings and above them bull's

horns on a flat cap. Otherwise, the figures followed Assyrian

style, the square cut, carefully curled beard and mustache, the

hair to the nape of the neck, though the wings were shorter, the

legs more stumpy, the muscles more exaggerated and more con-

ventional. Similarly Assyrian, especially in the five legs, was
a lion found in the ruins. Prom the interior of the mound came
a relief, a full-sized male figure staring out at us, with square
cut beard, hair massed on the neck and bunched out on either

side, with much the same effect as in the bulls. On his head is

a round spiked helmet, a flowing robe falls to his ankles, while

armlets and bracelets complete the costume. The right arm
swings at his side and carries a dagger while the other clasps

something to his breast.

Around the city ran mud brick walls faced with cement, good
baked bricks, some a foot square, and fragments of good, well-

dressed gypsum, a welcome link between the gypsum of Assyria
and that of Asia Minor and of Crete. Other bricks which must
have come from the palace were marked with cuneiform char-

38 The present passage proves that the places mentioned in the paragraph
are in the Tigris bend in the Diyarbekr region. Mt. Nipur is surely not
the same as the Nipur east of Nineveh.
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acters in yellow or white outlines on a pale green ground and

pottery ornaments were found decorated with flowers and scroll

work, as well as terra-cotta pine cones, a terra-cotta bull's head,
while western connections were indicated by several Egyptian
scarabs. Sha Dikanni first meets us on the expedition of Tukulti

Ninib. In the time of Ashur nasir apal, its ruler was a certain

Shalmanu nunu shar ilani, whose curious name of 'the god

Shalman, the fish, is king of the gods,' points to some curious

form of worship. In turn, his son Nusku eshshesh and his

grandson Mushezim Nusku ruled, and of the last we have an

inscription on one of the bulls. His seal, with one of the usual

scenes of adoration between the sacred trees and with the winged
Ashur above, mute witness to his Assyrian vassalage, has been

found in Tarbisi in Assyria, where it had evidently been carried

off as spoil after the downfall of the state.34

Thanks to the excavations, we know best Dikanni, but in the

days of Ashur nasir apal the most important city of the region
was Bit Halupe, not far from the junction of the Habur with the

84 Excavations at 'Arban, Layard, Nin. and Bab., 235 ff.; Oppenheim,

Mittelmeer, 2. 19 ff. The sculptures seem to have been completely destroyed,

for Prof. Wrench and I spent the morning of April 6th, 1908, in a

careful search and could not find a trace. Dr. Koldewey informed us

that he too had made an unsuccessful search. The walls were not found

by Layard. Much Assyrian pottery now lies scattered around. For the

seal, cf. Hommel, Gesch., 558; G. Smith, Assyria, 37; Pinches, Guide, 128;

Cylinder Seals, quoted Hommel, I. c. Peiser, KB ad loc., reads for Sha

Dikanni, Gar Dikanni, a good Mesopotamian form, with gar for Tear, 'wall,

fort.' That this is a separable element is shown by the appearance of

Dikana, J. 472; Dikanni K. 3374, Cat. In the middle ages, we find Zab

Daqan, a village of 'Arban on the Khabur, Yaqut, s. v. It is not impos-

sible to argue that Gar Dikanni is preserved in Ghargan, a tell a short

distance south from Arban and across the river, a situation to be noticed

as Kiepert's map places Tell Gharkane on the right bank. The name
' Arban itself is early in form and occurs already in the castellum Arabion

of the Disputatio Archelai, Noldeke, ZDMG 43. 541, and is postulated

by the equites sagitarii indigenae Arabanenses of Not. Dig. 36. 25. As
'

Arban, it was well known in the Middle Ages, cf. Yaqut, s. v. The name

was heard by Layard, but today the only name is 'Ajaje. (Note that it

is not 'Adschabe, the form given by Streck, Pauly-Wissowa, Suppl. s. v.

'Arabana'.) For the reading of the prince's name, cf. Streck, ZA 19. 239,

who refers for the god Shulman nunu, the fish deity of the near by city

of Tedi, to the list 3R. 66, II. 40e.
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Euphrates.
35 Its ruler had been Hamataia in the days of

Tukulti Ninib and he had shown his devotion to Assyria by

coming a long distance with his supplies for the army. Mean-

while, during the period of Assyrian weakness, there had been

growing up in the west another Aramaean state of considerable

importance, and by this time the entire region within the great

bend of the Euphrates and extending down the river at least

as far as the Balih had come under the control of Bit Adini,

forming a state little if any inferior to Assyria itself in size

and in power. Adini eagerly took up the attempt to defeat its

rival at its own game. If that country could gain control of

one of these petty states by supporting a pro-Assyrian party,

Bit Adini could do the same. So it came to pass that Hamataia

was put to death and a certain Ahia baba, 'the son of a nobody
whom they had brought in from Bit Adini,

'

persuaded Sum to

join the cause of a common Aramaism.

Ashur nasir apal did not delay to return to Nineveh but

marched straight through the steppe from Qummuh, leaving

behind him the strictly Assyrian territory at the point where

the two branches of Habur unite. Proceeding down the left

bank, he forced Shulman nunu shar ilani of Dikanni and Ilu

Adad of Qatni to hand over tribute. His presence in Suru
secured the upper hand for his partisans. The existing govern-
ment was overthrown, and the friends of Adini were seized and
handed over to the king, not without the appropriate humility.

They embraced the feet of the monarch, saying 'If thou wishest,

slay; if thou wishest, let live; as thy heart wishes, do,' the

laconic character of which did not prevent each party to the

bargain from understanding just what was the advantage to

each. Azi ilu, the leader of the pro-Assyrian party, was made
shaknu or 'governor,' while the unfortunate Ahia baba was
carried off to Nineveh and flayed. His 'rebel' followers had
shorter shrift. With a cool delight in the recital of tortures

which has not a parallel in Assyrian literature, the young prince

36 Sura is Sawar, a little above Cireesium, for plan cf . Oppenheim, Mittel-

meer, 2. 10. Ann. 3. 6 seems to prove Bit Halupe a city identical with Suru.

There is no reason to read Hadippe, in fact the decisive evidence against
that reading is the identification, in name if not in location of city, with

the Halebieh between the Balih and the Habur, Sayce, HP2
2. 142 n. 3,

so curiously confused with Haleb-Aleppo in the recent newspaper accounts

of the British advance up the Euphrates.
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tells the story: 'I erected a pillar opposite his city gate, all the

chiefs who had revolted I flayed, with their skins the pillar I

covered, some in the midst I walled up, others on the pillar on

stakes I impaled, still others I arranged around the pillar on

stakes. Many within the borders of my land I flayed, with their

skins I covered the walls. As for the chieftains and royal officers

who had rebelled, I cut off their members.' Strong measures

may have been necessary and it may have been felt wise to detail

in full these tortures as a warning against future revolts. Cer-

tainly the Assyrians were at no time tenderhearted and their

wars caused suffering enough, but in the case of a Tiglath Pileser

or a Sargon, one has the feeling that severe measures were

taken only because political conditions seemed to demand them

and that the rulers took no special joy in the tortures. With
the best will in the world to explain and to extenuate, we cannot

but feel that the delight in scenes of torture shown by Ashur

nasir apal is abnormal, even for an Assyrian ruler, hardened

by constant contact with war in an age which never had much

mercy for the defeated. Perhaps this fierceness of revenge was

caused by memories of outrages committed by the tribesmen

on the various frontiers in the past days of Assyrian weakness,

but in turn it fostered the idea of revenge which one day was to

be satisfied.

For the present, frightfulness had its effect and the Laqe
chieftains sent in their tribute as did once more Haiani of the

city which took its name from the Hindanu tribe and was to play

so important a part later in the reign. Among the articles sent

in by these last, we may note the umu stone, alabaster, purple

wool, and, a rarity as yet among the Aramaean tribes, drome-

daries. The regular tribute was increased and a figure of the

king was set up in the palace of Haiani, an anticipation of the

worship of the king and of Ashur. The effect of the campaign
was still felt the next year when Ilu ibni, 'governor' of the

Suhi, brought gifts of gold and silver to Nineveh. When, how-

ever, Ashur .nasir apal claims that this was the first time such

an event took place, we must point out that already Tiglath

Pileser had overrun this very region.
36

86 Ann. 1. 77 ff. For bibliography on readings, cf. Maspero, Hist.

3. 16 n. 5. For the Amarna Qatna, cf. Sayce, PSBA 19, 291. Petrie

identifies it with the Katma north of Tennib in North Syria, Hist, of

16 JAOS 38
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In this same 'year of my name/ the year when the king him-

self was eponyin, bad news came from the northwest frontier.

Shalmaneser I had settled a large body of Assyrian colonists

in the town of Halsi Luha, a fortified place on the east bank

of the Tigris to the north of Amedi. Hulai, their governor,

raised the standard of revolt and marched against Damdamusa,
one of the cities to which the king found it expedient to make

special claim.37 The Assyrian campaign was begun by the erec-

tion of a royal stele beside those of Tiglath Pileser and Tukulti

Niiiib at the source of the Subnat River.38 At the same time,

he received the gifts of Izalla, cattle, flocks, and wine, the last

of special interest because of its fame from the days of the great
Nebuchadnezzar to those of Christianity.

39 Mount Kashiari was

Egypt, 2. 316, while Knudtzon, Amarna, 44, places it in the region of

Horns, but the Amarna passages allow and our present passage forces a

location on the Khabur. Sayee, I. c., identifies it with the Qadnu of the

list of Seti I, 9, and the Qadnaf of Amenhotep III, Lepsius, Derikmaler,
3. 88, cf. also the Qatnu, god of Qatan, II K. 60, 30.

37 If the first part of Halsi Luha is the word for 'fortress,' Streck,
ZA 13. 89, rightly identifies it with the Luhi of the Kirhi list of Tiglath

Pileser, 4. 10. No objection can be raised because the list is north and
east of the Tigris while the present expedition is on the other side, as

Ashur nasir apal does not claim so much as to have approached Halsi

Luha. Ann. 2. 7 states that the Assyrians, by reason of want, had gone

up to the mountains of Shupre land, and as Shupre land is within the

Tigris arm, this points to colonists north of the river. Damdamusa must

be placed at Jober Qale, see below.
38 The old idea that this is the Tigris Tunnel has been exploded by Belck

and Lehmann, Ztf. /. Ethnologic, 1899, 284 ff.; Verh. Berl. Anthr. Ges.,

1901, 226 ff.; Lehmann-Haupt, Armenien, 365 ff.; 430 ff. Note that the

Upper Tigris stream is not Sebbene Su but Dibbene Su as we can testify

from constant hearing when in this region. Also, the expedition did not

bring the Assyrians across the Tigris. In all probability, the Subnat

is to be found in the Babil southwest of Jezire, where Belck and Lehmann
found fragments of a great stele of Ashur nasir apal as well as others

which may be attributed to earlier monarchs, cf. Lehmann-Haupt, Mate-

rialien, 19 ff.; Armenien, 367. Eawlinson, Athenaeu/m, 1863, 1. 229, is per-

haps correct in connecting Subnat with the later name for the region,

Sophene. Possibly there is also some connection between Nasibna-Nisibis

and Subnat. The same name seems to appear in the Supna which is a

branch of the northern Khabur, Layard, Nin. and Eem. 1. 191.

39 Later in the same year, the king received tribute from Ahi ramu, son

of lahiri, of Zalla, Ann. 2. 22. In 876, its ruler was Adad 'ume, i~b. 3. 59

and in 867 Itti', ib. 94; cf. also the city Sala of H. 174. A careful study
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next traversed and the fort of Kinabu was forced to open its

gates. Six hundred of the defenders were slain in the conflict,

five times that number burned alive, and 'not one was left

alive in its midst as a hostage.' Hulai was flayed alive and his

skin exposed at Damdamusa.40 Then came the turn of the city

of Mariru, also within their territory, and of Nirbu, a plain at

the foot of Uhira.41
Tela, with its triple wall, was taken by

storm, and the usual atrocities are varied only by deprivation
of hands, noses, eyes and ears, by heaps of living beside those

heads, and by the binding of heads to the vines about the city.
42

of the Byzantine and Syriac writers allows Socin, ZDMG 35. 238, to con-

fine it to the region directly north of Nisibis. Theophylactes gives espe-

cially valuable information. Qaraja Dagh, here called Aisumas, is expressly

excluded, as are the two projecting spurs to the east, 2. 1. 3. The actual

Izalla begins at the Mardin-Diarbekr road, for Maia cariri is said to be

on it, ib. 1. 13. 4. Its eastern boundary is the Tigris, 2. 1. 4. Its wine

celebrated by Nebuchadnezzar, Grotefend ins., 1. 22; cf. Theophylactes,
2. 1. 1, and for the Syriac writers, Socin, I. c.

40 Kinabu must be on the Mardin-Diarbekr road, the most natural site

being the splendid isolated Qal'at Zarzavan, the later Tort of the Kings,'
rebuilt by Justinian, Procop., Aed. 2. 4, which we visited and planned
Dec. 19, 1907.

41 Mariru belongs to the plain portion of Nirbu which is south and east

of Tushhan. The impressive Aq Tepe, south of Tushhan (Kirkh) and a

short distance east of Qal'at Zarzavan, in the midst of a fertile plain and

with pottery from the Assyrian period, would fit well. We visited the

site Dec. 18. Should Mariru also be connected with Murrin, a district

of Diyar Mudar, Hazimi, quoted by Yaqut, s. v.1 The alternative and

naturally earlier name of Aq Tepe is Akhwar which is no doubt to be

connected with Mt. Uhira, certainly the high country east of Qal'at

Zarzavan and north of Qale Eesh, called now as in Syriac times Koros Dagh.
42 Tela is always identified with Tela-Constantia-Viran Shehr, as Uhira

is with Qaraja Dagh, cf. Maspero, Hist. 3. 20, n. 2. But Qaraja Dagh
is certainly the Aisumas of Theophyl. 1. 13. 3; 2. 1. 3, which in turn is

the Sumu of Shalmaneser III, Mon. 2. 40, and Tela is simply that com'

monest of all names, tell, an artificial mound. The topography will allow

only a direct advance from the Mardin pass to Tushhan, while this identi-

fication would force us to assume a great detour almost completely around

the great mass of Qaraja Dagh, through rough volcanic country; it does

not allow a passage through Kashiari, and it demands that Nirbu should

include the country west as well as east of Qaraja Dagh, a virtual impos-

sibility once one has felt in person how great a divisive influence is this

mountain mass. Tela is probably the Shekh Ba Tepe, with early pottery

and much obsidian, which we visited the same day as Aq Tepe.
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On leaving Tela, he advanced upon Tushhan which had been

one of the earlier centers of Assyrian power in the region. In

all probability it had seceded in sympathy with Hulai
;

at any

rate, it had to be reduced anew. The old wall was destroyed

and a new one erected. A palace was built and Tushhan

became, what it was long to remain, the capital of a province
and the center of operations against the northern peoples until

its place was usurped by the now nearer Amedi. A tablet was
inserted in the city walls and a stele erected with an inscription

detailing the conquests in Nairi land. It is this stele which

today tells us how the Assyrians who had been forced to flee

across the river to the land of Shupre no longer suffered want
and hunger, but were brought back and settled in Tushhan,
which was made a store city for the grain and chopped straw

of Nirbu. The inhabitants of that country came in and sur-

rendered themselves, a tribute of horses, mules, cattle, flocks,

wine, and bronze vessels was inflicted upon them, and they
were then given permission to resettle their ruined villages.

43

By this campaign, the Assyrians had secured control of the

level country between the Kashiari hills and the Tigris. To the

north, beyond the great bend, the Aramaean state of Bit Zamani,
with its capital at Amedi, was the next to invite attack, but this

was for the moment staved off by Amme Ba'li who again sent

tribute and again acknowledged himself under the influence of

the empire.
44

Others, too, saw the coming menace and sent their

gifts, Anhite of Shupre, across the river from Tushhan, Lapturi
the son of Tubusi of Nirdun in the rough lands of Kashiari to

the southeast, the land of Urume which lay opposite the last

43 Ann. 1. 104 ff .
;

for Tushhan, cf . also Olmstead, Political Science

Review, 12. 67 f. Kawlinson, Athenaeum, 1863, 1. 228, compares the

modern name of Tushhan, Kirkh, with Carcathiocerta, Strabo 11. 14. 2.

The mound of Kirkh, visited the same day as Aq Tepe, is large and full

of Assyrian -pottery.
44 Amedi is without any doubt the later Amida-Qara, Amid-Diarbekr.

That the usual change of site has not taken place is proved by the rock

cuttings and by the single fragment of painted Assyrian ware found by
Professor .Wrench in the vacant space near the government house. For

Zamani, cf. Thil Azamana, Not. Dig. 76, 21; TeU Zema, Josh. Styl. 87;

Zama, Ptol. 5. 17. 7; Thamana, embraced by the Tigris after flowing
around Izala, Theophyl. 2. 10. 2; Streck, OLZ 9. 345.
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and so across the river to the north, and certain Nairi chiefs.45

The scribe here inserts a formal expedition against Nairi land,

but for it he probably had no reason but this tribute. The
more hilly parts of Nirbu, within Mount Kashiari, were

ravaged, their nine cities abandoned to the invader's mercy.
Their mountain stronghold, Ishpilibria, to which they had all

fled for refuge, was invested, and at the conclusion of the siege

the usual scene of massacre occurred. Turning east, Ashur
nasir apal marched into Kirhi through the pass of the city of

Buliana and entered the territory about the river Luqia. On
leaving the pass, he came out at Ardupa, where Ahi ramu, the

son of lahiri, of the land of Izalla, the son of Bahiani of Hatte

land, and the kings of Hani Galbat all presented him with rich

gifts.
46

Further advance in the securing of this frontier was checked

by the news that all Zamua, the country directly east of Zaban,
was leagued together under the chief of Dagara, Nur Adad,
whose Semitic name points clearly to Aramaic infiltration far

45 The route is clearly north of that taken later through Matiate-Midiad,

and must therefore have followed the south bank of the Tigris for some

distance east of Tushhan, probably around the mountain whose modern

name, Bab en Mr, 'Gate of the Way/ seems to point to such a pass, and

then to Ba'lani, southeast of that range, which is the Buliana of the text.

The site of the city which gave its name to the pass is then to be found in

the Tell Abad a short distance farther on the road.
46 The river Luqia is the stream which passes Ba'lani and empties into

the Tigris, its name being perhaps preserved in the Giiliikka at its source.

Perhaps it is also the Luqia of Tiglath Pileser IV, Ann. 181; Slab 1. 30.

Ardupa is Erdi at the other end of the pass. lahiri is the lari of Kirhi

of Tiglath Pileser I, Obi. 3. 21; as well as of the letter H. 173. The

king then turns southeast toward Jezire. Bahiani is south of his route

as he does not touch it. In 877, Ashur nasir apal left Kalhu and took the

Carchemish road, the well known direct route to the west. He first stopped

at Bit Bahiani and then at Izalla, so that Bahiani is east of Nisibis. As

it is on the main road, it must be located either southeast of Nisibis on

the Mosul route or northeast on the Jezire line. The second is the more

travelled today because of the danger of attack from Arabs on the other.

If this condition obtained in the days of Ashur nasir apal, and there is

some reason to assume that it did, then the route taken was through

Jezire, round about as it is, and Bit Bahiani would be between that city

and Nisibis. It is strange to find Hani Galbat, still more Hatte, so far

east, but perhaps after all the envoys had come a long distance.
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within the mountains.47 Union of these mountain tribes under

Semitic leadership was a real menace, and when he learned that

the pass of Babite had been closed by a wall, Ashur nasir apal

at once turned his attention to this border. Leaving Kakzi,

the base for all these expeditions, he marched into the pass where

he decisively defeated the rebel in a great battle.
48 A large

47 In spite of the excellent work done by Billerbeck in his Suleimania,

the topography of the whole region is still very difficult. The accounts

of the scribes are confused, the country is difficult of penetration for

strangers, the maps do not agree. The Cornell expedition was unable to

go east of the Baghdad high road and even that was at the time far

from safe. A heavy escort did not prevent our party from being fired

upon once and we had several other narrow escapes. The new data of

the Baghdad sheet of the British International Map on the scale of one

to a million has, however, permitted the localization of the sites with a

maximum error of rarely over ten or fifteen miles.

48 The name may be found in the Biban near Altyn Koprii, but the actual

pass must be the ' broad opening in the Kara Dagh known as the Bazian

Pass,' Murray, Asia Minor, 323. The basis for all investigation must

be two itineraries. One, Johns, Deeds, no. 1096; Laws, 380 f.; Peiser,

Mitth. Vordems. Gesell., 6. 3. 40 ff., has the days separated by lines; the

other is the letter H. 635, Harper, AJSL 19. 229. Both seem to follow

the route taken by Ashur nasir apal's army. We may also add to the

material for this region a letter from Shamash bel usur, a Sargonid officer,

who had gone to Arzuhina to secure horses, H. 408; Berry, Hebraica, 11.

178 f . Itinerary I begins at Bagarri, otherwise unknown, but evidently

not far from Zaban, and proceeds to Sari. This is probably the Saraush,

with nominative ending, of Tiglath Pileser I, Ann. 3. 73 and the Surra of

Ashur nasir apal, Ann. 1. 46. In the letter of the horse dealer, Naid ilu,

H. 192; S. A. Smith, PSBA 10. 158; Delitzsch, BA 1. 204, horses are

brought, seemingly in one day, from Sare to Urzuhina on the way to the

capital. It also is found in the business documents J. 383, 414. Compare
the Siraganon where Chosrhoes won the empire from Varanes, Theophyl.

5. 8. 9, which may be identified with the Sarash Dagh east of Taza

Khurmati. Itinerary I goes on from Sari, passes through Arzuhina, Gok

Tepe, cf. Tiglath Pileser, 183, and ends the day at Tel Arzuhina, evidently

the pre-Assyrian site. The second day led to Dur Sissete, 'the fort of

the horses/ naturally to be connected with the horse trade indicated by
the letters. Not far from here, if not identical, must be the Dur Atanate

which was the first stopping place of Itinerary II and which is also men-

tioned in the Shamash bel usur letter. Day III led to Maturaba and to

Dur Talite which is also found in our two other sources. Peiser, 42, com-

pares the Dur Telite of Sargon, Ann. 365, but this is in Elam and too

far south. After the mention of Dur Talite, Itinerary II intercalates a

line, aiTarhai upasuku. This seems to refer to a side trip, for the next line
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number of the fortresses of the region were taken by assault

but Nur Adad managed to escape to the mountains and the king
was forced to be content with the submission of the towns of

Dagara and Bara.49 A second expedition from the same base

started in October and this too entered the pass of Babite. From
the city of that name, the road led to Mount Kinipa, which the

Assyrians identified with the Mount of Nisir on which the Baby-
lonian Noah was supposed to have landed after the Deluge.
We cannot blame the Assyrians for making the identification

for it was indeed a "peak like the point of an iron dagger,"
as the scribe declared, and its isolation, added to its almost ten

thousand feet in height and its snow which lasted till May,
made proud indeed the boast of the happy monarch who first

of Assyrians saw the
' Mount of Salvation.'50

once more begins with Dur Talite, which is accordingly the stopping place
for both travellers. The middle of the fourth day brought the author of

I to Babite which is also in the letter.

49 The fortresses were Uze, Berutu, and Lagalaga. Berutu was taken

the next year, Ann. 2. 49. Lagalaga is the Lagabgalagi of Itinerary I

at which the fourth night was spent and the Tagalagi of the horse dealer's

letter and of the other letter H. 701. As the author of the itinerary

reached the Raddani or Kadanu river the middle of the next day, the

town must be located at the eastern outlet of the Babite pass. No advance

is mentioned after the battle in the pass until we are told of the departure

from the city of Dagara. It, too, must have been situated near the pass.

The failure to mention the Eadanu, as is done in the account of the later

campaign and in Itin. I, can only mean that the army did not cross it.

As the itinerary crossed it only half a day from Babite, its author must

have been going southeast. The army, by elimination, must therefore

have been going north and this is confirmed by the omission of any
mention of mountains a*id Bara is actually in the plain, II. 45. This

brings it close to the Lower Zab, where above Zaban we have already found

a Til Bari, the ancient Bara.
50 For Nisir, cf . the Deluge Tablet 141. The name Kinipa may be pre-

served in the Khenabi at the point where the Arbela-Suleimania road

crosses the Lower Zab, cf. Murray, Guide, 323. The mountain can be no

other than the splendid Pir Omar Gudrun or Pir i Magdurin, 9,700 ft.

high, cf. Murray 325. This range is called Khalkhalan by Billerbeck,

but the International Map gives this name to the highland south of

Taktak, well to the west. Luli, an alternative name for the Zemkan Rud,

seems to have preserved the Lullu name. The close connection of Larbusa,

Dur Luluma, and Bunasi with both Bara and Arakdi shows them in the

valley between the Toqma and Pir Omar ranges. The first and third are

on Kinipa.
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Ashur nasir apal then took Bunasi with its surrounding vil-

lages and the Assyrians marched from their camp to the cities

on the sacred mountain. After taking the town of Larbusa,

belonging to Kirtiara, he returned to camp, making it a center

from which to ravage the surrounding lands. Zamua might be

considered pacified. It was placed, we are told, under one ruler,

in other words, an attempt was made to establish the province
which meets us in the next reign (830 B. C.) as Mazamua.
Arakdi was taken as capital and renamed Tukulti Ashur asbat,

'in the strength of Ashur have I taken it.' From this new

center, the Assyrians marched all night to the mountain of Nispi,
in a territory belonging to Nur Adad. The conquest of Berutu
was proclaimed, and then the account of the year's campaign-

ing comes to such an abrupt end that we may be sure at the very
least that neither expedition had produced such results as the

scribe would have us believe.51

We are not surprised, then, that while Ashur nasir apal was
still wintering at Nineveh, he received news that two Zamua

61 It is curious that our first mention of Tukulti Ashur asbat should be
when the army is leaving the city, still more strange when we realize

that it is the city
' which the Lullu people call Arakdi' of Ann. 2. 77, for

this too has not been mentioned. The campaign against Bunasi was made
from a camp, to it he '

returned,' it was from 'that camp' that he

marched against Larbusa, to it again he came back, only to march forth

against Bara. It is not said that he once more came back to the camp
but the sudden appearance of Tukulti Ashur asbat seems to show that the

city was identical with the camp. If so, we have another proof that these

lands did not lie so far east as Billerbeck assumes, for they cannot have
been far away from Arakdi or a series of raids could not have been
carried on from it as a camp and not as a base for more extended war-

fare. Arakdi occurs in Itin. I, in the middle of the fifth day, and in the

letter. According to the former, it is two and a half days from Babite,
but as the two days it gives from Dur Talite via Babite, Lagalagi, the

Eadanu, to Asri, is but a day in Itin. II, which ends at this point, we
must reduce the distance to a day and a half. The later references in

Itin. I make it certain that the road now turns southwest down the Eadanu

valley, so that we must look for Arakdi where the Suleimania road crosses

the Eadanu, that is, where the Ta' uq stream leaves the Qara Dagh.

Billerbeck, I. c., places it at the similar position on the next important
stream to the south, the Tuz Khurmati river, but this is a good 70 km.
in an air line from Babite, far too great a distance for the Itineraries,

not to speak of the fact that we need that position for Atlila-Dur Ashur.

Monolith adds * In the midst of Mt. Gamru and Mt. Edinu. '
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chiefs, Ameka and Arashtua, had refused to pay tribute, and

that the scribe gave this as the cause of a third expedition.

Again the chariots and foot soldiers were collected at Kakzi.

Toward the end of May, 881, the Lower Zab was crossed, the

pass of Babite once more traversed, and then the Radanu. the

king soon after reaching the mountains of Simaki. The tribute

of Dagara was brought in as was that of Hudun, Hartishu,

Hubushkia, and Gilzan, though what the last two are doing

so far south is not evident. The country about Simaki was

plundered as far as the Turnat river, Mount Aziru was laid

waste, and the city of Mesu, their stronghold, was taken.52 At

the same time, too, the Zamuan city of Atlila, originally founded

by a king of Karduniash named Sibir, was rebuilt and sur-

rounded by a wall, a palace was erected, grain and chopped
straw stored up in it, and its name changed to Dur Ashur.53

52 The main Eadanu stream was evidently crossed above Arakdi. Simaki,

which extends to the Turnat, is evidently Gilzerda, for the march is made to

Atlila which shows that the army is still in the long valley between the

Qara Dagh and the Khalkhalan-Zegirme Dagh. Mt. Aziru is rightly com-

pared by Peiser, 42, with the Asri of the Itineraries, which is closely

fixed to a situation north of Arakdi in the Kadanu valley. Asiru would

then be the mountain east of that city, part of the Khalkhalan Dagh.

The events in Ann. 2, 80-86 are said to have happened 'while I remained

in the land of Zamua.' The fact that it deals with Simaki and is still

north of the Turnat shows that we have a dislocation here. In spite of

Billerbeck, 37, we may compare the Messi of Shalmaneser III, Obi. 121;

Shamshi Adad, 2. 42; Adad nirari, Kalhu 7; and the Misi Andia of

Sargon, Display 37.

53 From Arakdi, via Hualsundi and Napigi, Itinerary I went two hours,

24 ush, 24 cubits to Dur Ashur. Three hours march down the valley would

bring us to the outlet of the Aq Su from the hills, where there is a ruined

fort, Qala'jyq, on the inner side of the pass, at the spot where 'the

shortest route from Baghdad to Suleimania' enters the mountains, Murray,

Guide, 304. This situation explains, what would otherwise have been a

puzzle, how the Babylonians could have held a position in Zamua. As

we know, Babylonia at this time extended well north of the Hamrin hills,

that is, it included the country about Kifri. This would be exposed to

raids from the tribes to the east of the Qara Dagh, and the foundation of

Atlila, just within the main pass leading out of this range, did not mean

attempted conquest, but merely the foundation of an outpost to close

the pass against such raids. The continuation of the Itinerary proves

still more conclusively this locality for Atlila. The eighth day led through

Tarzini to Banbala, already known to us from its capture about 900 B. C.

by Adad nirari, Synchr. Hist. 3. 12, and which seems to have lain south
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From the foot of Mount Simaki, an all-night march brought

a picked body of chariots and cavalry across the Turnat to

Mamli, the fort of Arashtua, who would seem to have been the

ruler of all the land thus far acquired. Mamli was taken, its

streets filled with corpses, and its houses dyed with the blood

of its defenders. Hudun with its twenty dependent cities was

also brought under Assyrian sway. Kisirtu, the fortress of

Sabini, was taken and destroyed, and the same claim is made,

though with a suspicious lack of detail, in the case of the already

mentioned Bara, Dura, and Bunisa, the territory of which was

reduced as far as the pass of Hashmar. From these cities of

Arashtua, the troops advanced between the steep mountains of

Lara and Bidirgi over a pass not suitable for horse or for chariot,

and reached Zamru, the capital of Ameka. For some time,

Zamru remained the center of operations. Ameka himself man-

aged to escape to Mount Etini, leaving his palace to be plundered
of furniture and implements, of a bronze bull which must have

had some religious significance, and of his royal chariot. Ashur
nasir apal crossed the Lullu river and drove Ameka out of his

place of refuge. After returning to his camp at Zamru, he once

more marched in pursuit of Ameka, crossed the Edir river, and

slew a mighty host of his soldiers in the mountains of Sua and

Elaniu. How great was this 'mighty host' is shown by another

account of the same battle which the scribe has inserted into

the annals without noticing that it is a duplicate, for in it Ashur
nasir apal boasts that in the plain opposite Parsindu he killed

fifty foot soldiers and took twenty alive! Another expedition
from Zamru as a base was to the Nispi region where the towns

of Arzizu and Arsiandu, belonging to a certain Ata, were taken.

On his return to camp, he received the tribute of various bronze

of the Hamrin hills. The ninth day, the road ran by Ishdi dagurrai to

Gupni Bel Harran, the 'Vine of the Lord of Harran,' a distance of one

hour, five ush, fifty-four cubits. This points to a thickly settled country
and so one on the level, not within the mountains. The tenth and last

went via Dur Adad rimani and another place whose name has been lost

to Dur Tukulti apal esharra. The fort, which took its name from Adad

rimani, the eponym of 842, was boundary to the city Du'ua in 747, J. 412,

and is the Birte sha Adad rimani of the letter H. 441. The fort of

Tiglath Pileser was erected by the last ruler of that name, Clay Ins. 1. 40.

The route seems still to follow the Baghdad road and it may therefore

be identified with some plausibility as the fine large mound at Eski Kifri.

The Itinerary ends, 'from Ishdi-da( ?)-gur to . . . the sea.
'
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objects, the frequency of references to bronze in this region
is worthy of notice, from, the land of Sibiamena whose inhab-

itants 'speak like women.' Then, leaving Zamni for the last

time, and we too hear of it again only when the Hebrew prophet
bracketed Zimri with Elam and the Medes in his fierce denuncia-

tion,
54 he cut out his way with iron hatchets and copper axes

through the difficult Mount Lara and so back to the city of

Tukulti Ashur asbat, 'which the men of the Lullu land call

Arakdia.' Then follows the boast that 'all the kings of Zamua
feared before the fury of my weapons and the terror of my
lordship and my feet they embraced.' A very definite list of

tribute follows. In spite of the boasts, he admits that he cut

his way back to his provincial capital, and this means but one

thing, that no other road was open, that his line of communi-
cations had been cut by the enemy.

55

54 Jer. 25 : 25. But note that of the Greek versions only Aquila has it.

55 Billerbeck places the country to the south, Maspero to the north, of

the country just considered. The basal fact is the statement of the king
that he cut his way through Mt. Lara to Arakdi, that is, Lara is the part
of the Qara Dagh back of Gok Tepe. Zamru then must be located in the

valley east of that range and this location is confirmed by the finding there

of Tamar, the modern representative of Zamru. From Zamru, the Nispi

region was reached and this must be the north part of Gilzerda Dagh,
thus tying in to the earlier mapping. Another expedition reached Mt.

Etini, the Edinu which the Mon. adds to Ann. 2. 48 as being in the

Nispi country. The Lallu river, crossed before reaching Etini, must be

the small stream which flows into the Gopal from the south and the Edir

the other branch of the Gopal. Mt. Sua must be connected with the Uze

of 2. 29, another topographical tying in for proof, a connection hitherto

unnoticed because the Sabua of the Ann. has been taken as correct. Mt.

Elaniu must be in the same region, as must be the other cities, Arasitku,

Ammaru, Parisindu, Iritu, and Suritu. The approach to Zamru was by the

pass between the steep mountains of Lara and Bidirgi, therefore the latter

is the upper part of the Qara Dagh or the patch of high country north

of it and across the Ta' uq Chai. The Simaki expedition across, the Turnat,

that is, the Khanjiru Chai, was a mere raid, made in the night by a

picked party of cavalry and chariots and is not a part of the main line of

advance. Through failure to understand this, the reconstruction of Biller-

beck is entirely incorrect. In these campaigns, the Monolith consistently

gives more correct names than does the Annals. The latter reads Ammali,
Su or Sabua, Arsindu, Sipirmena, for the Mamli, Sua, Parsindu, Sibia-

mena of the former. For references to the Turnat-Diyala, cf. Delitzsch,

Parodies, 186; for Hashmar, only here definitely located, cf. Billerbeck,

Suleimania, 30 n. 3.
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Whatever the fortunes of his Zamua campaigns, Ashur nasir

apal next turned his attention to the opposite frontier. Cross-

ing the Tigris in June, 880 B. C., he led his army westward to

the land of Kadish haru and the city of Apku in the steppe.

In the country opposite the city of Maltena in Hatte land, five

lions were killed, and some of the magnificent reliefs of the

Kalhu palace are devoted to the theme. We see the helmeted

Assyrian foot soldiers, smiting short sword against small round

shield, and thus acting as beaters up. One lion, mortally

wounded, already lies under the feet of the prancing chariot

horses, the other has been barbed by the royal arrows and rises

up with widely extended mouth, a magnificent figure, clutching

the chariot axle. The driver hastens on his three steeds, but

the king scorns escape and, leaning backward with drawn bow,
is ready to give the king of beasts his coup de grace. Another

scene shows us the triumph, the king leaning on his bow, his

cup raised in his right hand, ready to pour out upon the dead

lion. Around him stand his attendants and high officials, while

bearded men pluck the zither to celebrate his might.
56

The army then turned northeast to Qummuh, where a palace

was consecrated at Tiluli, the first attempt to organize the

province later known as Tille. A wedge of unconquered terri-

tory yet remained, the country between Qummuh, Tushhan, and

Mesopotamia, which was formed by the Kashiari. Entering
the pass of Ishtarate, that is, of the Ishtars, on the border of

Qummuh, Ashur nasir apal advanced to Kibaki and Matiate,

in the heart of the mountains. With its surrounding rock cities,

the latter was captured, and a stele with the figure of the king
set up. Then followed the taking of Bunnu and the fort of

Masula and an advance to Zazabuha, where he was presented
with the tribute of Kirhi, including bulls in bronze. Turning

east, he reached Irsia, a magnificent castle site, where he received

56 For this year, we have the contemporaneous Kirkh stele and for this

too the Monolith is a contemporaneous source. Kadish haru may possibly

be a sacred canal. Hommel, Gesch., 572 n. 3, eft. the Kadishions between

Sinjar and Tur Abdin, Noldeke, ZDMG 33. 157. Apku is probably the

same as that in the Broken Obi. 5. 34. The reading Maltena is preferable

to the common Malhina, though it is not probable that this is the Melitene

of Asia Minor. For the lions, Nimrud Gallery, no. 3f.; 36; Budge,

Assyrian Sculptures, xii, xix, xlii.
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the tribute of the nearby Sura, another fine castle on a steep

hill which blocks the valley farther up. Madaranzu was the

next to be. surrendered and from this Ashur nasir apal for six

days cut his way through the mountains of Kashiari, until he

reached the lands of Nairi, the lower lying lands to the south

of the Tigris. Shigishu was taken and Madara, the capital of

Lapturi, the ruler of the land of Nirdun. The city with its

walls was exceedingly strong, but it was destroyed. The lives

of the defenders were spared, the tribute was brought in to the

king in Tushhan, and the destruction of the sixty strongholds

belonging to Lapturi and located at the foot of Kashiari is

assigned to this same convenient time.57

From Tushhan, the picked chariots and cavalry were trans-

ported across the Tigris by rafts and marched all night. Before

sunrise, they reached Pitura, the strong place of Dirra, with

its double wall and its 'citadel that was like the peak of a

mountain.' Two days the city held out and was then taken by
assault. The usual heaps of living men and of heads were piled

up opposite the city gate, other unfortunates were impaled,
and still others burned in the fire. Forty cities of the land were

reduced to dependency and forty of their soldiers taken alive,

a sufficient proof of the artificial character of these numbers,

57 Tiluli-Tille is evidently the Tela-Constantia-Viran Shehr. From this,

the army would march east to Mardin, and the pass of Mardin must be

that of the Ishtars. The advance was probably by Zarnoqa, the return

via Qullith. That Matiate is to be identified with Midiad has probably
been discovered independently more times and with more disputes as to

priority than any other fact in Assyrian topography. The first identi-

fication, completely ignored by later scholars, was by H. Kawlinson,

Athenaeum, 1863, 1. 228. According to Sachau, Zazabuha is Zaz, ZA 12. 51,

n. 1. Irsia is Qale Resh, a magnificent late Roman castle, visited by Pro-

fessor Wrench and myself under the guidance of Dr. A. N. Andrus of

Mardin. So far as we know, no other western travellers have reached it.

At the same time, we also saw Saur, the site of Sura. Hommel, Gesch.

659, n. 1., suggests that Madar Anzu is the Madar of Alzu-Enzite. We
might possibly read Madar ilSu, for we actually have a reference to the

god Su in 2. 107. We should also compare Madara which immediately fol-

lows and which must be identified with Mathra on the northwest slope of

the Koros Dagh, Streck, ZA 13. 79. Variant readings for Shigishu are

Shinigisha, Shigisha, Shigishu, Shengisha. The difficult mountain region

is Shekh Mus, and Nirdun is Mirdon on the south bank of the Tigris,

opposite the Batman Su, Streck, I. c.
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even if the annals of a generation later did not give fifty in

each case. Arbaki, the nearest city over the border in Kirhi,

was the next objective. The people fled to the mighty mountains

of Matni and hither the king went in pursuit. According to the

original account, set up near the scene of the events, one thou-

sand were killed, two hundred had their hands cut off, and a

similar number were carried away prisoners. By the time the

report reached Kalhu, the last two hundred had grown to two

thousand. Such feats of arithmetic do not induce confidence

in the scribe when he tells that two forts of Arbaki and two

hundred and fifty well fortified towns of the Nairi tribesmen

were taken. Their harvests, at least, were plundered and the

grain and chopped straw thus secured stored up in Tushhan.58

We have already seen how Amme Bali had paid tribute to

the king and to his father. By such action, he openly admitted

vassalage to Assyria and to the same degree he became obnoxious

to the patriotic party which in all probability was acting under

the influence of the rapidly growing power of Urartu in the

north. Amme Bali was put to death by his nobles and Bur
Eamanu took his place. A satisfactory excuse for intervention

was afforded, and Ashur nasir apal started off to avenge the

slain Amme Bali, an easy task and one affording much booty.

The list is interesting as showing what was the treasure of one

of these second-rate Aramaean kings. First of all, as might be

expected from a people so close to the desert in ancestry, come

the 460 horses, the forty chariots, the harness and trapping
for man and for beast. Further testimony to the recentness of

their abandonment of the nomad life is furnished by the 2000

head of cattle and the 5000 sheep. Metals were fairly common.
Two talents of silver as over against the same of gold hint that

the white metal was still of relatively high value, and the three

hundred talents of iron, as compared with the hundred of lead

68 Ann. 2. 103 ff . Bitura is probably Batrik, northeast of Diarbekr and
across the river, with an artificial mound which we saw from that city.

Ann. 3. 100 shows Dirria east of the Amadani pass, that is, between Media
and Arghana. Matni is the Ashyt Dagh, and its name is preserved in

Madin to the north. laia is the Aia of Tiglath Pileser I, Ann. 3. 42.

Kukunu, v. I. Kushunu, was in the pass of Matni, coming from Pitura.

The identification of Arbaki with Albagh N.E. of Assyria, Andreas, Pauly-

Wissowa, s. v. 'Aluaka,' is only to be warned against.
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and the two hundred of bronze, excites our notice because of

the unusually high ratio of the comparatively new metal. That

the Aramaeans were already settling down to the industrial life

they later so completely dominated is indicated by the vessels,

pans, bowls, cauldrons of bronze, couches of ivory overlaid with

gold. The chief's sister and the daughters of his nobles were

forced to enter the royal harem, and an additional 'aid' was

exacted under pretense of the dowry demanded for so august
a marriage. Bur Bamanu was flayed alive and his skin exposed
on the city wall of Sinabu. In his place, his brother Ilanu was

made ruler, and a tax of two manas of gold, and thirteen of

silver, 1000 sheep and 2000 measures of barley, laid upon him,
a remarkably low rate as compared with the figures of the

official tribute lists dating from Sargonid times. Sinabu and

Tidu, forts erected by the first Shalmaneser to guard against

Nairi but which had been taken by the invading Aramaeans,
were recovered, and the Assyrian colonists who held the forts

for Assyria in the Nairi country were once more settled therein.

Fifteen thousand Aramaean Ahlame, who had been in the

service of Amme Bali, were carried away to Assyria, while the

Nairi harvests were stored in the cities of Tushhan, Damdamusa,
Sinabu, and Tidu. Over them was placed a governor, doubtless

the official whose headquarters were at the first named place.

While in Damdamusa, Ashur nasir apal also received the tribute

of Shupre, silver, gold, bronze, lead, iron, beakers and other

vessels, flocks, herds, and horses, and on his return journey he

took the city of Shuru in Hani Galbat.59

The close of the year 880 B. C. marks the end of the first

period of the reign, at least so far as concerns our sources. The
Monolith and the Kirkh inscriptions fail us and we are hence-

forth confined, with rare exceptions, to the latest Annals recen-

59 Ann. 2. 118 ff.; Kirkh 2. 42 ff. Among other Nairi places said to have

been conquered are Nirdun, Luluta, Dirra, Aggunu, Ulliba, Arbaki, Nirbu.

Lulutu is the La'la'te of Adini, Shalmaneser III, Mon. 1. 30, perhaps
also the Lulati of Thothmes III, 142, cf. Maspero, Hist. 3. 64, n. 1.

Aggunu may be the Harba Jan north of Diarbekr. Ulliba occurs again
in the Assyrian Chronicle under 831, where it corresponds with the Kirhi

of the Obi., as well as in 739. A settlement in it, in connection with the

foundation of the provincial capital of Ashur iqisha, is mentioned by

Tiglath Pileser IV, Slab, 1. 28; 2. 43; Clay 1. 43.
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sion. To this period, too, belong most of our building

inscriptions, and with the year 879 we find the expeditions

starting from Kalhu, the new capital.
60 But it marks no epoch

in the history of the campaigns themselves. The successful

expedition of the preceding year against the Aramaeans of the

north was followed in the next June by an attack on the tribes

of the same race who were settled farther south in the steppe.

Assyrian territory could not have extended far beyond the

Tigris, for soon after crossing he reported much tribute 'on

that side of the river/ The first stop was made at Tabite, on

one of the eastern branches of the Habur. Two weeks after

leaving Kalhu, he departed from Tabite, entered the land of the

river Harmish, and halted at Magarisi. Thence he marched into

the Habur region and proceeded down the left bank to Dikanni.

Next followed as camping grounds Qatni, then Dur Katlime, Bit

Halupe, and the Euphrates was reached by Sirqi. Following

the stream in its downward course, he passed Anat in its island

and came to Suru, fort of Shadadu, the 'governor' of Suhi

land, who had trusted to his Kashshite neighbor, Nabu apal

iddina of Babylonia. The three thousand soldiers sent under

the leadership of his brother Sabdanu availed as little as the

equally valuable aid furnished by the Babylonian seer Bel apal

iddina, and Shadadu saved his life only by plunging with a

few followers into the Euphrates, leaving his city and his Baby-
lonian allies to become the prey of the invader.61

60 Ann. 3. 1; cf. Hommel, Gesch. 576.
61 Ann. 3. 1 ff. Location of Thebeta fixed by Peutinger Table xviii

m. p. from the Nisibis road, confirmed by unsuccessful siege of Thebothon

by Marcianus after defeat of Persians at Sargathon near Nisibis, Theophyl.
3. 10. 5. First classical reference, Arrian, Parthica, Steph. Byz., s. v.

From here came the equites sagitarii indigenae TMbifhenses of Not. Dig.

xxvii, while the name lasted on to Syriac times, as Tebeth, Land, Anecd.

Syr. 3. 256; cf. Noldeke, ZDMG 33. 157; Sachau, ZA 12. 43. Sayce,
EP2

2. 162, n. 5, says the Harmish is the 'classical Hermos,' but this

seems due to confusion with 'the well known Hermos of Asia Minor, at least

I know of no Hermos in Mesopotamia, though the two forms are doubtless

connected etymologically. In classical times it was called the Mygdonius,
cf. e. g., Julian, Orat. 1. 27B; 2. 62B ff. The earlier name reappears as

the Nahr Hirmas in Ibn Serapion 12, and then often in the Arabic authors.

For Magarisi, cf. Tiglath Pileser, 181. The city of Hindani was among
those in revolt in the days of Shamshi Adad, 1. 50. Note that Toffteen,
AJSL 23. 356, is quite wrong when he identifies Haridi with the Harda
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For the first time in Assyrian history, the sculptures come to

our aid in revivifying the campaign. We are shown the king
in his chariot, shaded by his parasol, and being drawn over the

hills which border the stream. After him march his body
guards, sturdy infantry and cavalry with horses adorned with

elaborate trappings. In his chariot, again, he smites the foe

with arrow drawn as by Ashur whose winged figure floats before

him, and with him are archers in chariots who guard the two
standards of the army. Other archers are on horseback, their

whole strength devoted to the fighting, for a companion rides

by the side of each and holds his horse's rein. Others yet are

of the letter H. 424, for the context shows that that place is located

between Amedi and Urartu, and its name is today Horta, east of Lije.

The unknown mountain is the present Jabarieh, the earlier Dausar, Yaqut,
s. v. Shabaia is the modern Wadi Suab, Haridi is Wredi on an island in

the stream, Billerbeck, map in Encycl. Biblica, though why we should place
a second Haridi at Halebieh is not obvious. Why previous editors pre-

ferred here the reading Il-at for An-at is a psychological mystery, in

view of the mass of evidence for the latter form. Now that the Tukulti

Ninib annals spell it out A-na-at, it is to be hoped that Hat will disappear.

Its first appearance is probably the country named Hana or Hani, cf. also

Hani Galbat. In the age of Hammurapi, Hanatki is near Suhi and the

Euphrates, CT 4. 1; Sayce, PSBA 21. 24; Peiser, MVAG 6. 3. 50;

Streck, ZA 19. 252, n. 1; Klio, 6. 197. Anatu is found in the Assyrian
documents J. 23, 168, 228, 385. Miss Bell was informed that within the

memory of the oldest inhabitants there had existed on the northern end of

the island big stone slabs ''with figures of men upon them and a writing

like nails," and she herself saw 'a fragment of stone with carving in

relief which was unmistakably Assyrian,' Amurath 97; cf. also Viollet,

Mem. de I'Acad. Ser. 1, 12. 2. (1909). Ana is frequently mentioned in

later times, as Anatho in the Stations of Isidore of Charax; as the island

Anatha taken by Julian, Amm. 24. 1. 6; as Anatho again when in the

days of Chosrhoes it belonged to Persia, Theophyl. Simoc. 4, 10, 4; 5, 1,

2; 2, 3. Yaqut devotes much space to Ana, noting how the poetical form

is the plural, 'Anat, and how it was a strong fort. Cf. also especially

Peters, Nippur, 145 ff .
; Bell, Amurath, 97

; Banks, Bismaya, 55, and for

the later evidence Scheil, Tukulti Ninip, 42. Sura is to be found at the

Wadi Sur. Is it more than a coincidence that this Shadadu is so similar

to the modern Shadadi on the Khabur? For such survivals of personal

names in place names, ef. e. g., the Hanunu of Gaza and the modern Bet

Hanun, Olmstead, Sargon, 54 n. 28. Streck reads the SHA DU as

Kudurru and takes the second DU as amelu, but it is quite unusual to

have such a foreign name given with ideographic spelling and the identity

with Shadadi may also have some weight.

17 JAOS 38
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on foot and it is clear that in the days of Ashur nasir apal the

chief reliance was on the bow. The same is true of the enemy,

for the majority are also bowmen. Needless to remark, the

scenes always show Assyrian success and the enemy usually is

already in flight, begs mercy with uplifted hand, or his corpse,

often dismembered, lies under the feet of the prancing horses

and the vultures await their prey. An unusually vivid picture

shows the flight of Shadadu, who, undeterred by his all envelop-

ing cloak, has seized an inflated goat skin and by its aid is being

rapidly carried down stream. Behind him floats his son, also

buoyed up by a skin, and an unfortunate elder must swim for

his life without even this frail aid. On the other shore stands

the towered and battlemented town, with an anxious old man
who has laid aside his bow while he watches the struggle and in

this he is accompanied by two women. Assyrian archers have

taken up their stand amid the palms and olives along the river

bluffs and from thence shoot at the unfortunates in the stream.

Then comes the repose in the camp, a circular enclosure with

battlemented walls, and divided into four equal sections by
broad streets crossing at right angles. Within may be seen the

slaughter of the steer, the preparation of the food, the baking of

the bread, the drawing of the wine from the jars set in the

supports. Outside is the royal pavilion, entered between posts

on whose top stand ibexes ready to spring, and before it horses

surround the manger or are being curried down. Before it,

too, stands the scribe, who receives and notes down the miserable

captives with arms bound behind them who are being threatened

by an Assyrian soldier armed with a mace.

The next day, the chariot is dismantled and with much pry-

ing and heaving is placed upon a kelek, a raft laid upon inflated

skins, or a qufa, a round basket of reeds, held together with

bitumen, which bobs like a cork in the current in spite of the

efforts of the two steersmen to pole it in the direction it should

go. Under the eyes of the monarch standing on the shore, the

soldiers inflate the goat skins and launch themselves with their

aid upon the current. The swimming horses are guided by ropes
in the hands of the men on the kelek which carries the royal
chariot.

Arrived at the other shore, men rush into the stream and

drag the raft out by ropes slung over their backs. The army
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disembarks and parades around the city, under the eyes of the

women on the wall above. The defenders are driven back into

the city or are poignarded or dismembered by Assyrian foot

soldiers. The siege then begins. The king shoots his arrow

against the doomed city. A prominent group consists of a corps

d'elite, distinguished by the fez-shaped headdress, whose only

protection is a small round shield held before them by their

squires. Most commonly, however, the soldiers are bareheaded

and are protected by the rectangular wicker shield. As a proof

of the accuracy of their shooting, hostile soldiers are seen drop-

ping from the walls.

The main reliance of the Assyrians was in their siege engines /

which in very truth sometimes permitted the capture of a town '

in a single day, according to the Assyrian boast. One hardy

Assyrian ascends a ladder. Others dig holes in the walls. Still

others take their place in the high movable towers, covered with

hides, which make them equal to the men on the walls. Most

terrible were the battering rams, which could be wheeled up to

the very walls, and when their projecting beam with its head

of iron began to batter the foundations, not even the grappling
irons let down by the defenders could long save the city.

Accordingly, we next see the surrender of the city and the

long line of captives, headed by their chief who bows beneath

the king's bow and uplifted arrows to kiss the royal feet, the

long robed elder, the maiden not spared the indignity of arms

bound behind her back as were the captured fighting men. In

the field we see the bars of metal, the elephants' tusks, the

vessels of various size and design. Finally, we see the return

in triumph, the king at his ease in his chariot, his royal stand-

ards in the lead. Before the successful troops are the musicians

and in ghastly contrast to their melody are the severed heads

of the slain which the soldiers are carrying to be counted. Our
last memory is that of a vulture with a dripping human head

in its claws.62

62 The sculptures of Ashur nasir apal have now been collected by Budge,

Assyrian Sculptures in the British Museum, 1914. The figure swimming
in the river is certainly Shadadu and many other scenes are as certainly

on the Euphrates. We are not sure the remainder belong to this region,

as is assumed in the text for the sake of presenting a complete picture,

but the water at the bottom of the scene in the majority would indicate

that they too were along the same river.
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The campaign was brought to an end by the erection of a

stele in Sum and on it was carved the royal figure with the

following inscription: 'Ashur nasir apal, the king, whose glory

and power are eternal, whose face is fixed toward the desert,

whose heart desires to extend his protection.
' The next recorded

campaign was in the same territory. While he was still at Kalhu,
so the king informs us, men brought the news that the people

of Laqe, Hindanu, and Suhi had all revolted and had crossed

the Euphrates. Once more in June the king left Kalhu and

passed through the desert to Suru of Bit Halupe, not to be con-

fused with the Suru we have just discussed. Ships were con-

structed and the army drifted downstream or followed on shore

until the hinqe or narrows of the Euphrates were reached.

Various cities belonging to Henti ilu and Azi ilu of Laqe land

were taken, the plundered section extending from the mouth
of the Habur to Sibati in Suhi. At Haridi, the river was crossed

on skin vessels of twenty gur burden, and the Assyrians gave
battle to the allied Aramaean tribes which had gathered on the

desert side of the stream. According to the arithmetic of our

truthful scribe, 6500 souls were slaughtered out of an army of

6000, leaving a considerable remnant to die of thirst in the

Euphrates desert. After this amazing exploit, Azi ilu was

driven out of his city of Kipina, his gods were taken prisoner,

and he himself was forced to take refuge on the steep mountain

of Bisuru opposite the Euphrates. For two days, the Assyrians
marched after him, the remnant of his troops, those of the

wonderful six thousand no doubt, were slaughtered, then pur-

suit was continued to another narrows where lay Dummutu and

Asmu, border cities of Adini, and for the third time it was

necessary to slaughter the remnant of his troops. The traditional

cat had barely more lives than this minus quantity of five

hundred !

At the same time, Ila of Laqe with his five hundred soldiers

was deported to Assyria, though this was scarcely important

enough to warrant its repetition a second time in slightly altered

form. Henti ilu begged the Assyrian pardon and was made a

tributary. For the last time in history, we have notice of the

pursuit of wild bulls in this region. Fifty were killed and eight

taken alive by this mighty hunter, who also killed or captured

twenty francolins. More serious duties were not forgotten and
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we have the foundation of two cities on the site of the earlier

Dummutu and Asmu, Kar Ashur nasir apal and Nibarti Ashur,
as a guard for the upper Euphrates.

63

The Assyrians had been brought at last by this campaign into

direct touch with Bit Adini, the great Aramaean state which

controlled the crossing of the Euphrates at the point where it

was nearest the Mediterranean. The next, we are not surprised

to learn, was against that country itself. The army set forth

in June, probably of the year 877, and reached the Adini

frontier at the fort of Kaprabi, the
'

great rock,
'

possibly at the

later Edessa and certainly not far distant. 'The city was very

strong, like a cloud it hung down from heaven !

'

the siege was

no easy matter, and mines, rams, and other engines were brought
into play. When it was finally forced to surrender, the city

was destroyed and the inhabitants dragged off to Assyria, there

to increase the population of the new capital, Kalhu. Ahuni,
the ruler of Adini, sent something which was taken to indicate

tribute, and the same was true of Habini of Til Abna, in the

waste to the south of the last mountain range.
64

Later in the same year, in September, Ashur nasir apal again

left Kalhu for one of the most important expeditions of his

entire reign. Traversing the well known mercantile route called

the Carchemish road, he came to Bit Bahiani in the steppe. A
tribute of horses and chariots added to the efficiency of his army,
and a tribute of metals is significant as showing how iron is

63 Ann. 3. 9 ff. The expedition went down stream, attarad, cf . Hommel,

Gesch., 578, which effectually disposes of the topography of Maspero,

Hist., 3. 29, and of Streck, OLZ 9. 97, according to which it went up
stream! Si bate is the modern Zibde, a little above Hit, on the natural

boundary of Babylonia. Perhaps it is Zibatunu of the letter H. 576.

The name of the upper Mnqe is preserved in the classical Anucas, Procop.

Aed. 2. 6, the Hanuqa of Yaqut, s. v., cf. Streek, I. c.; Bell, Amurath, 66.

64 Ann. 3. 50 f. Students of topography who do not know Assyrian

should be on their guard against the mistake of the translation given by

Budge-King in 3. 51, where Euphrates is given for Tigris, since Kaprabi

was east of the former stream. Winckler, MVAG 1913, 4. 82, identifies

it with the Kapa of the Kizvadna treaty and Shamshi Adad 1. 47. The

Assyrian form, Til Abna, written with the ideograph for 'stone,' is

folk-etymology. It is the Thallaba of Tab. Peut., cf. Maspero, Hist. 3. 32,

n. 2, and the modern Tul 'Aba, south of the Jebel el 'Aziz. This of course

makes impossible the identification with Edessa which Billerbeck, BA
6. 56, still accepts.
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missing as soon as we leave the mountains. That presented by
Adad 'urne, the new ruler of Azala, was the same with the addi-

tion of flocks, herds, and wine, as befitted a country on the

slopes of the foothills. More significant is the statement that

the great king levied on Azala for their chariots, cavalry, and

foot. Already the foreign cavalry was taking the place of the

chariotry, that is not surprising, but that it was necessary to

supplement the disappearing native infantry with the
*

allied
'

foot was an omen of portent for the future.

As Bit Adini was approached, Ahuni sent in his tribute, and

in its description we clearly recognize how far above the ordinary

ruler he was in wealth and in power. In addition to the usual

tribute of metals, domestic animals, and wine, we have mention

of ivory dishes, ivory beds, thrones of ivory overlaid with gold

and silver. Evidently the elephants were not yet extinct in

the region where Tiglath Pileser had hunted them.65 The golden

ring and buckle, the golden necklaces and sword, indicate his

wealth and look suspiciously like gifts sent from one great

monarch to his equal in rank. Only the contingents of his

soldiers serving henceforth in the Assyrian army told the true

position of the monarch. In sharp contrast to these regal gifts

is that presented by Habini of Til Abna, whose home in the

steppe could furnish but four manas of silver and four hundred

sheep as a contribution, and a yearly tax of ten manas.66

The winter of 877-876 B. C. was spent in quarters in Bit

Adini. In the spring, while the Euphrates was still in full flood,

the army crossed the river on skins and for the first time in long

years an Assyrian force was in Syria. On their approach,

Sangara of Carchemish, who boasted the proud title 'King of

the Hatte Land,' hastened to tender his submission. Richer

even than those of Adini were his gifts, twenty talents of silver,

a couch, buckle, ring, and swords of gold, a hundred talents of

bronze, and two hundred and fifty of iron, indicating the mineral

wealth of the land. Carchemish was also a great commercial

center and we further find listed images of the gods in bronze,

jugs, bowls, and a censer in the same metal, beds, thrones, and

65
Olmstead, JAOS 37. 177.

66 Ann. 3. 56 if. It is probable, though not certain, that this took place

in the same year as the preceding, as there are no year indications. It is

also possible that the tributes of Ahuni and of Habini are of one date.
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tables of ebony, inlaid with ivory in the fashion so common in

the east of today, though now the mother of pearl has taken the

place of the ivory, whole elephant tusks, semi-precious stones,

mantles and other weaves in wool.

Taking with him the troops of Sangara, Ashur nasir apal

passed between the hills of Munzigani and Hamurga, left the

land of Ahanu on his left hand, and reached the frontier of

Lubarna of Patina at Hazazi. Presents of gold, cloths, and

cloaks received, he passed on to the river Apre on whose banks

he halted, near the spot where now is the bridge on the high

road from Aleppo to Alexandretta. Advancing again, he arrived

at Kunulua, whence has come a Hittite inscription to mark the

race which held it. Lubarna marched forth from his capital

and embraced the royal feet. Twenty talents of silver, one of

gold, a hundred of lead and of iron, cattle, sheep, cloths, couches,

beds and tables of ebony, inlaid with ivory, female musicians,

a great pagutu beast, weapons, were handed over to the king,

and with them went the loan of his troops. At the same time,

the Assyrian king received the tribute of Gusi of the land of

lahani, later to be known, from his own name, as Bit Agusi.

The next stage brought Ashur nasir apal to the Arantu, the

Orontes river. He then turned south, following up the left bank

through the laraqu land, and into the Lebanon hills, where he

captured another of Lubarna 's royal cities, Aribua by name.

Assyrian colonists were settled within the walls and for them

the grain and chopped straw of the plundered land of Luhuti

was stored up.
67

67 Ann. 3. 70 ff. The expedition for the year is also given on the colossal

bulls and lions. For date of passage of Euphrates, cf. Rawlinson, Hon.

1. 12. The route followed was the Jerabulus-' Azaz road, and the mountains

must be those of Shehab where only do we find two ranges, Maspero,

Hist. 3. 39 n. 2; cf. PSBA 20. 132 ff. for the campaign. With Mt.

Hamurga, we may perhaps compare Beth Amaris of the Peutinger Table;

Beth Ammaria, Ptol. 5. 14. 10; Pamunari, Eav. 2. 15, located at Qal'at

en Nejm, Benzinger, Pauly-Wissowa, s. v.; at Hashle, Chapot, Frontiere

282. Hommel, Gesch. 580 n. 3, reads Hat-ti-na for Pa-ti-na, and has a

considerable following, cf. especially Sayce, PSBA 21, 200. A 'Hittite

Land' with ina ending is not impossible, but 'Hatte' is usually found.

Hazazu, identified with 'Azaz by Sayce, TSBA 7. 292, was taken by

Shalmaneser III in 859, Mon. 2, 11. Adad nirari led an expedition against

it in 805, Assyr. Chron. Under Tiglath Pileser IV, it was a city of Bit
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The great sea of Amurru, the Mediterranean, was reached by
Ashur xiasir apal somewhere about the site of the later Laodicea.

There was no need of advance further south, for all Phoenicia

hastened to send him gifts : Tyre, where there reigned Ethbaal,

the father-in-law of the Israelite Ahab, Sidon, Byblus, Mahalata,
the

'

suburb/ Maisa, and Kaisa, the three towns which were to

amalgamate and form the Tripolis of classical times, Amurru,

Adini, 3 R. 10, 3, cf. Eost, Tiglat Pileser, 85. As Azazium, it was a

place of considerable strength in Byzantine times, and Romanus IV,

advancing from Hieropolis in 1068, was unable to take it, Cedren. 2. 492.

After the successful defense of Antioch by the Crusaders in 1098, Baldwin

was invited by its native prince to save it from the attacks of Ridhwan,

Weil, Gesch. 3. 169, with the result that, as Hasart, it became one of the

most important of the castles and fiefs under the county of Antioch, cf.

Rey, Colonies Franques, 342. Later, it seems to have fallen into the hands

of Zengi, whose son, Salih Ismail, lost it to Saladin after the siege of

1176, only to have it returned to him on the intercession of his little sister,

William of Tyre, 7. 3. According to Yaqut, s. v., it had a castle, it was

a healthy place with good air, sweet water, and its soil was death to

scorpions. We visited 'Azaz May 20, 1908. The mound is somewhat small

but high, and was much pitted by native digging. Among the potsherds,

we found a three pronged support for pots in the oven, of common yellow

clay and bearing traces of vitrification, much of the type found at Nippur,
also a grayish black handle with a snake in relief. Between the mound
and the town, we found a large quadrangular block of trap on which, in

the usual frame, was a Greek inscription to Zeus Megistos erected by the

councillor Aurelius and his wife Noia in the second year of Severus

Decius. Variant spellings of Kunulua are Kunalia, Kunalua, Kinalia.

Sayce, TSBA 7. 292, identifies it with Gindarus, Strabo-, 16. 2, 8. The

identity of name may be deceiving, but Jinderez Tepe is the only mound
of first class importance in the region between the 'Afrin and the Orontes,

where Kunulua must certainly be located. The matter is further con-

firmed by the Hittite inscription, which must originally have come from

the long mound of Jinderez Tepe, though found at Kirch Oghlu, which

Messerschmidt, OLZ 2. 35, would make the Hittite site. Its king, Tutammu,
was conquered by Tiglath Pileser IV and the land made a province,

Ann. 92 ff
.,
and later Babylonian Aramaeans were settled here, ibid. 144 ff.

Later, Gindarus became the acropolis of Cyrrhestice, and a great resort

for robbers. Here the Parthians, under Pacorus, sweeping down the valley

toward the sea, during the troubles of the period immediately after the

death of Caesar, were met by Ventidius and utterly defeated, Strabo, I. c.

Its inhabitants were called Gindareni, Plin. 5. 81. Near by we must

look for the so called Heracleum, Strabo, 1. c., which indicates a sacred

place, and so we have a bishop at Nicaea. Remains of St. Marinus were

found here in the reign of Justinian, Malalas, 452. Theodoret, Hist.
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the ancient city which had once given its name to the
*

West-

land/ to the Amorite people, and to the sea on whose shores

it stood, its later representative, Arvad, whose inhabitants had
moved out to their island home after Phoenician control of the

sea had made it safe from pirate raids.88 The gifts presented

Eccl. 2. 1313, calls it a suburb of Antioch. Theodosius the Great walled

it, Malalas 346. The Syriac life of St. Simon the Stylite, 98, 143, tells

us that Ganadus had a great spring and Dimashqi, 205, also mentions the

hot springs of Jandarus. lahani seems to be the Ahanu mentioned in

3. 71, which fits well the country later known as Bit Agusi, the region
south of Azaz, with Arpad probably its capital, cf. Winckler, Forsch.

1. 8. Maspero, 3. 40, places the crossing of the Orontes at Jisr el Hadid,
the famous 'Iron Bridge,' but this is too far west. laraqu also appears
in the Bull inscription of Shalmaneser III, 36, of the year 849. la'turi

is compared by Delitzsch, Paradies, 274, with the Ituraeans. It is Jebel

Qoser and Luhuti is the Laash of the Zakar inscription, Dussaud, Bev.

Arch. 1908, 1. 225. The mat . . . leu is probably to be restored laraqu,
to correspond with the immediately preceding mountain of the same name.

Maspero, I. c., restored Ashtamaku on the basis of the city of that name
in the Bulls, 37. Saratini is found by Dussaud, 228, in Jebel esh Shara.

Sayce, EP2 II. 171, reads Kalpani for Duppani. When Dussaud, 227 f.,

identifies Sangura with the Sariij, which enters the Orontes north of

Hamath and the castle with Qal'at el Hosn, he brings the king too far

south. Sangura is obviously Shughr, with an important bridge. The last

part of the name of the river is ba-mesh. Maspero, 3. 40,

n. 4, identifies Aribua with Kabao near Mesiad. If this is 'Arbain, S.W.

of Shughr, it is on our road.
cs

Delitzsch, Paradies, 283, first saw that we have here the constituents

of the later triple city of Tripolis. The original units were a stade apart

and were settled by Arvad, Sidon, and Tyre respectively, Plin. 5. 78;

Diod. 16. 41. Eawlinson, JEAS OS. 12. 430 n. 1, had as early as 1850,

identified Amurru with Marathus, which appears as a city of the seacoast

opposite Arvad, Diod. 33. fr. 10; Strabo 16. 2. 12. The name is also

retained in the river Marathias of Eustathias, ad Dionys. 914, and still

better in the modern 'Amrit. Like so many another identification of the

great discoverer, it has been forgotten by later scholars. The ruins here,

the most notable from Phoenician times in the home country, are described

by Eenan, Mission, 59 ff., and were visited and photographed by Messrs.

Charles, Wrench, and myself in 1904. The history of the site is not

difficult to trace. In the earliest times, perhaps even before the Phoenician

immigration, Amurru was the one great city and was located on the main-

land. At this date, so important was it that it not only gave its name to

North Syria, to the Amorites, and to the Mediterranean, but to Mesopo-
tamia as well, cf. Clay, Amurru, passim. Later, about a thousand B. C.,

when the sea became safe for Phoenicians, Arvad was founded on the
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are of unusual interest, since they afford our first detailed data

regarding the commerce of the Phoenicians, silver, gold, lead,

bronze, bronze vessels, again we note the absence of iron,

colored cloths in which we may perchance see the famous purple,

cloaks, a great and a little pagutu, box and ebony wood, ivory, a

dolphin, for the great Tiglath Pileser had been presented one

before. All these spoils of his bow were brought to Kalhu

where they were bred in great numbers. Of lions, Ashur nasir

apal boasts of having captured fifteen, mighty beasts from the

mountains, and fifty cubs were kept in cages in the Assyrian

palaces. 'All the beasts of plain and mountain,' mindma,
wild bulls, elephants, francolins, male and female pagate, wild

asses, gazelles, stags, asate, panthers, senkurri, were collected in

a huge menagerie in Kalhu. To this, the scribe adds the

slaughter of thirty elephants and two hundred and fifty huge
wild bulls. At a somewhat later date, the modest number of

fifteen captured lions had been augmented to three hundred,
and seventy killed was added for good measure. 70

"Whether all these exploits took place on this campaign and

in Syria may be doubted and we may conjecture without too

much rashness that they extended over the entire earlier half

of the reign. Whatever the date of this last campaign, and the

date 876 seems the most likely, it does mark the definite close

of Assyrian warfare. Perhaps the severities of the last years

had made this last campaign a mere collection of tribute;
71 the

reason may be found in the growing age of Ashur nasir apal;

it may be the fact that half a score of campaigns had weakened

the power of the still small kingdom. For the years 875-868,

we have one or at the most two expeditions and they were for

building material. One was to the Amanus for cedar, cypress,

island. Thus we see why there are no especially early remains on that

spot. Still later, when the island became too cramped, a suburb, Antaradus,

grew up on the coast, but some distance north of Amrit, and it is this

younger site, the Tortosa of the Crusaders, whose magnificent church is

untouched and practically unknown, which has developed into the modern

Tartus.
69 For reading, Streck, ZA 18. 193; a great beast similar to the lion,

Meissner, Alte Orient, 13. 2. 15, n. 3.

70 Bull 77; Budge-King, Annals, 201 ff.; Layard, Ins. 44. 13 ff.; Peiser,

KB 1. 124 f . The later record in Layard 44. 23 f .
; Budge-King 205.

71

Rogers, Hist. 2. 218.
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juniper, and pine, which were intended for the adornment of

E shara, the temple of Sin and Shamash, and in the course of it

a stele was erected. The other was to the land of the Mehru
trees which were cut down for the Ishtar temple at Nineveh. 72

This long period of almost complete peace was followed by
one more campaign of the old-fashioned type. The cause we
do not certainly know, whether it was the impatience of the

young crown prince, Shalmaneser, for warlike distinction, or

whether there was a serious crisis on the northwest frontier.

In view of the season of the year at which the troops left Kalhu,

September, 867 B. C., it is probable that it was the latter, for

we can hardly otherwise understand why the Assyrians could

have been induced to begin a war in regions which might soon

be closed by the snows. Urartu is once casually mentioned in

one of the Standard Inscriptions of Ashur nasir apal, and, in

view of the importance that land assumed in the succeeding

reign, we can only see in it an attempt to check the Haldian

influence in the north.

The results were curiously unimportant. The first recorded

halting place was Huzirina, where the king received tribute from

the village chiefs of the Qipani land, from Itti, another chief of

Azala, from Gir idadi of Ashsha, and from Qataz ilu of Qummuh.
The last named furnished cedar, thus affording evidence as to

the eastern limit of the precious tree. Thence he marched

upstream along the Euphrates through Kubbu and descended

into the lands of Ashsha and Kirhi, the last surprisingly far

west. The cities of Umalia and Hiranu, on the Adini boundary,

were taken. Traversing the pass of Amadani, the Assyrians

came out at Dirria, the extreme northern point of the Amedi

triangle, which was bounded by the Amadani and Arqania
mountains. The land of Mallanu was laid waste, next came the

turn of Zamba, the Sua river was crossed, and the troops halted

on the Tigris.
73

72 Ann. 3. 88 ff. For Mehru, ef. Olmstead, JAOS 37. 181, n. 31.

78 Huzirina is one of the revolted cities, Shamshi Adad 1. 48. Its

modern representative is seemingly Tell Hazar. Lehmann, ZA 9. 88,

compares the Cephenia of Plin. 6. 28, 41, but, from the context, this is

clearly near Adiabene, while the Cephenes, a former name of the Chaldaei,

Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Chaldia,' is equally lacking in pertinency. Qipani

is the Haldian Gupani, Sayce, no. xxxiii. 4, cf . the Quba of the Arzn region,
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Kirhi obeyed anew an Assyrian governor, and the troops set

out for the lands of Hani, the present ruler of Bit Zamani. His

two chief forts on the Tigris, Parza Nishtun and Damdamusa,
were stormed, and the spoil of heads and of captives taken to

the capital Amedi, which was still far from being a provincial

headquarters. Indeed, it looks as if the city were not taken.

We are told of a pile of heads opposite the city gate, of captives

impaled about the town, of plantations cut down, of a conflict

within the gate. But nowhere are we told that Amedi was

captured and it seems most probable that the Assyrian monarch
left the city in disgrace. Entering the pass of Kashiari, and of

the city of Allabra, he came before Uda, the fort of Lapturi.

With this, he was more successful, but it took mines, siege

engines, and battering rams before the place could be taken.

And with this petty success, following in all probability a failure

before Amedi, the wars of Ashur nasir apal came to a close.

Of the last six years of the reign, we know absolutely nothing.
74

letter of Mar Aba, Chabot, Int. Congr. Or., 11. 4. 303, cf. 323. Kubbu
must be the Kefr Kab on the Euphrates, north of Birejik. Hiranu is

also in the document J. 210. Karania is Kornat, an hour southwest of

Adane, which is in turn southwest of Severek and represents Adani.

Amadani is preserved in Media, west of Chermiik. Sayce, EP2
1. 105, n. 2,

connects Amadani and Amedi, but the places are quite separate, whatever

the etymological connection. Mt. Arqania is the prominent peak which

overhangs the modern Arghana. Mallanu is Shekh Malan south of Dibbeiie.

Zamba may be the Sumbi of the letter H. 312. The Sua is the Deve Gechid

Chai, the most important stream of the region.
74 Ann. 3. 92 ff. Parza Nishtun, also in the letter H. 170, for division

of elements in the name, cf. the Nishtun of Kirhi, Ann. 1. 62. Sayce,
RP2

2. 174, n. 1, compares the Haldian Barzanish, 'chapel.' The ques-

tion of the location is bound up with the question of text or of exegesis.

Budge-King translate ina niribi sha shadAmadani ana alParzanishtun attisia

as 'from the pass of the mountain of Amadani I went forth unto the city

of Barzanishtun. ' Even if the original meaning of ina be 'out of,' it

is certainly not safe for the modern scholar to take it in that meaning
in a purely topographical passage where we should expect ishtu. In addi-

tion, such a translation would make a serious difficulty, for the Amadani

pass has been left in 3. 100, and there has been a decided advance since

then. Hardly more satisfactory is the translation of Peiser, 'Im Pass

des A. Gebirges kam ich nach B. heraus.' It would be easy to take

ina Amadani with what precedes and make it refer to the

installation of a governor in that region, but that would be against the

usual order in the language. Perhaps it is easiest to assume that the scribe
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The successes of this ruler may be as easily underestimated as

exaggerated. He came to the throne when only a beginning had
been made in the effort to redeem a long period of inactivity

and of virtual failure. He took advantage, it is true, of the

upward trend of Assyrian fortunes and the work of his pred-
ecessors had laid the foundations, down to the organization

of the army. His father, Tukulti Ninib, died after a reign of

but five years, too short a time to indicate all that he could accom-

plish, but in it he had done much. Granting all these initial

advantages, no one can deny that Ashur nasir apal used them
well. The campaigns of the first ten years were arduous and

strategetically well carried out. His failure to attack Babylon
left his glory less than that of more than one of his prede-

cessors, but it was good statesmanship to leave that city for the

present alone, evident though its intrigues might become. He
did what he could to hold in check the incoming tribes on the

eastern border and it is no disgrace to him if he did not under-

stand the larger issues involved. He did not penetrate as far

north as did Tiglath Pileser or as his son Shalmaneser was to

do, but he did in some measure check the growing power of

Urartu and the successes of his son, ephemeral as they were,

were based on his own expeditions. That he did not completely
isolate and then conquer the Kashiari region, may be urged

against him, but he may have felt that so poor and mountainous

a territory was of no great value if conquered and of no danger
if properly garrisoned along its border. His most serious mis-

take, excusable enough in itself, was his western policy and it

was to be a fatal heritage to his successor. If Assyria was to

had made a mistake in supposing that the king is still in the Amadani

region, for any other conclusion would throw into utter confusion a topog-

raphy which is fixed with more than the usual certitude. As to the location

of the two chief places, they are above Amedi which is mentioned soon

after. Parza Nishtun is given first, and so must be 'Ammane Qale, a

magnificent isolated rock a mile long and with rock cut steps, at the

junction of the two streams which form the West Tigris. Of sites visited

by the Cornell Expedition, it easily stands in the very first rank for

commanding position. Jober Qale is said to be equally notable, Taylor,

Jour. Eoy. Geog. Soc., 35. 37, but we were unable to visit it as the entire

province was in revolt during our stay. Of Allabra, we can only say that

at this time it was somewhere south or southeast of Amedi. For its location

under Sargon, cf. Olmstead, Sargon, 107.
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become a mere robber principality, plundering wherever there

was booty, it might be good policy to collect such booty from the

rich Hittite states of North Syria or the still richer ones of

Phoenicia, or even hope for the day when the conquest of

Egypt, equally wealthy and helpless, would be more than a

splendid dream. On the contrary, if a true empire was in

process of formation, the consolidation of the lands east of the

Euphrates was absolutely necessary before further advance be

made. Ashur nasir apal was not without some appreciation

of this necessity and he attempted to meet it by the formation

of new provinces. In spite of his efforts, the close of the reign

saw the Amedi region, the Kirhi country south of the Tigris,

Bit Adini, and the whole line of the Euphrates, still in large

measure independent, though perchance paying a reluctant

contribution when the Assyrian king appeared in person and

supported by an army. To no small degree, the reign of Ashur
nasir apal must be considered a failure. Assyria was enriched

by booty, fine palaces were erected, but it was small return for

the loss of the native Assyrian peasantry, killed in battle or

seduced from the productive life of the country, kept long from
their homes, with the consequent falling off of the birth rate,

so that their places must be taken by serfs deported from

foreign countries. Assyria was too small a country to sustain

so great a draft of men and ultimate collapse was inevitable.

We are still far from the conditions of the later Assyrian

empire when the mass of letters and of other documents give

insight into the inner life of the court or of less exalted folk as

well. For us, the only recourse is the long list of officials who
year by year gave their name to be used to date events. In
his second full year, Ashur nasir apal followed the usual

custom and held the eponym office in person. In this, he was
succeeded by Ashur iddina, who, by the same rule, should be
the turtanu or prime minister. This is not the same as the

turtanu of six years before, nor are the other high court

officials, Shimutti aku, Sha Nabu damqa, Dagan bel nasir, and
the rest; the same as the men of similar rank who held office

under his father. If we can read between the lines of his inscrip-

tions, Ashur nasir apal was a man of strong individuality and
it is clear that he followed not the advisers of his father.

The greatest single contribution the Assyrians handed down
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to the after world is to be found in their provincial organization

and it is to Ashur nasir apal, more than to any other single ruler,

that the principles of efficient provincial administration are to

be attributed. The first Tiglath Pileser had instituted a yearly

tax, and Na'di ilu had been governor of Qummuh in the last

year of Tukulti Ninib. Ashur nasir apal no longer is 'king
of kings' but 'an appointer of governors, inflicter of service,

labor, and serfdom' upon the conquered lands. He is not

content with an occasional Assyrian military colony to hold the

land in subjection, the entire region is turned into an Assyrian

province. With the last expedition, that of 867, Kirhi was
established under 'my own' governor and client princes began
to play a part only on the extreme frontier. From his official

records, we can learn much of his part in this development.
We could learn more were the long list of the governors who
acted in turn as eponyms accompanied, as in succeeding reigns,

by the name of the province they ruled. Could anything excuse

the calculated frightfulness which stirs our horror even at this

distance of time, it might be the contribution made by Ashur
nasir apal to the government of dependent states.

75

As in the case of the earlier Tiglath Pileser, our knowledge of

the more cultural development of the reign is in large part
associated with the building operations. Ashur nasir apal

delighted as much in building as in warfare in his earlier years,

a fact which may somewhat modify our first impression that he

was a mere man of war. From one point of view, the main result

of these wars was the furnishing of the needed wealth to con-

struct and adorn and of the men to occupy the new construc-

tions. In justice, it should be noted that not all the material

thus secured was carried off to Assyria, for we hear of frequent

building operations in the provinces, new walls for the cities,

new palaces, new store houses, as, for example, at Tushhan.

Intended primarily for the use of Assyrian officials, they had

their local value as well. Not the least was the peace established

by the bringing of these petty, always warring tribes under one

control. The crushing taxation of the Sargonids was far in the

75 For a fuller discussion, cf. Olmstead,
'

Assyrian Government of

Dependencies,
' Amer. Polit. Sti. Rev., 12. 63 ff .

;

' Oriental Imperialism,
'

Amer. Hist. Eev., 23. 755 ff.
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future and the Aramaeans, abandoning their farms as easily and

as rapidly as they had their former nomadic life, soon became

the traders of the Near East.76

Naturally, the majority of his buildings were erected in

Assyria. A shrine to the god of dreams, Mahir, was built at

Imgur Enlil, east of Nineveh,
77 and further north steps of

yellow limestone point to a palace.
78 Ashur was virtually

abandoned, for, though we have building inscriptions from that

site, some like the Standard Inscription save for the omission

of the building at Kalhu,
79 and we also have the erection of

colossi, there is not a single reference to the ancient capital in

any of the numerous records from the other cities of the empire.

During the first few years of his reign, Nineveh was his capital,

and, after he had moved away, he repaired the famous Ishtar

temple.
80

Characteristic of the most energetic rulers was their regular

refusal to rebuild a palace in a former capital, their insistence

on a new establishment in a new city. The shift from Ashur

to Nineveh may be given a rational explanation, for Ashur was

inconveniently situated, on the edge of the desert, with no fertile

territory for back country and inconveniently close to the wan-

dering tribes of the steppe. Nineveh had the prestige of an

ancient holy city on a great road, though it may be noted that

it too was inconveniently close to another frontier which was

exposed to yet fiercer tribesmen. Kalhu was in but slight degree
less exposed to raids from the east and was not on the direct

line of the road. But we largely waste our time in looking for

such causes when the all sufficient reason was the desire of an

Assyrian sovereign to be free from the memories of former

generations. Another motive suggests itself. Ashur nasir apal
is careful to mention the establishments Shalmaneser I colonized

76 Add to the list in the annals the large ruin at Abu Maria, visited in

1908 by Professor Wrench and myself, where Layard found bricks of

Ashur nasir apal, Nineveh and Babylon, 335.
77 5 E. 69 f.; Budge, TSBA 7. 59ff.j Budge-King, 167 ff.

78
Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, 134. Pottery, black guilloche and honey-

suckle, alternating with cone and tulip on pale yellow.
79 KTA 25; MDOG 20, 20 f.; 21. 15 ff.

80
Budge-King, 162 ff .
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in the north.81 His son was given the name of the ancient hero.

He almost ostentatiously announces that Kalhu had already

been occupied by that monarch.82 We find it difficult to resist

the impression that Shalmaneser must have been something of

a patron saint to his successor and that it was in imitation of

his action that he made Kalhu his chief city.

When Ashur nasir apal turned his attention to Kalhu, it was

a mere mass of ruin heaps. Digging down a hundred and

twenty courses to the water level, he rebuilt the great city wall.

Within its limits arose a great palace, with apartments finished

in cedar and cypress and juniper and ebony, miskanu and

pistachio and tamarisk. In the gates were 'beasts of the

mountains and of the seas, fashioned of white limestone and
alabaster.' Thrones of all precious woods and covered with

ivory and the metals, the spoil of the lands, were set up within.

By its side stood the temple of Ninib, under whose special pro-
tection were the new structures. A canal was brought from

the Upper Zab, Pati hegalli by name, and along its course could

be seen plantations of fruits.83

In proof of these statements, we have the excavations. From
Kalhu we know the ground plan of the palace, can enter in

imagination the various halls, even of the harem, above all, we
can study at our leisure the sculptured scenes upon the walls.

In them we find our chief source for the culture of the Middle

Assyrian period and can write from them a full chapter in the

history of civilization. For our present purpose, we merely note

that they exist.84

Fate was kind to Ashur nasir apal in that he was not entirely

forgotten by later peoples, yet this kindness was somewhat

mingled, for he owed this fortune to confusion with the Ashur

81 Ann. 1. 102.
82 Ann. 3. 132 and parallels in building inscriptions.
83 The appendices of all the inscriptions, from the Annals and Monolith

down, are more or less full descriptions of the building operations. Per-

haps the best is the Calah Wall, Budge-King, 177 ff .
;

the Ninib inscription,

ib. 209 ff.

84 Cf. Layard, Nineveh and its Remains; Nineveh and Babylon; Monu-
ments of Nineveh; Bononi, Nineveh and its Palaces, 249 ff.; Kawlinson,
Ancient Monarchies, 2; Maspero, Hist. 3. 43 ff.; Budge, Assyrian

Sculptures.

18 JAOS 38
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bani apal whose name was so familiar to the Greeks as Sar-

danapalus. The earlier Greek writers knew him best. Hel-

lanicus, one of the first Greek historians, it was, in his History
of the Persians, who said that there were two monarchs of that

name,
85 and his contemporary, the much maligned Ctesias,

approximated his date with startling accuracy, for the three

hundred years before Cyrus put an end to the Median power,

round number as it is, brings his death to 850 B. C., barely ten

years too late. But one may be permitted to imagine the sensa-

tions of Ashur nasir apal when he learned that he was remem-

bered only as an effeminate and unwarlike prince !

86

MAP MEMOIR
Assyrian cartography must begin with Tiglath Pileser I,

about 1100 B. C. In the inscriptions of earlier date, names of

places are rare and data permitting location still rarer. Topo-

graphically, the remaining time may be divided into two periods,

1100-745 B. C., with the records of Tiglath Pileser I, Ashur
nasir apal, Shalmaneser, and Shamshi Adad as our main sources,

and 745-608 B. C., with the records of Tiglath Pileser IV (to a

certain extent forming a transition, though with closer affinities

to the later period), Sargon, Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, and

Ashur bani apal. The present set of four maps attempts to

locate the sites which occur in the records of the first period,

and therefore illustrates the earlier article on Tiglath Pileser I,

as well as later ones dealing with Shalmaneser and Shamshi

Adad. Nos. I and II are drawn from the map of Asia Minor

with colored contours edited by J. G. C. Anderson (London,

Murray) . No. Ill is a detail map of the region between the two

Tigris arms where the material is too abundant to be presented
on II. It is based on the 1914 edition of the Diarbekr sheet

of the map of Kleinasien by R. Kiepert. No. IV is based on

85
Apollodorus, Schol. ad Aristoph., Aves, 1021.

88 That the quotation is from Ctesias is proved by the direct statement

of Nicolaus of Damascus, fr. 8 f .
;

Athen. 12. 38
;

Alex. Polyhistor, in

Agathias 2. 25. If Hellanicus did not use Ctesias, which is rather improb-

able, we have a double line of transmission. Eusebius placed him about

835 B. C., Chron. Ann. Abrah. 1182 to 1195, according to the various read-

ings, cf. Gutschmid, Kleine Schr. 1. 496.
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the Baghdad sheet of the new Millionth Map published by the

Geographical Section of the British General Staff. No. V, deal-

ing with the territory northeast of Assyria, and based on the

Tabriz sheet of the same, will be given with the study on

Shalmaneser whose expeditions it especially illuminates.

The maps here presented are mere sketch maps, intended

merely to present the relative position of the places discussed

in the text. To be properly understood, they should be compared
with the colored contour maps of the General Staff series, or,

for the western half, with the Anderson map, for only thus can

the names on the maps here presented be brought into relation

with the facts of relief which play so large part in their deter-

mination, ignored as they too often are. In our maps, the names

of lands are in capitals, of towns in lower case. Such of the

latter as can be located with exactness are marked with the dot.

All others are approximate, but in most cases the limit of error

is a very few miles. For further details, reference must be made
to the notes of the various articles.
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A GALET OF EANNATUM

MARY I. HUSSEY

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

IN 1912 the Semitic Museum of Harvard University acquired

a galet of Eannatum, which is a variant of Galet E of the

Ottoman Museum,
1

Constantinople. The Harvard Galet has

been broken in two, the break occurring lengthwise of a column.

A comparison with Galet E indicates that about twenty-one full

lines or two whole columns have been broken away from the

beginning of the inscription and that the half column with

which the Harvard Galet begins is in reality the third column

of the inscription. The base is oval in shape and is 8.6 cm.

long and 4.6 cm. at its widest part. Its height is 15.6 cm. The

explanation of Dr. James B. Nies2 that this shape has a symbolic

significance, representing a drawn, divine net, is a happy one.

Unlike Galet E the writing begins at the base of the stele, and

the loss of the first two columns is particularly regrettable.

No line of the third column is complete and the surface of the

stone is either defaced or worn so smooth, as in column four

case six, that some of the characters are quite indistinct. The

second sign in the first case of this column is otherwise not

known to me. Case five is to be restored [na-n]e-[r]u-a, and

may well be a reference to Mesilim's stele of delimitation.

Column 4 : 1 5 : 2 is better preserved than the analogous portion

of Galet E and may be read as follows :

4.1 gain Umma ki
ge The men of Umma

ba-ri-ri entered by force,

na-ru-a the stele

mu-pad they removed.

5 galu Umma ki
ge The men of Umma

a-sa(g) nig(f) ba-tum [ ]

ri(f) [ ]

mu-su ba-sd he named.

l Dec. en Chaldee, pt. epig., p. XLIV.; Konigsinschriften, p. 24.

2 JAOS 36. 138.
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galu Umma ki
ge The men of Umma

e-ma-tum captive
10 mu-su ~ba-sd he named.

galu Umma ki
ge The men of Umma

5.1 e-ma-mu-mu destroyed
mu-su ~ba sa he named.

To what period in the long reign of Eannatmn may this

incursion of the men of Umma into the territory of Lagash, their

removal of the stele of delimitation followed by their capture
and punishment and the re-erection of the stele of Mesilim be

assigned? Everything points to the conclusion that the great
war between Lagash and Umma, the narrative of which is

recorded upon the Stele of the Vultures, occurred well on in

the reign of Eannatum. Of the minor episodes which led up to

the great war we know little, for the early part of the Stele of the

Vultures is so broken that the text is uncertain, and the historical

summary of Entemena3 omits all details. No argument may be
drawn from the fact that Eannatum uses the title patesi rather

than lugal, for he shows a marked preference for the former,

calling himself king in only two inscriptions. In the closing sec-

tion of this inscription Eannatum mentions Enlil, Ninharsag,

Nina, and Ningirsu. The principle that the list of gods is selected

on political as much as on religious grounds, and their jurisdic-

tion represents the extent of the ruler's dominion, seems a sound
one.4 Upon this basis the Harvard stele and Galet E are to be
referred to in the early part of the reign of Eannatum, previous
to the successful expansion of his dominion, and they narrate

one of the episodes in the long years of friction between the two
rival city kingdoms of Lagash and Umma.
The galet was presumably erected upon the frontier5 not

merely to mark the boundary but to commemorate the repul-
sion of the raid made by the men of Umma and the re-erection

of Mesilim 's stele of delimitation.

3 See Cone of Entemena, Dec. en Chaldee, pt. epig., p. XLVII; Konigsvn-
scliriften, p. 36.

4 L. W. King, A History of Sumer and AJcfcad, p. 148.
5 For the view that Galet A E are foundation-stones, see ibid., p. 145 sqq.
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Sources of the Pali Commentaries

The generally received tradition regarding the origin of the

Ceylon Commentaries of the fifth century A. D. is unreliable

and misleading. That tradition is as follows :

(1) That the Jataka Book (i. e. the textus receptus of the Jataka-

Atthavannand, edited by Fausboll) is a translation into Pali, and a recast,

of a Cingalese version of an older Pali Jataka-Atthakathd, now lost.

(2) That the Commentaries in general are mere translations into Pali

of pre-existing Commentaries written in the Cingalese language, and that

these Cingalese Commentaries were, in their turn, nothing but translations

of Pali originals, now lost.

This may be true of the Verbal Glosses. But it is most

emphatically not true of a very large number of the stories, with

which, so to speak, the Commentaries are filled to bursting. The

real truth is that the stories in the Commentaries (including

the prose stories of the Jataka Book) are, to a great extent, at

least, not translations from the Cingalese at all, but borrowings

from, and adaptations of, pre-existing Pali material. Verbal

correspondences and literary allusions prove :

(1) That Buddhaghosa and the compiler of the Dhammapada Commen-

tary drew, independently of each other, from common Pali originals. (See

E. W. Burlingame, Buddhist Legends from the Dhammapada Commentary,

Harvard Oriental Series, vol. 28, p. 48 ff.).

(2) That the redactor or compiler of the Jataka Book copied, often

word for word, not only Stories of the Present, but Stories of the Past as

well, from books of the Sacred Canon and from Buddhaghosa 's Commen-

taries. (For a partial list, see Table below.)

(3) That Dhammapala drew in similar fashion from Buddhaghosa 'a

Commentaries and from the Dhammapada Commentary. (See Buddhist

Legends, HOS. 28. 56 f.)

Pali Originals of some Jataka Stories1

Jataka Original

1 Circe-Siren motif D. 2. 342

4 Panthakas Mouse-merchant A. cm. 129-135

1 Cf. T. W. Ehys Davids, Buddhist India, p. 195. For translations of the

older and later forms of most of these stories, see my forthcoming Buddhist

Parables, Yale University Press.
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9 (cf. 541) Makhadeva M. 2. 75

37 Partridge, monkey, and

elephant Vin. 2. 161

91 Two dicers D. 2. 348

95 Maha-sudassana D. 2. 169

168 Hawk and quail S. 5. 146

182 Nanda (Story of Present) A. cm. 190-192

203 Snake-charm Vin. 2. 109

253 Dragon Jewel-neck Vin. 3. 145

405 Baka-brahma M. 1. 328; S. 1. 142
541 (cf. 9) Nimi M. 2. 75

Nidanakatha,

Jataka, 1. 68-70
j-

Sujata A. cm. 239-241

For references in the Jataka Book to Buddhaghosa 's Com-

mentaries, see Jataka, 1. 13128
,
5. 38*, 6. 14 f.

E. W. BURLINGAME
Yale University

NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE SOCIETE ASIATIQUE

THE FOLLOWING LETTER was received by Prof. Charles E. Lan-

man from M. Emile Senart, President of the Societe Asiatique :

Mon cher Ami: le 16 aoiit 1917

. . . II n 'est pas seulement infiniment desirable de remplacer
les anciens congres internationaux par une organisation plus
serieuse, plus permanente, moins melee d 'intrigues; entre les

allies qu'ont unis si etroitement, avec des interets vitaux, des

sentiments et des aspirations inebranlables, il est egalement essen-

tiel d 'assurer apres la guerre des liens de collaboration confiante

qui en soient la sauvegarde durable.

C'est sous 1'empire de ces pensees qu'il m'a paru hautement
desirable de preparer des maintenant entre les principales Soci-

etes d 'etudes orientales une entente amicale dont notre Societe

Asiatique, comme 1'ainee de celles de 1'Occident, etait fondee a

prendre 1 'initiative.

La marche etait toute tracee. Cette sorte de federation devrait

embrasser tous les pays allies
;
mais il fallait s 'adresser d 'abord

aux voisins les plus proches; le premier noyau assure aurait

plus d'autorite pour faire appel aux amis plus eloignes, non par
le coeur mais par 1'espace.
Mes ouvertures ont reu de la E. Asiatic Society de Londres
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1'accueil le plus empresse. Des Commissions ont ete constitutes
de part et d'autre pour arreter les termes precis d'une conven-
tion, et bien qu'aucune decision officielle n'ait pu intervenir

encore, la derniere reponse que j 'ai regue de Londres me donne
la pleine confiance que les formules d 'arrangement elaborees

recevront, a Tissue des vacances, 1'agrement expres de la societe

britannique.
Dans ces conditions, sans attendre 1'heure des demarches offi-

cielles, je me sens presse de donner satisfaction au voeu qui s'est,
des le debut, manifesto explicitement de part et d'autre et
interesser a ces projets nos confreres de 1'American Oriental

Society. Je ne saurais m'adresser a un meilleur juge ni a un
intermediaire plus autorise que vous, mon cher ami. . . .

Je ne vous indique ici que les idees principales et caracteris-

tiques. Naturellement la porte reste ouverte a toutes autres
innovations utiles qui pourraient etre proposees. Ce qui importe,
c'est 1'inspiration generale. C'est elle que j'ai hate de vous

soumettre, non-seulement pour reclamer votre appreciation
reflechie, mais si, comme je n'en doute pas, elle eveille votre

sympathie, pour vous prier d'en acheminer 1'application au
regard de 1'American Oriental Society. Vous pourriez sans
doute avancer beaucoup 1'heure, j'espere prochaine, de realisa-

tions positives. Ai-je besoin d'ajouter, mon cher Lanman, com-
bien il me serait particulierement agreable de compter sur votre
assistance dans cette tentative? Vous comprendrez que la cor-

dialite americaine dont nous recevons dans ces temps d'epreuves
tant d 'inoubliables temoignages donne, a nos yeux, le plus haut

prix a toute association franco-americaine. . . .

Croyez-moi, mon cher ami, votre tout devoue

EMILE SENART.

This letter was embodied in a circular note communicated by
Dr. Lanman to the members of the Society under date of March

14, 1918. Appropriate action was taken by the Society at its

annual meeting, as will appear in the Proceedings. The follow-

ing is Dr. Lanman 's response to M. Senart advising our French

colleagues of our favorable endorsement of their plans :

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, May 13, 1918.

To M. Emile Senart, President of the Societe Asiatique, Paris,
France.

Honored and dear Sir :

In response to your most welcome communication concerning
a plan for establishing closer relations of mutual helpfulness
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between the two senior Oriental Societies of the Western world,
the Societe Asiatique and the Royal Asiatic Society on the one

hand, and the next in seniority, the American Oriental Society
on the other, I beg leave to present to the Societe Asiatique
through you the subjoined formal Report.
Two brief informal Reports, one of progress and one of the

successful issue of the negotiations, were sent as cable-messages
by me to you March 15, 1918, and April 4, 1918. Distressed in

mind by the delay in sending this formal Report, I beg that
the Societies as a whole and that you, dear friend, in particular,
will forgive me for this tardiness. It is due in part to the
extreme pressure of professional duty, and in part also to the

grave responsibilities and labors, anxieties and griefs, which

Germany has imposed upon lovers of freedom under law, upon
lovers of decency and mercy and justice and truth the world
over.

As appears from my Circular Letter to the Members of the
American Oriental Society, which is dated March 14, 1918, and
of which two printed copies are enclosed, our American Society
can hold only one meeting a year, because of the large expense
in time and money and travel involved. On this account there

seemed to be no feasible way of taking formal action on your
welcome proposals until the actual meeting of last month. To
make adequate preparation for such action on the part of our

Society seemed to me to be the best and most serviceable pro-
cedure that could be taken in view of your letter.

That preparation I endeavored to effect by the above-mentioned
Circular Letter. This was sent to all the widely-scattered mem-
bers of our Society now in America in ample time before the

date of the annual meeting. Numerous and favorable replies
were received from parts near or distant of this continent

before the meeting. The President of the Society, Professor

Torrey of Yale University, thereupon appointed, as a Committee
to consider and discuss the matter before the date of the general
assemblies, the following gentlemen : Mr. Charles Dana Burrage
of Boston

;
Professor Richard Gottheil of Columbia University ;

Professor Edward Washburn Hopkins of Yale University; Pro-
fessor Morris Jastrow of the University of Pennsylvania; and,
as Chairman, Professor Charles Rockwell Lanman of Harvard
University. The Committee-meeting was held at New Haven on

April 1, 1918, and it was decided that the plan should be favor-

ably reported to the Board of Directors for such action as might
seem to them fit.

The further and more formal procedure was as follows:

On April 2, 1918, the Board of Directors of the Society met at

New Haven. The meeting was an unusually full and interesting
one. At this meeting, the following votes were passed.
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Voted: That the Directors of the American Oriental Society
recommend to the Society that the proposals from the Societe

Asiatique concerning a plan for securing closer relations of

mutual helpfulness between the Societe Asiatique and our own,
be approved by the American Oriental Society, and that the

Committee appointed by the President be authorized on behalf

of the American Oriental Society to accept these proposals on
the same terms as those on which similar proposals were accepted

by the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, so

far as those terms are applicable to the case of the Societe

Asiatique and the American Oriental Society.
Voted: That the action of the President and of the Committee

be approved and ratified.

Voted: That the Committee as appointed by the President

for the conduct of such business as may be needful for effecting

the objects of these votes be a Standing Committee.

These votes and recommendations were laid before the Society
as convened in general assembly on Tuesday, April 2, 1918, with

due explanations, with a report upon the opinions that had been

expressed in the answers to the Circular Letter, and especially

upon one dissenting opinion from our honored fellow-member,
the Honorable Simeon Eben Baldwin, formerly Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut and more recently
Governor of the State, and with full opportunity for discussion

of the plan and for rejection or modification or acceptance
thereof.

The recommendations were accepted by a formal vote of the

Society, and with them, the plan itself.

It now remains to give practical effect to these votes so far

as the circumstances of the horrible tragedy precipitated by
Germany upon the world will admit, and as soon as this or that

step becomes feasible. The first step is to acquaint the members
of the Societe Asiatique and of the Royal Asiatic Society with

what has already been done. To this end, a considerable number
of printed copies of the Circular Letter are sent to you herewith

in a separate parcel by registered mail, with the suggestion that

they be distributed by your Secretary to the members of the

French and British Committees concerned and to such other

members of the two Societies as may care to see them. The Cir-

cular Letter, and the printed Reports upon the subject as pub-
lished in the first number for 1918 of the Journal of each of the

two Societies, together with this Report, form a record, complete

up to date, of the negotiations, and also (see page 196 of the

English Journal and page 10 of the French) of the substance

of the agreements concluded between the three Societies.
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All of which is respectfully submitted on behalf of the Amer-
ican Committee.

I have the honor to be, my dear Mr. President, most cordially
and faithfully yours,

(Signed) Charles R. Lanman, Chairman.

Approved and signed also by the other Members of the

American Committee :

Charles Dana Burrage, Boston, Massachusetts.

Richard Gottheil, Columbia University.

Edward Washburn Hopkins, Yale University.

Morris Jastrow, Jr., University of Pennsylvania.



NOTES, MAINLY TEXTUAL, ON TANTRAKHYAYIKA,
BOOK II

FRANKLIN EDQERTON

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

THIS COLLECTION OF NOTES is intended to help in blazing the

way for a definitiv reconstruction of the hypothetical original

text of the Pancatantra, Book II; that is, of the 'Urtext' from

which, we must suppose, all extant versions ar descended. Such

a definitiv reconstruction is, I am firmly convinst, not a mere

dream. A careful comparativ study of the details of all the

older extant versions of the Pancatantra (Book II) has shown me
that it is perfectly possible. I do not mean, of course, that we
can re-write the entire Sanskrit text of the 'Urpancatantra'-
altho we can actually do that to a large extent; nor do I mean
that we can with absolute certainty reconstruct even the substance

thereof, from beginning to end. Unless our present sources of

knowledge should becom greatly augmented, there wil probably

always be certain sentences, paragrafs, and entire stories in

the aggregate rather numerous about which there wil be room

for differences of opinion as to whether they wer found in the

original. I do, however, believ most firmly, that such sections

wil be insignificant in number and extent, compared with the

parts about which it wil be possible to be reasonably certain that

somthing of the sort, at least, was found in the original. But

furthermore: this 'somthing of the sort' does not by any means

do justis to the degree of exactitude with which it is possible to

determin very extensiv parts of the text of the 'Urpancatantra'.

Not only can most of the stanzas be set down word for word, or

practically so, as they existed in the Urpancatantra, and in the

exact order in which they wer found there. What is much more

surprizing, a not inconsiderable number of prose sentences can be

set down just about as definitly, in their original form. And by
far the greater part of the prose narrativ, in Book II at any rate,

can be determind with sufficient accuracy to make possible what

would pass as a free translation of the (non-existent) original

text. The number of sentences or paragrafs which ar not wel

19 JAOS 38
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enuf preservd in the extant versions to permit reconstruction to

this extent is comparativly small.

I hope to publish before long my attempt at a reconstruction

of the original Pancatantra, Book II. I wil postpone until that

time a statement of my views of the relation of the several

extant versions to the original and to each other. At present I

wil say only that my previous estimate of these interrelationships

(AJP 36. 44 ff., 253 ff., esp. table opposit p. 278) has undergone
som slight modifications, but no important ones. In particular,

what I formerly said about the position of the Tantrakhyayika

(I. c. p. 52 ff.) stil represents quite wel my feeling about it, except

that I should be inclined to emfasize more the (as I believ)

quite considerable extent of the demonstrably secondary addi-

tions made in the text of Tantr. I think that if we had the

Sanskrit text from which the Pahlavi was translated, it would

be very much closer to the original than the Tantr. But I stil

hold that the Tantr. is closer to the original, on the whole (by
no means in all details ! ) ,

than any other text we hav.

If this is so, it follows that the text of the Tantr. is of prime

importance for this task of reconstruction. It would therefore

be highly desirable to establish the text of the Tantr. on as sound

and certain a basis as possible, as a preliminary to our ultimate

end.

Unfortunately the text of the Tantr. is not in a very satisfac-

tory state.

Its discoverer and first and only editor, Johannes Hertel, based

his edition1 on four manuscripts, which he calls P, p, z, and B,.

These (as far as concerns the text of Book II) fall into two

1
Tantrakhyayika. Die dlteste Fassung des Pancatantra. Berlin, 1910

( Abh. d. Tcgl. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, ph.-h. Kl., N. F., xii. 2). The
variant readings of the mss. ar quoted in this edition alone. A reprint has

been publisht in Professor Lanman's Harvard Oriental Series, vol. 14

(Cambridge, 1915). In the preface to this, which we call the editio minor

(ed. min.}, reference is made to certain changes in the text of the editio

princeps. I hav discoverd no such changes in the text of Book II; the

only two deviations I hav observd ar two misprints (page 65, line 17, read

luncitan eva; page 88, line 1, read chittvd for tittva). The reprint is

convenient in size and price, and for cursory reading fairly satisfactory

(but cf. note 3 below) ;
it is of course tru, as the editor points out, that

the ed. major remains 'the indispensable basis for all further scientific

investigation' (p. xiii).
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groups, to wit, P and p, which Hertel calls the a recension, and
z and E, which he calls the ft recension. The term 'recension*

seems to me misleading. Thruout nearly the whole of Book II,

at least, the variations between the two groups ar not only

infinitesimal, but in character not such as would seem to be

implied by this dignified term. The mss. ar, in short, all very close

to each other, and surely no deliberate or conscious reworking
of the text (such as would be implied by the term 'recension')

has intervened, in my opinion, between any of them and the

author's draft of the Tantr.2 I retain Hertel's terms as con-

venient designations for groups of paleografically related manu-

scripts (for Hertel is quite right to that extent) ;
but I expressly

reject the theory connected with them.

The text of Tantr., as presented by these mss., is in many
details problematic. Compared with the general run of Sanskrit

fables, it is rather difficult. In a very considerable number of

instances Hertel has deemd it necessary to abandon the readings

of all his mss. and resort to emendation.3

There is no dout that in a great many cases this procedure
was necessary. But my studies hav proved to me that Hertel

has carried it much too far. Time and again he has been too

impatient with the text, and too redy to substitute a reading of

his own construction. One of the first things to be done, then,

is to rid the publisht text of Hertel's unnecessary emendations.

I hav discoverd that in the 36 printed pages of Book II (ed.

min.), they number one to a page on the average. The list is

2 Hertel even believs that his ' recension
/3

' has sufferd interpolation from

another Pane, recension, a product of his hypothetical *K J

(cf. AJP 36.

259), which 'K' I believ to be wholly imaginary. I hav not discoverd

any reason to believ that the mss. of contain a single trace of outside

influence whether from another Pane, version or any other source.
8 It is most unfortunate, in view of the enormous number of his emenda-

tions, that Hertel did not indicate them in his printed text, by the use of

asterisks or som similar signs. In the ed. maj., of course, it is possible

to discover them from his critical notes (altho the casual reader might not

always remember that 'aj3' is his way of designating the totality of his

mss.; would it not hav been more perspicuous to say 'mss. '?). In the ed.

min., however, there is no such assistance. Difficulties and uncertainties in

the text ar so numerous that even the most casual reader must frequently
want to know at least whether or not the reading presented is actually the

reading of the mss., or of som of them.
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given below. I hav not included therein a number of uncertain

instances, nor, of course, any instances of emendations of inde-

fensible manuscript readings.

Next I present an approximately equal number of cases in

which it seems to me that Hertel has made a mistaken choice

between variant readings of his mss.

After this I giv a small number of emendations of my own, and

conclude with a very few corrections of Hertel's translation.

The notes ar numberd consecutivly from 1 to 95. Double refer-

ences ar given, first to page and line of the ed. min. (Harvard
Oriental Series, No. 14), and then to page and line of the ed. maj.

Quotations ar always given first in the form in which they ar

printed in Hertel's text. I use Hertel's designations of the

individual mss. and groups of mss. (which latter Hertel calls
*

recensions', as above noted).

I. SUPERFLUOUS EMENDATIONS INTRODUCED BY HERTEL

1. 54.7 = 64.7, apasyat tadadhi?thdnavdsinam . . . (paksi-

bandham). The mss. omit tad (E, has apasyac cd 'dhi), and
there is no reason for inserting it. 'He saw a bird-catcher who
dwelt in the-country.

'

2. 55.17 =. 65.21, nd 'nyo 'smdkam dpado moksayite 'ti. Mss.

moksayatl 'ti. The present is perfectly good ; dpado is ace., not

abl. 'No one else sets [can set] free [unloose, remove] our

troubles.' See BE s. v. moksay 1 (cf. also 3, which is closely

similar). Purn's parallel, samarthas cd 'yam dpadvimoksandya>
can be taken at least as well in this sense ('unloosing, removing,
of [our] troubles') as in any other. Other versions ar incon-

clusiv.

3. 56.15 = 67.2, badhyante badisdir . . . mindh. Mss.

bddhyante, which might be allowd to stand as the Tantr. read-

ing ('ar harast, vext, annoyd'). There is of course no dout that

the more appropriate badhyante, found in all other versions, was
the original. That by no means proves that the tru text of

Tantr. red so! The accompanying ablativ may be taken as

directly dependent on the subject.

4. 56.31-32 = 67.18-19, md tdvan mama pdsdh, kim tu pratha-
mam matparijanasya chidyantdm. For all of this the mss. read

only: md tdvan mama 'sya chindyantdm (E correctly chid ).
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The rest is pure conjecture on Hertel's part! It does not even

closely follow any other version. The mss. reading is perfectly

good, and indeed much more dramatic than the product of Her-

tel's brain which has crowded it out. Literally, 'not yet of

[this me] me-here let-be-cut!' That is, as we might say, 'Don't

cut mine yet!' Only a very prosaic soul would demand the

verbal expression of the noun for 'bonds'; in his excitement

the dove uses no more words than ar necessary.

5. 57.4-5 = 67.23, tad ydvad amum bhavdn mama pdsam na

chinatti. Mss. ayam for amum; this should be kept. 'Your

worship here' (BE 1, p. 795, towards bottom).

6. 59.11 = 70.22, sarvathd 'ham tvdm dtmlkaromi. No ms.

has tvdm, which is a quite unnecessary insertion; the object is

perfectly clear from the context. Cf . number 4, above.

7. 59.19 = 71.5, pratydyito 'ham bhavatd. On this see

Edgerton, AJP 36.257 ff. The mss. read pratyarthito, which

means 'I am (successfully) opposed (in argument) by you,'

'you hav won your case against me'; it is a wel-known legal

term. Tho there is no dout that pratydyito (with SP and Purn)
is the reading of the 'Urtext,' there is no need to emend the

reading of Tantr.

8. 59.25-26 = 71.9-10, cittavittdbhydm (better omit vittd-

bhydm, see no. 37 below) samgamo vrddhaye, na punar vittam

prabhutam api. vindsdya kascil Idvakebhyas tildn prayacchati.

The mss. all read samgamam and prabhutdn. As to the first,

there is lexical authority for samgama as a neuter, and I should

prefer to keep it
;

it would be by no means the only case of the

sort found in Tantr. (cf. also below, number 84) ;
and indeed evry

new Sanskrit text that is publisht brings to light numerous new

confirmations of such statements of the Hindu lexicografers.

But as to Hertel's change of prabhutdn to tam, I protest that

it simply makes the text say somthing wholly different from what

the author obviously intended. That a prabhutdn, after vittam,

might hav got corrupted into prabhutam, is obvious
;

it is hardly

conceivable that prabhutam, in this location, should hav got

corrupted into prabhutdn as Hertel assumes. Clearly a period

should be put after vittam, and prabhutdn construed with tildn

in the next sentence. Translate :

'

. . . but not welth. Even

in great abundance [i. e. with seeming lavishness], 'tis only

for their destruction that a man offers sesame to partridges.
'
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9. 61.16 = 73.15, punar apy aha. No ms. has punar apy, and

this certainly should not hav been inserted. I believ that the

word aha should also be omitted with ms. B; see below, num-
ber 41.

10. 62.4 = 74.6, tirthabhuta. The mss. hav tirthapilta,
1

purified by pilgrimages/ or twraputa, 'terribly pure.' Either

makes perfectly good sense. In his translation, p. 70, note 3,

Hertel correctly interprets the mss. readings ;
his note does not

giv me any inkling of his reason for abandoning them.

11. 62.5= 74.6-7, snigdhadravapesaldndm. All mss. dravya for

drava: keep this, and translate 'delicious with sticky substances/

The fact that at 85.4 = 101.7, where the same word occurs, the

(3 mss. hav drava
, surely does not prove that drava should be

red in both passages. On the contrary, the unanimous testimony
of the mss. here proves that at 85.4 = 101.7 Hertel should hav

red dravya with the a mss. (which according to him ar in general
the more original group, anyhow ! ) .

12. 62.13 = 74.13-14, tasminn dpotake sesam suguptam krtvd.

The words sesam suguptam ar inserted by Hertel without ms.

authority, and ar quite unnecessary.
'

Putting it in that vessel.
'

This use of kr is familiar enuf (BE s. v. 13). The ft mss. read,

after dpotake, tathdi 'va ndgadantake, 'and in the same manner

(putting the vessel) upon the peg'; this seems to me probably

correct, tho Hertel, for reasons which ar not apparent, calls it

a 'misslungener Versuch, die Liicke auszufiillen. '

13. 66.18-19=79.9-10, tathdi 'vd 'khydne. Mss. 'khydte,

which should be kept. 'In the same manner (as before), when a

story had been told [literally, 'it having been narrated'; loc.

abs.].'

14. 69.2 = 82.3-4, yat satatam dehl 'ti vakti. Mss. yas (i. e.

yah) for yat.
'

(The fulfilment of whose fate is of this sort,

namely ) who is always saying
' ' Giv !

' '

15. 73.6 = 86.18, yasyd 'nubandhdt pdpiydn adhonistho vipa-

dyate. Mss. 'nubandhah. (See Edgerton, AJP 36. 256 f.)

There is no need to emend
;
anubandha here means '

consequence
'

insted of 'attachment,' as Hertel understands it.
'

(What wise

man, pray, would perform a disgusting deed for the sake of that, )

the consequence of which is evil and corns to naught when it

gets to the lower world [after deth] ?'
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16. 74.10 = 88.7, avyavasdyinam alasam ddivaparam pdur
ca parihmam. Mss. pdurusavihinam (a) or purusaparihlnam

((3), for pdu. As the reading of a is precisely synonymous
with Hertel's wholly unnecessary emendation, I infer that

metrical considerations must hav influenst Hertel
;

his emenda-

tion makes the stanza into an arya. But as it stands in the mss.

(either group!) it makes a perfectly good upaglti stanza, and

therefore no change is cald for. The reading of /? is inferior;

it would mean 'abandond by mankind.' Hertel's treatment of

this stanza is all the more surprizing because in vs 2.83 he quite

unnecessarily adopts a reading which makes an upaglti stanza

out of an arya; see below, number 48.

17. 74.29 = 89.1, kim dhanena karwyanti dehino bhangurd-

sraydh. Mss. tv anena for dhanena. The word dhanam occurs

in the next pada and is understood from it; the pronoun holds

the thot in suspense deliberately, as frequently in such proverbial

stanzas. 'What can mortals do with that [referring ahed to

'welth'], since their position is insecure?' (That on account

of which they desire welth, namely the body, is impermanent!)

18. 75.4 = 89.7, adandh. So both editions
;

critical note givs

the reading of all mss. as adhandh. Hertel's translation renders

the word '

vermogenslos,
' which is exactly adhandh; and so far

as I can see adandh makes no sense at all. I cannot understand

Hertel's procedure here. I should suspect a misprint but for

(1) the repetition of adandh in the ed. min., and (2) the critical

note giving the mss. reading as adhandh!

19. 79.20 = 94.8, dhanena. Mss. tv anena (as in number 17,

above). See below, number 82.

20. 79.22 = 94.11. There is no lacuna in the text, as assumed

by Hertel. The mistake is evidently due to Hertel's misinter-

pretation of the word hiranydbhyavapattdu, in the next line, in

which H. takes the form hiranya- for a proper name. But it is

a common noun. The sentence means: 'My mind has becom

completely satisfied with the loss of my money.' Abhy-ava-pad

is not found, but ava-pad means to be deprived of, and there is

no evidence that it could ever mean to take refuge with, which

is implied by Hertel's rendering of abhyavapattdu.

21. 80.16 = 95.7, nimittam cd 'pi hetund. Mss. hetutah, con-

firmd by Mbh. I. 140.88 and XII. 140.32, the same stanza. 'And

(he should derive) the cause also from a (further) reason.'
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22. 81.9 = 96.7, sarpdir vd saha vasatdm udirnadarpdir.
Mss. manddir for sarpdir (em. from Purn). 'Or of those dwell-

ing together with foolish and arrogant men. '

23. 81.13 = 96.11, yadahe cd 'fkava nisi. Mss. yac ca vd for

cd 'thavd. 'On whatever day, and whatever (is destind) even

by night'; vd is not quite correctly translated by 'even,' tho

I think of no closer equivalent in English ;
it emfasizes the alter-

nativ nature of nisi in relation to -ahe. At any rate, the reading
of the mss. is excellent and perfectly clear Sanskrit.

24. 81.19 = 96.17, hartd. Mss. hantd (P hatta). 'Destroyer'

fits
as_ wel as

'

remover.
'

25. 82.19 = 97.20, citrdngah. Mss. citrdnga. The voc. is

changed to a nom. by Hertel because the deer's name has not

previously been told to the tortoise, whose speech begins at this

point. An instance of quite unnecessary super-rationalism;

such unevennesses in Hindu story-telling ar frequent.

26. 82.30 = 98.7, kllasaktacarmapasend 'vabaddham. Mss.

kile sikyacarma (a, sakyacarma ) : 'bound to a post by a loopt

lether thong,' adopting the reading of /?. (The a reading is

merely a corruption.) The word sikya means a loopt cord, a

sort of lasso, used e. g. for carrying burdens and for holding
the scales of a balance. It fits perfectly in this place.

27. 83.27 = 99.13, niyaticestitasya. Mss. niyata ;
the p. p.

('that which is destind') may certainly be used as the equivalent

of the nom. act. niyati.

28. 85.20 = 102.2, asvdsthyam. Mss. dsvasthyam or dsvd-

styam (sic). The former is a perfectly normal derivativ in the

suffix ya, with vriddhi of the first syllable, from asvastha. The

latter also, with the correction th for t, would be a perfectly

normal form, with 'double vriddhi' (Whitney, Gr. 1204 f).

Either is preferable to Hertel 's emendation.

29. 86.18-19 =. 103.2-3, mantrdndm parato nd 'sti bijam ucca-

ranam iathd, asambaddhapraldpd na kdryam sddhayitum Usamah.

Mss. uccdranam, and praldpe-na. Hertel utterly misunder-

stands this stanza. The readings of the mss. ar quite correct.

Translate: 'There is no germ [technical term for the essential

part, core, of a mantra] nor pronunciation [of a mantra] apart
from the mantras [to which they pertain]. By disconnected

muttering people cannot accomplish any object [which would

be accomplisht by the mantra] .

'
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30. 87.7 = 103.14, niyati . Mss. niyata ;
see number 27,

above.

31. 87.18 = 104.6, pathy atanapratimds te jwitakdntdrasesa-

sya. Mss. pathya-dhana ,
which should certainly be kept.

'

(Days spent with frends) ar like journey-money (Reisegeld)
for one who has nothing left but the wilderness of life (to travel

thru) .

' The tertium comparationis is that they help to make the

journey comparativly easy and plesant.

32. 88.9 = 105.3, ydvad askhalitam tdvat sukham ydti same

pathi. Mss. askhalitas; middle in force, because the verb is

intrans. in the activ. It may therefore be personal, just like the

very common gatah etc. 'As long as he has not stumbled, so

long,' etc.

33. 88.13 = 105.7, mdrgasrdntasya visrdme mitrachdyd 'pi

dusitd. Mss. visrdmo, which makes much better sense than the

emendation: 'The shade- (that consists in a) frend, which is a

rest for one weary from the journey, is also spoild.'

34. 88.20 = 105.13, utpddabhanguram. Mss. utpdta : 'sub-

ject to destruction by sudden accidents.'

II. UNFORTUNATE SELECTIONS BETWEEN VARIOUS MANUSCRIPT

READINGS

Most of my differences of opinion with Hertel in this regard

ar, as wil appear, based merely on considerations of intrinsic

plausibility on superior sense and consistency with the context.

In a few cases they ar based on the support given by other

Paiic. versions to the reading of one group of Tantr. mss. In

these cases Hertel has to som extent been led astray, as it seems

to me, by his theory that the (3

'

recension
'

has been contaminated

by other texts (above, p. 275, note 2) . Yet he has not consistently

acted on this theory. In very many cases he adopts a reading
of /? which is certainly no better than that of a, and in som

cases, as wil appear below, he even adopts inferior readings of

/?. As I am convinst that (3 is just as pure a tradition of Tantr.

as is a, I believ that in evry case in which a (3 reading is supported

by the other recensions it should be adopted, as being almost

certainly the reading of the 'Urpancatantra' and so of Tantr.

35. 54.17 = 64.15, Has ce 'tah. So a
;

read with /? itas ce

*tas ca. The word ca can hav no force, so far as I can see, unless
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it goes with the correlativ ca after the second itall. Hertel's

translation, in fact, ignores ca.

36. 58.2 =: 69.4, capalo na capala iti; read with P and Purn

capalo 'capala iti, or perhaps better yet (as is acutely suggested

by Hertel himself in his critical note) capalas capala iti. This

could easily hav been misunderstood and corrupted into capalo

'capala iti.

37. 59.25 = 71.9-10, cittavittdbhydm samgamo. Read with (3

cittasamgamam (cf. above, number 8). This makes better sense;

it is union 'by the hart,' not 'by hart and profit,' that is con-

trasted with union by profit alone. And this is confirmd by the

Pahlavi versions; both the Old Syriac and the Arabic, with all

descendants of the latter, speak of the hart (alone) in contrast

with profit.

38. 59.31, 32 = 71.15, 16, bddhyante. In both lines ft reads

badhyante, which is clearly ment for vadhyante; Simpl. has

forms of vadh- in its version of the stanza, and this makes fully

as good sense as ~bddh-, if not better. I should therefore be

inclined to read vadhyante, which may be cald the reading of

ft (of course b and v ar absolutely interchangeable in mss.).

I admit, however, that Hertel 's reading is possible.

39. 60.19 = 72.12, bhutvd, so (3 ;
a omits the word, which is

not only unnecessary but disturbing. Hertel's translation

ignores it.

40. 61.1 = 73.1, tatrdi 'va ca tat kathayi?ydmi. Read with ft

gatah for ca tat: 'When I hav gone there I wil tel you.' This

is confirmd by SP, Simpl, Purn, Syr, and Ar
;.
the Skt. versions

all read tatrdi 'va gatvd (Purn gatok exactly as Tantr ft).

41. 61.13-16 = 73.13-15. There is no lacuna, as Hertel

assumes in line 13. Read with R sa aha after tarkitam in 14,

and omit with R punar apy aha in 16 (15) ;
no ms. has punar

apy (cf. number 9, above). In 13 the crow speaks: 'Frend, at

first I did not realize that it was you at all, judging by your
usual appearance.' The other [= tortoise] said: 'Because crows

. . .' etc.

42. 61.27 74.2. The passage found in the ft mss. after this

line certainly belongs to the original; it has correspondents in

Simpl, Purn, Syr, and Ar; cf. also Som 86 tayor ubhayoh

kdkakurmayoh, which seems to reflect the same passage. Hertel
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should certainly hav printed it. He does, in fact, translate it

in his translation.

43. 66.18 = 79.9, purvdkhydte sesam aldpam asrnavam. I

think 'sesam should be printed, 'the entire,' insted of sesam,
'das iibrige' (so Hertel; but ? I can find no authority for such
an adjectival use of sesa; it should be dldpasesa!) But the cor-

rect reading seems to me that of (3, purvdkhydtam (adverb)
asesam etc.: 'I herd the entire conversation in the manner as

described before/

44. 66.20 = 79.11, yato. So ms. z of (3. Either tato (a) or

ato (R) would be preferable.

45. 67.21 = 80.17. We should add hy at the end of the line,

with a and Purn, to avoid the hiatus. The occurrence of another

hi in the next line is no objection, as the two hi's belong to

different clauses; and both ar most appropriate in meaning.
46. 68.6 = 81.4, tyaktalokakriydddrah. Hertel, 'von den

Taten [dem Verkehr] und der Achtung der Welt verlassen'
;
this

seems very straind. Hertel's text follows ms. z, of fi; R. also

of (3, reads dcdrah; the a mss. read ddhdrdh. The tru reading,
it seems to me, is clearly ddhdrah: 'he has lost all support

(basis) for worldly activity.'

47. 68.13 81.11, na kascid anyah prativacanam api daddti.

The p mss. hav prstah after anyah, which seems much better.

48. 72.17 = 86.7. Read with (3 jagati jantoh for jantoh. No

change in meaning, but we thereby get an arya stanza, which is

more usual, insted of an upagiti, as Hertel 's text has it. Haplog-

rafy wil account for the omission (the eye skipping from

ja-gati to ja-ntoh) . Cf . number 16, above.

49. 74.18 = 88.15, paribhavavasam. Read with p, SP
? n,

Hit, and Purn, paribhavapadam. No change in meaning. Note

that two emendations from SP etc., without the support of any
Tantr. ms., ar introduced by Hertel in this same line ! He was

right in so doing; but he should hav been the more redy to

admit the variant padam of p.

50. 74.28 = 88.25, tad arthdn dpacate sucaritam api; manu-

syam ksandd dhvansayanti. So only P. For arthdn dpacate,

the others all intend arthd ndmdi 'te (precisely so R; z ndmete,

p ndma ete), and this reading, with deletion of the mark of

punctuation, givs very much better sense than Hertel's labord
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rendering :

'

It is just this thing welth that right speedily causes

the destruction of a man, even if he be virtuous.'

51. 75.10 = 89.13, tathd kartrsahasresu kartdram karma
vindati. This is the reading of a, except that kartr is Hertel's

emendation for karma . The /3 mss. agree with Simpl and Purn
in reading tathd purvakrtam karma kartdram anuvindati (Purn
evam for tathd; Purn and Simpl anugacchati) . The corruption
in a is itself a dubious thing; and Hertel's attempt, ZDMG 59.5

f
.,
to show that the /3 reading is secondary, leavs me unconvinst.

Eead with (3.

52. 76.7 = 90.9-10, viprakrstataram grdmasya. Hertel :

' da

weit und breit kein Dorf vorhanden ist.
'

I do not see how this or

any other good meaning can be got from the reading. The (3

mss. hav viprakrstam antaram grdmasya, which is obviously

required: 'It is a considerable distance to a village (or, to

town).' The syllable man (written of course mam) has been

left out in a.

53. 76.11 = 90.13, evam bhavdn; the addition pramddl (/?)

seems absolutely necessary to the sense so much so that Hertel

is constraind to insert it in italics in his translation! Why he

did not adopt it in his text I cannot imagin.

54. 78.17 = 93.5, ddivapurusayogdd arthotpattih. The /? mss.

insert kdra after purusa, which is much better :

' thru a combina-

tion of fate and human effort' is surely better than '

.

of fate and man '

! This is the standard contrast in this quite

common situation; cf. e. g. Yajfi. 1. 348 (quoted in BR), ddive

purusakdre ca. A derivativ like pdurusa might be set off

against ddiva but not the simple purusa.
55. 78.21 = 93.8, vanijakdu. The (3 mss. hav vanijcikau,

which is a word found repeatedly in literature, and therefore

should be preferd to va, which like vanija is known only

lexically.

56. 79.11 = 94.1, ddivacodito. The a mss. deva, which is

much better
;

it was '

the god
' and not '

fate
'

that impeld him,
as the story indicates.

57. 79.15 = 94-4.5, sayane sopacdre svdstlrne. The ft mss. hav

the preferable sopacdram (adverb, 'with great ceremony';

going closely with svdstirne, as the order shows) . Hertel renders
f

geschmiickt,
' which is perhaps possible, but seems much less
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likely. It is easy to see how the form in am between the two
locativ forms became corrupted to e; while the reverse corrup-
tion is much less easy to conceiv.

58. 80.2 = 94.14, jwanti nityam purusds ta eva. The ft mss.

with Purn read te sat- for nityam, which givs a sense that seems
to me a priori better: 'They ar (really) alive, and it is just

they that ar noble men.' Otherwise, in Hertel's text, purusds
is weak tho not impossible.

59. 81.1 95.24, prdkkarmdyatijanito hi yo vipdkah. Her-
tel: 'Das Eeifen, das durch die Fortwirkung der friiheren Tat

erzeugt ist.' Can dyati, 'extension/ mean 'Fortwirkung' in

this sense ? Possibly ;
but it seems to me, in any case, that the

better reading is that of the a mss., prdkkarma prati janito :

1

. . . which is produced in accordance with previous deeds.
'

60. 81.23 96.21, jhag-iti. No ms. has this form, tho p and

ft hav jhdg-iti; but one ft ms. corrects the g to t, and P, an a

ms., has jhat-iti. Under these circumstances it is hard to see

why Hertel introduced a textual emendation in order to present
the excessivly rare jhag-iti, insted of the common jhat-iti.

61. 82.29 = 98.6, tad upalabhyatdm utplutya yathdvasthitdm

citrdngavdrttdm. So far as I can see, this sentence is ungram-
matical. How can the passiv verb be construed with the follow-

ing ace.? If all the mss. red this, an emendation would be

necessary. But the ft mss. hav a perfectly simple and obviously
correct reading; upalabhasvo 'tplutya etc. Hertel: 'Fliege

denn empor und ziehe zuverlassige Kunde iiber C. ein.' This

correctly translates the ft reading; I wish Hertel would explain

how he gets it out of the text he prints !

62. 82.32 = 98.9, -upddeyam. So only z and R's second

hand; a and R's first hand hav -upddheyam, which is perfectly

possible (it means practically the same as -upddeyam), and

should be kept as the reading indicated by the most (and, accord-

ing to Hertel, best) mss.

63. 83.2 = 98.10, bhavdn anabhijnah; the necessary comple-

tion of the frase is found in ft, pdsachedanakarmanah. It is

surely not ment to be said that the crow is 'ignorant' absolutely !

Quite the contrary. But he does not kno how to cut the bonds.

Cf. 83.13 = 98.21, which mathematically proves my point.

64. 83.27 = 99.13, anabhijno 'siniyaticestitasya (read niyata ,
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ef. number 27, above). The (3 mss. read abhijno,
l You know the

actions of fate.
' This is confirmd by Purn, and is more in keep-

ing with what we should expect ;
cf . 55.27 ff. = 66.8 ff.

65. 83.28-29 = 99.14-15, ma bhdisih, vartate mayi pdrsvasthe

lubdhakdt kascid apdyah. The (3 mss. add tvam after bhdisis,

and na before vartate. Insted of a
'

Schlimmbesserung,
'

as

Hertel calls this in the note to his translation, I regard it as

almost certainly the original reading. Hertel is constraind to

understand vartate etc. as a retorical question: 'Is there any

danger while I am here?' The negativ surely is a simpler read-

ing; and it is confirmd by SP (mayi pdrsvasthe 'pi na lubdhakdd

bhayam) and Purn (mayi pdrsvasthe na bhetavyam), while

Simpl indeed has a question, but introduces it with a clear

interrogativ word, as Tantr. should also if a question is really

ment (Simpl: kim mayy api samdydte lubdhakdd bibhesif).

Hertel's remarks in ZDMG 59.6 leav me unconvinst
;
the putting

na vartate at the beginning may indicate nothing but emfasis on

these words. I am not denying the possibility of H's reading;

I only say that the other is so much simpler and more natural,

that I feel sure it must be the right one especially as it is closer

to those of the other versions.

66. 84.3 = 99.19, sadjdtayah(l), must surely be a misprint
for sad, altho it is repeated in the ed. min.! The critical note

givs sadjdtinah as the ft reading. Of course read sad-.

67. 85.4 = 101.7, snigdhadrava . Read with a snigdhadra-

vya ; cf. number 11, above.

68. 86.7 = 102.11, ato 'yam amdnusah. Hertel: 'Darum ist

dieser kein Mensch. ' But what the prince feard was, not that the

deer was a human, but that it was a monster. The ft mss. read

na 'to for ato: 'Therefore this is no monster (Unmensch, Unhold,

devil).' This seems preferable; it makes amdnusa a positiv

concept insted of a purely negativ one. Cf. especially BR s. v.

amanusya, 3.

69. 88.13 = 105.7. After this line the /? mss. hav a prose
insertion (found in an imperfect form in the mss., to be sure),

which evidently corresponds to somthing in the original also

reflected in Simpl (Kielhorn and Biihler, 1st ed., B. S. S. Ill,

p. 45, lines 12 aparam ... 16 suhrn me), and in Pahl (Syr
and Ar) . For comparativ purposes, at least, this is most impor-

tant; and it seems to me certain that the Tantr. had somthing
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here (even tho our imperfect mss. do not permit us to determin

the language in full).

70. 89.5 = 106.7. After this line too the /? mss. hav somthing
which Hertel communicates only in his critical note. I do not

think that the words in this case ar incomplete; it is probably
a mere accident that they can be red as a fragment of a sloka

verse. For they ar complete in meaning and correspond very

closely to the parallel passage in Purn. Thus, Tantr. : kastam

bhoh! [At this point begins the seeming fragment of a sloka]

tddriimitraviyogo 'pi vismrtah kim nijorasi svajandir [z,

sujandir] ? Piirn : tat kastam bhoh! mitraviyogena hato 'ham,
iti kim nijdir api svajandih f Now no other Sanskrit version has

anything like this, nor has the Syriac; but in the Arabic is

found a passage which I believ came from the same original Skt.

I admit the meaning is a good deal transformd
;
but no one who

has studied the Pahl. versions in relation to the Skt. wil be seri-

ously troubled by this ! Indeed, neither of the two versions of

the Ar which I shal presently quote is more remote from the Skt.

than the two ar from each other
;
and yet it is certain that both

of them go back to som single Arabic version, at least. Cheikho 's

text has in the corresponding place :

' Just so is the man who has

quieted his wounds in the company of his frends, and has then

lost them.' Halil's edition has: 'And recognize that whoever

has lost his frends after he has been united with them does not

cease from having broken his backf ?] by the sorrow of his soul.'

(Literal translations of the Arabic made for me by Dr. W. N.

Brown.) On the basis of these passages in Tantr. /?, Purn, and

Ar, I think it may be assumed with plausibility (of course not

with certainty) that the original Pane, had somthing of the sort.

And therefore I think the (3 reading should be inserted in the

text of Tantr.

III. EMENDATIONS OP THE TEXT, PROPOSED BY THE PRESENT WRITER

71. 60.23 = 72.16, aprcchat. No question is askt, however.

The following sentence, aham asmdt sthdndd anyat sthdnam

gacchdmi, is clearly a plain statement of fact, or rather of actual

intention. Hertel, to make aprcchat consistent, renders 'darf

ich . . . gehen?' a meaning which the words surely do not

in the least justify. It seems to me that we should read aprcchat,
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'took leav of.' By this extremely slight and simple change we

get a meaning that fits the context admirably.

72. 61.11 = 73.11, pravrttakdryavisrambho. It seems that

dvisrambho should be red: 'Tho he possest a matchless water-

stronghold, nevertheless M. was afraid; for he knew wel about

times and places, and (so) was distrustful of the matter that

was pending.'

73. 61.18 = 73.17, nirvedakdranam akhum dkhydtavdn. This

should mean Hold about the mouse (who was) the cause of his

despair'; and so, essentially, Hertel renders it. But the mouse
had absolutely nothing to do with the crow's nirveda, according
to either the Tantr.'s version of the story, or that of any other

Pane, recension known to me. Quite the contrary! In short,

the statement makes nonsense, if understood in this way. At
most the words could mean 'told about the cause of his despair
and about the mouse.' But (aside from the lack of ca) in the

very next line the tortoise asks how on erth the crow came to be

associated with the mouse a quite unherd-of thing. Would he

ask such a question if the crow had just 'explaind about the

mouse' to him? I would therefore read nirvedakdranamukham

dkhydtavdn, 'told about the beginnings of the cause of his

despair.' The proximity of the word dkhund might easily hav
caused the slight corruption (u has slipt under the wrong con-

sonant) .

74. 62.14 = 74.14-15, bhavdn ito mayd viyuktah; tata drabhya
. . . Hertel, 'Ihr hattet Euch hier von mir getrennt.' But
this is flatly contradicted by the monk's own statement below,
that they became separated at Puskara. Bead (for ito) yato,
to which the following tata is correlativ. 'From the time when
you became separated from me . . .

'

75. 64.6 = 76.11, mrgam viddhvd. The word viddhvd is Her-
tel's emendation for a vyadhdvya (p va), z vyddhddya, R hatvd.

But SP and n read vydpddya, and it seems obvious that the

Tantr. mss. readings ar mere corruptions of this.

76. 64.11 = 76.15, na me dhanur nd 'pi ca bdnasamdhanam.
In view of the immediately preceding words dhanuh sasaram ca
krtve 'dam uvdca, how can the hunter say 'I hav no bow'?
Should we not read dhanor and samdhandt, depending on the

expression of fearing in the next pada? 'Not of my bow nor of
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the putting on of my arrow does this boar show any fear at-all

(kim) !' This fits the requirements of the context admirably.
77. 66.5 =78.15, kendpi sddhund. This reference to a 'holy

man' as depositor of the mouse's hidden treasure is a strange
bit of satire if correct. The Syr has 'Ich weiss nicht wie,'

which suggests kendpi sddhanena, 'by som means or other/

Arabic similarly.

78. 68.17 = 81.15. For this line the ft mss. read: sunyah
ksanena bhavati 'ty aticitram etat. In his discussion of this line

(reff. in his notes) Hertel seems to me to pay insufficient atten-

tion to the fact that the a mss. also hav this version of the

pada (with omission of the first word), added after the next-fol-

lowing prose sentence ! This seems to me clearly to indicate

that the version found first in the a mss., and adopted in Hertel 's

text, interesting as it is per se, is a secondary doublet; the tru

version is surely that found in both groups of mss. The progen-

itor of the a mss. inserted the variant, doutless on the margin;
and later copyists inserted it in the text but without deleting

the original reading, which has merely got crowded out of place,

with accidental loss of the first word. This is confirmd by the

fact that other versions of the stanza read substantially with ft

(e. g. Vikrama-carita SR. 21.8, as wel as all other Pane, ver-

sions). But the first word, sunyah, found in the ft mss., is obvi-

ously corrupt; it has crept in from the preceding stanza (of

/?), 59, where the stem sunya is four times repeated. The tru

reading is so 'nyah. The Vikr. version is: so 'py anya eva

bhavati 'ti kim atra citram. SP, n, Hit, and Purn agree prac-

tically with Tantr. ft for sunyah (so 'nyah) SP and Purn read

cd 'nyah (but SPa ko 'nyah), n cdnma, Hit anyah.

79. 70.1 = 83.6, girivaratatdd. In the preceding pada of this

stanza Hertel (quite rightly) emended mss. param to varam.

It seems to me that in this pada vara should clearly be changed

to para; in other words, the mss. hav simply exchanged the words

vara and para in the two lines ( a process the like of which occurs

repeatedly, cf. number 84 below). 'From the slope of a moun-

tain-summit.
'

80. 75.23 = 89.26, samciyate. This is Hertel's emendation

for mss. sam (or sa, or ca)-diyate. The same sense would be

given by samdhlyate, which would be nearer to the reading of

the mss.
;
d and dh ar frequently confused.

20 JAOS 38
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81. 76.19 = 91.2, cittam dsthdya. Hertel, 'richtete seinen

Sinn auf .

'

Surely dsthdpya should be red.

82. 79.19-20 = 94.8, bhogd Idrso me bhavantu, kim dhanena

(mss. tv cmena, see number 19 above) . . . This is a hard

passage. The words bhogd Idrso ar Hertel's guess for a bhoga-

varmano, (3 bhogd-drso. Moreover a has bhavatu. I suggest,

tho without entire confidence: bhogd idrso me bhavatu, kim tv

anena [sc. bhogena] . . . This is at least much closer to the

mss. than Hertel's reading, and it seems to make good sense.

83. 83.6 = 98.14, ca vittasthd 'sti. Surely an impossible

form; at least I cannot understand it. I can suggest nothing

better than the Mbh. reading (cf. Thomas, JRAS 1910, p. 1350),

parinisthd 'sti.

84. 87.16 = 104.4, kasya mahotsavakalpdh priyasvajanasam-

gamd na syuh. This is a troublesom passage. In the first

place, I believ we must read yasya for kasya; note that in the

preceding pada Hertel had to emend the mss. yasya to kasya

(with Simpl and Purn) rightly, I think
;

cf. my remarks under

number 79 above. Simpl and Purn also read yadi for Tantr.

mss. kasya, which seems to me to confirm my suggestion. In

other words, the mss. hav got yasya and kasya interchanged.

The usual Hindu habit of putting the relativ clause first, which

this stanza violates, doutless had somthing to do with the double

corruption. In the second place, Hertel's reconstruction of the

second half of this line seems most unfortunate altho som

change from the mss. readings is necessary, as the meter shows.

The mss. read: priyajanasamdgama-CRmd)-na (Pnas, pnds)
syuh. Now this much seems to me clear, that priyajana here is

set off against dayitajana of pada a and svajana of pada b.

Hertel fails to see this, and renders all three as if they wer

practically synonyms, making a very feeble stanza out of one

that has a perfectly definit and pointed meaning. Hence, Her-

tel's insertion of -sva- in the last pada cannot be right; for we
hav svajana in pada b, and pada d certainly deals with somthing

contrasted therewith. By assuming a haplografic loss of a syl-

lable -nd- (or -no-, cf. p's reading), we get a perfectly metrical

version without any other change in the mss. reading. Thus:

priyajanasamdgamana na syuh. And we thereby get excellent

sense in the entire stanza: 'Who could endure separation from
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his beloved [dayita-jana] ,
and parting from his family [sva-

jana], wer it not for his association with frends [priya-jana] ,

which is so like a great festival?' The only possible objection to

my suggestion is that it makes samdgamana masculin (or possibly

feminin, nd? cf. Whitney, 1150 a), whereas it ought to be, and

regularly is, neuter. But cf. my remarks on number 8 above,

and also asvdda, indubitably used as neuter in 70.10 = 83.15,

altho we have not even the authority of a Hindu lexicografer,

so far as recorded, for making it anything but masculin. Som
masculin or feminin noun must belong in the present passage, as
O
kalpdh shows. And P and p point to an ending -anas.

IV.

I hav made no attempt to criticize Hertel's Translation rigor-

ously. But in working over the text, I hav of course used the

translation freely. And, naturally, I hav noted quite a number

of points, large and small, in which I should hav chosen different

language. The following notes make no pretense at exhaustiv-

ness. They include the most important and certain of the

changes I would make in the translation, in so far as they hav

not been previously publisht by others (in reviews of Hertel's

work). In other words, I append here only a few corrections

(1) which seem to me so evidently sound as to make discussion

unnecessary, and (2) which ar distinctly important to a correct

understanding of the text (not mere turns of expression or

minor matters), and (3) which hav not, to my knowledge, been

printed before (with the single exception of No. 86).

85. 54.12 = 64.11, dhdryair dhdnyakandir. Hertel 'zusam-

mengelesen' for dhdryair; rather, 'to serv as bait (food,

dhdra).'

86. 61.7 = 73.7, ekdrimitratdm tena gatas. 'Die mit ihr, ihrer

grossten Feindin, Freundschaft geschlossen hatte.' But ekdri

means 'a state of having the same enemies and frends,' 'an

offensiv and defensiv alliance.' (This was questioningly sug-

gested by Thomas, JRA8 1910, p. 1352.) SPa and n hav the

same word (insted of Tantr. ekdntamitratdm) in their version of

Tantr. vs 38, where the context makes the meaning absolutely

unmistakable.
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87. 64.13 = 76.17, prasahya. Not 'mich beherrschend,
' but

'

decidedly,
'

'assuredly/ In the same line I think that asya

niscayam means 'the certainty about him,' not 'seine Absicht.'

88. 68.21 == 81.19, na cd 'pabhdsanam. Not 'und die Eede-

weise [grammatisch] fehlerlos,' but 'and no reviling [in his

speech].' In the preceding line H. renders vilocane cd 'vikale

ca vlksate by 'Die Augen sind unversehrt und sehen,' as if we
had viksete (which by the way would be metrically impossible) .

The text seems to be incorrect, but I do not think of any very

satisfactory emendation. The two ca's ar troublesom. I hav

thot of viksatah, and viksitum; neither is over-attractiv
;
nor

does it seem helpful to take viksate as dativ of the activ parti-

ciple.

89. 69.13 = 82.14, vdirdgydharanam. Not 'die Entfernung
der Entsagung,

' but quite the contrary,
' a cause of disgust with

life.'

90. 69.14 = 82.15, parydyo maranasya. Not 'die Wieder-

holung des Sterbens,
' but ' a synonym for deth.

'

91. 71.24 = 85.9, prdndndm ca dhanasya sddhanadhiydm

anyonyahetuh panah. Hertel, with complete misunderstanding,
'Der Pana [eine kleine Miinze] ist die gegenseitige Ursache der

Ueberlegungen, wie man das Leben und das Gut erwerben kann/

It means: '[There is] a staking [hazard; pana = stake, in

gambling etc.] of both life and welth for the sake of each other

on the part of those who ar anxious to attain them.' People
risk their lives for the sake of money, and vice versa. This is

the whole point of the stanza, as is indicated by Hertel 's own
translation of the rest of it.

92. 80.6 = 94.18, jwitamdtrasdrdJi. Not 'vergeuden [eigent-

lich, verscheuchen] nur ihr Leben' (note that 'nur' in Hertel 's

rendering really modifies 'vergeuden,' whereas the Sanskrit

order shows that it should modify 'Leben') ;
but 'ar devoted

solely to their (own) lives.'

93. 80.7-8 = 94.19-20, krtd na . . . ydih suhrtsvayamgrd-
havibhusand srih. Not 'die ihre ri . . . nicht freiwillig mit

Freunden schmiicken,' but 'who do not make their fortune the

voluntary (= freely offerd) adornment of their frends.'

Vss. 126 ff. (80.15 ff. = 95.6 ff.). The translation of these dif-

ficult stanzas wil be greatly improved by consulting the com-
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mentators on the Mbh., from which they ar taken, ad was pointed
out by Thomas in his review of Hertel (JRA8 for 1910, p. 1358

ff.). But for Thomas's reference I should hav doutless had no
better luck with them than Hertel did.

94. 81.23 = 96.21, dnlya . . . ghatayati vidhir abhimatam
abhimukhibhutah. Not 'bringt das Schicksal das Gewiinschte

. . . herbei, wenn es [= das Schicksal] sich uns zuwendet

[wenn es uns geneigt ist],' but 'fate fetches . . . and

presents itself and contrives its purpose.'

95. 89.19 = 106.19-20, angulapramdndm khandasas chinndm

rajjum. Not 'den in fingerbreite Stiickchen zernagten Strick,'

but '

(saw) the cord, which was thick as a man's finger, cut in

pieces.'



THE IRANIAN GODS OF HEALING
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THE OBJECT OF THIS ARTICLE is an inquiry into the personali-

ties, connections, and origins of the two chief Iranian gods of

healing. Airyaman and Thrita are among the most mysterious

and most ancient figures of the Iranian pantheon, as were their

Indian equivalents, Aryaman and Trita. Fresh light upon those

deities cannot fail, therefore, to elucidate various questions con-

cerning the mythology of the Aryans in general, and especially

concerning the origins of the gods of healing.

Airyaman (Pahl. Irman) is represented in the Avesta as the

healer par excellence. In Vd. 22. 7 ff. it is said that Atiura

Mazdah sent his messenger Nairyosanha into the brilliant palace

of Airyaman (airyamno nmdnvm) to tell him that he would

bestow upon him abundant blessings and provide him with

'spells, beneficent, desirable, holy, filling up what is empty, over-

flowing what is full, helping whosoever is weak, and restoring

health to the sick.'

His conventional epithet is isya,
'

desirable.
' He has no myth-

ical characteristics in the Avesta, and the same may be said of

Aryaman in the Veda, where his name is very frequently men-

tioned, but seldom with any features of his own. He is closely

associated with Yaruna and Mitra. He partakes of the bene-

ficent activity of Mitra. In KV. 1. 51. 9 he is invoked for rain :

'By thee, Agni, Varuna, who protects law, and Mitra and

Aryaman, the gods who pour water in abundance, are the win-

ners.' He is, therefore, connected with water and fertility, as

appears also from RV. 5. 3. 2, where Agni is addressed with the

words: 'Thou art Aryaman when (the wooer) of maidens'

(Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 45). He is a kind, beneficent

deity, essentially helpful to man both in India and in Iran. The

name itself means 'the friend, the companion.' In the Gathas
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(32. 1, 33. 4, 49. 7) it is used as a common noun for the members
of the fellowship of priests (sodalis).

Aryaman as the good companion of Mitra and Varuna is,

therefore, the third member of the great triad of the Adityas,
the moral deities of India. The two first members do not vary,
but the third one is either Indra, as on the very ancient inscrip-

tion of Boghaz-Keui Mitra-Varuna-Indra-Nasatya or the god-
dess Anahita, as in the Old Persian triad of Auramazda-Mithra-

Anahita (Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism, p. 78).

Indra is the god of storm and fertility (cf. especially Hop-
kins, JAOS 36. 242 ff.). Anahita is the goddess of the heavenly

waters, presiding over the production of life, securing fecunda-

tion, etc. (Yt. 5. 2, 6). It seems, therefore, that though the

gods vary, the conception remains the same: the third member
of the triad is a deity of heavenly waters and fertility.

Moulton (op. cit. pp. 78, 239) has shown the influence upon
the Persian triad of the Babylonian parallel of Sin, Shamash,
and Ishtar, in which the Semitic gods have the same moral attri-

butes (god of supreme commands, god of justice, and goddess
of fertility) as in the Iranian combination. While there is little

doubt about the reality of such a contamination, I have endeav-

ored in AJTh 21. 58-78 to collect evidence tending to show that

a similar influence is likely to have been exerted at an earlier

period by the other Babylonian triad, Sin-Shamash-Ramman,

upon the triad Varuna-Mitra-Indra, or Varuna-Mitra-Aryaman.
Ramman or Adad is the Babylonian equivalent of Indra. He

is the bellowing (Ramman) god of storm and the Marduk of

rain (Jeremias, Alt. Testam. p. 41). With rain, he bestows

abundance (Jastrow, Babylonian Religion, p. 237) and all kinds

of blessings. Like Aryaman, he is the helper par excellence and

the faithful companion of Shamash who, like Mitra, is a god of

justice associated with the light of the sun.

In conclusion, though it is impossible to obtain any certainty

in the case of Aryaman, it may be said that the various indica-

tions which we possess about his character coincide in presenting
him as a god of rain and of fertility who is essentially helpful

to man. It is only reasonable to regard his functions of healer

in Iran as a secondary but very natural development out of these

elements. We are not yet informed about his abode (nmdna) ;

but the study of the next character will throw light on this

point.
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II

The other great physician-god of Iran is Thrita: 'Thrita,

Spitama Zarathushtra, among the beneficent, strong, clever,

powerful ancestors was the first to divert disease, death, lances,

and fevers from man's body' (Vd. 20. 2).

In Ys. 10. 10 the same Thrita is mentioned as one of the great

primeval priests the third who offered the sacrifice of haoma

(= soma) ;
and as a reward for his pious act, he became the

father of a hero, K>rasaspa, a great slayer of fiends.

The second priest, Athwya, had been similarly favored with

the birth of a no less conspicuous hero, Thraetaona, the well-

known conqueror of Azhi Dahaka, the dragon.

Thraetaona is better known under his Persian name of

Faridun. In the Shahnamah he rids the world of Dahhak, the

anthromorphized dragon, changed into an Arabic usurper and

tyrant. Now, Thraetaona is also a healer; and as early as the

Avesta, his fravasi is invoked against 'itching, hot fever, bad

humors, cold fever, and the other evils created by the serpent'

(Yt. 13. 131), words which reveal a certain connection between

his healing activity and his power over the fiends
;
while in Vd.

20. 2 he is represented as
*

keeping back death, disease, flying

arrows ( ? ) ,
and burning fever from man 's body,

'

very much in

the same way as he releases the world from dragons.

In later times, Faridun (= Thraetaona) becomes the great

healer who gives their power to spells and amulets: 'May the

sick man by the strength of Faridun, son of Athwyan, and by
the power of the northern stars obtain health, (J. J. Modi,

Charms for the Diseases of the Eye, Bombay, 1894) .

If we turn to India, we find there the three Iranian person-

alities concentrated in one god, Trita Aptya ( Thrita Athwya).

Traitana, the probable equivalent of Thraetaona, is just named
in the Veda (BV. 1. 158. 5), while his functions are completely
absorbed into Trita 's activities.

Thrita, like Trita, is an old, wise, and very beneficent deity,

a deliverer, a repeller of all the foes that threaten man's

existence. He is a bestower of long life (TS. 1. 8. 10. 2).

Though he is not explicitly represented as a curer of diseases,

his connection with the plant of life, the soma, makes him a

powerful healer. While Thrita offered the haoma-sacrifice in
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primeval times, Trita is the great preparer of soma (RV. 2. 11.

20, and the whole ninth book). It is Trita 's maidens who urge
the tawny drop with stones for Indra to drink (RV. 9. 32. 2),

and Macdonell (op. cit. p. 67) interprets Trita 's maidens in this

passage as meaning 'the fingers.' This is, it is true, a possible

metaphor of the Vedic mystics, but these maidens are likely to

have been originally identical with those released in Iran by
Thraetaona Sanhavak and Aranavak, the two daughters (or

sisters) of Yima, given to him by the water-goddess Arodvl Sura

(Yt. 5. 34) -

1 This aqueous adventure of Thraetaona has a paral-

lel in the Vedas, where Trita 's characteristic action is the release

of the cows on high (i. e. the waters) detained by Vrtra, the

cloud-demon (RV. 10. 8. 8), or by Visvarupa (RV. 10. 9. 8),

the tricephalous monster, in the same manner as the two maidens

were captured by Azhi Dahaka, the cloud-dragon in the Iranian

form of the rain-myth.

The victory over the fiend, it is true, is in the Vedic hymns
more often ascribed to Indra, yet Trita appears in the conflict

as a helper who strengthens Indra by bringing to him the soma

which it is his function to press and to pour (RV. 2. 11. 20, and

other texts in Macdonell, op. cit. p. 67).

The connection of Trita with waters, which is shown in these

various activities, also appears in the ability displayed by Trita

in piercing the strongholds of heaven (i. e. the clouds) in which

water is detained (RV. 1. 52. 4, 5. 86. 1), another form of the

rain-myth. During the storm, 'when the mighty Maruts go

forth and the lightnings flash, Trita thunders and the waters

roar' (RV. 5. 54. 2).

The action of Trita upon the soma is also to make it flow:

soma occupies the secret place near the two pressing stones of

Trita (RV. 9. 102. 2) . It is besought to bring wealth in a stream

on the ridges of Trita (RV. 9. 102. 3
; Macdonell, op. cit. p. 68) ;

and when soma pours the mead, it calls up the name of Trita

(RV. 9. 36. 20). But Trita is related to water in another way.

In RV. 1. 105. 17 Trita is described as buried in a well (kupa),

a ln Shahnamah 1. 162, the two daughters of Jamshid (= Yima),

released by Faridun ( Thraetaona), have to go through a bath, a par-

ticular which, no doubt, shows traces of the old aqueous myth in a thoroughly

epic period.
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while in RV. 10. 8. 1 he is in a pit (vavra). These stories seem

to perpetuate the old tradition of the dwelling of Trita in a

remote, hidden (RV. 9. 102. 2), watery abode, into which ill

deeds and evil dreams are sent in the same way as we wish many
unpleasant things to go to hell (RV. 8. 47. 13).

There is, therefore, no reason to give up the traditional inter-

pretation of the epithet aptya, as 'watery,' though the suffix is

somewhat surprising.
2

Beyond his aquatic attributes, Trita shows connections only
with the wind. In a hymn to Agni the winds are said to have

found Trita instructing him to help them (RV. 10. 115. 4) . The

flames of Agni rise when Trita in the sky blows upon him like

a smelter and sharpens him as in a smelting furnace (RV. 5.

9. 5; Macdonell, op. cit. p. 67).

Trita, eagerly (like wind?) seeking the fire, found it on the

head of the cow, says RV. 10. 46. 3, a very curious expression

which I suspect to allude to an old Indo-Iranian myth preserved
in Bundahis 17. 4: 'In the reign of Takmorup (= Takhma

Urupi, one of the primeval heroes) ,
when men continually passed,

on the back of the ox Sarsaok, . . . one night amid the sea,

the wind rushed upon the fire-place . . . such as was provided
in three places on the back of the ox ... and all those three

fires, like three breathing souls, continually shot up in the place

and position of the fire on the back of the ox, so that it becomes

quite light, and the men pass again through the sea' (West's

translation, SEE 5. 62-63). It would be vain in our state of

knowledge to try to give a detailed interpretation of the story.

It will be sufficient to note that the wind is the agent, and that

the scene is in the sea.

This connection of the Indian Trita with the wind is probably
due to his having absorbed Traitana's personality, since in the

Avesta it is Thraetaona who acts as a wind-god. He notably

blows far away the skilful waterman Paurva, 'the old man/
He was taken away in the form of a hawk and sent to a remote

place. Only through the intervention of the water-goddess

Aradvi Sura could he return to his home (Yt. 5. 61). Another

2
Sayana (on EV. 8. 47. 15) interprets it as 'son of waters,' and

regards Trita as an equivalent of Apam napat. As to the connection

between those two personalities, Yt. 5. 72, though obscure, is suggestive.
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time Thraetaona seized in the air the glory of Yima while it was

flying in the form of the bird Varagan (Yt. 19. 36). He is said

to have been born in the far-off, atmospheric land of 'Varana

with four ears,
'

meaning possibly the sky with its four cardinal

points (Vd. 1. 17; on the identification of Av. varzna, Skr.

varuna, with Gr. ovpavos cf. Solmsen, Untersiwhungen, pp.
291 ff.).

The treatment inflicted upon the old waterman in the story

of Paurva recalls the plight of Trita, the aged sage thrown into

a remote pit by his companions (Sayana on RV. 1. 105), Ekata

and Dvita, both born like him from the waters (Macdonell, op.

cit. p. 68). This again points to a close connection between

Thraetaona and Thrita, as the names already sufficiently sug-

gest ;
and the remote abode is shown by this also to be an Indo-

Iranian conception.

Collecting the various traits scattered in the Indian and

Iranian traditions, one can with fair probability restore the myth
as follows : There is an old water-god who is a wise man (Thrita

in Iran receives the epithet paradhdta, i. e. 'ancient legislator,'

while in India it is said that wisdom is centered in Trita as the

nave in the wheel [RV. 8. 41. 6]). He knows many things,

notably spells. In his remote abode, a well, he presses the plant

of life and sends the beneficent streams of soma upon earth.

He is also active in releasing the waters on high, although in the

celestial realm he appears rather as the adviser and helper of

another god. The regular releaser of the cows (waters) in India

is Indra. In Iran, it is, however, often Thraetaona (= Skr.

Traitana). This slayer of dragons appears as the juvenile,

sturdy companion of Trita and shows marked connections with

the wind moving the clouds, bringing the storms, and urging the

fire. He returns to the same watery abode as Trita; and per-

haps the nmdna of Airyaman, the other god of healing and of

rain, was originally identical with that secret abode of the wise

water-god.

Ill

It is in the mythology of the Teutons that we find the closest

parallel to the story of Trita. In general, water is conceived

by Teutons as having healing power and wisdom (Herrmann,

Nord. Mythol. p. 132) . Often enough that wisdom was embodied
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in a little old waterman or a sea-dwarf, who was supposed to be

rather good-natured and was expected to be helpful and to send

good winds if an offering was thrown into the water (ib. p. 134).

The murmur of springs, brooks, waves, etc., was supposed to be

the laughter of the water-dwarf, and the idea of the laughing or

prattling water is curiously well preserved, e. g., in the names

of such Belgian brooks as Jemappes, Jemeppe, Genappe (
=

gaman-apa) ,
or Gaesbeek ('prattling brook'). But besides the

water-dwarf there were also water-giants. One of them is called

Aegi ('aqueous/ which is almost an equivalent of Aptya), and

with his wife, Ran, he lives in a golden palace under the sea or

under the earth (Herrmann, op. cit. pp. 162 ff.), a circumstance

which reminds us of Aryaman's abode. But the wisest water-

god is Mimi (i. e. 'the thinker'; cf. Du. mijmeren, 'to reflect'),

the spirit of the waters below. His wisdom is as deep as is his

mysterious element. Mimi is an incarnation of skill, craft, and

wisdom at the same time (Chantepie de la Saussaye, Teutonic

Mythol., tr. Voss, p. 232). He is the inspirer and adviser of

Wodan, the wind-god, an association similar to that of Thrita

with Thraetaona. Wodan has given him his eye as a pawn to

obtain wisdom. Mimi 's wisdom derives from his connection both

with water and with wind. Wind is constantly blowing through
the boughs of the great world-tree, the tree of life and wisdom,
the so-called Yggdrasil's ash, or Mimadheir ('Mimi's tree').

This feature is common to Scandinavians and Finns, since the

Kalevala knows of a water-dwarf, later changed into a giant, who
with an axe felled Wainamoinen 's world-tree, containing all

the secrets of magic and happiness (S. Reinach, Rev. celt. 18.

250).

Now, Mimi lives in a well at the root of the world-tree. With
his water he constantly keeps the marvellous vegetation in fresh-

ness and vigor (Herrmann, op. cit. p. 313), a feature which

curiously resembles the relation of Trita to the plant of life and

his presence in a well (Skr. kupa, vavra). Like Trita, Mimi is

at times ill-treated, and even his head was cut off by the Wanen

(ib. pp. 313 ff.). But Wodan, being unable to dispense with

Mimi's wisdom, embalmed the head, and, using it as a drinking

horn, could through its inspiration invent the runes. To the

Scandinavian, 'Mimi's head' means 'spring' or 'source of

wisdom' (ib. p. 314).
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According to another myth, it is Mimi who drinks mead in

a horn, which reminds us of Trita preparing the mead as the

soma for the gods who drink it in a horn (= the moon).

IV

The conceptions of the Greeks in connection with the water-

gods reproduce many features found in the mythology of both

Teutons and Indo-Iranians.

In parallelism to Midgardh and the Midgardh-serpent, which

surrounds it, there is the myth of 'Q/ceavo's, flowing around the

earth. He is an old man, living with his consort, Tethys, on the

ridge of the earth. The daughter of 'O/ceavo's, 2', represents

the waters of the nether world and is, therefore, also the source

of unfathomed wisdom by which the gods avouch their most

solemn assertions.

But the wisdom of waters is more properly embodied in the

figure of the old man of the waters, "AAios yepwv (Steuding,

Griech. Myth. p. 56). Like Aegi and Trita, he lives in a remote

abode, a cave somewhere in the depths of the sea. He possesses

fathomless wisdom, but whoever wishes to know his secrets must

first conquer him in battle (cf. the treatment of Mimi).
The '

'AAios yepwi/ has assumed various forms in Greece. He is

conceived as N^peus, the old prophet of the sea, father of the

Nereids, or he is FAavKo?, the fisherman who, while walking on

the sea-shore, saw some fish eating an herb that gave them new

vigor. Having eaten of that plant, he sprang into the sea and

was admitted into the circle of the gods, a story which emphasizes

the connection between the old man of the sea and the plant of

life at the same time that it betrays the influence on Greek myths
of the Babylonian story of Adapa, the son of Ea, god of waters

and wisdom.3

There is also T/otrwv, who lived in an undersea palace. His

chief attribute was a sea-shell which he used as a horn (cf. Mimi's

horn) and which gave him command of the winds, so that he

could arouse or calm the sea at will. While Mimi drinks mead

8
Adapa, as a fisherman, was found on the sea-shore and brought into

the house of gods. There he was offered the food of life, that was to make
him immortal, but he declined to eat it.
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in his horn and Trita prepares the soma, TpiVwv is fond of wine

and in his drunkenness is brought into a trap set by the people

of Tanagra. Asleep on the shore, he was decapitated with an

axe, so that the statue of Triton in Tanagra was headless. This

story most probably is a survival of the myth of Mimi's head.

The radical trlto- in Triton's name is found in the name of

Other gods, 'A/^irpm?, T/DITWJ/^, Throw's, TpiroyeVeta 'AOrjva, etc.

Among those deities, 'A^tr/on-^, the well-known goddess, has a

name which may be compared with those of other water-gods,

e. g. 'A/A(i7?aios,
'

surrounding the earth,
' an epithet of Poseidon,

'A^i/jiapos, a son of the latter god, whose name probably means

'living about the sea,' containing the root of Latin mare, Russ.

more, etc. (Walde, Etymolog. Worter'b. der lat. Sprache, p. 465).

The element trito-, which therefore in 'Ajux/x/r/om? seems in some

manner to denote the sea, also appears to refer to water in the

name of T/omovr? or T/DITOW'S, 'Triton's wife,' one of the epithets

of T/oiroyeVeia 'AOrjva. Athene, one of the main Greek goddesses,

has broadened her domain by absorbing many local cults of

female divinities and has become an almost supermythical deity.

She is the d^ye'r^s, the wise founder and protector of cities

par excellence, a female counterpart of paradhdta Thrita. The

same conception is also found in the Teutonic goddess Saga, who
is decidedly a water-spirit living in Fensalir, the submarine

palace of which we have already heard so much (Herrmann, op.

cit. p. 316) . Between Athene and these deities there is, of course,

only a general resemblance due to the association of water with

wisdom in the minds of the ancient people. This association is

quite clear in the mythical aspect of Athene. The story of her

birth, as is well known, is a thinly disguised storm-myth with

the normal features of such myths, as the swallowing of a bright

goddess (Mi/Tis, pregnant of Athene), the flash of the thunderbolt

(the sudden birth of Athene with the lance and the oiyi's), or

the loud voice of the thunder (Zeus utters a war-cry when he

sees his brilliant daughter) ;
and like all the Aryan storm-myths

it takes place in a mythical sea (e. g. the Hara Barazaiti and

the sea Vourukasa of the Iranians) which in the Greek version

is the Triton-river.

The geographers cannot determine with precision the location

of this river. Like all mythical names, it is found in many places
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in the Greek world, although tradition places the scene in the

remote west, the far-away watery recess from which, according
to the old conception of the Greeks, storms rush upon the earth

(Roscher, Gorgonen, p. 30). Metis, the mother of Athene in the

classical form of the myth, is an abstraction. She is the daugh-
ter of 'O/ceai/o?, and the chances are that originally Athene, like

T/oiVwv, was directly born from 'OKeavos, so that TptVwv and Tptrwny
constituted a pair of crafty and wise children of the wise water-

god.

V
The question now arises whether there can be any relationship

between the names of the Greek sea-gods and those of the Indo-

Iranian water-deities, Trita and Traitana.

The element trito- is still uninterpreted (Gruppe, Griech.

Myth. p. 1143, note). The suggestion that it is related to Gr.

T/HW (Eoscher, Lex. 1. 1. 318) is not serious, for this word
means 'to scream, to cry,' and is properly used of young
animals, although it is later extended to various shrill noises.

The root is r/oty-, not r/ot-, as is shown by the perfect rerptya.

On account of the long i it is scarcely possible to connect trito-

with T/DITOS,
'

third.
' The only conceivable relation would be with

the root of Latin tero, trwi, tritum. The meaning of 'rubbing,

treading, grinding so as to make smooth or soft' does not seem,

at first sight, to suit the derivatives of trito-, but in Mid. Irish

there is a word triath meaning 'soft, weak' (cf. re'/ws 'weak'),

apparently akin to the stem of tritum, and a homonym triath,

gen. trethan,
'

sea,
' which may be a different word, though very

probably related to the former. The link between those two

meanings is suggested by Arm. threm, 'to knead dough.'

The Latin verb tero was used of the earth and of the corn.

A plough horse was a trio, while corn was triticum,
'

the threshed,

ground one' (Walde, op. cit. p. 793). The meaning 'soft, weak'

is, moreover, present in many other derivatives of the root, as

Sab. terenum, 'soft,' Skr. taruna, 'young,' Gr. re'/oe/xva, 'vege-

tables easy to cook/ rcprjv, 'tender,' drepa/ti/o?, 'hard,' etc.

In the name of the Indian water-god Trita, the i is short, which

disagrees with the long i of r/omoi/, etc. The shortening of the I,

however, could easily be explained as a contamination with Indo-

European trito-, 'third' (cf. Gr. T/OITO'S) ;
and that such an inter-
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pretation of the name took place among both Iranians and Indians

is proved by various circumstances.4

It cannot be a mere coincidence that Thrita in Iran is repre-

sented as the third sacrificer (Ys. 9. 10), while in Yt. 5. 72

Thrita is also the third among three brothers.

In India, in a hymn of the Big Veda (8. 47. 16), Trita as

'third' is mentioned with Dvita, 'second.' Sayana (on RV.
1. 105. 8) quotes a story of three brothers born from the waters,

Ekata, Dvita, and Trita. The two former cast the latter into

a well, as was stated above. The names of Ekata and Dvita do

not appear outside these passages; nothing is known of these

personalities, and it is more than likely that the names were

invented to account for that of Trita, understood as 'third/

All this shows that in the minds of the people, both in India

and in Iran, Trita meant 'Third,' but the part played by folk-

etymology is so great in languages and mythologies that we have

no serious reason to believe that this was the original meaning
of the name.

Nothing in the essential and ancient features of Trita 's per-

sonality can account for his being called 'the Third.' It is,

therefore, no unreasonable hypothesis that the name was origin-

ally Trita, akin to T/omov, etc., but that the \ was shortened

because of a folk-etymology which identified Trita with *trita,

'third.'

As a conclusion, the probabilities are that the original mean-

ing of Trita 's name was 'soft, humid.' Such a slightly ironical

appellative for the Old Man of the Waters was not irrelevant.

It was perfectly consistent with the epithet Aptya applied to

Trita in India and with the essential features of his character,

which, as aforesaid, all point to his connection with water. The

comparison with Gr. Tpmov, TptTww?, etc., makes it even likely

that the name as well as the personality of the wizard of the

* The identification of Trita with rplruv had been proposed in 1896 by
J. Escher (Triton und seine Bekdmpfung durch Heracles}. As is often

the case the value of the thesis was impaired by the feebleness of the

argument, so that Kretschmer (Wochenschr. f. Mass. Phil. 8. 339) easily

demonstrated the weakness of the construction. His only objections, how-

ever, were that (1) Trita is not a water-god; and (2) the i is long in

rpiruv. The present study, though it does not absolutely decide the matter,
will show the weakness of those objections.
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waters goes back to Indo-European times. The value of this

etymology, however, may be doubted without impairing the con-

clusion that Trita is the Indian representative of an Indo-Euro-

pean conception.

VI

The fact that the great healers of Iran (Thrita and Airyaman) ,

the wise experts in spells and remedies, originally were water-

gods is by no means surprising.

The connection between water and wisdom has been found to

be an essential element a basic feature of the mythologies and
beliefs of both Teutons and Greeks. It is germane to state

that leaving aside the question of actual influences the concep-
tions of the Babylonians offer in this respect a remarkable paral-

lel to those of the Indo-Europeans. Like the Greeks, the

Babylonians believed in an ocean (apsu) which was both the

earthly sea and the Deep heavenly or subterranean surround-

ing the Earth. This abyss of water is also called Zu-Ab, 'House

of Wisdom' (Jeremias, op. cit. p. 29). The god of these

regions Ea,
'

god of water,
'

or Enki, 'Lord of the Deep' (Jere-

mias, loc. cit.) is regarded as the source of all wisdom, as the

counsellor of gods, kings, and men. He is the bringer of civili-

zation. Berosus tells us that a mysterious being (Cannes =
Ea), half-man, half-fish, passing the nights in the Persian Gulf,

would come out of the water during the day to give instruction

to the people (Roscher, op. cit. 3. 577 ff.). Ea is the god of

mankind. He saved men from the deluge and placated the anger

of Bel (Jastrow, op. cit. p. 279) in the same way as Thraetaona

saved mankind from the fury of Azhi Dahaka, who wished to

make the seven parts of the world empty of men (Yt. 15. 19).

But the benevolence and good office of the water-god was

especially observable in his activities as a healer. Ea cured all

diseases, repelled all evil influences. He was the great magician

of the world, knowing all fates. Just as Trita and Mimi were the

counsellors, while Thraetaona and Wodan were the killers of

fiends, so Ea, the father of wisdom, was only the inspirer, while

Bel, 'the practical activity emanating from Wisdom' (Jastrow,

op. cit. p. 62) ,
was the god who slew Tiamat, the monster of chaos.

To come back to Aryan beliefs, the connection between water

21 JAOS 38
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and healing (also present in Ea) is no less marked than the

association of Water with Wisdom.

Apas, 'the waters,' are lauded in various hymns of the Eig
Veda as purifying (EV. 10. 17. 10) and remedial (ib. 6. 50. 7).

They bestow remedies and long life (ib. 1. 23. 19; 10. 9. 5).

They watch over man's health in the house (HGS. 2. 4. 5
;
Mac-

donnel, op. cit. p. 85). They bestow excellent strength and

immortality (EV. 10. 9. 5).

The river-goddess Sarasvati, 'the divine' (asuryd; cf. Av.

ahurdni, 'the goddess of water'), is the bestower of vitality,

wealth, and pregnancy (EV. 10. 30. 12; 2. 41. 17; 7. 95. 2).

Eudra, the storm-god who makes streams flow upon earth, like-

wise has beneficent and healing powers (Macdonell, op. cit. p.

17) ;
and he grants all possible remedies (EV. 2. 33. 12; 5. 42.

11; 7. 46. 3; 1. 114. 5; 2. 33. 7).

In Iran, waters are also said to be healing (Yt. 8. 47), while

Aradvi Sura Anahita, the great water-goddess, is healing, com-

forting, unifying, fructifying, etc. (Ys. 65. 1; Yt. 5. 1, etc).

Vd. 21. 3 tells us that when it rains hard, the water is comforted,

the earth is comforted, the plants are comforted, and so are the

remedies and all the means of healing.

The fact that association between purifying waters and heal-

ing plants is found everywhere in Iran is explained in Bundahis

by the legend that Tistrya, the god of rain, sent down upon
the earth water that had been mixed with the seeds of plants,

and thus produced the thousand plants that keep away ten

thousand diseases created by the Evil Spirit.

Plants, like waters, are called laesazya, 'healing' (Vd. 20.

4), and the union between water and plants is symbolized by the

pair of abstract deities Haurvatat and Amaratatat ('Health'

and 'Immortality'). Those entities belong to the circle of

personified abstractions surrounding Ahura Mazdah. In the

preachings of Zoroaster, the words have their moral, philosoph-

ical meaning. They are used constantly together to denote the

happiness of the blest: 'Give, Amaratatat and Haurvatat,

your lasting blessing' (Ys. 33. 8) ;
the following sentences make

it clear that the blessing of Haurvatat and Amaratatat refers to

the delights of life 'that were, that are now, and that ever shall

be' (ib. v. 10) ;
and this boon is to be imparted by Vahista Manah
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(ib. v. 9), 'the Best Spirit,' whose name survives in Pers.

Bahisht as a name of paradise.

But if those conceptions are wholly spiritual for the enlight-
ened disciple of Zoroaster, they have a popular meaning as well.

As early as Yt. 2. 3 Amaratatat is associated with Gaokarana

(the tree of life) and with fertility, while in later Zoroastrian-

ism, it is merely the religious name of plants. As to Haurvatat,
she is the deity of daily bread, the personification of abundance
which in those countries is closely dependent upon rain, so that

as early as Ys. 3. 1 and 8. 1, Haurvatat denotes the waters.

In conclusion, therefore, the Iranians locate the vitalizing,

healing power of nature in plants in general and especially in

the tree Gaokarana; but this tree grows in the sea Vourukasa,
and water and plants are constantly associated. The germs of

all vegetables were contained in the primeval rain of Tistrya,

and the dual expression 'water and plants/ or its more abstract

equivalent, 'Health and Immortality,' is the symbol of the

completion of life and happiness. Similar ideas have been shown

to prevail among Indians who magnify the healing power of

waters. It is not surprising, therefore, that the gods of waters,

the gods of rain, and the gods of storm are also the healing

deities.

Since in most cases, especially in that of Thrita and Thrae-

taona, as well as in that of Rudra and Sarasvati, there can be

no reasonable doubt that the watery character of the deities is

the oldest and primary one, their attributes as healers as well

as their wisdom and, in general, their beneficent, vitalizing,

fertilizing power should be regarded as a secondary develop-

ment.

In this lies the interest of Trita's story and of this article

about the healing gods of Iran. It would not be reasonable to

draw from this monograph conclusions of too general a charac-

ter. Let it be observed, however, that it brings forward facts

which are not in favor of the tendency, so prevalent in our days,

to reduce most of the healing or fertilizing deities to anthro-

morphized tribal spirits of fertility or deified medicine-men.
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A Babylonian belt buckle

HEREWITH is given a specimen of phantastic zoology, which I

found in the possession of a dealer. It is 2*4 in - high and 1%
in. broad, made of copper (not bronze), and from the metal

composition may be dated about 3000 B. c. It came from Bag-

dad, and was encrusted by patina and dirt to three times its

original thickness. I boiled it in a watery solution of copper

sulphate to remove the dirt. It then appeared evidently to be

the left piece of a lady's fancy belt buckle. The back bears a

T-shaped projection similar to a modern cuff button. Evidently
a leather strip for the belt had a longitudinal slit on the end like

a button-hole. The buckle was put in and turned at right

angles to the strip. Between the horns and also between the

tail and wings are holes for additional fastening by sewing.

The front bears on the bottom a hook to catch the hole of the
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right-side piece. The specimen is a flat plastic representation
of a demon looking upward. The face resembles that of a dog,

transformed to a partly human character, like that of a bulldog.

The head bears two short goat horns curved backward. The

body is that of a quadruped. It bears wings of unnatural curva-

ture and without joints, of the style known from the later

Assyrian art. The feathers are arranged in three rows as com-

mon in winged old-Egyptian and old-Babylonian representa-

tions. The feathers show the correct direction of the axis, as

common in the oldest Babylonian art, as against the feather

representation of the later Assyrian age, which shows an unna-

tural axis. The tail is curved up, and its end is covered by the

wing and so invisible. The legs bear no real feet but only bird

toes. The right part of the belt buckle may have repeated the

same demon in symmetrical arrangement, together with pos-

sibly a middle piece, perhaps a tree or fruit. This buckle is a

specimen of jewelry of people of higher class, but in comparison
with the stoneware of the plainer people, it is less true to

nature through the influence of syncretism and symbolism.
Since the above was written the specimen has been purchased

by Colonel Fridtjev Anderson, of the Norwegian army, now on

duty in this country, and presented by him to the Metropolitan

Museum.
FELIX VON OEFELE

New York



NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

AGREEMENT WITH THE SOCIETE ASIATIQUE, MADE BY THE

AMERICAN OEIENTAL SOCIETY, CONCERNING A PLAN FOR

RELATIONS OF MUTUAL HELPFULNESS.*

ABOUT THREE WEEKS before the annual meeting of the Amer-

ican Oriental Society in April, 1918, the following circular was

issued by Mr. Lanman. It was sent to all Corporate Members,

excepting several in foreign lands who were not to be reached

on account of the war.

CIRCULAR LETTER TO THE MEMBERS OF THE AMER-
ICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY CONCERNING A FRENCH
PLAN FOR SECURING CLOSER RELATIONS OF
MUTUAL HELPFULNESS BETWEEN THE SOCtETfi

ASIATIQUE AND OUR OWN

From CHARLES R. LANMAN, a member of the Society
9 Farrar Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts

DEAR SIR or MADAM: March 14, 1918

Subjoined is a letter to the undersigned from the President of
the Societe Asiatique, M. Emile Senart, Member of the Academie
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres of the Institute of France, etc.

In brief, it proposes that a number of the Oriental Societies of
the Western World shall cooperate for the following purposes:
1. Of giving to the members of any one of the societies the right
to attend the sessions of any of the others, to make use of its

libraries and other collections, and to purchase its publications
at the same reduced prices as are accorded to its own members.
2. Of establishing a series of joint meetings, probably annual

ones, each society to send its delegates, who should report upon
the condition and progress of Oriental studies, and suggest plans
for joint scientific undertakings, and arrange for cooperation in

their execution.

* By a combination of untoward circumstances affecting both the Editor
and Mr. Lanman, it has happened that an essential part of Mr. Lanman 's

Eeport was omitted in Part 4, and that the omission was not discovered
until too late. If the omitted fragments were printed by themselves in

Part 5, we should indeed constructively have the whole Eeport within the
covers of the Journal, but not in a convenient and proper sequence. Accord-

ingly, and at Mr. Lanman 's earnest request, the Eeport is here given in its

entirety, although it does involve a duplication of the paragraphs already
given in Part 4. [ED.]
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The suggestion comes most appropriately from the Societe

Asiatique (founded in 1822) ,
as being the oldest of the Occidental

organizations for the study of the Orient. The Society's over-

tures have already met with a most cordial response from the

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. They merit
one no less cordial from our American Society.

By a happy coincidence, just as I had written the foregoing
paragraphs, there comes to hand the January number of the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. In the ''Notes of the

Quarter, October-December, 1917," it contains, on pages 186-

197, "An agreement concluded between the Royal Asiatic Society
and the Societe Asiatique of Paris," with an account of the

preliminary correspondence and negotiations, and with the pro-
tocol of the terms of agreement. The beginning of the negotia-
tions was the letter of M. Senart to Lord Reay of December 19,
1916. At a meeting of the Committee of the London Society held

July 2, it was resolved to recommend this protocol for accept-
ance by the Council. It was approved by the Council October

16, 1917, and its substance was announced at a meeting of the

Society on November 13, 1917.

The American society holds meetings only once a year, because,
for so widely scattered a membership, attendance costs so much
in long-distance travel and in time and money. The societies

of Paris and London have monthly meetings a great advantage
for the prompt transaction of business. Thus, although M.
Senart 's letter arrived last September, there seemed to be no

way of taking any formal action upon it until the next meet-

ing, that is, in April. But even so, without proper notice and
information given beforehand to the members, it might well

happen that due consideration and action might not prove
feasible within the brief days of our assembly, so that the matter

might lie over for a twelvemonth. To forestall so undesirable

an outcome, it seemed fitting to bring M. Senart 's proposals to

the cognizance of all the members of the American society, in

printed form, and in ample time for leisurely consideration, and
so that all the members whether they attend in person or not

may express their opinion in writing, if they wish to do so.

Such expressions may be sent to the undersigned, who will be

glad to lay them before the meeting.

First then, the gist of M. Senart 's letter to Lord Reay. Our
studies are such as, by reason of the fewness of those who pursue
them, cannot well be confined within national lines. The Inter-

national Congresses of the last forty years have not served their

purpose well. We have not so much to replace them as to take

a better course with regard to them. They should be less com-

prehensive but more constant, smaller in respect of numbers
but more active, less of a social nature and more of an expert
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character. They would be susceptible of gradual extension : but
the international rapprochements must needs begin with repre-
sentatives of countries thoroughly united in heart and soul, as

ours are, by a common struggle for existence and an imperative
obligation to prepare for a common future.

The French Committee (M. Senart, Chairman), in response to

the invitation of the British Committee, sent a draft of their

proposals, the principal points of which, in addition to those

already mentioned, are as follows : This plan is only one instance

of a general disposition in all minds to extend the salutary action

of the Entente more and more to the very mainsprings of the

political and economic and intellectual life of our nations.

Cooperation between academies and universities has already been
initiated. It is meet that the two oldest Asiatic Societies of

Europe should do likewise.

Evidently this rapprochement does not necessarily imply any-
thing of an exclusive nature. Our thoughts go out to all our
friends and allies. We cannot more effectively prepare for a
wider federation than by constituting, to begin with, a solid

nucleus, which, formed by the oldest societies, may serve as an

example and point d'appui for similar societies. In organizing
this union, we are making use of a right which no one can dis-

pute. With all respect for honorable scruples, the Committee
is conscious of performing a work of peace and not an act of war.

Further, as regards publications on the one hand and researches

on the other, the French Committee adds: 1. It would be well
to regulate our interchanges, and also to undertake works in col-

laboration and at joint expense, whether editions of texts of the

type of the Bibliotheca Buddhica, or series of translations

analogous to those undertaken by the Eoyal Asiatic Society, or

works of a more complex character among which one might
for instance contemplate a Buddhist Encyclopaedia, an annotated
collection of the Chinese Pilgrims in India, and so on.

2. It would be very desirable that our societies, the natural

representatives of the interests of Orientalism, should assume as

far as possible the charge of securing and utilizing, in the best

interests of scientific progress, the funds available for research
and for the staff of investigators. In any case, these societies

would owe it to themselves to serve, if required, as a connecting
link between the Governments, to place at the service of the
central and colonial administrations the means of information
which they have at their disposal, to extend mutually, on every
occasion, an enlightened protection to scientists charged with

missions, to professors called, directly or by way of exchange, to

chairs in universities and Oriental schools.

The British Committee, in a reply formally sanctioned by the

Royal Asiatic Society in May, 1917, cordially approves the pro-
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posals of the French Committee, recognizes the distinction

between measures of organization and programs of work, leaves
the latter for subsequent joint consultations, and in general
accepts the former. It suggests that the two Committees might
be made Standing Committees, and be authorized to discuss any
matters falling within their scope and to report upon them from
time to time to the Councils. It adds that the proposed terms
of agreement, being susceptible of application to similar societies

in other countries, promise in course of time to serve as a means
of consolidating the dispersed Associations of Orientalists, and
thereby to increase their common efficiency. It invites the
French Society to accept the hospitality of the British as soon
as may be after the war.

The French Committee, through M. Senart, made answer on
June 21, 1917. The reply expresses the great satisfaction of the

Societe Asiatique ;
announces that the Society immediately sanc-

tioned the proposal that the two Committees be made permanent
ones; and is especially concerned with the extension of the

measures of friendly cooperation to other similar societies.

With this answer the French Committee enclosed the protocol.
As its terms have already been given in substance, there is no
need to reprint it here verbatim (see pages 196-197 of the London
Journal).

M. Senart 's letter to the undersigned now follows. The first

three paragraphs of his letter and the last, as being of an interest

largely personal, are left out, and also the four paragraphs which

give the substance of the protocol.

MON CHER AMI: le 16 aout 1917

. . . II n 'est pas seulement infiniment desirable de remplacer
les anciens congres internationaux par une organisation plus

serieuse, plus permanente, moins melee d 'intrigues; entre les

allies qu'ont unis si etroitement, avec des interets vitaux, des

sentiments et des aspirations inebranlables, il est egalement essen-

tiel d 'assurer apres la guerre des liens de collaboration confiante

qui en soient la sauvegarde durable.

C'est sous 1'empire de ces pensees qu'il m'a paru hautement
desirable de preparer des maintenant entre les principales Soci-

etes d 'etudes orientales une entente amicale dont notre Societe

Asiatique, comme 1'ainee de celles de 1'Occident, etait fondee a

prendre 1 'initiative.

La marche etait toute tracee. Cette sorte de federation devrait

embrasser tous les pays allies
;
mais il fallait s 'adresser d 'abord

aux voisins les plus proches; le premier noyau assure aurait
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plus d'autorite pour faire appel aux amis plus eloignes, non par
le cceur mais par 1'espace.
Mes ouvertures ont regu de la R. Asiatic Society de Londres

1'accueil le plus empresse. Des Commissions ont ete constitutes

de part et d'autre pour arreter les termes precis d'une conven-

tion, et bien qu'aucune decision officielle n'ait pu intervenir

encore, la derniere reponse que j'ai regue de Londres me donne
la pleine confiance que les formules d 'arrangement elaborees

recevront, a Tissue des vacances, 1'agrement expres de la societe

britannique.
Dans ces conditions, sans attendre 1'heure des demarches offi-

cielles, je me sens presse de donner satisfaction au voeu qui s'est,

des le debut, manifesto explicitement de part et d'autre et

d'interesser a ces projets nos confreres de 1'American Oriental

Society. Je ne saurais m'adresser a un meilleur juge ni a un
intermediaire plus autorise que vous, mon cher ami.1

. . .

Je ne vous indique ici que les idees principales et caracteris-

tiques. Naturellement la porte reste ouverte a toutes autres

innovations utiles qui pourraient etre proposees. Ce qui importe,
c'est 1 'inspiration generale. C'est elle que j'ai hate de vous

soumettre, non-seulement pour reclamer votre appreciation

reflechie, mais si, comme je n'en doute pas, elle eveille votre

sympathie, pour vous prier d'en acheminer 1'application au

regard de 1'American Oriental Society. Vous pourriez sans

doute avancer beaucoup 1'heure, j'espere prochaine, de realisa-

tions positives. Ai-je besoin d'ajouter, mon cher Lanman, com-
bien il me serait particulierement agreable de compter sur votre

assistance dans cette tentative? Vous comprendrez que la cor-

dialite americaine dont nous recevons dans ces temps d'epreuves
tant d 'inoubliables temoignages donne, a nos yeux, le plus haut

prix a toute association franco-americaine. . . .

Croyez-moi, mon cher ami, votre tout devoue

EMILE SENART

It is competent for the President of the American Oriental

Society to appoint a Committee to discuss this matter before the

time of the general meeting of next month, and to report thereon
to the Board of Directors. The Board, in turn, can then report
the plan to the Society, with a recommendation that the Society,
after due consideration and discussion, shall reject or modify or

accept it.

Yours very truly,

CHARLES R. LANMAN

1 Here follow four paragraphs, the substance of which has been given
above.
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A Committee was duly appointed by the President, as sug-

gested in the foregoing paragraph. It consisted of Messrs. Bur-

rage, Gottheil, Hopkins, Jastrow, and Lanman. As stated below,
the Committee-meeting was held at New Haven on April 1, 1918,
and it was decided that the plan should be favorably reported to

the Board of Directors for such action as might to them seem fit.

The further and more formal procedure is given in paragraphs
5-10 of the following letter, which letter is the Committee's

formal response to the President of the Societe Asiatique.

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, May 13, 1918

To M. Emile Senart, President of the Societe Asiatique, Paris,
France

HONORED AND DEAR SIR:

In response to your most welcome communication concerning
a plan for establishing closer relations of mutual helpfulness
between the two senior Oriental Societies of the Western world,
the Societe Asiatique and the Royal Asiatic Society on the one

hand, and the next in seniority, the American Oriental Society
on the other, I beg leave to present to the Societe Asiatique
through you the subjoined formal Report.
Two brief informal Reports, one of progress and one of the

successful issue of the negotiations, were sent as cable-messages

by me to you March 15, 1918, and April 4, 1918. Distressed in

mind by the delay in sending this formal Report, I beg that

the Societies as a whole and that you, dear friend, in particular,
will forgive me for this tardiness. It is due in part to the

extreme pressure of professional duty, and in part also to the

grave responsibilities and labors, anxieties and griefs, which
Prussia has imposed upon lovers of freedom under law, upon
lovers of decency and mercy and justice and truth the world
over.

As appears from my Circular Letter to the Members of the

American Oriental Society, which is dated March 14, 1918, and
of which two printed copies are enclosed, our American Society
can hold only one meeting a year, because of the large expense
in time and money and travel involved. On this account there

seemed to be no feasible way of taking formal action on your
welcome proposals until the actual meeting of last month. To
make adequate preparation for such action on the part of our

Society seemed to me to be the best and most serviceable pro-
cedure that could be taken in view of your letter.

That preparation I endeavored to effect by the above-mentioned

Circular Letter. This was sent to all the widely-scattered mem-
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bers of our Society now in America in ample time before the
date of the annual meeting. Numerous and favorable replies
were received from parts near or distant of this continent
before the meeting. The President of the Society, Professor

Torrey of Yale University, thereupon appointed, as a Committee
to consider and discuss the matter before the date of the general
assemblies, the following gentlemen : Mr. Charles Dana Burrage
of Boston

;
Professor Richard Gottheil of Columbia University ;

Professor Edward Washburn Hopkins of Yale University; Pro-
fessor Morris Jastrow of the University of Pennsylvania; and,
as Chairman, Professor Charles Rockwell Lanman of Harvard
University. The Committee-meeting was held at New Haven on

April 1, 1918, and it was decided that the plan should be favor-

ably reported to the Board of Directors for such action as might
seem to them fit.

The further and more formal procedure was as follows:

On April 2, 1918, the Board of Directors of the Society met at

New Haven. The meeting was an unusually full and interesting
one. At this meeting, the following votes were passed.

Voted: That the Directors of the American Oriental Society
recommend to the Society that the proposals from the Societe

Asiatique concerning a plan for securing closer relations of

mutual helpfulness between the Societe Asiatique and our own,
be approved by the American Oriental Society, and that the

Committee appointed by the President be authorized on behalf

of the American Oriental Society to accept these proposals on
the same terms as those on which similar proposals were accepted
by the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, so

far as those terms are applicable to the case of the Societe

Asiatique and the American Oriental Society.
Voted: That the action of the President and of the Committee

be approved and ratified.

Voted: That the Committee as appointed by the President
for the conduct of such business as may be needful for effecting
the objects of these votes be a Standing Committee.

These votes and recommendations were laid before the Society
as convened in general assembly on Tuesday, April 2, 1918, with
due explanations, with a report upon the opinions that had been

expressed in the answers to the Circular Letter, and especially

upon one dissenting opinion from our honored fellow-member,
the Honorable Simeon Eben Baldwin, formerly Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut and more recently
Governor of the State, and with full opportunity for discussion

of the plan and for rejection or modification or acceptance
thereof.

The recommendations were accepted by a formal vote of the

Society, and with them, the plan itself.
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It now remains to give practical effect to these votes so far

as the circumstances of the horrible tragedy precipitated by
Prussia upon the world will admit, and as soon as this or that

step becomes feasible. The first step is to acquaint the members
of the Societe Asiatique and of the Royal Asiatic Society with

what has already been done. To this end, a considerable number
of printed copies of the Circular Letter are sent to you herewith

in a separate parcel by registered mail, with the suggestion that

they be distributed by your Secretary to the members of the

French and British Committees concerned and to such other

members of the two Societies as may care to see them. The Cir-

cular Letter, and the printed Reports upon the subject as pub-
lished in the first number for 1918 of the Journal of each of the

two Societies, together with this Report, form a record, complete

up to date, of the -negotiations, and also (see page 196 of the

English Journal and page 10 of the French) of the substance

of the agreements concluded between the three Societies.

All of which is respectfully submitted on behalf of the Amer-
ican Committee.

I have the honor to be, my dear Mr. President, most cordially

and faithfully yours, (Signed)

CHARLES R. LANMAN, Chairman

Approved and signed also by the other Members of the

American Committee:

CHARLES DANA BURRAGE, Boston, Massachusetts

RICHARD GOTTHEIL, Columbia University

EDWARD WASHBURN HOPKINS, Yale University

MORRIS JASTROW, JR., University of Pennsylvania
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The Oriental Club of Philadelphia has published a small

volume entitled Thirty Tears of Oriental Studies, in commemora-

tion of its thirtieth anniversary held last April. The volume,

which is edited by the secretary, Prof. E. G. Kent, contains, along

with a Historical Sketch and the Constitution and By-Laws and

Membership list of the Club, the following papers and discussions

presented at that meeting: 'Thirty Years' Progress in Semitic

Studies', by Dr. John P. Peters; a Discussion of that paper, by
Prof. Eobert W. Rogers ;

a
'

Supplementary Account of Thirty

Years' Progress in Semitic Studies and Discussion of Dr. Peters'

Paper', by Prof. Morris Jastrow, Jr.; 'Thirty Years of Indo-

European Studies', by Prof. E. Washburn Hopkins. Copies of

the book can be had upon application to the secretary at the

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

Mr. S. Couling, compiler of the Encyclopaedia Sinica, hopes
to issue a new sinological Review in China, beginning in February
next. It will contain papers on the Art, Archaeology, History,

Religions, Literature, Language, Natural History, etc., of China,

and contributions have already been promised by some of the

best writers on these subjects, including Professors Henri Cor-

dier, H. A. Giles, E. H. Parker, Messrs. C. W. Campbell, R. L.

Hobson, L. C. Hopkins, Dr. Lionel Giles, Rev. A. C. Moule, and

others in Europe, while well-known writers in America and China

are also expected to contribute. The Review will be issued

monthly or else a double number of pages bi-monthly. It can

only be begun and continued if subscriptions cover expenses.

Mr. Couling will therefore be glad to hear at once from all

those who will support the venture for the first year, the sub-

scription being fixed at $9.00 Mex. or 30/- sterling, post free,

payable in advance after receipt of No. 1. Promises to subscribe

should be sent to Mr. S. Couling, Shanghai, China.

Announcement is made of the establishment at The Hague of

the Club of Friends of Asiatic Art. Its objects are to promote
the study of East-Asiatic, Indian, Farther-Indian and Indonesian

art: to study museum questions in the Netherlands and their
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colonies and to render any assistance possible; and to promote
the conservation and acquisition of objects of Oriental art for

the Netherlands and their colonies. The officers of the Club are

Messrs. H. K. Westendorp, president; G. J. Verburgt, vice-

president and treasurer
;
T. B. Boorda, archivist

;
Herman E. E.

Visser, secretary (54 Bankastraat, The Hague). It is planned
to have an Exhibition of East-Asiatic Art at Amsterdam Septem-
ber 15 to October 15, 1919.

Meetings of the Archaeological Institute of America, the Amer-

ican Philological Association and the Society of Biblical Litera-

ture will be held at Columbia University, New York, December

26-28.

PERSONALIA

Professor SYLVAIN LEVI, of the Sorbonne, an Honorary Mem-

ber of this Society, is in this country on an educational mission

of the French Government. On November 14 he addressed the

Oriental Club of Philadelphia on the theme, 'Les etudes orien-

tales dans une democratic, et leur organisation internationale.
'

It is reported that Dr. LEONARD W. KING is to go on a mission

to Syria and Mesopotamia in behalf of the British Museum.

Dr. GEORGE C. 0. HAAS has resigned from his offices as Record-

ing Secretary and Editor of the Society. Prof. FRANKLIN

EDGERTON is acting in his place as an Editor.



PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY
AT THE MEETING IN NEW HAVEN, CONN., 1918

The annual meeting of the Society, being the hundred thirtieth

occasion of its assembling, was held in New Haven, Conn., in

Lampson Hall, Yale University, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Thursday of Easter Week, April 2d, 3d, and 4th, 1918.

The following members wer present at one or more of the

sessions :

Albright
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ther wud be an informal gathering at the Hotel Taft on Tuesday

evening; that the members wer invited to be the guests of the

Oriental Club of New Haven at luncheon at the Hotel Taft on

Wednesday at one o'clock; and that the annual subscription

dinner wud take place at the Hotel Taft on "Wednesday evening

at seven o'clock.

REPORT OF THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
The Corresponding Secretary, Professor Franklin Edgerton,

presented the folloing report :

The affairs of the Society ar in a prosperus condition. Our membership
continues to sho a helthy increase. Interest in our meetings, as indicated

by the attendance and the range of papers presented, grows more and

more with evry year. The Middle West Branch, founded a year ago, is

as flurishing as the parent Society, as is shown by the report of its Secre-

tary, which has been printed in the Journal (38. 70-75). It is greatly to

be hoped that other similar branches wil be founded in other parts of the

country; but for the temporary conditions caused by the war, it is probable

that one other branch wud alredy be in existence.

The foren correspondence of the Society continues to be at a lo eb on

account of the war. The most important matter that has com to the

Secretary's attention in this connection is the proposal informally receivd

from the French Societe Asiatique, thru a personal letter from M. fimile

Senart to Professor Lanman, suggesting that closer relations be establisht

between the Oriental Societies of these two countries. An arrangement of

this sort has alredy been made between the Oriental Societies of France and

Great Britain (see JAOS 37. 335). This matter has alredy been made

known to the members of the Society in a very complete and lucid manner

by Professor Lanman 's recent circular letter, and wil be laid before the

Society at this meeting.
Another matter of great interest to the Society is the fact that the

General Court of Massachusetts (as the legislature of that commonwelth

is formally styled) has, in compliance with the petition presented to it

by our Society (see JAOS 37. 20), granted us the privilege of holding

our meetings anywhere within the territory of the United States. The act,

which became law with its signature by His Excellency the Governor of

Massachusetts on March 7, 1918, reads as follows:

AN ACT
To authorize the American Oriental Society to hold its Meetings

Outside the Commonwealth.

Be it enacted ~by the Senate and House of Eepresentatives in

General Court assembled, and ~by the authority of the same, as

follows :

22 JAOS 38
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SECTION 1. Section one of chapter three hundred and

thirty-five of the acts of the. year eighteen hundred and ninety-

one is hereby amended by striking out the words "provided,

however, that said society shall meet within this commonwealth

at least once in three years,
' ' so that said section as amended

shall read as follows: Section 1. The American Oriental

Society, a corporation organized under the laws of this com-

monwealth, is hereby authorized to hold its meetings in any
state or territory of the United States and in the District of

Columbia.

SECTION 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

The limitation heretofore imposed by the requirement that the Society meet

once in evry three years in the State of Massachusetts is thus happily

removed. The Society's sincere gratitude is due not only to the Governor

and General Court of Massachusetts, but also and especially to a group of

members who hav labord to bring about this result: Mr. Eben Francis

Thompson, who drafted the act and argued for its passage; Professor

Charles E. Lanman, who, by a very effectiv speech before the Committee

that had the bil in charge, made clear the circumstances requiring greater

freedom in the choice of a place of meeting; and Mr. Charles Dana Bur-

rage, who also had much to do with the passage of the bil in question.

During the past year the Society has lost by deth two honorary and

six corporate members.

Professor HENDRIK KERN, of Utrecht, Holland, who was elected to

honorary membership in 1893, died on July 4, 1917. He had been for many
years facile princeps among Dutch Indologists, and had traind, directly

or indirectly, most of the contemporary scolars in this field in his nativ

country, som of whom such as the lamented J. J. Speyer he outlivd. His

voluminus ritings cover so wide a field of Indian and farther-Indian studies

and general comparativ linguistics that it is impossible to enumerate here

even the departments that he made his own. His whole work was carae-

terized by an effectiv combination of thoroness and bredth of vision, and his

loss wil be keenly felt.

EDOUARD CHAVANNES, the great French Sinologist, whom we acquired as

an honorary member only last year, died on January 31, 1918. He left

unfinisht a number of monumental undertakings, altho his completed works
insure for him a permanent place in the annals of scolarship. [See JAOS
38. 202-205.]

EUDOLPH E. BRUNNOW, professor of Semitics in Princeton University, died

April 14, 1917. He was a seolar of extraordinarily wide attainments,

having publisht works in the fields of Arabic filology, Assyriology, and
Greek and Latin epigrafy. He particularly specialized in Oriental geografy,
and organized at his own expense an expedition to certan parts of the

Arabian peninsula which had previusly been little known. He became a

member of the Society in 1911.

JAMES T. DENNIS, of Baltimore, died on March 31, 1918. His interests

wer chiefly in Oriental, and especially Egyptian, archeology and antiquities,
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and he was a regular attendant at meetings of this Society, which he

joined in 1900.

LAWRENCE HEYWORTH MILLS, an American by birth, but for many years

professor of Zend Philology at Oxford University, died January 29, 1918.

He was born in New York in 1837, and had been a member of the Society
since 1881. His extensiv ritings on subjects connected with the Avesta,
Pahlavi literature, and other branches of Iranian filology, made him one of

the recognized authorities of the world in this domain. He publisht a

number of his Avestan and Pahlavi studies in our Journal.

MRS. EDWARD E. SALISBURY, who was elected to membership in 1906,
died in New Haven on December 31, 1917. She was the widow of the

distinguisht Orientalist of America's erlier days, who was one of the lead-

ing members of our Society in its infancy and the teacher of William Dwight
Whitney.
EDWARD H. SPIEKER, Collegiate Professor of Greek in Johns Hopkins

University, died on February 19, 1918. He had been a member of our

Society since 1884. He collaborated *with Professor Bloomfield in a number
of important studies in comparativ grammar.
JOHN WILLIAMS WHITE, professor of Greek in Harvard University, one

of the most distinguisht classicists of our country, died on May 9, 1917.

He became a member of the Society in 1877.

The Society is to be congratulated on the fact that, despite the inevitable

number of deths and resignations, our membership seems to be stedily

increasing. The times ar, however, not favorable to the quiet works of

scolarship. None of us can giv the same whole-sould attention to Oriental

studies that we cud giv in happier days. We must make a special effort,

however, to keep up the work of our Society, in order that as little per-
manent injury as possible may com to the sfere of human interests that

we represent. Just because it is harder, and just because the danger is

pressing, we shud be dubly eager and dubly vigilant, even tho we hav to

stimulate ourselvs to do by conscius effort what we formerly did as a result

of spontaneus enthusiasm. This spirit evidently animates our British and
French colleags in science, as is indicated by their proposals for close

co-operation referd to abov. Let us join them with whole-harted vigor and
do what we can to help cherish the embers of the sacred fire thru the night
that has descended upon the civilized world!

Tribute was paid to some of the members whose deth was

reported: Professor Lanman spoke on Professors Kern and

Chavannes; Professor Jackson made appreciativ remarks con-

cerning Professor Mills
;
Professor Jastrow referd to the scolarly

work of Professor Briinnow; and Professor Haupt spoke on

Professors Chavannes and Spieker and Mr. Dennis.

After a number of announcements by the Corresponding

Secretary, Professor Lanman (as chairman of a committee con-

sisting of Professors Gottheil, Hopkins, Jastrow, and Mr. C. D.
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Burrage) reported to the Society a recommendation of the Direc-

tors for co-operation with the Societe Asiatique, in response to

a proposal transmitted informally by its president, M. Emile

Senart, thru Professor Lanman. [The details ar printed else-

where in this volume of the JOURNAL.] It was voted that the

committee be authorized in behalf of the Society to accept the

proposals on the same terms as those on which similar proposals

had been accepted by the Eoyal Asiatic Society of Great Britain

and Ireland, so far as those terms are applicable to the case of

the Societe Asiatique and the American Oriental Society.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER
The Treasurer, Professor Albert T. Clay, presented the folio-

ing report :

EECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1917

Receipts

Balance from old account, Dec. 31, 1916 $4079.28

Annual dues $1481.72

Donations to the Library: Mrs. James B. Nies 100.00

Professor J. E. Jewett ... 50.00

Interest on bonds: Virginian Eailway Co 50.00

Lackawanna Steel Co 100.00

Minn. General Electric Co 50.00

Interest: Chicago, Eock Island & Pacific 195.84

Interest on balances 181.11 2208.67

$6287.95

Expenditures

Printing of the Journal: vol. 36, part 2 $370.79

vol. 36, part 3 369.78

vol. 36, part 4 424.94

vol. 37, part 1 365.68

vol. 37, part 2 321.28

Editors ' honorarium 200.00

Subvention, Encyclopedia of Islam (2 years) 100.25

Expenses of the Corresponding Secretary:

stationery and printing 64.52

postage 15.61

clerical work and miscellaneous expenses 31.16

Expenses of the Treasurer: clerical work and postage 9.19

Expenses of the Library: clerical work and stationery 20.71

classifying Chinese books .. 12.50
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Expenses of the Editors: stationery and record cards $13.40

postage 15.00

Expenses, Middle West Branch 20.00

Fees for use of rooms, Boston meeting 15.00

$2369.81

Balance to new account 3918.14

$6287.95

The statement of bonds owned by the Society and of the Society's

capitalized funds remains the same as in last year's report (see JA08
37. 6, 8).

EEPOET OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE
We hereby certify that we have examined the account of the Treasurer

of the Society, and have found the same correct, and that the foregoing
account is in conformity therewith. We have also compared the entries

with the vouchers and the account book as held for the Society by the

Treasurer of Yale University, and have found all correct.

E. WASHBURN HOPKINS i .

F. W. WILLIAMS }-4f*w
NEW HAVEN, April 1, 1918.

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
The Librarian, Professor Albert T. Clay, presented the folio-

ing report :

The Librarian desires to report that during the year the accessions

(thirty-two in number, aside from the regular publications) have been

catalogued and placed upon the shelves of the library. As reported last

year, the work of cataloguing the library has been completed, except for

a few books requiring the assistance of a specialist, and the manuscript
for the printed catalog is in such shape that it is practically ready for the

press. Mrs. James B. Nies has kindly donated $100, and Professor J. K.

Jewett $50, toward the expense of printing the catalog, but, owing to the

pressing needs of suffering humanity, the Librarian did not feel constrained

to drive this matter to completion this year. It is not improbable, however,

that during the coming year the catalog can be printed and placed in the

hands of the members.

The following is a list of the accessions to the library, with the excep-

tion of the regular publications:

Ayrton, E. E. Pre-dynastic cemetery at El Mahasna. By E. B. Ayrton
and W. L. S. Loat. [1911.].

Banerjea, P. Public administration in ancient India. 1916.

Bibolotti, B. Moseteno vocabulary and treatises. 1917.

Cambridge University, Girton college. Catalogue of the printed books and

of the Semitic and Jewish manuscripts in the Mary Frere Hebrew

library at Girton College, Cambridge. By H. Loewe. [1916?]
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Deccan College, Poona. Descriptive catalogue of the government collections

of manuscripts, v. 1, pt. 1. 1916.

Dominian, L. The frontiers of language and nationality in Europe. 1917.

The Educational directory of China. 1916.

Gairdner, W. H. T. Egyptian colloquial Arabic. 1917.

Halliday, E. The Talaings. 1917.

al-Himyari, Nashwan ibn Sa'id. Die auf Siidarabien beziiglichen Angaben
Naswans im Sams al'ulum, gesammelt, alphabetiseh geordnet und hrsg.

von 'Azimuddm Ahmad. 1916. (E. J. W. Gibb memorial series,

v. 24.)

Hira Lai. Descriptive lists of inscriptions in the Central Provinces and

Berar. 1916.

Huart, C. Le livre de la creation et de 1'histoire de Motahhar ben Tahir

el-Maqdisi. Attribue a Abou-Zaid Ahmed Ben Sahl el-Balkhi. Pub. et

tr. par C. Huart. 1916.

Ibn Miskawaih. The Tajarib al-unam, or History of Ibn Miskawayh. By
L. Caetani. Vol. 6. 1917. .(E. J. W. Gibb memorial series, v. 7,

pt. 6.)

India, Director general of archaeology. An alphabetical index to the classi-

fied catalogue of the Director general of archaeology, pt. 1-2. 1917.

Juvaini, 'Ala ud-Din <Ata Malik. The Tarikh-i-Jahan-gusha, pt. 2; ed.

by MirzS, Muhammad ibn 'Abdul Wahhab-i-Qazwini. 1916. (E. J.

W. Gibb memorial series, v. 16, pt. 2.)

Kohler, K. Jewish theology. 1918.

Krishna Sastri, H. South-Indian images of gods and goddesses. 1916.

Laufer, B. The language of the Yiie-chi, or Indo-Scythians. 1917.

Longhurst, A. H. Hampi ruins. 1917.

Margolis, M. L. The story of Bible translations. 1917.

Mills, L. An exposition of the lore of the Avesta. 1916.

Narasimhachar, E. Architecture and sculpture in Mysore, no. 1. The
Kesava temple at Somanathapur. 1917.

Naville, E. H. The Xlth dynasty temple at Deir el-Bahari, pt. II. 1910.

Naville, E. H. The temple of Deir al-Bahari, pt. V. [1906.]

Notz, W. Monopolies in the ancient Orient. (Eeprint from Bibliotheca

Sacra.)

The Oxyrhynchus papyri, pt. VII, ed. by A. S. Hunt. 1910.

Palestine exploration fund. Annual report. 1916.

Quackenbos, G. P. The Sanskrit poems of Mayura. 1917. (Columbia

University Indo-Iranian Series, vol. 9.)

Eeformed church in America, Board of foreign missions. 85th annual

report. 1917.

Seidenadel, C. W. The first grammar of the language spoken by the Bontoc

Igorot. 1909.

Socie'te' d 'Etudes oceaniennes (Polynesie orientale). Bulletin no. 1, March,
1917.

The Holy Scriptures. A translation of the Masoretic text. (Jewish
Publication Society of America.) 1917.
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REPORT OF THE EDITORS OF THE JOURNAL
The report of the Editors of the Journal, Professor James A.

Montgomery and Dr. George C. 0. Haas, was presented by
Professor Montgomery, as follows:

In 1917 five issues of the Journal were published, part 4 of vol. 36 and

the four parts of vol. 37. The year of publication is now identical with

the calendar year, and the Journal will hereafter appear in five parts, in

February, April, June, October, and December. The business distress and

the imperfect state of much of the copy submitted have unfortunately

delayed the appearance of the parts.

In view of the constantly increasing cost of printing the Journal, it may
be necessary during the coming year to make a slight reduction in the

number of pages in the volume. For the same reason it is most essential

that the number of changes in proof be kept at the lowest possible point,

and that all needless expense for the setting of special characters and

foreign words be avoided. Contributors can do much to lighten the labor

of the Editors by preparing their copy with the utmost care, in conformity
with the style of the Journal, and by leaving ample space between the

lines.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS
The folloing persons, recommended by the Directors, wer

elected members of the Society :

HONORARY MEMBERS
M. Francois Thureau-Dangin, of Paris

Professor Arthur Anthony Macdonell, of Oxford

CORPORATE MEMBERS
Mr. Francis C. Anscombe
Mr. T. A. Bird

Mr. Milton Brooks

Prof. Camden M. Cobern

Prof. George Dahl

Rev. Raymond P. Dougherty
Dr. Israel I. Efros

Rabbi Harry W. Ettelson

Rabbi Solomon B. Freehof

Prof. Robert F. Gribble

Mr. K. K. Haddaway
Mr. Florin Howard Jones

Rabbi Jacob H. Kaplan
Rabbi Jacob Z. Lauterbach

Mr. Lindsay B. Longacre

Dr. D. I. Macht

Prof. Wm. Romaine Newbold

Miss Ruth Norton

Rabbi David Philipson

Mr. John Reilly, Jr.

Hon. Paul S. Reinsch

Rev. Paul W. Sims

Mr. K. N. Sitharaman

Dr. Louise P. Smith

Dr. David B. Spooner
Rabbi Emanuel Sternheim

Rev. Archibald Tremayne
Mr. Tseh Ling Tsu

Mrs. F. W. Williams

Rev. Wm. F. Wunsch
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The report of the committee to nominate officers for the ensu-

ing year was presented by Professor R. G. Kent. It was voted

to postpone action on this report and to leav it in the hands of

the committee, to await the result of deliberations of the Direc-

tors regarding representation of the Middle West Branch in the

list of officers.

The President then deliverd the annual address, the subject

being 'The Outlook for American Oriental Studies' [printed in

the JOURNAL, 38. 107-120]. Thereafter, at 12:58 p. M., the

Society took a recess until the time appointed for the afternoon

session.

SECOND SESSION

The second session began at 2 :15 p. M., with the President in

the chair. In accordance with the program, the Society pro-

ceeded at once to the hearing of communications, in the folloing

order :

Professor A. T. CLAY, of Yale University: The so-called Arabian origin

of the Semites. Eemarks by Professors Jastrow, Haupt, and Worrell.

The generally accepted theory that the original home of the Semites

was in Arabia, and that they deposited themselves periodically layer

upon layer in the surrounding lands, can not stand in the light of

history and tradition; with the exception of the conquest of Islam in

the Christian Era, all evidence and tradition show that Arabia was

settled from the north.

Dr. E. N. EABINOWITZ, of Baltimore: The general character of the Mid-

rash Hag-gadol to Leviticus.

Professor A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON, of Columbia University: A previ-

ously not noted parallel between an apocryphal story of Zoroaster 's infancy

and a tale in Buddhist literature. Discussion by Professor Hopkins, Dr.

Burlingame, Dr. Brown, and Professor Morgenstern.

The story is that of the miraculous rescue from death of an infant

destined for future greatness, but against whose life enemies plot.

The child is saved from the feet of a herd of kine by the bull, who

protects the infant between his four hoofs while the herd passes. This

is told of Zoroaster in Pahlavi apocryphal gospel stories, ca. 900 A.D.,

and in the Persian Zartusht Namah, ca. 1200 A.D.
;

and of the mer-

chant Ghosaka in Pali Buddhist texts, Manorathapurani and Dham-

mapada commentary, ea. 430 A.D., etc. The story belongs to both

Indian and Persian story literature.

Dr. H. F. LUTZ, of the University of Pennsylvania: (a) A new Cassite

liver-inspection text; (b) An omen-text referring to the action of a

dreamer. Comments by Professors Jastrow, Clay, and Montgomery.

(a) [Printed in the JOURNAL, 38. 77-96.]
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(b) Translation and interpretation of a cuneiform tablet in the

University of Pennsylvania Museum, bringing to light a new 'leaf 1

of a textbook on oneiromancy. It contains dreams in which the

dreamer beholds certain movements of his body. Side by side with

each possible dream of that kind runs an interpretation of the dream,
86 being thus enumerated.

Dr. E. W. BURLINGAME, of Yale University: Pali originals of some
Jataka stories, and their manipulation by the Cingalese redactor. [Printed
in the JOURNAL, 38. 267.] Eemarks by Professor Edgerton.

Dr. ETTALENE M. GRICE, of Yale University : Date formulae of the Larsa

Dynasty. Remarks by Professor Clay.

The numerous records in the Yale Babylonian Collection include

many date formulae valuable for the reconstruction of the history of

the Larsa Dynasty. There have been discovered about 20 new dates,

amplifications of briefer formulae already known, and material for

correcting conjectural readings of illegible published texts. The order

of the formulae for the last 5 years of Warad-Sin and the first 4 of

Rim-Sin and of other groups of two or three years can be shown,

together with the fact that the Isin era was at the close of Rim-Sin's

reign. In addition are found synchronisms of rulers of the Larsa

Dynasty with a king of Isin and with some rulers of Erech, including

one hitherto unknown king.

Professor MARY I. HUSSEY, of Mt. Holyoke College : A galet of Eannatum
in the Harvard Semitic Museum. [Printed in the JOURNAL, 38. 264-266.]

The Society then adjurnd for the day, at 4 :25 p. M.

THIRD SESSION

The third session was opend at 9:34 A. M. on Wednesday

morning, in Lampson Hall, with the President in the chair.

The Society proceeded at once to the hearing of communica-

tions, in the folloing order :

Rev. J. E. SNYDER, of Johns Hopkins University: Cosmogonic echoes in

the Psalter. Remarks by Professor Haupt.
Berosus says that Bel cut Tiamat asunder, and of one half of her

he formed the earth and of the other half the heavens. Similarly we

find in Psalm 24. 3: 'From the huge carcass (mippagre) of the slain

monster (holalim; cf. Gesenius 52, s) Thou didst found a fastness

(the firmament) because of Thy foes (the helpers of Rahab).' We
find the same corruption (olel for holel) in Judges 20. 45. The unin-

telligible tena in Psalm 8. 3 is a miswriting for taggih 'Thou causest

to shine.' Psalm 8 must be preceded by Psalm 24. 1, 2, and Psalm

24. 7-10 is the conclusion of Psalm 21.

Professor A. J. CARNOY, of the University of Pennsylvania: The Old

Persian periphrastic perfect. [To be printed in the JOURNAL.] Discussion
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by Dr. Ogden, Professors E. G. Kent, Edgerton, Haupt, Torrey, and Dr.

Albright.

Professor A. EMBER, of Johns Hopkins University: The transliteration

of Old Egyptian. (Presented for the author by Dr. Albright.) Eemarks

by Professor Haupt.
The Semitic character of Egyptian is much obscured by the unfor-

tunate system of transliteration used by the leading Egyptologists.

The paper suggests letters and symbols to represent the letters of the

Egyptian alphabet, as well as a system of transliteration in Hebrew
characters.

Professor F. EDGERTON, of the University of Pennsylvania: (a) A Hin-

diism in Sanskrit; (b) The metafor of the car as applied to the Eigvedic
ritual. Discussion by Professors Lanman, Haupt, Carnoy, and Kent.

(a) [Printed in the JOURNAL, 38. 206-207.]

(b) The 'car' mentiond in EV. 10. 53. 7 is usually supposed to

be a literal car. It is on the contrary a metaforic expression for the

ritual performance. A hymn may be compared to a car because of

its intricat construction (also compared to the work of weaving,

etc.); Soma, because of swift motion and because it brings welth;

varius ritualistic entities, because (like cars at fords) they carry one

across streams (of difficulties). These different avenues unite and

lead to the concept of the entire ritual performance as a car.

Dr. W. F. ALBRIGHT, of Johns Hopkins University: (a) The mouth of

the rivers; (b) Some cruces in the Langdon Epic. Eemarks by Professors

Jastrow and Haupt.

(a) The Sumerian expression id-Tcana meant primarily 'source of

the rivers/ to judge from purely philological considerations. Starting

here, various ideas regarding the two rivers and their sources are

examined from geographical, cosmological, and ritualistic points of

view, whence it appears, e.g., that Mt. Hashur is Kashiari-Masius, that

Tilmun is correctly identified with Tylos-Bahrein, that Eridu in the

incantations is often a synonym of Apsu, just as Kutu is of Aralu,

and has nothing to do with Eden. The role of Tammuz and Ishtar

as river-gods is also considered, as well as related Egyptian, Iranian,

and Biblical conceptions.

(b)' The principal passages treated are Obv. II, 9-11; Obv. Ill,

9-12 = 29-32; Eev. II as a whole, with special attention to 15-18,

37-38, 44-47.

Eev. F. GAVIN, of Harvard University: Aphraates and Jewish contro-

versy.

The controversial homilies of Aphraates (fl. 336-350) show a remark-

able acquaintance with Jewish thought, tradition, and exegesis, with

which they have much in common. On further examination it is seen

that the controversy but symbolized a deeper radical divergence on

fundamental conceptions which is not entirely articulate. It would

seem that the Persian church was in the way of evolving a theology

and method of presentation proper to its own genius, independent of
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Jewish thought in fundamentals, and entirely free from Latin or

Greek domination in its method of self-expression.

Dr. W. N. BROWN, of the University of Pennsylvania: Bluff in Hindu
fiction. Comments by Professor Worrell, Father Gavin, and Mr. Scheltema.

A frequent motif in Hindu fiction is bluff, generally used to point
the moral that { brain beats brawn.' Thus men and weak but quick-
witted animals often escape threatening lions, tigers, or demons by
putting on a bold front and themselves taking the offensive. There

are many stories motivated by
' accidental bluff.

' A strong animal or

demon fearing an unknown (and often imaginary) creature identifies

it with the hero, who is innocent of intent to bluff, and without resist-

ance submits to his will. Often an attempted bluff fails because the

would-be perpetrator lacks the moral strength to support his assumed

part.

Dr. G. S. DUNCAN, of Johns Hopkins University: The interpretation of

the Biblical apocalypses. (Kead in abstract by the Corresponding Secre-

tary.)

Biblical apocalypses were not meant as prophecies, but as consola-

tions in time of hardship and persecution. Daniel and Revelation refer

to contemporary powers under images understood only by initiates, for

the sake of safety, and express the confident hope that oppression will

not always prevail.

Thereupon, at 12 :16 p. M., the Society took a recess until the

time appointed for the afternoon session.

FOURTH SESSION
The fourth session was opend at 2 : 17 p. M., with the President

in the chair. The reading of communications was resumed, as

follows :

Professor L. B. PATON, of Hartford Theological Seminary: The holy

places of ancient Canaan. Comments by Professors Carnoy, Clay, Jastrow,

De Long, Morgenstern, and Montgomery.
It is known that the ancient Canaanites worshiped in many sanctu-

aries, called 'high places,' which were inherited by the Israelites and

reconsecrated to their national God. The determination of these sanc-

tuaries is important for archeology and the history of religion.

Criteria by which they may be recognized are: (1) names of deities

used in compounding the names of places; (2) natural sanctuaries at

these places, such as volcanic activity, mountains, caves, springs, and

trees; (3) divine activity at these places; (4) holy objects, such as

stones, altars, images, ark, temples, etc.; (5) names indicating that

places are sanctuaries; (6) sacred persons connected with these places;

(7) sacred actions occurring there.

Professor E. W. HOPKINS, of Yale University: The background of
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totemism. [Printed in the JOURNAL, 38. 145-159.] Kemarks by Dr.

Scheltema.

Professor P. HAUPT, of Johns Hopkins University: (a) Circe and

Astarte; (b) Melchizedek, legitimate king. Eemarks by Professors Mor-

genstern and Jastrow.

(a) The prototype of Circe is Istar in the Babylonian Nimrod epic.

The spouse of her youth, Tammuz-Adonis, died and is lamented every

year. She loved a shepherd-bird, i.e. a rose-starling, also a lion and

a horse; she transformed a shepherd into a wolf, and her father's

gardener into an ox to be slaughtered. Assyr. tallale denotes the

butcher's helpers who throw the ox down (ef. horid, Jer. 51. 40)

before its throat is cut (cf. Arab. talU = Talmud, rabug}.

(b) Melchizedek is a purely fictitious personage, based on misinter-

pretation of the term malM-gadq
'

rightful king' in Psalm 110, which

refers to Zerubbabel (cf. ZAT 34. 142). Therefore Melchizedek is

'without father, without mother, without genealogy' (Heb. 7. 3; con-

trast Knudtzon, Amarna, p. 1333, 1. 5). Gen. 14 was written for the

purpose of encouraging the followers of Zerubbabel in rebellion against
Darius Hystaspis, but the Melchizedek episode is a subsequent inser-

tion added at the time when the high-priest had become the head of

the Jewish nation after the removal of Zerubbabel in 519 B.C. (OLZ
18. 71).

Professor M. BLOOMFIELD, of Johns Hopkins University: On the life and

stories of the Jaina Savior ParsVanatha. (Presented in abstract by the

Corresponding Secretary.)

An account of the author's work on Parsvanatha, which deals with

one of the several Caritas, or Lives. This contains an account of nine

prebirths and one final birth of P.; in each prebirth the saint is killed

by a hostile brother, who is finally converted in the last birth. On
this frame is hung a chain of stories, many of the very first rank, a

goodly number of them known elsewhere. Extremely important for

niti-stanzas
;

there are a thousand or more, many of them contained

in the Indische Spruche, but a large number new and excellent in

spiciness of flavor.

Professor W. H. WORRELL, of Hartford Seminary Foundation: The
demon of noonday and some related ideas. [Printed in the JOURNAL, 38.

160-166.] Eemarks by Dr. Albright.

Professor M. JASTROW, JR., of the University of Pennsylvania : Gilgamish
and Enkidu. Discussion by Professors Haupt, Clay, Carnoy, and De Long;
additional remarks by the author.

A revised translation, based on a new collation of the text, of a new

fragment of the Gilgamish Epic, in the University of Pennsylvania

Museum, published by Dr. Langdon. This forms part of the older

Babylonian version, which differs largely from the later Assyrian one.

Our fragment deals with the meeting of Gilgamish with Enkidu. Gil-

gamish and Enkidu are represented as counterparts,
'

heavenly twins'

of Babylonia, indistinguishable in appearance, which indicates their
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original identity. Enkidu is the older, entirely Sumerian; his traits

are transferred to Gilgamish, who is partly Sumerian, partly Akka-

dian. The relationship of the form Gish to various other forms of

the name, Gish-bil-ga-mish, Gir-bil-ga-mish, Gilgamish, Gish-tu-bar, etc.,

is explained.

Professor C. E. LANMAN, of Harvard University: The Buddhist sacred

texts: a plea for the prompt undertaking of the work of making the most

ancient ones accessible to the Occident, with a word as to methods and

helps. Appreciativ remarks by a Hindu student present by invitation, and

by Professors Montgomery and Nies.

As the East is now our neighbor, we must strive to understand and

respect it aright. The Orientalist must act as the interpreter of the

East to the West. The Buddhist sacred books contain the teachings

of the Buddha, one of the world 's greatest religious guides. The oldest

are the four Nikayas ('Collections'): Digha, Majjhima, Samyutta,

and Anguttara. Of these, only one (the Digha) has been translated

into English, and even of that only two-thirds. Yet these teachings,

in their quaint simplicity, are strikingly instructive and absolutely good

as guides for modern life, individual and international. Kemarks on

the methods to be employed in translating them, and on the helps now

available.

Professor J. MORGENSTERN, of Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati: Palm

Sunday. Bemarks by Professors Haupt and Barton.

The characteristic rite, in both ancient and modern times, was the

carrying of palm or other branches in sacred procession. These were

generally kept after the festival to guard against sickness and misfor-

tune. This festival was regarded as the close of the annual period

when ghosts revisit relatives. It is a popular belief that on Palm

Sunday the walled-in Golden Gate of the Temple at Jerusalem will

be re-opened to admit the Messiah. Palm Sunday originally the open-

ing day of the ancient Canaanite Mazzoth festival and other corre-

sponding Semitic festivals; in its celebration the greeting of the

spring equinoctial sun was an important rite. Solar ceremonies in

Ezek. 8. 16 ff., cf. Ezek. 43. 1-3.

It was suggested that a message of greeting be sent to Professor

Basil L. Gildersleeve, for sixty years a member of the Society,

and the Corresponding Secretary was requested to do this in the

name of the Society.

The Society then adjurnd for the day, at 5 :50 p. M.

FIFTH SESSION

The fifth session began at 9 :43 A. M. on Thursday morning,

with the President in the chair.

It was announst for the Directors that the next annual meeting
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wud be held at Philadelphia on Tuesday, Wednesday, and

Thursday of Easter Week, April 22d, 23d, and 24th, 1919.

On motion, the folloing resolution was unanimusly adopted :

Resolved, that the American Oriental Society record its grateful apprecia-
tion of the action of the Governor and the General Court of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts in complying with the wishes of the Society as

to the removal of the requirement for a meeting once every three years in

Massachusetts; and further,

Resolved, that the special thanks of the Society be extended to Mr. Eben
Francis Thompson, Professor Charles B. Lanman, and Mr. Charles Dana

Burrage, for their effective aid in bringing about this result.

The Corresponding Secretary reported that he had sent the

message of good wishes to Professor Gildersleeve, as instructed

by the Society. It was voted that a message of greeting be sent

to Mr. Addison Van Name, for many years the Society's libra-

rian, and Professor F. W. Williams was askt to visit Mr. Van
Name and deliver it in person.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS FOR 1918-1919

The committee appointed to nominate officers for the year

1918-1919, consisting of Professors Schmidt, R. G. Kent, and

Worrell, whose report, presented at the first session, had been

left in their hands for such modification as might be required

by action of the Directors, presented an amended report, as

follows :

President Professor James Henry Breasted, of Chicago.
Vice Presidents Professor Henry Hyvernat, of Washington;

Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, of New York;
Professor Julian Morgenstern, of Cincinnati.

Corresponding Secretary Professor Franklin Edgerton, of Philadelphia.

Recording Secretary Dr. George C. O. Haas, of New York.

Treasurer Professor Albert T. Clay, of New Haven.
Librarian Professor Albert T. Clay, of New Haven.
Editors of the Journal Professor James A. Montgomery, of Philadelphia;

Dr. George C. O. Haas, of New York.

Directors, term expiring 1921

Professor Maurice Bloomfield of Baltimore;
Professor Albert TenEyck Olmstead, of Urbana, 111.;

Professor Charles C. Torrey, of New Haven.

The officers thus nominated wer thereupon duly elected. The
President then announst the folloing appointments :
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Committee of Arrangements for 1919: Professors Jastrow, Margolie,
E. G. Kent, and the Corresponding Secretary.

Committee on Nominations: Professors Jewett, Paton, and De Long.
Auditors: Professors F. W. Williams and Hopkins.

On motion, the folloing resolution was unanimusly adopted :

Eesolved, that the American Oriental Society communicate its cordial

appreciation to the authorities of Yale University for welcoming the Society
to Lampson Hall, to the Oriental Club of New Haven for its generous

hospitality, to the Graduate Club for courtesies extended, and to the Com-
mittee of Arrangements and the local members for the thoughtful provision
made for the comfort and entertainment of those attending the meeting.

The reading of papers was then resumed, as follows :

Eev. Dr. J. B. NIBS, of Brooklyn, N. Y.: (a) The origin of the sign

MAS; (b) A pre-Sargonic inscription on limestone [printed in the JOURNAL,
38. 188-196]. Comments by Professors Haupt, Morgenstern, Barton, and
Jastrow.

Eev. Dr. E. P. DOUGHERTY, of Yale University: The Shirqutu of

Erech.

Tablets in the Yale Babylonian Collection, found at Erech and dated

in the reign of Nabonidus, throw interesting light on the shirqutu, a

class of individuals dedicated to the Belit of Erech to perform menial

service. They were marked with the TcakTcabtu u arratu. In one case

the mark is called Icakkabtu shendu, which, according to other tablets,

was also used to brand animals belonging to the deity.

Dr. C. E. REISER, of Yale University: The Patesis of the Ur Dynasty.
Comments by Dr. Nies and Professors Jastrow and Barton.

A study of the many published texts, including those in the Yale

Babylonian Collection, dated in the reigns of the kings of the Ur

Dynasty furnishes not only historical data for the reconstruction of

a chronological list of the so-called patesis of most of the important
cities of Babylonia (in the case of some of these places practically

complete, in the case of others only partial), but also the names of

new patesis and additional dates, as well as material relative to the

status, duties, etc., of these officials.

Professor C. C. TORREY, of Yale University: On certain passages in the

so-called Gospel of Peter. Comments by Professors Edgerton and Barton.

Mr. W. H. SCHOFF, of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum: Eoman
soldiers in India? Eemarks by Mr. Scheltema.

It was voted to limit the time of the subsequent papers to five

minutes and to dispense with the reading of abstracts.

Professor P. HAUPT, of Johns Hopkins University: (a) The volcano in

Engidu's dreams; (b) Assyrian Amurru, Mediterranean. Comments by
Professors Jastrow and Clay.
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(a) The dreams which Engidu had before he and Gilgames slew the

Elamite Humbaba were joyful and pleasing; sdsat is connected with

Heb. sason 'joy.' The second dream refers to a rock-avalanche:

Humbaba will fall in the same way. The third dream describes a

volcanic eruption: the heavens thundered, the earth rumbled, daylight

failed, darkness set in, lightning flashed, fire flared up, (cinders)

showered down, it rained death. (Then there was) light again, the fire

was quenched, (and the cinders that) had fallen turned to vapor (NE
58. 15-20). Humbaba will flare up, but he will be quelled.

(b) Amurru is an ancient Assyrian name for the Mediterranean.

It is connected with Assyr. amirdnu and tdmertu 'reservoir' and

ammaru 'abundance' (AJSL 26. 23, n. 47). The name Gomorrah is

derived from the same stem. Amurru denotes ' a great body of water '

(Arab, ghamrah). Like Heb. yam 'sea,' Amurru is used also for

'west.' The Sumerian equivalent mar-tu signifies 'place of sunset'

(OLZ 17. 422). Not only the Philistines, but also the Phenicians

and the Amorites were pre-Hellenic invaders from the Aegean islands,

including Crete (WF 200).

President Hadley, of Yale University, then made a brief

address of welcome, in the course of which he referd to the

Society's part in the history of American scolarship [printed in

the JOURNAL, 38. 142-143].

Professor J. MORGENSTERN, of Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati:

Kedesh-Naphtali and Taanach.

Jud. 4 is a composite narrative, based upon older traditions of two

distinct battles. Kedesh-Naphtali was fought by Zebulun and Naphtali

against the Canaanites near the Waters of Merom. This resulted in

the Israelite conquest of the tableland of Naphtali and the permanent
federation of Zebulun and Naphtali. Later Issachar joined the federa-

tion. Taanach was fought later by six Israelite tribes under Barak
and Deborah against Sisera and allied Canaanite city-states in the

Kishon Valley. Two leagues of Israelite tribes acted in concert: the

northern league of Zebulun, Naphtali, and Issachar, and the southern

league of Ephraim, Machir or Manasseh, and Benjamin. Victory
welded these two leagues into one. Later this was federated by David
with a similar southern coalition, and the nation, Israel, resulted.

At 11:48 A. M. the Society adjurnd, to meet again in Phila-

delphia, April 22d, 1919.

The folloing communications were presented by title:

Eev. Dr. J. E. ABBOTT, of Summit, N. J. : (a) Eknath, the Maharashtra
saint and poet; (b) The derivation of the word palanquin.

Dr. W. F. ALBRIGHT: Some Hebrew and Assyrian etymologies.
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Dr. F. R. BLAKE: The government publications on the dialects of the

Igorot of the Philippine Islands.

Dr. W. N. BROWN: Proselyting the Asuras.

Dr. E. CHIERA: Sha-gi-pad-da, a new king of Ur?

Professor A. T. CLAY: (a) A new series of transliterations and trans-

lations of ancient Semitic inscriptions; (b) Humbaba the Amorite.

Professor C. E. CONANT: The pluralizing infix g of certain Philippine

languages.

Dr. I. EFROS: The Menorat ha-Maor: place and date of composition.

Professor A. EMBER: (a) One hundred new Semito-Egyptian words;

(b) Metathesis in Egyptian.
Dr. E. M. GRICE: Note on SA-GAZ.

Dr. F. v. OEFELE: An idea about quicker understanding between philol-

ogists and other depending scholars.

Dr. J. J. PRICE: (a) Notes on a few unknown Persian words; (b) Notes

on Dashtana and D'bir.

Professor J. D. PRINCE: Tatar material in Old Eussian.

Dr. J. F. SCHELTEMA : Arabia and the war.

23 JAOS
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